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LCAP Community Feedback Survey 
During the 2017-18 school year, Madera Unified sent out a survey via email to parents, students, staff and the 
community. Below are the results of this year’s survey results.  Total survey   respondents: 428 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

LCAP Community Meeting Feedback 
LCAP input meetings were held with parents to obtain their respective feedback on the most important state 
priorities and resources needed to address the state priorities. People in attendance discussed, prioritized, and 
voted on the top areas they would like the district to dedicate resources/services toward. The results were tallied 
at the end of each meeting and the entire group then reviewed the results. The parents generated a number of 
unique ideas/solutions. 

 
Total Number of Attendees: 230 

 
● Alpha  Elementary School  January 29, 2018   (26) 

● James Monroe Elementary School  January 30, 2018   (45) 

● Lincoln  Elementary School  February 01, 2018   (23) 

● Sierra Vista  Elementary School  February 02, 2018  (31) 

● Millview  Elementary School  February 05, 2018  (22) 

● Washington  Elementary School  February 09, 2018  (57) 

● Virginia Lee  Elementary School  February 26, 2018  (26) 

 
Total Number of Workshops: 7 
 
Schools Represented by One or More Attendees: 7 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

Feedback compiled from each meeting 
 
ALPHA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
JANUARY 29/2018 
26 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE #1 

● Uniforms For All The Schools. 
● Certificates For Kids Should Have The Picture On It, And Made With The Same Material (For All The 

Schools). 
● Childcare For All The Resource Centers. 
● More Sports For Kids, Starting From Kinder. 
● The Graduation Rate On High School Is 86%, Look For The Reason The Other 16% Are Not Graduating. 

Focus On The Problem And Make A Plan To Solve This. 
● We Need Family Coordinator To See And Find What Kind Of Problems The Students Are Bringing To The 

Schools. 
● Longer Time For Lunch At Schools, And Supervision During This Time To Avoid Problems Among The 

Students. 
● More Computers For The Students. 
● Shades For The Play Areas. 
● One-one Support For Students In Order To Help Them And Get A Better Understanding Of Their Needs. 
● More Surveillance During Lunch And Break Times To Avoid Bullying And Any Other Problems Between 

Students.  
TABLE#2 

●  Uniforms For All Students To Avoid Discrimination. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● After School Tutorias. 
● More Classes And Programs For Parents. 
● Vocational Orientation. 
● No Cellphones In The Classrooms. 

TABLE #3 
● Surveillance During Lunch And Break Times. 
● More Trained Responsible For Monitoring People. 
● No Cell Phones For Students Or Teachers In Classrooms. 
● Change The Teaching Techniques. 
● Longer Time For Lunch At Middle And High Schools. 
● More Tutorias For Students. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 

   

 



 
 

LCAP MEETING 
JAMES MONROE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
JANUARY 30/2018 
45 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE #1 

● We Need The Class Dojo Application For All The Schools. 
● Uniforms In All The Schools. 
● More Surveillance In High Schools. 
● Motivational Classes To Help Students Graduate From High School. 
● More Teacher’s Assistants And Tutors. 
● Make A Better Parking Lot For The James Monroe School. 
●  Adequate Surveillance In This School. 

TABLE #2 
● To Obligate Parents To Assist School Meetings. 
● Return Of Uniforms In The Schools. 
● Longer Period For Lunch Time. 
● Sports And Activities For Kids As Early As Kindergarten. 
● More Tutors To Monitor The Academic Progress. 
● Social Workers To Visit Homes For Kids Who Are Having Learning Problems. 
●  Monthly Meetings With Principals At Each School. 
● Traffic Light At James Monroe School. 
● Security Outside Of James Monroe School. 

TABLE #3 
● More Tutors. 
● Healthy And Fresh Food In The Cafeterias. 
● The Schools Should Have Their Own Cooks. 
● More Security Guards At Schools. 
● More Discipline Or Rules For Cellphone Use. 
● Better Support From The After School Programs For All The School Subjects. 
● To Allow Parent Volunteers  In The Cafeterias  During Lunch Time To Help Kindergarten Students Open 

Lunch Packages. Their Are Not Enough Staff To Assist All Students During Their Allotted Lunch Time, Nor 
Can The Younger Grades Open Packages Themselves, Thus Students Are Not Eating Lunch. 

● Reduction Of Class Size. 
TABLE #4 

● Return Uniforms In The Schools. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● Training For Parents To Become Volunteers In Classrooms. 
● More Tutors. 
● Surveillance Cameras Inside And Outside Of Classrooms. 
● To Show All The Results From The Feedbacks Of These Lcap Meetings And Do Not Show Favoritism For 

The School District On These Results. 
TABLE #5 

● Return Uniforms At Schools As Well As Sport Uniforms. 
● After School Tutors For Kids. 
● Vocational Orientation For Youths. 
● No Cellphones In The Classrooms. 

 



 
 

● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● Workshops And Training For Parents Willing To Start A Business. 
● To Continue With The Parents Resource Centers (English, Computer, Rosetta Stone, Lexia And Personal 

Classes).  
●  Childcare For All The Parents Programs. 
● Healthy Food In The Cafeterias And Avoid The Food Waste.   

 



 
 

LCAP MEETING 
LINCOLN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 01/2018 
23 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE # 1 

● More Help For English Learners. 
● More Books And Computers. 
● Art Classes. 
● One Daily Hour For Exercising. 
●  Uniforms At Schools. 
● Healthier Food In The Cafeterias. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● Tutors For Kids With Low Learning Levels At Home Or Schools. 
● To Demand To The Surveillance Personal To Do A Better Job,Because Students Are Continuing 

Introducing Drugs And Firearms In The Schools.   
●  Longer Preschool Days For Kids.  
● More Capacity For After Schools Programs Because The Waiting List For Kids To Be Accepted Is Too Long. 

TABLE # 2 
● Substitute Teachers That Are Qualified And With Credentials. 
● Return The Uniforms At Schools As Well As Sport Uniforms. 
● To Provide Snacks For Adults In The Schools. 
● After School Tutoring. 
● To Continue With Adult Programs. 
● Social Workers And Tutors To Visit Student Homes. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● Healthier Food In The Cafeterias. 
● Surveillance Cameras Inside And Outside Of Classrooms. 
● Cooks In The School Cafeterias. 
●  Stoplight At The Intersection Of Children At The James Monroe Elementary School. 

TABLE # 3 
● Technical Careers For High School Students. 
● Drug Prevention Trainings For Youths. 
● After School Tutoring At Homes. 
● More Sports Opportunities For Kids. 
● More Sports For Kids K-3. 
● Return The Uniforms At Schools.   

 



 
 

LCAP MEETING 
SIERRA VISTA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 02/2018 
31 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE # 1 

● Return The Uniforms At Schools. 
●  Motivation From Teachers To Students In An Effort To Reduce Dropout Rates . 
●  Reduction Of Class Size. 
● To Have A Teacher Assistant On Each Classroom. Perhaps More Help In The Class Helps Raise Students 

Grades. 
● More Tutors For After School Programs. 
● Coordinators For Students With Low Grades And Learning Problems. 
● Do Not Waste School Lunches And Instead Of Throwing Them Away, Give Them To The Resource Centers 

For Families In Need. 
TABLE # 2 

● Full Time Psychologists At Schools. 
● For Students To Have A Session With A Professional Motivator In An Effort To Avoid Student Dropouts. 

Workshops For  Students To Attend That Push Them To Continue Working Toward Higher Education.  
● Uniforms At Schools. 
● Reduction Of Class Size. 
● More Surveillance At Schools. 
● Sports Uniforms. 
● Training Or Workshops For Parents To Attend That Will Help Build Communication Between Parents And 

Youth 
● Trainings For Parents Who Are Willing To Be Volunteers At Schools. 
● Early Detection For Bullying Problems. 
● High Quality Tutoring For Kids. 
● Certified Teacher Assistants. 

TABLE # 3 
● More Bullying Workshops For Parents And Students. 
● More Security At Schools. 
● Bilingual Nurses. 
● Younger Grades Have Access To School Sports. 
● Uniforms At Schools. 
● Assign Someone To Visit The Homes Of Students Who Are Showing Signs Of Bullying, Low Grade Scores, 

Little To No Interest For School Or Peers. 
TABLE # 4 

● Resource Centers That Help Parents And Students. 
● Parent Classes (English, Computer, Literacy ). 
● More Bus Transportation And Assign An Assistant For Drivers. 
● Art Classes For All Grade Levels 
● To Motivate The Kids To Stay In School. 
● Healthy Environment. 
●  Reduction Of Class Size. 
● Teacher Helpers In Class. 
● Tutoring Programs After School, To Help Raise Student Grades. 

 



 
 

● Lunch Leftover Give To The Parent Resources Center To Keep The Parents Involved To The Assistance. 
● Coordinator To Keep Motivate The Student In Each Classes. 

   

 



 
 

 
LCAP MEETING 
MILLVIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 5 /2018 
22 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE #1 

● More Security For Students While At Recess 
● More Counselor Sessions 
● At Home Tutoring  
● Smaller Class Sizes 
● Metal Detectors To Be Placed At School Entrances 
● Send Home School Meeting Flyers Earlier 
● Uniforms  
● For Teachers To Pay Close Attention To Students Who May Be Bullying Others, Or Victims Of Bullying 
● Uneaten School Food Should Be Donated To Parent Resource Centers For Families In Need  

TABLE #2 
● Tutoring For Students With Low Academic Grades And Test Scores 
● Healthier Food Options And For More Time For Students During Lunch Break 
● Smaller Class Sizes 
● More Campus Security 
● Traffic Monitor 
● Bilingual Teachers That Can Provide An Easier Transition For Students Coming From Other Countries 
● Supervise School Funding And Show Parents Where Funds Are Being Used 
● To Give Parents More Information As To What Programs Are Offered For Special Needs Students  
● At Home Tutoring For Students With Low Academic Levels 

TABLE #3 
● More Information Regarding Bullying (Consequences, What Is Effective In Preventing Bullying, More 

Bullying Forums) 
● Also- That School Bus Drivers Be Required To Know How To Handle Bullying In Different Grade Levels 
● Counselors  
● Tutoring And Teacher Assistant In Classes 
● Uniforms 
● Healthier Lunch Menus 
● Summer Classes In Art, Literature, And English Learners 
● Student Advocates 

TABLE #4 
● More Tutoring  
● More Security Cameras 
● Bathroom Breaks  
● More Time During Lunch 
● More Bathrooms On Campuses 
● More Bilingual Teachers 
● Smaller Class Sizes 
● More Shade In Recess Area 
● Security Guards At The Back Gate At Madera High School North Campus At Break Time And Lunch Time. 

Students Are Known To Jump The Fence At Those Times 

 



 
 

 LCAP MEETING 
WASHINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 9/ 2018 
57 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE #1 

● More Support From Parents 
● More Support From Teachers 
● More Surveillance 
● Teachers Assistant In Each Class 
● Bullying Intervention 
● Shaded Play Areas 
● More Cafeteria Workers 
● Better Lunch Menus 
● More Bathrooms At Washington Elementary School 
● More Containers In The Girls Restroom To Dispose Of Menstrual Pads 
● More Water Fountains, And To Keep Up With Maintenance 
● More Parent Resource Classes In English, And Computer With More Dates And Times 
● Programs For Younger Grade School Students (Music, Art, Sports) 
● Therapists For Special Need Students 

○ Speech Therapy 
○ 504 
○ Phycologist 

TABLE #2 
● After School Tutoring Focusing On The Needs Of The Student 
● Review Teachers Annual Report To Insure That Our Students Are Getting The Help They Need 
● More Teachers Prepared In Teaching English Learner Students 
● More Extracurricular Classes (Art, Sports, Gymnastics) 
● James Monroe Elementary School Needs To Review That Teachers Are All Certificated 
● Child Care Offered For Parents Participating In Parent Resource Classes 
● Child Care For Meetings  
● More Help For Students With Low Academic Scores 
● Uniforms 
● More Campus Security To Keep Watch Of What Goes On In Or Around Bathrooms Especially At The High 

Schools 
● More Supervision 

TABLE #3 
● More Qualified Teachers  
● More Teacher Assistants 
● Smaller Class Sizes 
● Tutoring And Help For Students With Low Academic Levels 
● A Stop Sign At The Corner Of “D And Martin St.” By Nishimoto School 
● Full Time Nurses 
● Remodel Washington Elementary School 
● Uniforms 
● Orientation Or Counseling For Female Students Who Are Starting Their Menstrual Cycle 
● Special Containers For Disposal Of Sanitary Napkins 

 



 
 

● Water Filters For Water Fountains 
● Speech Therapists 
● Security Guards Do A Better Job  
● For Schools To Have Signs Out In Front For Drivers To Slow Down For The Safety Of The Students 

TABLE #4 
● Supervision In Bathrooms At The High Schools 
● Uniforms 
● More Computers And Books For Classrooms 
● Tutoring During Class Time 
● Alternative Programs For Students Achieving High Academic Levels  
● Metal Detectors  
● Minimize Lunch Lines 
● Shade 

TABLE #5 
● I Do Not Like That They Throw Away Food 
● More Time And Days For Students In Need Of Speech Therapy 
●  More Yard Duty Supervisors 
● More Teachers Qualified To Help English Learners 
● Better Classroom Structures 
● Evaluate Students Who Show Signs Of Special Needs  
● Child Care 
● Strategize How To Get Parents To Participate More 
● Surveillance Cameras At All Campuses 

TABLE #6 
● Full Time Teacher Assistants 
● A Translator To Help The Parents 
● Teachers Need To Be More Patient With English Learners Kids 
● Return The Uniforms At Schools. 
● Teachers Need To Put More Attention To The Students 

TABLE #7 
● We Need More Classrooms 
● More Certified Teachers 
● More Restrooms 
● More Parking Lot 
● The Dual Language 
● Return The Uniforms At Schools 
● Surveillance Cameras 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

LCAP MEETING 
VIRGINIA LEE ROSE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 26/ 2018  
26 PARTICIPANTS 
 
TABLE #1 

● Security Cameras In Classrooms 
● Uniforms 
● More School Buses Throughout The District  
● Metal Detectors At The Entrance Of Each School 
● More Campus Security Guards 
● More Extracurricular Programs (Art, Sports) 
● Extended Lunch Hour 
● More Cafeteria Helpers 
● Childcare Offered To Parents Who Wish To Attend School Meetings 
● Tutoring For Students Who Falling Behind In School 

TABLE #2 
 

● After School Tutoring Focusing On The Needs Of Each Child Especially English Learner Students 
● More Campus Security For Students As Well As Security Cameras Inside And Outside Of Classrooms 
● Uniforms 
● Certificated Teachers 
● Help For Students Receiving Low Test Scores 
● Washington Elementary School Is In Need Of More Bathrooms, Water Fountains, Shade, And A Stop Sign 
● More Counselors 
● More Art Classes For All Grade Levels 
● Smaller Class Sizes 
● That All Grade Levels Be Allowed To Play School Sports  

            (Including Kindergarten) 
●   Eliminate Processed Foods From School Lunches And To Replace Them With Freshly Cooked Meals 
● More Help For English Learner Students 

TABLE #3 
● Reduce Class Sizes - 20 Per Class 
● Gate Classes 
● Support For English Learner Students 
● After School Programs- Accountability And New Strategies 
● School Atmosphere - Teacher/Student, Student/Student, Teacher/Teacher 
● School Clubs- Art, Band 
● Summer School To Be Offered For All Students, Not Only For Students Falling Behind Academically 
● Accountability Of Teachers- Need Good Teachers 

TABLE 4 
● Parents Need To Push For Their Children To Dream Big And To Seek Higher Education 
● Backpack Checks For Students To Prevent Drugs From Entering School Campuses  

 
 
 
 

 



 
 

We Believe Conference Feedback 
Madera Unified held its first annual We Believe conference on March 6, 2018 where attendees were asked to 
Think Big and Dream Big  on the future strategic direction of the district. Over 250 parents, students, staff, and 
community members gathered to learn about on-going projects at Madera Unified and to provide their feedback. 

 

Superintendent's Executive Cabinet Core Values 

Excellence for All 

Equity before 

Equality 

Learning 

Organization 

Collaborative 

Culture  Results Oriented 

Student Centered 

Decision Making 

Community 

Relationships 

High Expectations! 

Everyone gets 

a chance! 

Must be 

working 

together! 

Must have 

time to share! 

Must be 

accountable! 

Kids are smarter and 

wiser than we think! 

It's all about 

working 

together! 

#1 in importance. 

Overlooked 

for so long. 

An ongoing 

endeavor. 

A progressive 

of evolution. 

That's what we're 

here for! 

Always at the 

forefront. 

Many successful 

efforts in place. 

The right focus to make a 

real difference for all 

students.             

Good.  Yes.  Good.  Great.  Imperative.  Yes! My favorite.  Absolutely. 

           

This is a great set 

of standards to 

filter all levels in 

the district. 

I like them all. I want to 

challenge us to think about 

"Equity before Equality" in 

terms of not just students 

but teachers as well. How 

can we ensure equity for 

our students if our 

teachers are not treated 

equitably? How are they 

(teachers) able to do that 

for students if they 

themselves do not 

experience it?             

Too broad.          Great idea.  Great idea. 

 

Equity allows 

all students to 

learn.   

Everyone 

needs to be 

included doing 

collaboration. 

Data analysis is 

important. 

All decisions should 

center around 

student learning.   

All means all. 

Meeting 

specific needs. 

Everyone is on a 

learning 

continuum.  Essential. 

Knowing where 

you're going and 

monitoring that 

progress is done 

by monitoring 

results. 

Student input 

increases student 

engagement. 

Community 

support is 

critical. 

 



 
 

I agree. Continue to 

deliver the message.  I agree. 

Build on the 

knowledge of 

our school 

community. I 

agree. 

The best 

model. We are 

strongest 

when we 

work, think 

together 

regularly. 

The only way to go. 

Why do it if you do 

not get the results 

you want, desire. 

Always, why else do 

it? 

There are lots of 

resources, right 

in this 

community. Let's 

work to continue 

to develop those 

relationships. 

             

These core values will help 

Madera Unified to create a 

culture of learning for all 

students.             

Great! This is something 

we should expect from all 

students. 

Every child 

deserves it!           

           

Error on first 2 

slides, 100 "To 

few..." 

A priority.     

Essential 

element for 

success for a 

team, and its 

members. 

Important for 

decision making. 

Very important as 

they are the reason 

we have an 

educational 

institution!  Very Important. 

Great  Yes! 

We all need to 

become more 

aware of what's 

out there. 

Needs to 

improve.  ?  Surveys?  Need more! 

Everyday!  A must! 

Always 

Learning.  Always!  Stay focused.  First priority! 

This 

achievement! 

Loved this.  Yes!  Interesting. 

Seemed 

boring.  Liked the stats.     

These are values I can buy 

into and uphold They are 

foundational and translate 

to all levels of education.             

Great idea, everyone 

deserves excellence. 

Did not fully 

understand. 

Have students 

involved in the 

organizations. 

Always have 

different 

cultures work 

together. 

Results are always 

something we 

need to strive. 

Students first, really 

liked the decision 

making they get. 

The best core 

value, being 

involved in the 

community is the 

best. 

Good idea to teach two 

languages. 

One of the 

best topics. 

We must all 

be the same 

but since the 

schools that 

need more 

given them 

more. 

Open more 

topics and 

opportunities 

for students.     

Good to let students 

make their own 

decisions.   

 

 



 
 

Constructing and Renovating our Schools for the Future 

Q1: Considering the presentation, what 

did you enjoy most? 

Q2: Considering the presentation, what ways we can 

improve or areas of feedback? 

Q3: Any additional comments or 

questions? 

A good review of the past and looking to 

the needs of the future!  A little shorter presentation.  Great job 

I enjoyed learning about what the 

District is doing to ensure that we have 

adequate facilities for our students.  more.   

Explanation of what are facility needs 

and why. 

Clearer explanation of why projects so expensive, 

especially for community members.   

About the new structures of school 

areas.  Focus on older schools and remodel them. 

Schools should be more secure and 

protected against attacks. 

Visuals, great presentation  Continue asking for feedback   

New schools with better technology. 

Implement in all the schools, the same plan to improve 

student progress. 

Why do only some schools have 

the privilege of succeeding 

academically. They should have 

equal scholastic levels district 

wide.That's a simple comment. 

Data, charts, brief history, establishing a 

sense of engagement.    I really appreciated the info. 

Info on modernization.  Increase involvement of parents at the conference.   

The knowledge that new schools are 

coming.     

Seeing the data to prove the need for 

bonds. 

How school locations are selected since we have crowding 

in most area to which school are built to close.   

Learning the details of improvement 

projects throughout the district, as well 

as the vision for the future. 

Share transparency and rationales for decisions made such 

as tonight.  Thank you! 

The thoroughness of the presentation     

Hearing the philosophy about the 

connection of language environment to 

learning. Can't say that enough.  Show the list, then just highlight a couple. 

It's pretty exciting to see your 

forward thinking. 

I really enjoyed the D.O. keeping as well 

informed of the constructing and 

renovating of our schools in Madera.  I can't think of anything at the moment.   

All of it was informative.  Provide updates.   

More photos (add kids even though it's 

about facilities).  Easier to read graphs, etc.   

Great update on facilities. Sandon was 

impressive with his presentation!   

Thank you for providing valuable 

information to the community, 

staff, and stakeholders. 

The future schools  Build & improve number of staff restrooms at MHS.   

Same!!     

The detail on the information provided, 

including the pictures and charts, were 

helpful.     

 



 
 

All of it.  None.  Very well planned out! 

Sandon and his delivery of info related to 

elections/bonds.  Shorter length of time. Break up info & presenters.   

Actual costs, projects to come.  N/A  N/A 

The booklet with enlarged pictures and 

important facts.  Include financial charts in booklet 

Namely for the students to make it 

more appealing is to offer prizes 

for quiz after presentations to 

ensure understanding. Also make 

sure conference doesn't fall on 

Kid's Day. 

 

Talk to students if you really care about their opinion. You 

claim to want it. MHS is treated secondary. 

If the district wishes to be "#1" we 

need to invest our time and capitol 

in college prep and focus on 

futures of these children. I'm 

happy athletics are being attended 

to, but I see a gap in the attention 

in clubs & curriculum. 

Great info. 

Streaming info, less can be more. The slides at the end too 

much info.   

Seeing the pictures and the budgets in 

both the presentation and handouts.  More student's voices!  Nicely done. 

The comprehension description 

(including photos) of the progress.   

Maybe spend a little more time 

describing the rating scale and 

detailing upcoming projects. 

Data on current reality.    N/A 

Updated dates & costs of building new 

schools  Better visuals.  Very good job. 

The animation of the new high school 

was interesting and engaging. 

Use more actual photos of current facilities or projects. 

Sandon talks more than Todd! Wrap it up! 

Why is there no mention of 

utilizing solar energy sources. 

Other districts have solar. Why not 

us? 

The idea of where we have been and 

where we are going.  ...?   

N/A  Budgets always seem over inflated- no details provided. 

 

 

Getting updates on all the projects being 

built within MUSD. 

There's a need to break down the sessions into smaller 

sessions or less time. 

There was a need to allow time for 

audience questions. There was a 

need for more interaction from 

audience. 

Listening to all the projects MUSD has in 

plan marries vision with  ACTION. 

Felicidades.  N/A   

Visuals.  Presentations were a bit dry.   

The wealth of information. 

Remember to address the students audience. Primarily, 

presenters did not look or address the student audience.   

To see the new plans for the new High 

School.  Make it a little more interesting.   

 



 
 

Seeing the new and exciting facilities 

planned for Madera Unified. 

Font sizes on PPT slides were too small to read as a 

member of the audience. This was a less engaging 

presentation. 

-What about updating computers 

that are older and outdated? 

-Doubting the accuracy of the 

campus aesthetic survey results. 

The information given to us.     

HS Career Pathways. 7th Grade Wheel 

electives.  Q2: or should be "our" 

HS Career Pathways. 7th Grade 

Wheel electives. 

Seeing the new buildings and knowing 

what improvements were done recently.  Larger text on presentation slide.   

     

Kelly Porterfield is intern superintendent 

in Central as of today.     

  Is there a life skill class in HS.  Joe Doyland (title?) 

Facilities break out was very informative. 

Pictures of all the work you have done 

and plan in future! To see it all together is 

Amazing. 

Great information! I hope you filmed it to show our 

community members who could not make it tonight.   

     

Knowing what is going on behind the 

scenes. How much is needed for 

improvement at keeping up on schools. 

This needs to be out to the public. I don't think the average 

citizen understands the costs or how old our facilities 

really are. 

Need another band. Would love to 

have classes smaller at all levels. 

I enjoyed the early selection of career 

pathways.  Consider career pathway changes.  None. 

What I liked the most was the dual 

language in K-6 classrooms. As well as 

the "Madera Believes in me" programs.   

I really enjoyed being here and 

being able to be involved in the 

information that was given, 

especially being a student in high 

school I'm glad I was able to be 

part of this and would like to 

attend more of these. 

The "What we need" chart, we got to 

more forward and make our schools 

better.  Parent and student input! 

Great "We Believe Conference" 

Thank you! 

Observing NON MUSD attendees being 

impressed.     

Knowing where facilities moves go and 

allocations.     

Very informative.  Present data and goals.   

The presentation was great.  Needs to get better facilities.   

The information.  More time for questions.   

Good Presentation.     

I liked how students were informed on 

spending in the district. 

The speaker beat around the bush. Next time answer the 

actual question.   

I enjoyed all the future plans that may 

have going on for schools.  I have no areas of feedback.   

Very informative and well presented. I 

enjoyed the transparency of the District. 

Although the information was good it was a bit less 

detailed. possibly point broader strokes.   

 



 
 

The breakdown of the number of 

students who are in permanent buildings 

and portables.  Have this information available to the public and website. 

When will the next "We Believe" 

conference be. 

I enjoyed that different languages are 

being taught at such young ages  Maybe some time for ideas and questions.  No. 

I appreciate the head-on and hands-on 

approach board addressing needs at our 

existing and older facilities. 

Continue to solicit feedback---you have to start by seeing, 

before doing, and allowing community members, decision 

makers and staff see the needs first hand helps a great 

deal.  Great presentation! 

To see what the money is being spent on 

and the design of the new High School.  N/A  N/A 

The plans for renovating the schools and 

the visuals that came along.  Elaborate on ideas more. 

What schools would close due to 

the new schools opening? 

Knowing there is an alignment from top 

down of the goals/visions for future 

plans. The sharing of 

achievements/celebrations of the district 

as a whole. 

Presentations had a lot of dense/detailed info that was 

difficult to read/decrease text on slides when possible & 

use visuals as much as possible to capture content you 

want to share. 

Video clip wasn't able to play; 

permission to share was not given 

"access to share". 

Questions.  Better responses to questions.   

Spanish learning at younger age.     

Positive atmosphere  Shorten it.   

The Spanish and English learning starting 

at kindergarten.  Involve more of the students. 

When is the STEM program 

happening? 

Well, they are are working a lot to 

improve the schools but don't forget 

about Washington.  That they don't abandon those schools. Thank you. 

Washington School was built in 

1937, what can you do to make it 

better? It is the lowest performing 

school at level. I would also like to 

revise the water fountains they are 

in bad conditions. Thank you. 

I enjoyed that this plan on making 

schools better for the future.  Ask more specific questions. 

What do we plan on doing for our 

students safety? Gun violence? 

I enjoyed the High School 3b Town  Have students ask questions.  No. 

Enjoyed seeing the sketches of the 

upcoming schools. 

School Board should create new methods to keep students 

safer in case of a lethal attack. 

How many students will be able to 

enroll in the new Torres High 

School. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Empowering the Students in our Community 

Q1: Considering the presentation, what 

did you enjoy most? 

Q2: Considering the presentation, what ways we can 

improve or areas of feedback? 

Q3: Any additional comments or 

questions? 

Covering so many areas.  A little shorter  Great job 

The DLI program.  I don't feel like the involved classified staff.   

What I liked is all the support that the 

children are receiving. 

Technology needs to be implemented in all schools such 

like in the modern ones it should be in the sixty year old 

ones. 

New schools should also have bilingual 

classes. 

Hearing from a lot of people about current 

programs.     

If there funds to mobilize the schools.  That there should be scholastic equality, no privileges.   

DLI, CTE  To much jargon for non-educators.   

Career portion, it was good to see 

students given partial skills and training 

that is interesting for them.     

Learning more about the bilingual 

program. 

More classified involvement and acknowledgement 

training for classified/PD for classified. 

CSEA to be invited to help with decisions 

and to be more welcomed when it comes to 

WE BELIEVE and input. 

The variety and breadth of information.   

Thanks for providing clarity and motivation 

on the exciting things to come. 

The update on what's happening in our 

district.     

Exciting to hear all that is going on to 

improve learning for students. 

Public will demand to see progress in ELA & Math. How 

do you keep your eyes on that ball as well as the focus 

or the real life skills kids needs.   

I enjoyed listening to all of the presenters.  Nothing at this time.   

All presentations were informative.  Presentations were just right... not too long just right.  None. 

Joe's philosophy.     

College Career Readiness. Excellent!  I liked that the presentations were short and precise.   

More special programs.  More support for teachers that advocate for students.   

Organization and that it kept moving.  Improve on presentation or the District?. Unclear.  Thank you. 

The variety of topics. Well organized, 

Zoe-DLI.     

The clarity of the presentation.    Good job! 

The one-two punch of Sisil & McKenna.  Shorter length of presentation & break up speaking. 

More advanced notice & feed back from 

sites. 

CTE model and future stops.  PLC was very basic, superficial information. 

Great concert, Saturday? Individualized 

sessions? Short/more sessions 

Loved the Dual Language video.   

Opportunity for more interactions amongst 

attendees. Less talk, more group sharing. 

Small breakout sessions with quick facts 

and more visuals. 

 



 
 

 

Equal treatment towards all areas of education, rather 

than building large stadiums, baseball fields, etc. 

Engage all students in all areas of interest (music 

programs, clubs). 

Why is MHS receiving less maintenance 

than other school? Restored baseball fields 

are meaningless if curriculum is ignored and 

money isn't invested in flooding problems 

and other crucial areas. I don't see a 

Camarena Health Program at MHS? Our 

weight room is in a warehouse? 

I enjoyed the variety of info, most of all the 

Dual Language Instruction portion. 

There were too many side conversations by people. It 

was very distracting.   

Hearing from the various Directors and 

Coordinators on the accomplishments and 

work being done.  More student's voices! 

Great evening! Maybe more students 

exhibiting what they are learning and doing 

(More Student's Voices). *Coffee* 

Technology report.     

CTE growth. Academic PLC work.     

Love hearing about the increased more for 

career exploration & CTE.   

Well done. Good pace & good idea to have 

short presentation by a multitude of 

presenters. 

The representing groups describing what 

they represent so well was great. 

Our presentators did an amazing job especially with 

their colleagues talking.  So much while they were trying to do so. 

Having students here and getting them 

engaged. 

Maybe more community outreach for more 

stakeholder engagement.  Great presentations and areas of concern. 

Lots of information presented about 

upcoming projects.  QA session should be a bit longer.   

The information was interesting regarding 

the use of technology at MUSD. 

There was a need to use more videos and visuals doing 

powerpoint presentations. There was too much text. 

The presentations were too long and didn't allow time 

for questions from audience, or interactions.   

I enjoyed the explanations for each 

programs offered by our district. 

I believe much progress has taken place. Many areas of 

the online sites have these embedded within them.   

The quick presentations covering a variety 

of topics.     

Lots of presenters kept the audience 

engaged. 

CTE Presenters: Secondary presenters, wait off to the 

side until it is your time to speak. (both were very good).   

The information presented. Dual Language 

Instruction should be at more schools. 

Elaborate more on each presentation, especially the 

career pathways.  Great presentations. 

Learning about the exciting CTE 

connections that are being planned for our 

students! 

Incorporate the middle schools into the 6th grade 

curriculums pathway conversations. 

I would love to be involved in the planning 

for the concurrent enrollment middle 

school. How do I go about this? 

Image Information was really great. I teach 

this and I think it is really really helpful. 

Kids can be excited about pathways.  More time to ask questions.   

The continual positive changes.  Great presentations overall.  Very informative. 

Technology that is in classroom and future 

of tech.     

The info was presented clearly.  Transitions between speakers and topics.   

CTE- Good to see things happening at 6th 

grade. 

EL- Being a counselor at MSHS it has been the biggest 

frustration. I know that we were fined, but it has been   

 



 
 

hard since the direction has not been clear. 

The different programs available.  More conferences like these.  None, Thank you! 

     

Different presenters. 

Some information was already presented to certain 

stakeholders. Split sessions for District employees and 

community members.   

The information given  More time for questions.   

The food, and the speaker's efforts.  Try to engage audience more.   

The assertiveness of the speakers. 

It was incredibly long. I suggest maybe having shorter 

presentations.   

What I enjoyed the most was one all 

programs because it encourages students 

to learn other languages.     

Learning about the DLI program because it 

encourages students to learn a new 

language at an early age.  None. Great Presentation.  Great snacks. 

Knowing what's going on and progress.     

The technology piece was excellent. the 

CTE talk was very clear and helpful. 

The SAP information was a bit dry and hard to follow 

for people. 

There were a large number of district office 

staff talking in the back of our room, very 

disruptive to be around all speakers. 

Tech. in being proactive in fixing problems 

before the teachers or students ever 

know. 

More information to parents about A-G, CTE courses 

students can take.   

I enjoyed the new facilities.  Some time for questions and ideas.  No. 

I enjoyed learning about how the district is 

adapting to industry needs as part of 

curriculum. 

I thought it was an informative on eye opening 

presentation.  Keep it up! 

To hear all the new improvements and 

plans for curriculum changes.  N/A 

How will you make sure the bilingual 

classes are so-so? 

New plans/ideas to get kids back on track.  Elaborate on ideas more.  None. 

The snapshot of info from our district 

presenters. 

Movement/active engagement vs. passive listening 

activities as the amount of sitting stagnant was really 

too much. 

Imago-online Career Exploration in 6th 

grade. Where is the middle school elective 

wheel course going to be offered? Or 

piloted? 

  The questions part.  Better responses to questions. 

New High School log out.     

Positive atmosphere. 

Shorten it. More group participation, provide salad w/ 

food.   

How are schools working to improve 

students in learning English. 

To focus more on the children that need improvements. 

Just like in the primary schools. 

I am very happy for the Dual Program. I 

can't wait to see it continue with the other 

schools. 

Some of the topics and how they plan to fix 

and work to fix things. 

Ask more questions to students about how they feel 

things need to change.  N/A 

I enjoyed the bilingual program.  Ask the students more questions for their insight.  No. 

I enjoyed seeing programs to help students 

learn spanish at a younger age. 

More spanish or bilingual programs should be 

established to increase diversity among students.   

 



 
 

 

Madera Unified Teachers Association (MUTA) - 
LCAP Feedback by School Site 

During the 2014-15 school year, Madera Unified Teachers’ Association (MUTA) held LCAP input meetings where 
they were asked to provide their respective feedback on the resources needed to address the district’s goals. 
Over 1,000 teachers participated in the LCAP input meetings. The teacher meetings generated 47 pages of notes 
on how to meet our district goals and state priorities. During the 2015-16 school year, teachers were asked to 
review the historical feedback and determine which items were fully completed, partially completed, not 
completed or not applicable. Additionally, teachers added new items to the list which they felt should be 
prioritized. During the 2016-17 school year, MUTA led LCAP meetings where teachers once again reviewed their 
feedback notes and determine which items were fully completed, partially completed, not completed or not 
applicable. During the 2017-18 school year, teachers engaged in the process.  

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Adams 
 

 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 

Complete

d 

In 

Progress 

Not 

Complet

ed 

Not 

Applicabl

e   

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 

Level Programs  Adoption Training  X         

  An RTI Program    x       

  GATE        X   

  K-6 Music  X        STRINGS 

  Class Budget Increase  X         

Implementation of Common Core 

State Standards  Qualified Class Aides  X       

Worried 

about next 

year 

             

  Class Size Reduc.    X       

 

Lose the unrealistic 45 min ELD 

requirement      X    Mandatory? 

  PLC-teacher directed  X         

  a teacher workroom    X       

EL Learners attaining increased 

proficiency  PACES    X     

School Wide 

Please 

  Library Upgrades    X       

  Literature Sets  X         

  Listening Centers  X         

  Guided Reading Book Sets  X         

  Manipulatives  X         

  Field Trip funding      X     

 



 
 

Professional Development  Google Training Continued        X   

  Discretionary PD    X       

  PD chosen by teachers      X     

Teacher/student data tools  Supplemental Mat.  X         

  A Tech Teacher on site      X     

  Keyboarding  X         

  SBAC familiarization  X         

  Scanner  X         

  Poster Maker  X         

  Functioning class computers    X       

  Functioning wireless    X       

Safe and healthy environments for 

learning and work  Functional Desks  X         

  Functional Chairs  X        First grade 

  Dedicated RSP & SDC rooms      X     

  Upgrade Kinder playground    X       

  Retrofit electrical (trips    X     

Wires 

hanging 

  Full time nurse    X       

  Teacher parking      X     

  Real teacher bathroom facilities      X    No Hotwater 

  Retrofit classroom ventilation    X       

  fix flooded blacktop      X     

 

fix student pick up/drop off nightmare 

before someone gets hurt      X     

Physical & mental health services  full time psych to handle testing load    X       

  PE Equipment  X         

 

Full time PE teacher to handle ALL PE 

requirements    X       

  A counselor that’s available  X         

 

Proper custodial support to do more 

than surface clean    X       

 
 
 

Alpha  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Alpha 
 

 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 

Completed  In Progress 

Not 

Completed 

Not 

Applicab

le   

Equitable Access to Rigorous 

High Level Programs  An RTI Program      x     

 



 
 

  K-6 Music  x         

  CC materials  x       

McGraw Hill 

workbooks or 

print shop for 

grammar and 

spelling 

  PE specialist for K-6      x    not in KInder 

 

Consistent behavior system that allows for 

removing disruptive students      x     

Implementation of Common 

Core State Standards  CCSC          please restore 

  Non fiction materials  x         

  Aides in Kinder  x         

  No RCD’s  x        do not restore 

 

Classroom teachers observing other 

classroom teachers    x       

 

CCSC district wide grade level 

collaboration          please restore 

  Learning from other classroom teachers    x       

  PLC time    x       

  Grade Level Planning Days          teacher driven 

  Site license for CC sites         

continue for 

next year: 

Brainpop, 

Starfall, 

Prodigy, Moby 

Max, Core 

Clicks, News 

ELA, Mystery 

Science, 

GoNoodlePlus 

  Full time PE teacher  x         

EL Learners attaining 

increased proficiency             

  Interpreters for conferences          more needed 

  Manipulatives         

third grade 

TWO full 

classroom 

needed; kinder 

needs rekenrek 

  demos by expert classroom teachers           

  Site license for CC sites          renew yearly 

Professional Development  PD chosen by teachers         

not happening 

please restore! 

  PD given by classroom teachers         
not 
happening 

 



 
 

please 
restore! 

  $$ for PD and conferences    x     

not 
happening 
please 
restore! 

Teacher/student data tools  Supplemental Mat.    x     

second grade 
needs leveled 
readers for 
GR 

  Dedicated RSP & SDC rooms    x     
do not move 
location 

  Upgraded Kinder playground    x     

shade 
structure 
needed 

  SRC        x   

  Full time nurse    x       

  Teacher parking      x     

  Kinder bathrooms           

  Interior gate         

Gate 
between 
preschool and 
our yard 
needs a self 
locking 
mechanism 

Physical & mental health 
services  Fence leading from street to office           

  PE Equipment  x         

 
Full time PE teacher to handle ALL PE 
requirements    x       

  Full time counselor  x         

  more custodians  x         

 
New science materials for all grades 
per grade curriculum    x       

 
3rd/4th grades need lexile leveled 
books  x       

NSGR kit 
needed for 
each third 
grade 
classroom 

  supplemental materials for tk program      x   

TK needs 
dramatic play 
materials 

  Chromebooks - SPED included         
Kinder and 
first want 

 



 
 

chrome books 
bought 
replaced 
(reimburseme
nt) 

  leveled books for guided reading         

second grade 
needs leveled 
readers for 
GR 

  Daily 5 materials           

  Print Shop materials run 2nd grade      x     

  communication system needed         

update phone 
system or 
purchase 
walkie talkies 
for 
classrooms 

 
doors that lock from the inside 
("dogbone")           

  thermostat needs to be deregulated           

 
maximize teacher safety and minimize 
parent aggression         

admin needs 
to be 
proactive and 
supportive of 
teacher 
safety 

 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Berenda 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Comp
leted 

In 
Progr

ess 

Not 
Comp
leted 

Not 
Appli
cable   

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs   

         

  More PLC Time  X         

  Additional RTI Staff 
    X   

MATH RTI , 
ADDITIONAL PLSS 

 
Equitable prep time for primary 
teachers 

    X     

 

Stand alone science lab made 
accessible to all grade levels (STEM 
Lab) 

X         

 



 
 

  Additional Intervention Personnel 
    X   

MATH RTI, 
ADDITIONAL PLSS 

  Math intervention teacher      X     

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards  Large format color printer for making 

posters (and ink) 

X         

  Student whiteboards 
X       

ANNUAL 
REPLACEMENT 

  Paces artist      X    K-6 

  Increased supply budget  X         

  Updated/new classroom computers 
  X     

CONTINUE TO 
REPLACE DESKTOPS 
K-1 

  Laptop for students use      X     

  Chromebooks for Student use    X       

  Tech carts  X         

 
Upgrade Promethean boards to latest 
model 

    X     

  CCSC (ACADEMIC SUMMIT COMM.)      X     

  MUTA LED PD DAY      X     

 
Academic Sumit continue to meet with 
DO to address teacher concerns 

    X     

 

Classroom aides in primary classrooms 
(grades 1&2) to facilitate ELA centers, 
guided reading and 1:1 assessments 

    X     

 
Kindergarten assessment/running 
records 

  X     
BASED ON SITE 
FUNDING 

 

Nonfiction Leveled Readers (little 
books) to accommodate 50:50 ratio 
fiction/non-fiction for CC 

X         

             

  Storage units/tubs (2)  X         

 
Updated retractable maps 
(World/United States) 

X         

  Class sets of State Books  X         

 
Electric Pencil Sharpeners and staplers 
(2) 

X         

 
Common Core reading materials with 
assessments 

X         

 
Chromebook for every child in 
intermediate grades 

X         

             

  Cross curricular lessons/assessments    X       

 



 
 

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency   

         

Professional Development  Guided Reading  X         

 
Classroom literacy and math center 
workshop 

X         

             

  Write From the Beginning training (2)    X       

  Jan Richardson    X       

             

             

Teacher/student data tools  ESIG for Kinder Assessment  X        CONTINUE 

  Increased network internet bandwidth  X         

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work  Additional playground Equipment 

  X       

  2nd fulltime PE teacher 
  X     

2ND FULL TIME FOR 
(K-3 PE EQUITY) 

             

  Resurface playground      X     

 

Expand kindergarten playground area 
and equipment  (still in need of 
additional space for children to play) 

  X     
MORE SPACE FOR 
CHILDREN TO PLAY 

 
Add shade structures over playground 
equipment 

    X     

  Remove or cover roots in play areas      X     

 
Add benches/tables to Kindergarten 
playground 

X         

 
Find a way to reduce mud in play areas 
(Kindergarten) 

    X     

Physical & mental health 
services  Full time nurse 

  X       

  Full time counselor 
X       

We need a second 
counselor. 

  Additional (new) Items           

  Site Licences 
  X     

ST MATH FOR 1ST 
GRADE 

  Teacher Tech Carts  X         

  Tech carts with headphones    X       

  United States and World Maps  X         

  STEM lab/materials  X         

  Water for portables      X     

 



 
 

  Shades for classrooms      X     

  Speakers for playground      X     

 
Communication device for every staff 
member 

    X   
 

 
 
 
 

LCAP 
MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Chavez 

Goal Name  Request  Notes 

Fully 
Compl

eted 

In 
Progre

ss 

Not 
Compl

eted 

Not 
Applic

able 

Equitable access to rigorous high 
level programs  math lab           

  college bound program for 5th and 6th           

  graphic calculators           

 
up to date curriculum adoption in 
ELA/Science/History           

  art teacher/Drama teacher           

  Desktops in every classroom           

 
Chromebooks for all students in all 
classrooms           

  Intervention Teacher for new comers           

  Science Lab-W/ kits & supplies           

  GATE/Enrichment Program           

  Music risers           

 
quality computer learning program for 
kindergarten           

  Science Consumables           

  Scholastic News/Time for Kids           

  Educational Field Trips           

  more music instruments           

  Class set of headsets           

  Math intervention teacher           

  classroom aides           

 
promethean boards (lastest model)- 
wireless           

  uniforms for each sport           

  I pads to use instead of active slates           

 



 
 

  Kindle ipad for students with services           

  Full time RTI teacher           

  Kinder writing program           

Data driven professional 
learning  More planning time           

  Protected PLC time           

 
On-site professional development in 
data-driven PLCs           

  teacher training in using technology           

 
Grade level directed planning time led by 
teachersfor the whole time           

  Brainpop           

  Aims training in math and science           

  Enchanted Learning           

  Kinder-ABC Mouse           

  more $$ for professional development           

 

Non Fiction Leveled Readers (little books) 
to accommodate 50:50 ratio 
fiction/non-fiction for CC           

  Professional Development within local area           

  sacred time           

             

Safe and Healthy Environments 
for Learning and Work  Duty Free Day           

  Smaller class sizes           

  Security cameras           

  SRC - Student Responsiblity Center           

 
Check in procedures for visitors &/or closed 
campus           

  minimum day for kindergarten           

  hand sanitizer dispenser for each classroom           

  additional water fountain for kindergarten           

  Shade Structures over playground area           

  Playground equipment           

  picnic tables with a shade cover           

  solar panels           

  OCS for suspended students           

  security officer for upper grades           

 
Uniform and consistent method for 
discipline           

 



 
 

  Full time Registered Nurse           

             

Strong Relationships with 
Families and Communities             

 

One release day per year, per grade level, 
for the purpose of collaborating with admin 
and grade level parents on grade level goals, 
as well as to develop stronger relationships 
between school and home. Food, 
translation, and child care need to be a part 
of the equation, in order to help parents 
access this opportunity.           

  Use of ConnectEd for ALL announcements           

  parent liaison           

  parent outreach coordinator           

  Parent Literacy/Math Nights           

  full time librarian           

 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Desmond Middle 

School 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed  In Progress 
Not 

Completed 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High Level 
Programs 

Reading/writing 
interventions     

X There are 
NO 
Intervention
s taking 
place   

 
Supplemental Materials 
for SPED     

X No 
Supplement
als and the 
class 
schedules 
are not 
leveled   

 
Class set materials for 
classrooms     

X Many 
classrooms 
are NOT 
provided 
with 
materials 
needed for 
student 
work. The   

 



 
 

school has 
been out of 
printer 
toner for 
months 

 
Appropriate Science Lab 
Materials   

X (facilities 
for a lab is 
still a need)     

 
Up to date Curriculum 
Adoptions    X     

  Digital Art Classes        X 

Implementation of Common Core State 
Standards 

Guest Speakers for 
students      X   

  More Academic Rewards    X     

  Field Trips      X   

  More Electives   

X-with 
district 
changes this 
may change 
to 
NC-Student
s were 
excited 
about 
having an 
elective     

 
Smaller Class sizes (EL 
classes to 25)  X       

 
Textbook Adoption for 
History/Science    X     

 

Student Events 
supplemental 
materials-non fiction  X       

  More Teaching Time  X       

  Intervention Time     

X (Students 
are not 
given 
intervention 
time   

  Zero Period        X 

  SPED IEP Person   

X-SPED 
teachers 
carry their 
own 
caseload, 
but a 
caseload     

 



 
 

person is 
needed 

EL Learners attaining increased proficiency 
Reading Specialist 
(middle school level)      X   

  ELA Coach   

X (TSA's are 
also 
teaching 
classes, so 
some 
timeframes 
are limited)     

  ELD Coach   

X (TSA's are 
also 
teaching 
classes, so 
some 
timeframes 
are limited)     

  Vocational Education        X 

Professional Development  PD   

X (NEED PD 
FOR 
NEW 
TEACHERS)     

 
PD for Science/History in 
Common 

Not offered 
on EO 
Monday's       

  Core/E.L/Literacy Equal      X   

 

PD for Middle School 
Teachers across the 
district 

X (Science 
Only)       

 
Allow teacher to choose 
the PD they need      X   

Teacher/student data tools  Efficient Technology      X   

  Color printers, copiers      X   

 
WIFI that does not shut 
down every day      X   

 
One to one laptops for 
students      X   

Safe and healthy environments for learning 
and work  Full time nurses    X     

*Note safety at Desmond is still a high risk 
for students and staff. Many teachers are 
verbally and physically abused on a daily 
basis. Many infractions are not addressed in 
a timely manner which poses more safety 
concerns. Many violent/bully infractions  Fencing  X       

 



 
 

allow for students to come back to the 
school. In the event of an emergency our 
campus may not be prepared as the 
communication line of expectation is 
minimal. 

  Full Time SRC teachers    X     

  Custodial Staff      X   

  Safety Officers    X     

 
More Facilities on 
Campus      X   

 

Arts/Crafts center for 
teachers (teacher prep 
room)      X   

 
Physical Education 
Classroom      X   

  Updated Sports facilities      X   

  Storage Facility     

X 
(Purchased 
1 connex 
box) storage 
is a huge 
need   

  Greenhouse      X   

  Update current facilities   

X (2 Science 
classrooms 
are set-up as 
a regular 
classroom. 
Some 
students get 
lab and 
some 
students do 
not. Would 
like to see 
Science lab 
opportunity 
in all science 
classrooms.     

Physical & mental health services  Counselors 

X (Loosing 
one 
counselor)       

 



 
 

 
Social/Emotional 
programs   

X (definately 
need more 
services for 
Middle 
School) Our 
counselors 
deal with 
several 
needs that 
they are not 
trained to 
deal with. 
We have 
cutters, 
51/50's, 
family and 
life trauma     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Dixieland 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 

In 
Progress  X 

Not 
Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs 

Supplemental Materials, RCD units, 
Intervention, Technology  X       

** IMPORTANT ITEMS 
More computers/Updated 
computers for Kindergarten      X   

 
Extra laptops for subs to use when 
teacher has the laptop      X   

 

Need library books/Sets of 
Novels/Books with CD/Sets of 
books with CD for listenting 
centers.  X       

  Aides-K-2 classrooms      X   

 
Interpreters for conferences and 
translations for all staff      X   

 

Science Materials (infrared therm., 
heat lamps, garden equip. including 
greenhouse, storage, supplies for 
STEM projects)      X   

 



 
 

 
Tier III Intervention Teacher (FULL 
TIME)         

  Calculators (6-8)      X   

 
Chromebooks (to replace damage 
or lost)    X     

 
**Smaller class size K-3 (1-20) 4-8 
(1-24)      X   

 
Full time sub (work with campus 
suspension too, P.E.) 5 Days a week      X   

  On campus suspension      X   

 
More musical instruments ( 
trombone, bell kit)      X   

Implementation of Common 
Core Standards 

Access to classroom teacher leaders 
in CCSC        X 

  Prep period daily      X   

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency 

Materials access to classroom 
Teacher leader      X   

  5TH GRADE SCIENCE MATERIAL      X   

  Current EL Material    X     

 
More training PD chosen by 
classroom teacher    X     

Professional Development 

**Teacher collaboration/Country 
School Collab. (1/2 day together for 
training, 1/2 day back at home 
school for collaboration and 
planning)        X 

  Grade level/span collaboration    X     

Teacher/student data tools  Tech Assessment tool      X   

Safe and healthy environments 
for learning and work  More nurses, site, security, 

structured discipline 
    X   

  **Bathroom 6-8         

  **Staff Bathrooms      X   

 
Panic hardware inside all classroom 
doors      X   

  CPR for everyone      X   

 

District pay daily snacks/5 days a 
week (kid friendly snacks, not food 
items that end up in the trash 
because the students won't eat 
them. Example: sweet potatoes, 
squash, cauliflower, broccoli.      X   

  Better food-breakfast lunch K-8      X   

 



 
 

 

**Office entrance one door in-one 
door out. It's a FIRE HAZARD! There 
needs to be a second door installed so 
people can get out of the office in an 
emergency if the main door is blocked. 
Also, fencing to direct parents/family 
straight to the office.      X   

  parents have to check in    X     

 
Lighted staff parking behind 
classrooms #9-13      X   

  security cameras      X   

 
updated working broadband for 
chromebooks    X     

 
PE teachers for all grades 2x’s week 
(K-8)      X   

 

Parent participation-classes 
fingerprint for free for parents that 
have volunteered at least 10 hours. 
This will encourage more parent 
involvment.    X     

  zero tolerance for discipline    X     

  parent outreach coordinator      X   

 
Admin training on parent 
interaction and involvement      X   

 

** Shade structure over playground 
equipment. Trees have been removed 
from Dixieland and there is no shade! 
Playground equipment gets very HOT 
and UNSAFE for children to play on.         

 
Resurface and paint basketball 
court      X   

 

Landscape (plant more trees and 
shrubs, repair grass on the soccer 
fields, uneven surface and gopher 
holes make it unsafe for children 
playing)      X   

 
Larger budget for classrooms and 
TSA's    X     

Physical & mental health 
services 

Site counselors on daily (5 days a 
week)      X   

Edited 3/12/18           

PRIORITY ITEMS           

 
 
 

 



 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Eastin-Arcola 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed 

In 
Progres

s 

Not 
Complete

d 
Not 

Applicable 

Curriculum and Materials  Non fiction material all grades         

  Science equipment 7-8th grade         

  Class set or readers         

  Subscriptions to online resources         

 
Guided reading books in every 
classroom         

 
Professional development-teacher’s 
choice-NOT district         

  Writing Program         

  Dictionaries         

  Science Curriculum all grades         

 

7th and 8th electives to make it 
equitable for what junior high 
receives         

  Laminator         

  Poster maker         

Personnel  Full time nurse and counselor         

  Vice Principal         

  Full time Speech         

  Full time PE teacher         

  Art teacher         

  Parent outreach liaison         

  Migrant liaison from Aug. to Nov.         

Student behavior/intervention  Paid fieldtrips         

 
Student response center (on campus 
suspension)         

  Student incentives         

  Tier 3 intervention person         

  Parent resource center         

  Newcomer class         

Miscellaneous  Shaded play area for kindergarten         

 
Upgrade play area both primary and 
intermediate         

  Longer sport season with         

 



 
 

compensation 

 
 
 
 
 

  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Furman 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs 

Student analysis and intervention(s) 
need to begin long before high school         

  Mandatory Remediation         

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards  CCSS appropriate curriculum         

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  CCSS appropriate curriculum         

Professional Development 
More time dedicated for teacher 
collaboration         

Teacher/student data tools  Consistent IT & Software Support         

  (district needs to choose a platform)         

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work 

Lower student teacher ratios & more 
aides         

  more security         

  consistent Discipline standards         

 
Ability to lock classrooms from the 
inside         

Physical & mental health services 
Need outreach SARB         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Howard 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed 
In 

Progress 
Not 

Completed 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs  Full time RTI teacher      x   

 



 
 

  Reduced class sizes      x   

 
Science equipment/Science lab 
classroom      x   

 
(2) ½ time lab teacher to service 
struggling students      x   

 
Expense account to purchase science 
consumables lab supplies      x   

 
PACES (all of the arts) teachers for 
K-8      x   

 

Increase classroom budgets to buy 
your own classroom art supplies 
beyond PACES        x 

 
Music program to include string 
instruments  x       

  Music program for K-8  x       

  Updated computers in classrooms  x       

 
PE teacher per site so prep time is 
really prep time  x       

  Calculators for math 
where 
needed       

  Teacher aides  for K only       

  Full time librarian-media tech      part time   

  Wireless promethean board      x   

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards 

Common Core reading 
materials-modern novels    x     

  CCSC        x 

  Science materials         

  CCSC grade level meeting        x 

 
ELA non fiction materials-chosen by 
teachers  x       

  ELD materials-chosen by teacher  x       

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  Full time RTI teacher         

  Reduced class sizes         

 
Computer programs software on site 
school server  x       

  Chromebooks for the lower grades    x     

 
PE teacher per site so prep time is 
really prep time         

  Teacher aides         

  Full time librarian-media tech         

Professional Development           

 



 
 

  Paid planning days    x     

  PD-teachers choose what they need    x     

  PD-Not training      x   

 
Classroom teacher do demos for 
other classroom teachers    x     

Teacher/student data tools  Reduced class sizes         

 

Network systems maintenance 
specialists per site not system in 
place now      x   

 
K-1 class sets of ipads, not sharing a 
1/2 set         

 
Site server that runs independent of 
district server      x   

 
Growth model benchmarks designed 
by classroom teachers  x       

Safe and healthy environments 
for learning and work  and CTA         

  Reduced class sizes         

 
Buzzer with camera for front gate, 
must be buzzed in         

  Separate locked faculty parking         

  SRC-OCS teacher and classroom K-8 
    x   

 
PE teacher per site so prep time is 
really prep time         

 

Chairs, desks, magnetic whiteboard, 
remove non-magnetic boards-update 
facilities    x     

 
Shaded areas-sun shades outdoor 
benches      x   

  Separate Kindergarten playground  x       

  Covered play structure      x   

  Additional play structure  x       

 
Separate facilities for the after school 
program    x     

  Full time nurse      x   

  Full time custodial  x       

  Wireless promethean board      x   

  Blinds on all windows    x     

  Secure entry to school (like Monroe)      x   

 
Classroom locks that can be locked 
from the inside      x   

  At least 2 additional Classrooms      x   
 



 
 

Physical & mental health services 
PE teacher per site so prep time is 
really prep time      x   

  Site counselors per site, daily K-8      x   

  Teacher aides  k only       

  Full time librarian media tech      x   

  Amphitheater      x   

  Full time nurse      x   

Personnel  Full time nurse      x   

  Full time VP  x       

  Full time sub  x       

  Safety Officer assigned to Howard      x   

  Daily Couselor      x   

  Full time PLSS    x     

  Full time RTI    x     

  Earphones for chrome books    x     

  Reduce class size - reduce transfers    x     

  Headphones for computer lab         

  Classroom for music         

 
Classroom each to separate for RSP 
and RTI         

 
Replacement mice for chromebooks - 
wireless         

 

Updated cabinets in portables (most 
are broken and don't open/close 
properly         

 
 
 
 
 

  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - La Vina 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed  In Progress 
Not 

Completed 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs  Student Reading Intervention         

 
RCD/Common Core 
Implementation         

 

Need school licenses Pearson 
successmaker or other intervention 
programs         

 



 
 

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards           

  More flexibility at the site:PLC         

  Non fiction materials         

  Observe other teachers         

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency 

ELD Implementation need 
supplemental materials         

Professional Development  K-2 training (AAA or other)         

  Kagan PD-supports AAA strategies         

  PD by classroom teachers         

Teacher/student data tools 
Technology-need PD on the Tech we 
get         

 
Need computers/network that 
works         

 

Need school licenses Pearson 
Successmaker or other intervention 
programs         

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work  Lower class size again K-3         

Physical & mental health services 
More time with counselor and/or 
nurse         

 
 
 
 

LCAP 
MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Lincoln 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed  In Progress 
Not 

Completed 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs  Promethean         

  Headphones for new computers         

  Working listening centers         

  Equity in support programs         

  Guided reading books         

  K/1 reading specialist         

  Full time technology teacher         

  Full time librarian         

 
Reading intervention/LIT coach full 
time         

  More SPED personnel for case load         

 



 
 

  Math intervention teacher         

  Writing intervention teacher         

  Paid tutors         

  Full time RTI coach         

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards  Lesson design days for grade levels         

  PLSS for K/1         

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency 

Integrated and designated time for 
ELL and no deployment         

  ELD materials         

Professional Development  PD for teacher for Common Core         

  Grade level prep time         

  Full time sub/Super sub         

 
Observation time to watch other 
teachers         

  New adoptions for Common Core         

 
Additional grade level planning 
equally intermediate and primary         

 
Money for additional PD as 
individual teachers         

Teacher/student data tools  Updated copy machines         

 

Updated teacher workroom 
Examples: Laminator, Poster 
maker, Scanners         

 
Ellis die cut machine Accelerated 
Reader for all grades         

 
Differentiated reading 
assessments for SPED         

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work  Full time nurse         

  Upgraded playground flooring         

  Landscaping fixed         

  Security officers         

-  Security cameras         

  Updated heating and cooling         

  More full time janitors         

  More yard duty personnel         

  Additional security fencing         

 
Established parking lot a non 
driving zone-Staff parking lot         

 



 
 

  Upgraded desks         

  Homemade food in cafeteria         

  Repair student restrooms         

Physical & mental health 
services 

More PE coaches for all PE 
coverage the full required minutes         

  Full time counselor         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Madison 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Comple

ted 

In 
Progre

ss 

Not 
Comple

ted 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs  designated staff on site for ELD         

 
more and updated computers/laptops for 
students AND staff         

  listening centers         

 
science materials (consumables, kits, videos, 
human body models, manipulatives)         

  social studies/history         

  kits/manipulatives         

  guided reading books         

  big books, poetry books         

 

move away from RCD units (replace with 
Project Based Learning and assessments for 
ELA/Math         

  55-class sets of non-fiction books         

  iPads for kinders with Aps used at other sites         

  grade level appropriate programs for ELA/math         

  Read Naturally program         

 
engaging computer programs that can be 
teacher monitored         

  increase classroom supply budgets         

  non-fiction class sets         

  Active votes for each classroom         

 
science materials for ALL grade levels (class 
sets)         

 



 
 

  class sets of grade level novels (4th-6th)         

 
autobiography books for school library with 
diverse leaders         

 
replace broken computer equipment (mice, 
keyboards, headsets, etc.)  22  47  8  66 

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards  on-site OR district wise observation         

  more teacher prep time         

  2 days of P.E. time with P.E. Instructors         

 
Access to MCOE instructional 
materials/technology/videos/etc.         

  especially with the online resources         

  more time to plan during contract hours         

 
facilities to come and model lessons throughout 
school year         

  science materials         

  social studies materials         

  technology (microphones)         

  non-fiction books         

  science manipulatives         

  additional grade-level planning with peers  14  50  57  36 

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  ELD lesson planning and lesson plan templates         

 

current, updated, standalone, committee 
adopted ELD materials and all ancillary 
materials         

  materials to support District ELD Benchmark         

 
comprehensive, sequential program for 
vocabulary and language skills         

 

ELD professional development from California 
accredited trainers that addresses current, 
new, research based best practices         

 
ELA/Math/Science/History textbooks in 
Spanish         

 
consumables for students in Science and Social 
Studies         

  use Visualizing & Verbalizing kits         

 
need a program for sequential language skills 
& vocabulary         

  need Science consumables  19  12  40  38 

Professional Development  AIMS training/PD         

  PD in new Math Adoption         

 



 
 

 
training on ActivSlate/Voters/Promethean 
Board         

 
SpEd collaboration days to 2 days/month 
training for SpEd paraprofessionals         

  better agendas for CCSC grade-level meetings         

 
more time to collaborate with peers and other 
District teachers         

  2 full days to collaborate on grade-level needs         

  1 hour weekly planning         

  math curriculum         

 
professional development on early release days 
(for all grade levels)         

  more time with grade level on site         

 
more professional development with math 
adoption  24  33  33  45 

Teacher/student data tools  updated SpEd assessments and more of them         

  T M Treasures for K         

 
sight word assessment on-line and 
paper/pencils for 1st         

  on-line and paper/pencil Math assessments         

  in-class computers for all students         

 
create/maintain MUSD teacher share folders 
by grade level, subject, standard         

  laptops/desktops for all students         

  full time lab tech/site  17  23  18  32 

Safe and healthy environments 
for learning and work  structured discipline         

  full time nurse or health clerk         

 

security electric fence with a button to allow 
access that the secretary can push for parents 
to enter with a monitor so that students can’t 
leave campus         

 
teacher for behavior issues and on campus 
suspensions         

  1 site security on campus         

 

revamp substitute system for MUSD: provide 
training before 1st sub job snack program to 5 
days/week         

  3-improve student lunches         

 
remote gate/door for entry onto campus near 
office         

  need a designated teacher for OCS  5  11  67  15 

 



 
 

Physical & mental health 
services  full time counselor/school site         

  full-time certificated librarian         

  school psychologist at site         

  P.E. equipment for classroom teachers to use         

  7 add another P.E. Specialist         

  Madison NEEDS a full-time counselor         

  Madison NEEDS a full-time psychologist         

  Madison NEEDS a full-time librarian         

  classroom equipment for each grade level  17  11  54  4 

 
 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - MHS 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complet

ed 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complet

ed 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs           

  Technology/documentations/enforcement         

 

Staff member specifically hired to focus on 
tardies(Prevention and Enforcement of 
consequences)         

 

Request to send habitually disruptive 
students to alternative education sites 10 
math teachers         

 
scientific and graphing calculators for each 
mathematics classroom         

 

Upgraded document cameras for each 
classroom (Vidifox) which are compatible 
with Illuminate         

 
Illuminate training hands on and in small 
group         

 

Printer(s) in math portables area that are 
regularly maintained by technology staff 
and funded by school funds.         

 
Proper replacement of students in math 
courses         

 



 
 

 

teachers new and updated and common 
core related social science books Individual 
computers for each student (take w/them, 
e-books)         

  Electric pencil sharpeners in all classes         

  SPED         

 
Para’s in every core class every day not just 
3 times a week based on class size         

 
Repair Technology that we already have 
(maintenance) i.e. prenthum board         

  SPED class sizes are too big         

 

2 paid days per year (1 each semester), for a 
sub and SPED dept. meeting to get a mini 
training on a new requirements for IEPS and 
laws. (So everyone is doing the same thing, 
too many changes from one month to 
another)         

 

Intervention/positive behaviors celebration 
of smaller achievements; schoolwide (F up 
to a D, improved attendance, etc.         

  P.B.I.S. tier intervention         

 

ART-cameras-36 small point and shoot 
digitals, 5 DSLr’s, 2Printing brayers, clay 
tools         

 
convert room 72 into computer lab/art 
studio         

 

Band/drama-drama program needs 
technology immediately to teach class such 
as amplifiers, light dimmers, and an updated 
sound system in the cafeteria, which would 
benefit all programs in the cafeteria         

  Spanish-Spanish speakers classes         

  New laptops for teachers         

 

Shop-Learning issue move air compressor so 
the teachers don’t have to compete with the 
noise white it is running         

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards           

 

EL student need supplemental vocabulary 
texts which can be used independently to 
differentiate their various levels of 
vocabulary development-site licenses         

           

  Professional Development         

           

 



 
 

 

This 4 day conference has numerous 
workshops (5+ workshops/hour) that 
present a variety of methods to address the 
domain of language teaching, as well as 
issues that pertain to the instruction of 
students from different cultural 
backgrounds. It is extremely valuable to 
network with other teachers of English as a 
second language from elementary through 
college levels.         

  Keep CCSC         

  PD-teacher’s choice         

  Access to Rigorous Programs         

 

Teacher training for History Alive-World 
History to assist “emerging” students access 
core history concepts         

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency           

Professional Development 
Funds for PLC’s after school rather than 
losing Prep time         

  Subs for PD Professional Development         

 

(math teachers) Ongoing training for 
Springboard, not only the two days in 
August we were given this year. Promised 
training throughout the school year no 
further training has been provided         

 

Computer lab training provided for 
teachers, including how to use computer 
based curriculum for projects, problems and 
Springboard         

 

Provide and expert (TSA (recently out of 
classroom) for subject areas of Algebra I, 
Geometry and Algebra 2 that can provide 
professional development, assist in 
curriculum planning and instruction, create 
lessons and assessments, and find or create 
supplemental resources         

 

Computer lab training provided for 
teachers, including how to use computer 
based curriculum for projects, problems and 
Springboard         

 

EL-Funds to attend the CATESOL(California 
Teachers of English as a Second Language) in 
the fall         

 

Before the beginning of the school year 
starts, SPED teachers should be allowed to 
meet with their Para’s and Co Teachers         

 



 
 

  Better mentoring for new teachers to school         

 

Training in google docs to learn 
student-teacher interaction for guided 
writing and research development district         

Teacher/student data tools  (Better pay for subs)         

  Filters on water in teacher lunch areas         

Safe and healthy environments 
for learning and work 

Confidentiality of students-All SPED 
teachers requested district maintained 
printer for IEP and other materials as of now 
they go to printers with student access         

 
Almost all staff-support staff (i.e every 
day-Nurse, Psychologist, etc.)         

 
More safety officers-they frequently can’t 
be reached         

 
Sturdy safe desks that would take into 
account the new technology being used         

 

Better heating and cooling in Human 
Services, Science wings, Gyms, shop Rms 
84-87         

  Teacher’s desks are falling apart         

 
Additional electrical plugs in rooms support 
for technology Mini-blinds for rooms         

 
Upgrade and add lighting in mathematics 
portable are for safety purposes         

 

Fix cracks in sidewalks walkways outside of 
building trash bags for outside trash cans to 
stop attracting flies         

 

Fix leaky roof in gym broken, rusty lockers 
that leak in gym some for up to 18 years 
pests in gym, lockers and around gym         

  Filthy conditions need a new and larger gym         

 
Not enough lockers or seating for students 
in locker rooms         

 
Safer way for students to cross street 
stadium         

  Floor protective paint cover room 83 lab         

 
Electronic babies many need to repaired or 
replaced         

 
New faucets in all of the sinks of the foods 
lab (room 65)         

  garbage disposals need to have maintenance         

 
maintenance/repair of the refrigeration 
units in the cafe         

 



 
 

 
professionally steam clean the hoods and 
grills in the cafe         

 
Choir risers that do not shake when the 
students are on them         

  Replace curtains in all three art rooms         

  Refinish table in rooms 73 and 74         

  Repair missing tiles in room 73         

 

Replace broken tables, stands storage units 
in kiln cage are; clean up this area need 
covers for kilns         

Physical & mental health 
services 

Partnership with social services/mental 
health for daily services at our campus         

 
2 additional academic counselor help with 
EL students & at risk         

 
Intervention counselors continue current 
model being used         

  Career Center Tech-continue position         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Millview 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Comple

ted 

In 
Progre

ss 

Not 
Complet

ed 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs  RTI Teacher for grades 4-6         

  Additional PLSS         

  RSP Teacher         

  Aides         

  Enrichment for higher learners         

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards  More CC materials         

  Grade Level Collaboration         

 
Keep CCSC grade level district wide 
collaboration         

 
Supplemental-CC related, Consumables, Non 
fiction materials         

  Observations of classroom teachers         

 



 
 

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  Full-time ELD Coach         

 
Money distributed based on school 
population and needs         

  Access to resources (TSA, people)         

Professional Development  3 more full-time PE teachers         

  Full time music teacher         

  PE budget for teachers/grade level         

 
More PD$$ to be used where WE want to use 
it, not where we are directed to go         

Teacher/student data tools  Full time Computer Tech         

  More copy machines         

 
D.O. Coaches to develop a district wide 
assessment instead         

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work  Full time Nurse         

 
More restrooms for primary students 
(primary k-3 has only 2 stalls)         

  Fence in the school perimeter         

  Campus security         

# 1 priority is communication 
between office & classrooms 

Intercom & phone system not working in 
many areas of the school         

  Replace classroom windows         

  More busses         

Physical & mental health services  Full time Counselor         

  Full time Psychologist         

  Outreach consultant         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - MLK 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed 
In 

Progress 
Not 

Completed 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs 

Spiral Notebooks for all students 
(college rule) (1000)   

X Math & 
Science     

  Flash drives for teachers      X   

 



 
 

 

SPED color printer, photo 
printer,, keyboards, mice, 
headphones other supplies      X   

 
Security gate for books in library, 
shelving for library 

X Security 
gat    X shelving   

  Printer table for color printer        X 

  Bulletin boards for library      X   

  Power cord for projector (3)      X   

  Color printer (3)      X   

  Copy machine      X   

  Incentives for PBIS program      X   

  Charging station for iPads  X       

 
History textbooks for 7th and 8th 
grade    X     

  New desks 
X History 
8th       

 
Big red education products for 
math        X 

  New laptops for teachers      X   

  Laminator and refills for math (1)      X   

  New color printers      X   

  PE Equip.        X 

  System for choir        X 

  Music equip.      X   

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards  Rosettastone        X 

 
Fiction books and nonfiction 
books for library    X     

 
Reading books for grade level 
3.0-8.0 (400 books)    X     

  Classroom time to plan      X   

 
Middle school counseling 
resources         

  Full body skeleton for science      X   

  Common core supplements      X   

 
National Geographic extreme 
extreme explorer        X 

  8th grade science textbooks      X   

 
Spanish textbooks for 7th and 8th 
grade elective class  X       

  Twig subscription        X 

 



 
 

  Vocabulary magic  X       

  Geography rock set      X   

  Eye joules      X   

 
Paper cutters for math 
projects(7)        X 

  Multi-purpose room for PE      X   

  PE material      X   

  Band materials         

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  History ELD teacher book        X 

 
Keyboard covers for 
chromebooks      X   

  Chromebooks  X All core       

 
New promeathean boards for 
ELD        X 

 
Technology subscription (1 school 
license)        X 

  Non-fiction leveled readers        X 

 
Erik Palmer speaking and 
listening        X 

  Field trips      X   

  La Voz        X 

  PPT slide laser      X   

  Classroom library        X 

Professional Development  Staff development IEP PD      X   

  Counseling PD         

  FCOE science  X       

  PLCs  X       

  Keep CCSC        X 

 
Training for ELD, SPED, AND, 
PARA’S    X     

  Textbook resource training    X    X 

  Kagan PD  X       

  Technology PD    X     

  Ren AR PD        X 

  Department planning days  X       

  PD teacher choice  X       

Teacher/student data tools  iPad for students (255)  X       

  iPad cases (255)  X       

  iPad apps      X   

 



 
 

  Finale music notation software        X 

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work  One HOLA interpreter      X   

  One safety officer  X       

 
Keyboard security covers for 
library      X   

  Keep tech clerk  X       

  Classroom Para’s  X       

  Another Custodian         

  Literacy TSA      X   

  ELD TSA      X   

  One roving sub  X       

  Book shelves        X 

Physical & mental health services  One male counselor  X       

  Improved heating and cooling  X       

  Water fountains for PE fields      X   

  Pedometers      X   

  Heart rate sticks      X   

  Clip boards for PER      X   

 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes 

Monroe 

Metric Name  Notes 
Fully 

Completed  In Progress 
Not 

Completed 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to 
Rigorous High Level 
Programs  Common core reading materials    x     

  GATE      x   

  PE specialist for K-6  x       

  Classroom computers for primary    x     

  Common core resources  x       

  PE for Kinder      x   

  PE 2x a week  x       

  Cromebooks  x       

  Reading Program for SPED      x   

  Chrome book carts  x       

           

 



 
 

Implementation of 
Common Core State 
Standards  Aides in Kinder    x     

  No RCD’s  x       

 
CCSC district wide grade level 
collaboration    x     

  Class Size Reduction      x   

 
Teacher Editions for ELA 6th grade/hard 
copy      x   

  Science Consumables      x   

  Math Lab      x   

  Math PLSS      x   

  Math Deployment      x   

           

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency  Site ELD coach         

  Lower class size      x   

  Librarian      x   

  Manipulatives  x       

           

Professional Development  PD given by classroom teachers    x     

  PD chosen by teachers    x     

           

Teacher/student data tools  Copy machines      x   

 
Teacher directed %s for assessment-not 
district mandated    x     

  Membership to assessment website  x       

  Larger classroom budget      x   

  Updated Appliances in Teachers Lounge      x   

  New RTI Flow Charts    x     

  Scanner      x   

  Guided Reading Books      x   

  New Chairs      x   

  New Kidney Tables      x   

  New Promethian Boards      x   

  More Field Trips/Teacher Chosen    x     

  Toner & Paper provided by school      x   

           

 



 
 

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work  Full time nurse      x   

  Safer drop off/pick up      x   

  Playground equipment for recess      x   

  Detention      x   

 
Lights in cross walks like other schools 
(Madison)      x   

 
New desks-these chip and then can cut 
students      x   

  Security Officer      x   

 
More support staff/for class help & yard 
duty      x   

  Portable Rainy Day PE classroom      x   

  Equipment Storage for PE      x   

           

Physical & mental health 
services           

  Gang prevention      x   

  Full time counselor         

Needs for 2018-2019  Chair Risers         

  IPads & Headphones         

  IPad Carts         

  3rd Grade Wing Classroom Sinks         

  Parking Lot Improvement/Expansion         

  Classroom Field Trips 2 times yearly         

  Next Step Assessment Kits         

  Teacher Keys to Access ALL Gates         

 
Kinder 20:1 students by school not 
district         

  Kinder AM & PM Aides         

  2 Full Time RTI people         

 
Repair/replacement budget for 
Chromebooks         

  Keep MyON         

  Keep Accelerated Reader         

  Update electrical outlets         

  Lights in Cross Walks         

  More Student bathrooms         

  More Staff Bathrooms.         

 



 
 

  Ventilization for staff bathroom         

  Replace toilets with higher ones         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LCAP 
MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - MSHS 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

English           

  Novels-10th grade (specifics?)         

  Laptops/chromebooks for students         

 
funding for the same courses offered at 
Madera High         

 

NEW: Monitoring software for 
Chromebooks, or secure working 
environment         

 
NEW: Improve WiFi in Academic A, 
especially around room 118         

 
NEW: Teacher access to academic 
journals, like ERIC and JSTOR         

  NEW: Unit planning time         

MATH  Graphing calculators class set X5         

  Chromebooks         

  Slates for promethium board         

  Release time to observe other teachers         

 

paid time to do vertical and horizontal 
articulation of math with MHS and Jr. 
Highs         

Social Science  Mind Sparks         

  Upfront magazines 40X5         

 
Wall street journal com subscription for 
Econ teachers         

  The Economist subscription         

  BBC History subscription         

  AP study guides for teacher and student         

 



 
 

  AP binders for all AP/ Scholar students         

 
Homeroom for SPED students to allow 
caseload access         

  $$ for field trips         

  SPED vocational track         

  Money devoted to SPED DEPARTMENT         

Foreign Lang  Class set of tablets         

  Complete resource center         

  Chromebook Carts         

Career Tech Ed 
Business -up to date tech. 4yrs MAX for 
operating system and application software         

 
Additional supplemental materials to 
support curriculum         

  Free standing student store         

  Student internships         

  Certification for students and teacher         

  Medical/nursing/athletic training         

 
Storage area for medical profession 
courses         

 

Home EC-Textbooks-Food and Nutrition, 
child development, Culinary Skills and 
Public safety-FULL SET OF EACH         

 
Update-microwave, washing machine, 
commercial refrig.         

  AG-Diesel Engines for additional classes         

  Farm storage area         

  Van, Truck, Trailer         

 
Convert teacher prep room into a kitchen 
prep are...next to flower shop         

Visual ARTS 
Student computers with CS6 adobe 
Photoshop illustration         

  Projector bulbs         

  Replace VHS-to DVD         

  Color printer/scanner         

  Release time to develop classes         

Performing Arts 
10-15 intermediate guitars for ADV guitar 
class-$ 250-350 each         

  Color printers         

  Stage drapes REPLACED         

PE  fix and maintain fitness equipment         

 



 
 

  tablets to teachers-very hard to take rol         

  Fitness for Life Curriculum         

  5 treadmills and other cardio         

  Fitness testing equipment         

Counselors  Materials         

  Training for new teachers         

  Model classrooms         

  Model lessons         

  Mentor/Master teachers         

Science  Electronic copies of textbooks         

  Online scientific journals         

  Apps for ipads         

  Access to county Media Center         

  CC connection series/NGSS         

School Wide Goal #1B  2 full time interpreters         

  Lead and learn for Science         

 
Bilingual instructional aide for all ELL 
classes         

  Classroom set OED-for Drama         

 
Lower language supplementary math 
workbooks         

 
Differentiated curriculum with different 
reading levels         

#2 
1 planning day every month without 
interruption         

  Tech training         

  One day to observe other teachers         

  Paid PLC time/summer         

  Access and $$$ to spend on conferences         

  HOLA training         

#2B  Document cameras         

  DVD player with USB         

  Speakers in every room         

  5 new copy machines         

  updated and working printers/i/2 color         

  Reliable network infrastructure         

 
Working wireless presentations 
w/batteries         

 



 
 

 
Laptops/tablets for PE, Diver Ed and 
family Life-12         

 
Access to appropriate test generator 
software (kuta, Mathtype)         

 
5 more laptop carts/Tablets in students 
hands         

 
Chromebooks cart for counselors-all 
college apps and infor is online         

  Standards based grading system         

#3  Safety officers         

 
Paid security for detention and Saturday 
school         

  Nurses 1-2 additional nurses         

  Student health-better nutritional lunches         

  Paraprofessional         

  TSA specific for SPED         

  Counselor for SPED         

  1-2 more School Psychs         

  Solar covered shade are         

  On site SARB officer         

  Foster/homeless liaison         

  Counselors         

  ELD         

  Mental health (SAP)         

  Intervention         

  full time college/career tech         

  funding for advisory period         

  restorative justice training for all staff         

 
part time clinical instruction for nursing 
careers         

  1 more library aide         
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Metric Name  Notes  Fully  In  Not  Not 

 



 
 

Complet
ed 

Progress  Complet
ed 

Applicab
le 

Goal 1 - Equitable Access to 
Rigorous High Level Programs  Basic Services         

  Better facilities         

sub goal  Adequate facilities for size of school and staff         

  More restrooms for staff and students         

  Separate male and female staff restroom         

  Shaded area for students to sit at lunch         

  New desks         

  Library         

 
Better busin schedule that fits needs of school 
and students         

Goal 1B - Consitent 
Implementation of the 
Instructional Focus  Basic Services         

 

Facilities managed in a way that students are 
given the opportunity to learn and disruptive 
students cannot intimidate 
teacher/classrooms/or the learning process 
taking place in the classroom         

  Smaller class sizes         

  SRC room for disruptive students         

Goal 2 - Data-Driven 
Professional Learning & 
Collaboration  Student Engagement         

  Intervention Specialist         

 

Resources/specialist/security to ensure that 
parents must come pick up those items when 
confiscated from students         

  Intervention Specialist         

  SARB process         

  After school detention/SRC         

  Tardies         

  Address students who are consistently failing         

Goal 2B - Data-informed 
Culture  Student Engagement         

  Safe and Healthy Learning Environment         

 

Intervention Specialist to work with problem 
students/chronic failures in every course, etc. or 
help move them on to different schools where 
they can be better successful         

 



 
 

 
Intervention specialist who can run SRC 
room/are in gym         

Goal 3 - Safe and Healthy 
Environments for Learning and 
Work  School Climate         

 

Protecting teachers, staff, and students while 
ensuring the learning process will not be 
interrupted in the classrooms         

  Additional security officer/intervention         

  Specialist/TSA (SRC teacher)         

Goal 3B - Responsive District 
Supports and Services  School climate         

 

Stronger and more effective 
consequences/follow up for students who 
intimidate/bully teachers, staff, other students         

  After school detention SRC room         

 

Referral process with steps and written 
consequences that are followed after so many 
referrals received         

  consistent discipline procedures         
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Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicabl

e   

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs  Full time Librarian      X 

part time 
only   

 
Full Time Learning 
Center/intervention    X    half time   

  G.A.T.E.      X     

  Art Teacher      X     

  Trained Aides in the Classroom      X 
not 
trained   

 
ELA/ELD instructional materials 
aligned with the common core  X         

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards 

Additional training/demonstrations 
of CC lessons in the classroom    X       

 



 
 

 
Classroom teacher demo for other 
classroom teachers    X       

 
Science Common Core text and 
materials      X     

  ELA non fiction materials    X       

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency  ELD teachers for deployment      X     

 

Assessments that are aligned with 
Common Core, state and 
benchmarks    X    Not K-1   

 

Rigorous ELD curriculum that is 
aligned with ELD common core 
standards  X         

  ELD Resources    X   

curriculu
m/not a 
lot of 
resources   

Professional Development  Training in AR, Star reading    X       

 
Training in the use of Illuminate and 
Intel Assess    X       

 
Training/workshop on learning 
disabilities for GE teachers (6)      X     

  More teacher chosen PD      X     

  CCSC      X  ended   

  More than $500 for conferences      X  ended   

Teacher/student data tools 

Access to a data bank that is similar 
to SBAC or CASSP for creating CFA’s 
or RCD’s. Intel-Assess looks nothing 
like CASSP  X         

 
Computer/Technology teacher full 
time at each site grades K-6    X       

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work  Nurse at each site 5 days a week    X       

  Safety office for elementary school      X     

 
Reduce class size, K-3 20:1, 4-6 26:1 
(32)      X     

  Serve real food for hot lunch    X       

  Extra classrooms      X     

Physical & mental health 
services 

Counselor at the elementary school 
4 to 5 days a week  X         

  Full time PE teacher  X       
NOT 
KINDE

 



 
 

R 
though 

  Parent liaison      X     

 
Social skills groups/meeting for 
students in need  X         

2017-2018 NEW LCAP WIsh 
List  Partime Intervention Teacher           

  Dead Bolt for all classroom doors           

  Full time onsite art teacher           

  full time on site computer teacher           

 
4 day instruction with 1 day of 
enrichment           

  class size (20 to 1) school wide           

  Canopy for Valet Area           

 
More rigorous emergency procedure 
tainings           

  PE - more time           

  teacher aides           

  STEM training           

  More focused after school PD           

  Parent Resource Center           

  Outreach consultant           

  Walkie-talkie's for all staff           

 
Afternoon kinder aides for 
behavior/academics           

  1-1 iPads for primary           

 
30 minute music block for 
Kindergarten           

  Kindergarten PE           

  Early out for teacher prep only           

  Security Cameras around the campus           

  ESGI updated by district not teachers           

  Math intervention teacher           

  1:10 release time for Kinder teachers           

 
Adequate prep time for ALL teachers 
(we basically get nothing)           

  More teacher bathrooms           

  AR for second grade           

  Bring GATE program back           

  Safety Officer           

 



 
 

 
After school programs not using 
teacher classrooms           

 
More personnel for bathroom breaks 
and behaviors in the classroom           

 
Teachers not required to accompany 
students to music class           

  2 full time subs           

 
New Maps in the classrooms (pull 
down, large style)           

 
Stop light at Martin/Country Club 
Drive           

 
Teacher duty day should not end at 
Desmond student release time           

  Shade for intermediate playground           

  Safety glass for windows           

  pest control           

  books for library and guided reading           

 
targeted leveled books for guided 
reading           

  Bring MYON back           

  additional tutors           

 
roads are bad on Martin and are 
easily flooded           

 
More instruments for 
band/orchestra           

 

Standing desks/raising desks for 
students who need to work standing 
up           

 
classroom thermostats to be set at 
70 degrees           

  solar panels           

 
copy machines not limited to amount 
of copies           
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Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complet

ed 

In 
Progre

ss 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicab

le 

Equitable Access to 
Rigorous High Level 
Programs  Music Risers      X   

  Music Instruments      X   

  Chromebooks for every student in 3rd - 6th grade  X       

  Leveled readers for the K-6 non fiction and fiction  X       

  1st- 3rd Science consumables      X   

  Time for kids Magazine 1st-6th class set      X   

 
More updated computers in K-3rd and new 
computers      X   

 
More Guided Reading books for students to take 
home      X   

  Science Materials K-6      X   

  PE Equipment      X   

  Classroom set of headsets (1st)      X   

 
Science Kits, microscopes, experiments supplies 
Social Studies sets, videos, kits, materials      X   

  More school supplies funding      X   

  Big Books Manipulatives hands on activities      X   

  Touch-screen Promethean boards      X   

  Eliminate Microsoft and fully implement Google  X       

  Teacher Paying Teachers/Websites fees covered.      X   

  Music teacher for primary      X   

Implementation of 
Common Core State 
Standards  Classroom helpers (Adults full time)      X   

 
Smaller class sizes across all grade level (20:1 in K-3; 
25:1 in 4-6)      X   

  Kindergarten Aides    X     

 
Curriculum that matches the Common Core state 
standards    X     

  PE equipment      X   

  Art Supplies      X   

  More CD players for listening centers      X   

  High speed copiers      X   

 
Grade level aide for making copies along with project 
prep      X   

  ELD Materials K-6  X       

 



 
 

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency  SPED aides  X       

 
Opportunity for all EL learner to enroll in after school 
tutoring      X   

  El materials that are aligned to the new EL standards 
X       

 
Enrichment materials for EO to use during ELD time 
(1st)      X   

 

Funding of College Nights/trips to 
Universities/Career Days (targeting EL and EO 
students)      X   

  Science Kits      X   

 
More manipulatives for SPED classrooms (Math, ELA, 
Exploration)      X   

 
Chairs with arms on them for centers, SPED 
classrooms        X 

Professional Development 
Subs for planning  X       

  Tutoring funding      X   

  After school planning time  X       

 
Grade level planning time meeting directed by 
teachers the whole time    X     

Teacher/student data tools 
Smaller class sizes (more teachers) 1st grade  X       

  St Math      X   

  BrainPop (all grades)  X       

  Super Teachers website      X   

  Enchanted Learning      X   

  Art specialist (weekly classes)      X   

 
Kindergarten computer programs such as ABC Mouse 
in addition to Starfall  X       

  Working classroom computers    X     

  Another PLSS person for Parkwood  X       

 
Combine attendance, grading, test generators, into 
one universal site (linked to Google Classroom)      X   

  PECS software (SPED)        X 

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work  Trees      X   

  Playground equipment      X   

  Tarp over playground equipment      X   

  Shade structure over the amphitheater      X   

  Full time nurse 1st grade      X   

  More custodial staff  X       
 



 
 

  Daily Fruit (1st)      X   

  Solar panels/covered parking      X   

 
Real sports: baseball, softball, tackle, football, and 
track    X     

Physical & mental health 
services  Full time counselors (5 days a week)      X   

  Full time counselors 1st grade      X   

 
Students/staff trained in conflict resolution and/or 
peer mediation strategies      X   

  PE equipment K-6      X   

  PE everyday (with PE specialists)      X   

  Full -time, on-site P.E. specialist  X       

 
PE equipment for 150 kindergarten students: jump 
ropes, balls, cones      X   

  PE specialists for kindergarten      X   

2016-2017 Additions per 
staff request  Tarp for Parent Pick up Area      X   

  Ponchos for Staff      X   

  Parkas for staff      X   

  Kinder Basketball Hoop (Permanent)      X   

  iPads (1st grade)  X       

  Leveled books for class library (TK-6)    X     

  Class sets of Novels (5th grade)      X   

  Music room that doesn't share a wall with cafeteria      X   

  Flexible Seating Options (1st Grade)      X   

  Hop scotch on kinder playground      X   

  Four square painted on blacktop primary playground      X   

2017-2018 new wish list           

  noon aide for later lunch         

  more consistent grade level planning time         

  at risk tutoring         

  radios for all staff members (walkie talkies)         

  extra copies of benchmark leveled readers         

  cordless phones         

  headphones for the ipads         

  apple tvs for all classrooms         

  security cameras         

  instructional aide for the classroom         

  classroom library books for daily 5         

 



 
 

 
MIP (math in practice) books that go along with the 
lessons (see index)         

  leveled books to send home with students         

  ELD newcomer support person for K-6         

 
Classroom library set with low AR levels (0.1 and up) 
(2nd and 3rd)         

  Math manipulatives (k)         

  Student Clocks manipulatives (2nd)         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Pershing 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs           

  Educational Field Trips    progress     

  Grade Level informative text    progress     

  Classroom AR books    progress     

 
Common Core materials and 
supplemental materials  complete       

  Classroom guided reading books  Complete       

  P.E. equipment     
Not 
Complete   

EL Learners Attaining Increased 
Proficiency  Field trips for EL students     

Not 
complete   

Professional Development  Planning time for K teachers     
Not 
complete   

Teacher/Student Data Tools  Chromebooks for Every Student  Complete       

  Laminator  complete       

  More copy machines     
Not 
Complete   

  Ink toner for classroom printer    progress     

  Marquee sign in front of school     
Not 
Complete   

Safe and Healthy Learning 
Environment  Uniform system of discipline     

Not 
Complete   

 



 
 

  OCS class (suspended students)     
Not 
Complete   

  Smaller class sizes for all grade levels     
Not 
complete   

Physical and Mental Health Services  Classroom aides K-6     
Not 
complete   

 
Modified schedule for TK-K 1:00 exit 
(transportation)     

Not 
complete   

 
Paid aides for before and recess 
duties     

Not 
complete   

 
Increased personnel to expedite the 
RTI process     

Not 
complete   

 
Improved intervention process 
including math lab     

Not 
complete   

 
Individuals to assist making copies 
for teachers     

Not 
complete   

  More counselors     
Not 
complete   

  Parenting classes    Progress     

  Full time nurse for each site     
Not 
complete   

 
Additional psychologists to support 
the SST process     

Not 
complete   

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Ripperdan 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs 

Student analysis and intervention(s) 
need to begin long before high school         

  Mandatory Remediation         

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards  CCSS appropriate curriculum         

           

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  CCSS appropriate curriculum         

           

 



 
 

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work 

Lower student teacher ratios & more 
aides         

  more security         

  consistent Discipline standards         

 
Ability to lock classrooms from the 
inside         

           

Professional Development 
More time dedicated for teacher 
collaboration         

           

Physical & mental health services  Need outreach SARB         

  On site Mental Health         

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes 

Sierra Vista  NEW ITEMS IN GREEN 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complete

d 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d  Not Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs  Smaller class size         

  More computers    x     

  More Chromebooks    x     

 
More time PLC’s - teacher 
directed(data)  x       

 

Grade level collaboration - teacher 
directed More time(issues not 
applicable to data, behavior, tech)      x   

  Pay substitutes more $        x 

  Hire on campus sub  x       

  Visual/Per. Arts    x(3,4)    x(k,1,2,5,6) 

  Supplemental CC material  x       

  Non Fiction Materials  x       

  Increase Classroom Budget   

x(need 
more 
please)     

 



 
 

  Intervention Pro.       

We do not 
know what this 
is asking would 
like further 
information 

  Separate class for Music  x       

  Fieldtrips  x       

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards           

  CCSC(Summit Meeting)    x     

 
District wide grade level 
collaboration  x       

 
Teachers teaching teachers-not 
district telling teachers(CO-LAB)  x       

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency  Instructional aides in grades 1-6      x   

  No combination classes  x       

  Family Nights    x     

 
ELD supplemental materials - let 
TEACHERS choose        x 

Professional Development 
Professional Development - teacher 
choice/need        x 

  Teacher Collaboration    x     

  More time PLC - Teacher directed  x       

Teacher/student data tools  Computers    x     

  Chromebooks    x     

  Broadband    x     

Safe and healthy environments 
for learning and work  Staff restrooms      x   

  Student restrooms    x     

  Remodel classrooms      x   

 
Need sinks, cabinets, floors, carpets, 
and coated windows      x   

  Student desk/chairs      x   

  Staff Parking Lot  x       

  Longer staff lunch      x   

  More custodians  x       

  Security lights  x       

  Equipment for MULES   

x(need 
more 
uniforms, 
bigger     

 



 
 

sizes) 

  Full time nurse    x     

Physical & mental health 
services  Behavior Specialist      x   

Misc.  Walkie Talkies      x   

  New Promethean Boards      x   

  New phone system/ or phones      x   

  New Projectors      x   

  New Breakers and Wiring      ?   

 
Slab of concrete out in the grass for 
P.E.      x   

 
Individual P.E. room for primary 
classes      x   

 
Age appropriate playground 
equipment for kinder      x   

  Kinder P.E. equipment      x   

 
Doors that can be locked from the 
inside      x   

  Access to a color printer      x   

 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - TJ 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complet

ed 

In 
Progre

ss 

Not 
Comple

ted 

Not 
Applicab

le 

Equitable Access to Rigorous High 
Level Programs  Appropriate materials and classes    x     

 

Addition of honors course, GATE materials, 
instructional materials for History ELD if this 
sort of course is taught      x   

  Supplemental materials    x     

  Honors/Advanced English Classes      x   

  Honors/Advanced Math Classes      x   

Implementation of Common Core 
State Standards 

Dedicated PLC time (Sub coverage, conflicting 
scheduled (by DO) tasks    x     

 
Class sets of books and materials for use in 
classrooms CLASS SETS!!!      x   

  CC resources chosen by teachers    x     

 



 
 

EL Learners attaining increased 
proficiency 

EL materials in designated/content classes 
(ELD)      x   

Professional Development 
Dedicated PLC time Sub coverage, conflicting 
scheduled (by DO) tasks    x     

  Teacher chosen PD      x   

  Restore funding source      x   

  Instructional time protected      x   

 
restore dept. budgets (4310 monies) to 
previous amounts      x   

Teacher/student data tools  1:1 tech    x     

 
Alternative Test Bank ?s to generate Common 
Core Assessments    x     

  Upgrade network    x     

 
Purchase site licenses (BrainPop, Nearpod, 
etc)    x     

Safe and healthy environments for 
learning and work 

Full time nurse/psychologist, increase in 
paraprofessionals/security (25)      x   

 

Some solution to substitution problem so 
teachers can actually be in their classrooms 
and PLCs (27)      x   

  Increase in custodial staff    x     

 

Facilities: gym has such poor acoustics it is 
impossible to be heard, bathrooms/locker 
rooms are old, in poor condition. science lab 
inadequate (28)      x   

  Effective discipline actually implemented (31)      x   

  Operating/upgraded security cameras    x     

 
Secure classroom doors (ones that lock from 
the inside)      x   

  Air quality INSIDE classrooms (cleanliness)      x   

 
Hot water in Staff restrooms, workroom, 
Science classrooms      x   

 
Classroom furniture (replace broken 
chairs/desks)      x   

 
Permanently cover student eating area (not a 
tarp strung across top)      x   

 
Safe sensory room for Spec. Ed (Autism/Live 
Program)      x   

  Replace girls' PE lockers      x   

  Upgrade PE offices      x   

  Thermostat control (adjust hot/cold settings)      x   

  Remodel office for single point of entry      x   

 



 
 

New items added 2017  AC in locker rooms/gym      x   

  More paved staff parking/lights in parking lot      x   

 
Upgrade staff restrooms (locking 
doors/faucets/lighting)      x   

 
Drainage on entire site--flooding hazard 
(hallways/walkways/classrooms)      x   

  More trees/benches on campus      x   

  Exposed wires (locker rooms/PE office)      x   

  Upgrade tennis courts (nets/paint lines/lights)      x   

 

Upgrade landscaping: fill dirt needed on last 
wing as exposed tree roots cause trip/fall 
hazard holes/trenches left open for MONTHS      x   

  Staff SRC fulltime (male)      x   

Physical & mental health services  Full time psych at middle schools (25)      x   

  Full time nurse at middle schools      x   

 

Class size in colab/SDC classes needs 
reduction (to be equally distributed among 
staff)      x   

 
 
 
 

LCAP 
MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Virginia Lee Rose 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Comple

ted 
In 

Progress 
Not 

Completed 
Not 

Applicable 

Equitable Access to Rigorous 
High Level Programs           

  RTI program    X     

  Class budget increase      X   

  2 Part time RTI Teacher      X   

  Classroom Aides      X   

  SPED Services      X   

  Math Support      X   

  GATE Program      X   

  Guided Reading Books (Lower Level A-C)      X   

  NSGRA Kits      X   

  Guided Reading Books (Above Level P)      X   

  Seeing Stars Kits (K-2)      X   

 



 
 

Implementation of Common 
Core State Standards           

  Class size reduction      X   

  Math Resources (manipulatives)    X     

  5th Grade Close Reading Companion      X   

  Ten Marks (Amazon aligns with CCSS)      X   

  Mystery Science      X   

  Listening Centers (TK-1)      X   

 
STEAM Resources EX. Science Kits 
(Engineering/Technology/Science)      X   

EL Learners attaining 
increased proficiency           

  Guided Reading Books    X     

  Librarian      X   

  Field trip funding    X     

  Rosetta Stone      X   

  New Comers Program      X   

  Monies: Supplemental Materials      X   

  Demos      X   

Safe and healthy 
environments for learning 
and work           

  Functional chairs/desks    X     

  Student tables (K)      X   

 
Additional Permanent Onsite Sub (PLAN B 
CONCERNS)      X   

  More Custodial Staff    X     

  Site Crisis Center      X   

  On Site Security Guard    X     

  Mice Extermination    X     

  Designated Snack Area      X   

  Lining up lines (room numbers)      x   

  Awnings for rainy days      x   

 
Teacher Restrooms for Kinder and 1st 
also building 400 (upper grades)      X   

Professional Development           

  PD chosen by teacher      X   

  Guided Reading PD    X     

  WFTB    X     

  Math Extended PD    X     

 



 
 

  Science/Reading PD    X     

  Wonders Training    X     

  Thinking Maps    X     

  Technology Training      X   

  Active Shooter Training    X     

Physical & mental health 
services           

  PE Equipment  X       

 
Full time PE teacher to handle ALL PE 
requirements    X     

  A counselor that’s available      X   

  Playground Equipment (Kinder)      X   

  full time psych to handle testing load      X   

  Added Playground Structure      X   

 
 
 
 
 

LCAP  MUTA Feedback Meeting Notes - Washington 

Metric Name  Notes 

Fully 
Complet

ed 
In 

Progress 

Not 
Complete

d 

Not 
Applicabl

e 

Basic Services  Classroom Reduction K-6 (20:1)      x   

 
School Renovation (More Bathrooms, New 
water fountains, New PA System)    x     

  New Desk and Chairs    x     

  AC in the Cafeteria  x       

  Staff Room with Bathroom      x   

  More Classrooms      x   

  Bigger Play Structure      x   

  Picnic Tables      x   

  K-2 Aides    x     

 
enough chairs/desks for all 
students--appropriate sizes         

  More tables for guided reading (kidney tables)         

  Flexible seating for all grade levels         

 
Staff room with ammenities: microwaves, 
coffee maker, working fridge, etc         

 



 
 

  Fans/lower air conditioning temps         

  2 large white whiteboards for all classrooms         

Implementation of State 
Standards           

  Professional Development or our Choice    x     

  ELA Materials-Non Fiction  x       

  CCSC    x     

  More Professional Development Money      x   

  G.A.T.E      x   

  PLC Time  x       

  On Site Certificated Sub  x       

 
Printer ink/paper for copying online resources 
(Reading A-Z books)         

 
Non-Fiction books for higher reading levels 
(O+)         

           

Course Access           

 
College Program for Elementary (Goal setting 
for college)      x   

  Math RTI support      x   

  Supplemental math books (read alouds)         

Student Achievement           

  Reading Lab for all Grades    x     

  Full time PE Specialist  x       

  Official Tutoring Program    x     

  Intermediate Literacy Support    x     

  One to One Technology with working Network    x     

  PLSS for 4th-6th grade support         

  Ji Ji/S+ Math websites (math fluency K-5)         

Other Student Outcomes           

  Teacher Resource Center      x   

  Computer Class Teacher      x   

  P.A.C.E.S    x     

  PACES for 3rd and 4th         

  Keyboarding (piano) music class         

Student Engagement           

  Money for Field Trips      x   

  Money for Assemblies      x   

  Permanent Music Facility    x     

 



 
 

Parent Involvement  More Parent Classes    x     

  Community Liaison      x   

  Translating Equipment for Parents      x   

  Translators for Conferences    x     

  More Mental Health/Counseling Services    x     

           

School Climate           

  District Grade Level Online Community Pages         

Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) LCAP 
Feedback 

During the 2017-18 school year, LCAP input meetings were held with parent committees to obtain their 
respective feedback on the most important state priorities and resources needed to address those priorities.  

 
The Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) would like to recommend the Board and 
Superintendent consider implementing the following top recommendations: 

➢ Specialty Programs 

➢ English Language Development and Math Monitor at the individual student 

level 

➢ Training for all types of parents for how to advocate for their child 

○ English Only and English Learners 

➢ Math Intervention plus teachers including english and computer skills 

The PAC feels that these recommendations will help improve the following goals and 
targets: 
- Suspension Rate 

- English Learner Progress 

- Graduation Rate 

- College and Career Readiness Rate 

- English Language Arts 

- Mathematics 

 
Other Items Suggested During the Feedback Session: 
● Reduce class sizes 

● Improve customer service at all school sites 

● Uniforms at school sites 

● More shade structures 

 



 
 

● Install cold drinking water fountains 

● Water for athletes 

● Shorten cafeteria lines 

● Genuine parent and student engagement 

● Provide more time for students to spend on chromebooks 

● Provide more presentations on anti-bullying for students at all levels 

● Reputation improvement 

 

District English Language Advisory Committee 
(DELAC) LCAP Feedback 

During the 2017-18 school year, LCAP input meetings were held with parent committees to obtain their 
respective feedback on the most important state priorities and resources needed to address those priorities.  
 
The District English Learners Advisory Committee (DELAC) would like to recommend 
the Board and Superintendent consider implementing the following three 
recommendations: 

➢ Teachers Should be Trained and Prepared at Grade Level to Teach English 

Language Learners 

➢ More Funds Should be Invested for English Language Learners 

➢ After School Programs Should be Productive and Taught by Qualified 

Teachers and not by College Students 

The DELAC feels that these recommendations will help improve the following goals and 
targets: 

- Suspension Rate 

- English Learner Progress 

- Graduation Rate 

- College and Career Readiness Rate 

- English Language Arts 

- Mathematics 

 
Other Items Suggested During the Feedback Session: 

● Improve Supervision of EL programs at the School Sites 

● More Reading Programs to Help Students 

● Contract more Teacher Assistants 

 



 
 

● Computer Classes 

● Provide Updated Student Information 

● Reduce class size to 25 students 

● Teachers should want parent help 

 



 
 

School Site Council Feedback by School Site 

 

 

 



 
 

Youth LCAP Meeting Feedback 
Student LCAP Meeting with District & Community Leadership 

April 16, 2018 

Students met with district and community leadership to obtain their respective feedback on the most important 
priorities and resources needed to address the state priorities. 

Agenda 
● Review School Climate Data 

● School Climate Initiatives 

● Student Feedback & Discussion 
Breakout Groups 

○ Group 1: Mayor Andy Medillon, Lavleen Sandhu, Avery C, Alyssa B, Sabrina M 
○ Group 2: Al Galvez, Jayla Cuevas, Janel Joya, Dylan Miracle , Daniel Daza, Myka Garcia, Angel Tijero 
○ Group 3: Julie Larrivee, Jonathan Solorio 
○ Group 4: Ericka Moran 
○ Group 5: David Holder, Juan Acevedo 

● Large Group Share Out 

Group #1 Member Names:  Lavleen S, Avery C, Alyssa B, Sabrina M, and Mayor Medillon  

How often do students get into physical fights at your school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

We are not surprised by the results.  
● What surprised you about the results? 

We are surprised that at Madera South there are not many fights because there are always rumors of a lot of fights at Madera 
South.  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
Nothing 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Comparison to last year, I have seen security has been more strict and there are not many fights at school.  
How much respect do students in your school show you? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We are shocked by the results. 

● What surprised you about the results? 
We are surprised because at Madera High we promote respect a lot and the results show the opposite.  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
We are not surprised by Madera South’s data.  
How often do you worry about violence at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We were shocked because how many students feel unsafe at school due to a threat.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
The data surprised us because the number of kids who feel unsafe were low, but when there is a problem, a lot of people 
change their perspective quickly.  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
Some of the data did not surprise us because of what schools and students are going through at this day in age.  

 



 
 

How much do you matter to others at this school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

Our initial reaction was equally divided. We approached the question from two perspectives, upperclassmen and 
lowerclassmen.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
The results were somewhat shocking because we do our best to make everyone feel equal.  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
After discussing the results of the data, my group and I were not surprised that there were some students who do not feel 
equal, but we do our best to acknowledge everyone, and treat them with respect.  
Overall, how interested are you in your classes? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
Our initial reaction was equally divided on the subject. We were able to agree some classes are the “highlight” of the day and 
some are “down side” of the day.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
We were surprised that a majority of the students were interested in their classes, but they dread going to certain classes. 
Weather it's the teacher or the subject.   

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
We were not surprised that some students did appreciate their classes. 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

We have seen some improvements through the school year, it mostly depends on the teacher’s approach.  
 
Breakout Group #2 Member Names:  Jayla Cuevas, Dylan Miracle , Daniel Daza, Myka Garcia, Janel Joya, 

Angel Tijero   
How often do students get into physical fights at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
Not surprised at Souths higher rate for fights 
Madera High students feel that they don’t see many fights  

● What surprised you about the results? 
We were surprised that the data was significantly different   

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
We weren’t surprised that Madera High had a higher result of almost never or once in a while  

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Yes we feel that there was more fights in both schools in the previous years 
How much respect do students in your school show you? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We  weren’t surprised.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
We weren’t surprised  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
The fact that madera high had a smaller percentage than madera south. 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

No, there really haven’t been any improvements made in our school. 
How often do you worry about violence at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We feel as if the results were skewed because us south students feel that violence is low  

● What surprised you about the results? 
Madera High students were surprised that their almost never was not at a lower percentage 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
That is was relatively high  

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Yes we have because of action such as the orange vest and the new door locks  
How much do you matter to others at this school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

 



 
 

● What surprised you about the results? 
● What did not surprise you about the results? 

That Madera Highs percentage was lower because there seems to be more cliques or groups in the school rather than 
Madera South. 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Yes, because having link crew and breaking down the walls allows people to be aware that they do matter. 
How often are people disrespectful to others at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We expected the percentages to be lower because a lot of people don’t really put any attention or effort into their classes. 

● What surprised you about the results? 
These results surprised us because they were a little higher than we would’ve assumed. 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 

not. 
Overall, how interested are you in your classes? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We expected the results have a lower interest in classes  

● What surprised you about the results? 
We were surprised that they percentage was higher  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
Both schools were really close and we did expect that. 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Because of the pathway system people are able to take classes based on the career choice and interests. 
 
Group #5 Member Names: David Holder, Juan Acevedo 
I typed these out not necessarily answering the questions but more or less just typing what we were speaking of at the time, so some of 
this might not make sense because i was trying to get everything down. 
How often do students get into physical fights at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
We don’t really hear about them, up until everyone else thinks about. But these statistics are all based off of what other 
people's perceptions are on them, what matters is how many people there are so since we as madera south have more people 
there are bound to be more people fighting at our school, these statistics did not surprise us because of how people are at our 
school but we didn't think we were going to have this big of a gap in terms of the fights.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
The gap between both of the schools 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
The fact that we had so much fights in south 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

How much respect do students in your school show you? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

Students at schools don’t really care, initially we brought up the fact that people don’t really care if they aren’t well known 
because they don’t really have  

● What surprised you about the results? 
Not surprised at all we have a lot of nice people  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
The statistics.  

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

How often do you worry about violence at your school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

In terms of what could actually happen like if a school shooting were to happen i don’t think i would our anyone in the group 
would feel saf.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
● What did not surprise you about the results? 
● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 

 



 
 

not. 
How much do you matter to others at this school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
Initial reaction is that we don’t really matter because everything will keep going, but as a group we do.  
Its just the way some people see themselves 

● What surprised you about the results? 
How many people think they don’t matter, and how sad it is but its realistic and maybe something  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
Surprised how low it is 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

Haven’t seen improvements at all 
Overall, how interested are you in your classes? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
Not really, but in some classes yes.  

● What surprised you about the results? 
How low the statistics are 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
Nothing really.  
 

Group #4 Member Names:  Matthew Ylarregui-MHS, Ceaira Chavira-MHS, Emily, Garcia-MSHS, Evelyn 
Ramriez-MSHS, Anahi Ochoa-MSHS, Ericka Moran-MSHS 
How often do students get into physical fights at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
○ A lot, I never see fights actually- MSHS 
○ We never have fights- MHS 
○ The only people who get in fight are girls- MHS 
○ Ours are girls too- MSHS 

● What surprised you about the results? 
○ I think it is kinda high, I don’t know why students think there are that many fights  
○ I don’t think that South has that many fights  
○ We don’t think that it is as bad as people think 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
○ I wasn’t surprised that MSHS voted higher than High, because of the perception that South students are 

more violent and ghetto.  
● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 

not. 
How much respect do students in your school show you? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
○ Some of the kids at our school are assholes-MHS 
○ We don’t really interact-MSHS 
○ There are a lot of stuck up people-MHS 
○ We do have respect and stuff for teachers, there are some that are disrespectful, but not that many-MSHS 

● What surprised you about the results? 
○ I believe that the numbers should be higher because it is the right thing 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
○ I wasn’t surprised by the results- MHS  

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

○ I feel this year is so chill. I feel that the group of frosh that we got, they are just mellow.-MHS 
○ Underclassman are so disrespectful this year- MSHS  
○ Our underclassman are pretty good this year, it’s the Juniors that are bad. -MHS 

How often do you worry about violence at your school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

○ I’m not worried about it because I think they (staff) is doing a good job. - MHS 
○ We don’t have to worry about it as much as people think we do-both 
○ We shouldn’t have to worry about it-Both 
○ We have the SO/SO office/they are on bikes/the SO are big dudes we are good. -MHS 

 



 
 

● What surprised you about the results? 
○ Not really-MHS 
○ I don’t fear going to school-MSHS 
○ It’s not bad the way people think - MSHS 
○ The teachers and SO are trying their best-MSHS 

● What did not surprise you about the results? 
○ Not really 

● In comparison to last year, have you seen improvements within this area at your school.  Please explain why, or why 
not. 

○ I think our number would be a lot lower because of what happened on the bathroom walls-MHS 
○ I think because of the media and stuff it’s a little worse ( MHS threat incidents)- MSHS 

How much do you matter to others at this school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

○ That is basically saying how much they matter to other students- that’s sad. 
○ We try a lot to make it fun 
○ We reach out a lot to other students, but they don’t take it in.  
○ We got some really lonely kids at school. 
○ That’s really bad, if they are thinking about their teachers 

■ Kids are mean to  
○ Teachers and counselors care about us, when we are actually able to get that time with them- MSHS 
○ It is up to the students to make sure they get that time-MSHS 

● What surprised you about the results? 

○ That’s a lot of people who feel they are not cared about-MSHS 
○ I don’t see a lot of loners- MHS 
○ I feel like some of these kids are just bubbling in without thinking about it.  

● What did not surprise you about the results? 

LARGE GROUP SHARE-OUT 

How often do students get into physical fights at your school? 
● What is your initial reaction to the results? 

MHS - This school year, there have only been two  fights and they were girls, security is quick to react, if students fight, it’s not 
at school, I was not surprised 
MSHS - Surprised and not surprised, fights are handled quickly by security, no one cares about other students fighting 
because no one runs to them anymore, fights are no longer a big deal. 
How much respect do students in your school show you? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
MHS - Students should show respect by participating in rallies, no one should be disrespected 
MSHS - No comment 
How often do you worry about violence at your school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
MHS - We got a new police office so we see police officers on campus, safety office and safety officer everywhere, we really 
shouldn’t be worried because we have a lot in place to make us feel safe. 
MSHS - We do feel safe but as a student, you do think about safety 
How much do you matter to others at this school? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
MHS - As a freshman, you don’t really matter to others, others pick on you, but as you get to know more people, you get more 
popular and involved once you’re a senior 
MSHS - At Madera South, you matter as equals, shocked it wasn’t higher because when someone gets an award, they get 
acknowledged by others, see them as equal freshman to senior 
Overall, how interested are you in your classes? 

● What is your initial reaction to the results? 
If a teacher is bored, then the class is boring. 

 



 
 

Follow-up Meeting with Student Leadership on May 21, 2018 

  

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Student Survey Results 
 
1 change i would make to make it feel safer would be to have more security. 

1. let students us phones before school and during lunch because is their free time after working hard in their classes. 

10 foot fence around the land 

1st of all, i don't know what y'all were thinking about the lunch menu, it was so much better before, now so many people are 
not eating because its so long. And they end up being late and it isn't they're fault. it yours, second of all, when someone 
looses something. aka someone stole it confirmed, don't just tell them to make a report because what is that going to do? you 
guys are going to anything and leave it rotting in the back of whatever you put the other reports that have probably been 
there longer than anyone enrolled into this school's been alive. i can't even eat lunch because of the new menu. its so dumb 
the food is good from what i've been told but, that was a stupid idea on your side. 
 thank you for reading. 

2 different lunches 

2 lunches 

5 polisc ofersers to stop fits 

8th graders with the same grade 7th graders with 7th grades 

8th grades with the same grade  and 7th with 7th grader 

A  female security guard 

A better fighting consequence 

A big basement under in case of a person with a gun. 

A change i would make is make the  teachers make  em feel safer 

A change i'd make telling students that it has to get better. The way we treat each other. 

A entry where kids have to get their backpacks checked once in a while. 

A list of rules on the playground 

A little more campus police. 

A little more safety officers because sometimes teachers call for a safety officer just to escort a student out of class and they 
don't have a safety officer free to do that. 

A little more security 

A longer lunch and  no class on Fridays 

A police station near by 

A real lock for bikes. 

A shocking rope. 

A special person you can go to if you are being bullied. 

A stronger fence and a metal detechtor 

A thing that can change  the school to be safer is having a class that when you have a bad grade you can go and learn in that 
class room. 

ACT HAPPY 

AT lunch teachers need to leave the students alone more. 

Access to cellphones so if someone brings a weapon so you can call the cops. 

Access to our phones. 

Activites every Friday 

Actually LOCK the doors and not just put a block on it. 

Actually do something about the problems we have get better supply of materials have there be a time where students can 
talk about problems alone with an adult instead of a whole class 

Actually hire teachers who care about their students 

Actually listen to the students , and spend more time talking to them . 

 



 
 

Add Camera's 

Add Cameras 

Add a couple more security guards in different location where kids are isolated. 

Add a electric gate 

Add a little bit more security and have them on guard most of the time during school hours 

Add a lunch line 

Add a motor 

Add bullet proof glass on the windows. 

Add cameras and have more security. 

Add higher levels of security, just to be extra safe that no student is doing or carrying something that they shouldn't. 

Add little bit more security to the school to be everywhere in case there a fight or something. 

Add metal detectors at all entry points and have drug smelling dogs. 

Add metal detectors, and guns for teachers. 

Add more Security guards and show even more clips and slides   to the kids. 

Add more cameras . 

Add more cameras around areas where there might be fights. 

Add more cameras in places where the cameras cant see 

Add more guards 

Add more guards. 

Add more safety officers with a hold of a weapon 

Add more security and allow students to get access into indoor bathrooms and i would expand lunch because it take forver to 
get lunch 

Add more security and have ADT so we know who's on campus and the students get an alert from their phone 

Add more security cameras because there's been times where people been bullied verbally . 

Add more security guards around the school camp ground . 

Add more security guards like in Middle schools. 

Add more security on school. 

Add more security to supervise more areas around the school. 

Add more security to the school campus. 

Add more security. 

Add more security. 

Add more sequierty gaurding every entrance 

Add more staff. 

Add more stricter rules and be more cautious. 

Add one or more security's 

Add safe rooms in case there is a lock down, (lock down drill) fire, earthquake, or any other type of emergency. 

Add security Guards or security Cameras. 

Add security cameras 

Add security cameras in the hallways. 

Add security guards around school. 

Add security. 

Add some more people 

Address awareness of bullying to teachers a little bit more so that they are more aware of when bullying is happening inside 
and outside of class. 

Admit less children in the school. 

Adults could be more aware of the fights before they happen. 

Adults walk around campus and let there be more parking spaces to across the street because parents  don't know were else 
to park and they might be in the hurry. 

 



 
 

Alarm 

All day security at the main entrances. 

All doors have locks 

All kid that been suspended more then 6 times should be expelled 

All my thoughts are already rules. 

All teachers should carry a gun. 

All the bad kids have no break and half a lunch. 

Allow Phones ate free time and Gum for 5-6 

Allow girls and boys in seperent classes. 

Allow phones ar break or when finshed with work. 

Allow phones during lunch and break. 

Allow security to have weapons 

Allow the students to be free but with privilege, and consequences. 

Allowing kids to have a longer recess. 

Always have the gates locked 

Annihilate Freshmen and close the school down. 

Any fight can ban you from any school activity. 

Any kind of people are welcome to the school and no bullying. 

Any type of shoes, and clothes also any type of color just like the way you dress at home. 

Anyone who doesn't want to learn will be putt into another class separated from the people who want to learn. There will be 
a security check in point because people bring illegal things to school. 

Anything that can make the school safer?! 

Apply all the rules to every student no matter what. 

Arm security gaurds 

Arm teachers 

Armed security! 

As a principle I'm guessing you want everyone to get along with each other. A fun way to do this is our rallys. If we all had a 
great time with each other it would be there, but the rally's themselves are not the best they can be. If everyone was together 
and things were made interesting I would enjoy and look forward towards them. 

As a principle the one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is to add more security. 

As me being a student I see and analyze all the stuff around me and trust me the school is safe , but the think that bothers me 
is the officer's.  How they act around the so called popular people, like when our table has to stay and clean up our mess 
which wasn't even ours.  While the table that was in front of us had a food fight and was more messy than ours.  We still had 
to stay while a security officer let the other people go.  I hate when teachers and staff have favorites. 

Assign teachers some safety things such as a tazer or pepper spray 

BE NICER 

Backpack Check 

Backpack and locker checks every once in a while to make that no one brings weapons to school. 

Bad kids cant participate in activities or also they cant go to lunch or break. 

Barbed wire fences and security guards would be armed with guns. 

Be able to have their phone on in case there is an emergency. 

Be able to use phones. 

Be more attentive with students 

Be more fair. 

Be more involed with the students and have more activities 

Be more protective by letting them have a little more of freedom. 

Be more strict on the rules and give quite harsh consecquences . 

Be more strict on what you can bring to school, maybe even go through backpacks once in a while 

 



 
 

Be nicer to the students and be a friend to them. 

Because of the school shooters that have been happening lately, i think i would have guard dogs at our school that will be 
patrolling with our security guards. you don't have to pay the dogs other than feeding them and after school hours they have 
a nice place to be at. 

Being able to go to the restroom at any time. 

Being able to sell food on campus 

Better Security 

Better drinking water 

Better fencing 

Better food 

Better food 

Better gates. 

Better lunch and free to use technology 

Better lunch food 

Better lunches if possible 

Better planned drills. 

Better rally's. Maybe add some of the popular vines and memes into it. 

Better security 

Better security that are active and try. 

Better security. 

Better teachers 

Better teachers and good people. 

Better understand the children as people, and not just numbers for which you get paid by. Actually look at them from a 
human stand point. Oh, and also allow CCW for staff. 

Better ways of security. 

Bigger area to walk down the halls. 

Blocking sites. 

Brick wall 

Bring a DJ like once a month and have rally's twice a month and have at least 5 grub downs for the entire year and make the 
school fun. 

Bring drug dogs more often. 

Build a better fense like a wall and securities. 

Build a fence  in the front of the school. 

Build a wall around the school. 

Build a wall. 

Build higher fences and stronger ones too. To make sure no one gets in. 

Build walls around the school. 

Bullet proof windows. 

Bullet proof windows. 

Bullet proof windows. 

Bullying 

Bullying 

But a security guard 

But guards around the school 

Buy everybody guns 

By having more saftey officers so they can protect students. 

By letting students keep their phone on them at all time. 

By making sure the school is peaceful. 

 



 
 

C lose the fences all the time. Put more shade spots. 

Cameras And More Security Each Corner. 

Can't do anything. 

Cancel school on rainy days. 

Cell phones should be allowed just in case of a big emergency. 

Change dress code, there is nothing wrong with showing your shoulders or belly button or any skin at all! 

Change the amount of students in school 

Change the behavior 

Change the cafeteria staff because they make us worry to eat our lunch fast and they scream and emberess us for silly 
reasons like placing the plastic in the green trash can.Plus they make students cry and they scare me that they might scream 
at me. 

Change the dress code because not showing our shoulders or stomach is dumb. And not being able to wear sandals is dumb 
too. I didn't think showing our feet and shoulders was so bad 

Change the food to be cooked by real cooks so I won't feel like I will eat something that will give me food poisoning 

Change the grading system back to the way it was. 

Change the punishment to something worse. 

Change the way the lines work 

Change the ways of our active shooter drills , i honestly dont think hiding in the corner of the room will keep anyone safe. Yet, 
hearing from other students they would just jump the fence to leave campus. make indoor locks have the students more 
involved of what to do in that scenario because 9/10 most of the students would not make it into a classroom 

Check On Peoples Backpack Check If They Have Drugs ,Weapons, Dangerous Devices. 

Check all bags. 

Check backpacks before entering school 

Check backpacks of kids with security. 

Check ever student if they have any drugs on them. 

Check everyone's backpack and pockets. 

Check kids and their attitude since some kids hate others. 

Check kids for dangerous items before they come onto campus. 

Check kids you know that are harmful before going into school. 

Check student backpacks every 3 weeks to make sure they don't have weapons. 

Check student backpacks for drugs. 

Check students backpack every 3 weeks they make sure they don't have weapon. 

Check students backpack everyday. 

Check students in mornings before they enter class if they have any weapons hat could harm other and check if they do  or 
have an  inappropriate item to school 

Checks students backpack ever month. 

Classes are shorter. 

Classes will be shortier 

Come 3 times a week 

Communicate with my students more frequently rather then never. 

Controling the lunch lines i can never get my food. 

Cook the food right and not let my students eat raw food. 

Could wear any clothes they want!!!!!!!! 

Cover the holes in the ground because people like me keep tripping in the field and in the playground and next to my line to go 
line up that one thing 

Create a system on the stairs where you can either only go up or only go down. 

Create an optional indoor seating area. 

Do a test to see what we know if something bad happened. 

 



 
 

Do better checks on the teachers... 

Do drills every Monday and Friday for fires and school shooters. 

Do fun activities such as dress up day , concerts, partys more exquisite foods colorful school 

Do more engaging activities in school and out of school. 

Do more lock down drills 

Do more school events for everyone, not just specific events for seniors, juniors, etc. 

Do not run on the black top on the black top, 25 minutes of play time, P.E. three times a week. 

Do not wand us and to stop worrying about us. 

Don't always leave the gate open because someone can just walk into the school and you don't even know if there here for 
there child. 

Don't always trust the snitch. 

Don't be upright with the students 

Don't bring anything from home that can hurt other kids at school 

Don't have super seniors (seniors that are held back) unless they want to learn because they are taking away materials from 
other people 

Don't throw trash. 

Dont bring gang colors to school. 

Dress code 

Dress code for gang related clothes like colors and teams . 

EVERY DRESS CODE ITS DUMB TO BE HONEST 

EVERYTHING 

Eat food in class when your hungry. 

Emergency hiding spots in case of lock down 

Enact less laws for security increase parking. 

Enforcing rules about people coming in and out of school. 

Equality. 

Every Friday we would have a good snack bar and music at lunch so we aren't doing the same boring stuff we'd feel more 
comfortable. 

Every grade should have its own recess instead of two grades sharing a recess. 

Every student gets a clear backpack 

Everybody should all become close friends so they can all feel safe. 

Everyone stay home 

Everything feels safe. 

Everything is good how it is. 

Everything. Also to hire better teachers that can actually teach us all, not like Mr. Morales or Mr. Lanfornd who is always on 
his phone and can't teach. Also to let us use phones and to not stress the fuck out of us. 

Expel some of these kids 

FIX THE WATER SO IT TASTE LIKE WATER AND NOT LIKE DEATH. 

Feel saver at the labury. 

Fire All unfair p.e. teachers. Fire teacherds I don't like. 

Fire Mrs pool, Mrs Dewey,Mr Fierro 

Fire mr.duncan 

Fire route 42 busdriver 

Fire teachers who aren't doing anyone any good. 

First I would have construction done in the cafeteria to make it as big as two hight school stadiums and let all of the grades 
eat in there at the same time and at the end call class and grade by grade to play outside and use the bathroom/restroom. 

First of all you need to make the students trust you by the positive decisions you make. 
 

 



 
 

The good students should be able to choose their seat in class so that they won't get bullied or teased. 
 
Teachers should be aware at all times on what goes on during class. 

First of all, if I were the principal I would take matters into my hands to stop fights between kids, stop kids from doing drugs, 
and have bullying stopped by suspensions, expulsions, and other punishments. 

Fix the holes that come from the grass, please fill it up with dirt . 

Football program 

For adults to care for you 

For everyone to get along and for students not to get in trouble or bring things they shouldn't bring. 

For security to have guns in case of a shooter. 

For some changes i would make a lot of things safer. 

For teachers to check your backpack everyday because people can have dangrous things. 

For the kids to stop bringing drugs to school and if they bring drugs to expel them really quickly because they might get other 
kids in doing drugs and thats not right. 

For the yard duty not to grab kid anymore 

For this question i'am not really sure on how to answer it all the things here are pretty safe already so maybe nothing. 

For when we have a lock down drill to have a secret place built in to hide in. 

Forgot 

Free wifi 

Free wifi to students 

Further look into fights. I feel like they just see two kids fighting and automatically suspend both. 

Get a big dragon to get rid of all the anime kids because they are deadly. 

Get a few security guards here at school but for them to also be nice to children 

Get a lot of security and have a lot of searches for any wepons 

Get a metal ditacter 

Get all the teens that misbehave and put them in one room. 

Get better food, because osrs school food is trash. 

Get better lunches. 

Get better security as in more fit and age wise. I also want to add that our school should be more energetic and we should 
have better school rallys. 

Get better security guards 

Get better teachers that are actually good at teaching and would want to teach 

Get better teachers who don't yell, take things out of students hands without permission. 

Get better teachers. 

Get like better bells so they are more clear of what they are saying. 

Get monder day tech 

Get more experienced security that weapons and more cops on campus. 

Get more safety officers and get more stop signs. 

Get more securities 

Get more securities and put taller gate 

Get more security 

Get more security 

Get more security 

Get more security an let them use their phones. 

Get more security and better surveillance. 

Get more security and prevent dangerous things from happening. 

Get more security for the physical fights 

Get more security, they may not like them but security does make most feel safe. 

 



 
 

Get more security. 

Get more security. 

Get more security. 

Get more security. 

Get more staff people. 

Get more teacher 

Get newer equipment and safer equipment for the playground so less people would get hurt. 

Get pep holes on doors to see who is at the door 

Get rid of kids who act who get in fights not just suspend them. 

Get rid of some Teachers that are unstable mentally and fire teachers who do not get the job done.  And fix the dress code for 
pants and shorts, we want freedom! 

Get rid of weird teachers. 

Get security Cameras 

Get security. 

Get securtiy guards 

Get securtiy guards with guns 

Get students in trouble if they deserve to be in trouble 

Get to know all the students. 

Get tollaer gates for no one can come in easy 

Get younger security guards 

Gets medal and bigger fence. 

Give 8th graders and 7th graders different lunch periods. 

Give classes to parents on how to treat kids. 

Give every kid protection. 

Give more stuff to the band. 

Give more time for break. 

Give students a little bit more strict 

Give students more space for themselves. 

Give the kids, WiFi password. 

Give the teacher a gun. 

Give us more fruit 

Giving the students more freedom 

Go into our classes more and watch us. 

Go to SRC and tell the principal to ask for help 

Go to different classes and stay there for a little bit and look. 

Go to school early  and get out of school early. 

Got to  school early and get out early. 

Groups that help students talk about how they feel and how we can help them. 

Guards 

HAVE LOTS OF FUN FOR KIDS 

HAVE TONS OF Security 

Have  security guards. 

Have  two separate lunches or break ( 9&10/11&12) 

Have More Security 

Have More safety offices around the campus, not just in one place. 

Have Security Guards. 

Have Security on campus at all times 

 



 
 

Have a better dress code. 

Have a bit more recess time so they can most likely talk less. 

Have a bit more security 

Have a few more secerity guards. 

Have a medal detector onnce entering class. 

Have a metal detector at all the entrances of the school 

Have a police officer around our school. 

Have a police officer on campus 

Have access to the counselors to go when you want cause you don't know what happening to the kids do the faster they 
speak to someone the better it is. 

Have alarms in case a stranger comes in the school. 

Have an veteran or ex-cop be a security officer to have a handheld hidden weapon. In case something major happens. 

Have at least one security guard 

Have at the gateway where the school  has to check the buses and cars for the student so the teachers get the attendance 
right. 

Have better bathrooms that are more secure. 

Have better food 

Have better food on campus and better water. 

Have better gates. 

Have better milk because it is rotten. 

Have cameras around school and let a police officer come to campus.And have security and let them walk around campus. 

Have cameras at school. 

Have cop around the school . 

Have cops be here everyday or check bags once a month or 2. 

Have counselor sessions with students once a week to discuss issues. 

Have different times for kids to go have time out side the classes like break and lunch. 

Have emergency Police officer with weapons and armory to protect people from school shootings. 

Have everyone carry their id's in a landyard. 

Have fun Fridays 

Have kids get checked for lethal items more often. 

Have kids know they could take out their problems with a one school therapist and have two of them. 

Have less kids enrolled at this school. 

Have like cops watching around the school. 

Have little to no rules. 

Have locks on the outside of doors. 

Have mandatory 1 on 1 sessions with the counselors. 

Have metal detectors and give every student a key card so they could acsses the doors. 

Have metal detectors at each entrance/exit of the school and have each students' bags checked so that no weapons or drugs 
enter the school. 

Have metal detectors at the front doors where we enter school. 

Have metal detectors in every entrance at the school and have  at least 3 cops on campus. 

Have more Security's 

Have more activities 

Have more activities so the students could have a positive outlook but also, be able to take out emotions. An example of that 
is to have punching bags so students are able to take out emotions or if not that have an adult that students can talk to 
without the consequences of suspension. 

Have more adults around the students while lunch and break. 

Have more adults watching. 

 



 
 

Have more backpack checks, more training if somethings happens, have more counseling for the students, etc. 

Have more better gates so if anyone see someone at our school they know where they are and can potentially harm student 
here. 

Have more cameras. 

Have more connections and make kids feel wanted. 

Have more drills and more security. 

Have more gates 

Have more officers 

Have more ofisers aournd campus 

Have more people out side when we go outside. 

Have more police at school 

Have more polices around the school. 

Have more safety officers 

Have more securities and a safer fence around the school. 

Have more securities around 

Have more securities. i think you guys ask questions about the grading system because right now i dont like the grading 
system.Thanks. 

Have more security 

Have more security 

Have more security 

Have more security 

Have more security around campus. 

Have more security around the campus so that students don't get into fights or any altercations 

Have more security for the students to feel safe 

Have more security guards around the school. 

Have more security guards. 

Have more security guards. 

Have more security in the school. 

Have more security like in all the buildings or wings. 

Have more security outside instead of 1 or 2 security out ther 

Have more security people. 

Have more security when we have  lunch and  when we get out of school because the has been fights , that is how i would 
make the school safer . 

Have more security, have lockdown practices,fire drill practices. 

Have more security. 

Have more security. 

Have more securitys. 

Have more strict rules and have more protection such as more security. 

Have more supervision. 

Have more teachers outside 

Have more teachers that care. 

Have more yard duties on the blacktop and grass area so kids are not doing bad stuff. 

Have n physical fighting. 

Have no clue 

Have no physical fighting. 

Have one lunch 

Have people on campus selling good food to make money for families 

Have people respect other people 

 



 
 

Have phones out with you just in case. 

Have public internet so the people that dont have a phome can connect other devices and communicate with parents 

Have secruity every where 

Have securety cameras. 

Have security around the school. 

Have security at our school to be really safe 

Have security because some kids might get into fights. 

Have security cameras around the spot where most of the kids hang out at 

Have security carry tasers and have a training every 6 months for them. Some staff that qualify may carry a taser and have 
2-3 officers on campus at all times. 

Have security check the students back packs  before school starts. 

Have security connect with the students 

Have security guards 

Have security guards 

Have security guards out of the gates and partially any inside. 

Have security or teachers the ability to carry arms. 

Have security walk around the whole school once in a while. 

Have security with pepper spray, put a better fence, 

Have some security . 

Have someone to be with the student. 

Have strong and safer locks on the doors 

Have taller fences with security alarms in case if someone jumps over the fence or having metal detectors at every door to 
make sure no one has a weapon or drug. 

Have te councelers talk to kids personaly if they want to get talked to. 

Have teachers and workers that will listen the students hurts and pain and try to help them and make them feel like they 
belong here and try to make them smile and be there for them. Have teachers that will try to help with the student's life and 
with their learning. Have teachers that shouldn't put too much pressure on the students that have messed up lives. I know it's 
not the teacher's fault but the teacher's should hear what the students have to say. The teachers should give their students a 
shoulder to lean on.  Have great teachers to listen to the student and have an impact on the students learning career and life 
mistakes and life pain and life problems. Is what I would change is how the teachers see their students LIFE. 

Have teachers keep weapons on them at all times. 

Have teachers learn how to use a gun and give the staff guns too, with an education on how to learn them, of course. I support 
guns and think that they shouldn't be banned. 

Have teachers who are always ready to help a student whenever, where ever, no matter the cause. 

Have the gates closed. 

Have the kids in their class on time so nothing can happen or no scary accident can happen. 

Have the rally's somewhere else where the whole school can be there at once and try to include more people not just the 
"popular". Also have more activities at the school like rally's and dress up days. 

Have the security frequently check in the bathrooms and PE lockers 

Have the teachers be lit so kids can like school. 

Have the teachers help more for the students. 

Have there be no side fence by the houses someone can just come into the school, leave the school during class and someone 
can hop the fence easily 

Have trained staff use concealed carries 

Have training in case of an emergency, get more security. 

Have wifi 

Having cameras. 

Having eleteric fenses and having 5 sericirty guards. 

 



 
 

Having less students on one campus. 

Having metal detectors at each entrance just in case if people have weapons. 

Having more and highly trained security 

Having more security in between buildings. 

Having more security. 

Having school events to keep minds off the danger. 

Hear students sides 

Held Activities before school starts and during break frequently. 

Help kids not feel alone make it a place where people feel like they belong . 

High Security System 

High more secrity 

Higher fences and always lock the gates after 9:00am. 

Higher levels of security 

Higher more security guards 

Higher security 

Higher security off campus/around the front and back gates 

Hire a few more security guards on campus. 

Hire armed seccurity guard 

Hire guards. 

Hire more lunch staff so that the lines would progress faster, or increase the time given for lunch so that the students are able 
to properly consume their food and not be late to class. 

Hire more people for yard duty. 

Hire more security 

Hire more security because they don't always catch the students doing bad things around. 

Hire more security guards. 

Hire more security. 

Hire more security. 

Hire more security. 

Hire more securty 

Hire security 

Hire security guards 

Hmm, I would make it so when kids are bulled then the bully gets removed immediately. 

Honestly if there were a school shooting that was "suppose to happen" I would have no of teachers, staff, and students come 
too school.  Its there safety that matters. Not have police while kids are here at school. Our principle did not handle this 
situation carefully, or think clearly. 

Honestly this school should be more strict. 

Honestly you cant do anything people are always gonna want to do what they want to do. 

Honestly, I wouldn't know because there is still gonna be people that wont follow the rules. 

How i would make this school more safer is by having better and safer rules for our saftey 

How much secruity there is 

I  don't know because I am not a teacher and I would if I was an adult teacher because if I were to put somthing down I would 
put somthing that makes school more fun. 

I  will  change rule 

I  will change is make more space in the class rooms 

I  would kick out the kids with bad behavior and bad grades out of this school because they are a distraction. 

I  would not change nothing it fin how its is I like how the school is. 

I  wound change that no student is allowed to mess around with the gates door. 

I Think is to change the school to be safer and change everything like the rules . 

 



 
 

I Would Get More Security 

I Would Give Better Food To The Students 

I Would let kids be more free 

I Would make more rules and make it where if no bullying occurs the school would get prizes 

I actually think that this school already feels safe but I would make sure there is a lock on every gate. 

I already feel safe 

I already feel safe at school. 

I always worried about kids walking home with out a parent so what I would do is tell there parent if they can't come to send 
someone to pick them up or if there parent are good friends with someone to ask them if pick could pick them up or a 
babysitter or to stay in the after school program because when kids go walking and they don't go straight home there parent 
start to blame the school that there not hone and it always cause a problem for the school and also the parents but if they 
wait at the school or went to ASP to pick them up then it wouldn't cause anymore problem's. 

I am be save in the school. 

I believe that the school should have a few designated teachers that are armed so that in the case of some one trying to do 
harm to us students those teachers will be able to act faster then if we had to call and wait for a deputy or an officer to show 
up here. 

I can't think of anything to change for our safety, I would leave everything on how it is. 

I do no know how to make it feel safer. 

I do not necessarily believe it is my job to do this but maybe try to talk with the students more? 

I don't feel unsafe, but i would try to make it a less stressful environment so people aren't so stressed to the point where they 
don't like anything. 

I don't know because our school is all ready safe. 

I don't know but do something ok bye 

I don't know cause I'm not one. 

I don't know i woudn't really have any new ideas 

I don't know if there is a way to stop beef and fights around school but teachers could implement a rewards system for 
student who have a positive nature in the classroom or towards others. 

I don't know it is pretty great. 

I don't know maybe find out what's happening and all the drama that makes people get bullied etc. 

I don't know maybe prevent bullying if you see something not right stop it. 

I don't know of anything at the moment, I'm a fairly new student. 

I don't know the situations can be erratic. 

I don't know this school is pretty much safe 

I don't know what I would change the school is already safe. 

I don't know, I don't like being here. 

I don't know, I wouldn't probably be the best principal... 

I don't no because ink principal is not the  sis 

I don't really know cause i don't want to be a principal. 

I don't really know its kinda already safe. 

I don't think I would change anything since it's pretty safe here but maybe some cameras outside like some outside the media 
center, pe gyms, office and just around the school since you never know what can happen and with cameras you can record 
and use it encase of evidence if something bad like a fight was to happen. 

I don't think I would change anything. 

I don't think I would change anything. 

I don't think I would make any changes. 

I don't think any changes need to be made. 

I don't think anything needs to be changed. 

I don't want to change anything 

 



 
 

I dont know because i dont want to be a principal 

I dont know. I feel safe I just dont agree with some dresscode things. 

I donÂ´t know the school is fine the way it is. 

I f I was principal I would put a locked gate on the way bake of the filed because there are some open gates and people might 
come through there and might harm us kids . 

I feel as if the "drug test" method the safety officers use is highly incorrect, they suspended numerous amount of students 
who were not intoxicated nor high just for a little suspicion of "swaying back in and forth or the miscount of numbers". I find 
that method highly inaccurate and feel as if we need a better and more efficient way. 

I feel its as safe its going to get 

I feel like if we used are phones we would be more focused on that and there would be no drama. 

I feel like the only change that would need to be made is that there should be more people on the yard during lunch/recess. 

I feel like this school is already safe 

I feel like we should have one lunch more often and be able to listen to music in class, so its easy to focus.  I also think its unfair 
for couples to because they aren't allowed to date or be a couple.  I also think that students should be allowed to chew gum. 

I feel really safe at school I don't think I would change anything. 

I feel safe 

I feel safe at this school so I don't really see what can be done to make it safer 

I feel that it would be a good idea to take the veterans that are coming home from their military service that are unemployed 
and give them security jobs around the campus. 

I fell safe so we should not change anything. 

I find a way for kids not to get bullied 

I go to list and tack crvos 

I have no idea what I would do. But I do have something to say, I think the girls dress code is to much. I think girls should have 
less dress rules. 

I have no ideas on how to make a  change to make the school safer. 

I have seen kids that cut themselves so I would take them to talk with someone about that. 

I honestly don't know. The students always figure out a way to not make it safe. 

I honestly don't really know. 

I honestly think that they should be more careful of letting people on our campus because the person that doesn't go to this 
school can be harmful to us students and they should be more careful with kids bringing weapons, lighter, and matches 
because I always see kids with those types of things. 

I know this doesn't go with make it safer but if change the grading system as its completely broken,you fail a test or something 
and you automatically have an F and if you raise it up you still have an F 

I make a rule were if someone sees trash they have to pick it up and throw it away. 

I make it feel safer by having more security by the fence. 

I might add a little more yard duties at recess. 

I one thing that I would make the school safer is have security cameras. 

I probably would ban relationships- that's what most fights are about anyway. 

I rEaLlY d0n'T kNoW wHaT t0 cHaNgE t0 mAkE tHe sCh0oL sAfEr. 

I really don't know what i would do to make school safer. 

I really don't know but maybe a few more security to watch out what happens 

I really wouldn't change anything. 

I safety officers at the office and at every gate or door to get in the school . 

I sometime work noting principal people inform. 

I talk more to students so they can feel more safe at school. 

I think I would change  some of the safety officer next to the gate  and  when lunch time  the same thing officer next to the 
gate. 

I think I would change the break i would make it longer like 15 minutes because students have longer classes and they need a 

 



 
 

break . 

I think I would have more security, have separate lunches 

I think I would just remodel the whole school make it newer. 

I think I would keep the fences that are around the school, and make all the classes have their doors locked because some of 
the classes don't keep their doors locked. 

I think I would make lock downs like maybe once a week. 

I think I would make sure that security will be by the exits. 

I think I would put more people to be aware  of BULLYING because there has been some cases were kids can't handle it 
anymore and they kill themselves 

I think I wouldn't change anything 

I think as a principal i would stop the bullying in the this school because kids that get bully must not feel good 

I think having less fights 

I think i would allowed my students to be able to eat in class or at least the first and last 15 minutes of class. 

I think i would maybe have a small rally once a month for all students to go to feel welcomed and safe at school 

I think i would put a security alarm so that the school is safe. 

I think i'll put metal detectors in the front . 

I think i'm very safe at school. 

I think if i was principal and i can change anything i would have more security so us teens have no chance in starting a fight. 

I think it would be better the teachers make everyone get along. Once they are forced to get along then the feud or problem 
can go away and positive attitudes can start to form. 

I think one change that make the school safer is some Walkie 
 
Talkie's for the TA's so the could get better communication with each other and/or with the staff. 

I think our principal already makes this school feel safer by having so many officials and security.They have made strict rules 
but they keep us safe. 

I think something I would do to make the school safer is fix the metal gates because someone could trip and fall over the gate 
or they could fall and accidentally get stabbed by the metal. 

I think something that our principal to put in cameras . 

I think that I would  get more strict rules on fooling around in the classroom because some teachers have a hard time getting 
the class under control. 

I think that I would like to change the restrooms because sometimes the doors don't lock and that is weird for me go to the 
restroom without a lock. 

I think that if i was principal i would change the way kids act and if they act up then maybe give them a warning. 

I think that it would be safer if we had an x-ray machine to see if they have anything dangerous in there backpacks or there 
pockets. 

I think that my school is already safe the way that it is. 

I think that the school is mostly fine and that most only concerns me. 

I think that there should be camera's to make sure everybody is safe. 

I think that there should be yard duties everywhere so nobody gets hurt. 

I think that they should have a box and kids could write letter about things they see . like if another person is getting bullied or 
there getting bullied but they do not feel right talking to them , they do not want to be a snitch and i think that anonymous 
letters to security would help a lot . 

I think that they should put more cameras . 

I think that they system itself, when one or even two people are caustanly causing drama and rumors. But never get the 
punishments they deserve. 

I think that we should have more safety. 

I think the principal should add cameras all around school. 

I think the school is perfect the way it is under Mr. Rodriguez' control. 

I think the school need more safer because if there any danger in school and need protest the student. 

 



 
 

I think there's nothing to change. 

I think there is no need for change. 

I think they should put bigger fences and close the all the office doors at 8:25 so nobody bad could get into the school. 

I think to make it safer they could just care more and be aware 

I think we should make teachers watch out for students 

I want Madera High kids to be involved in the school, overall I feel like Madera High is an extremely safe place to be and has 
good drills and practices for in case something happens. I feel we should also make more practice drills so it were to happen in 
real life we would be super prepared. 

I want more cops and no fights. 

I will just change some rules. 

I will  have people to look out for the kids at school so they don't get hurt. 

I will Change extended learning back to intervention so students can get free time to make them happier and safer . 

I will add more safety officer  to be out there in most of the places. 

I will bring police officers 

I will bring real police officers. 

I will camera outside of the classes so we know what's going on at school 

I will change is stop bullying. 

I will change is the time for lunch. 

I will change it by giving them more activities outside to be safe with your health. 

I will change nothing. 

I will change one thing it will be cameras 

I will change the front of the school and put some guards to check people for guns or weapons. 

I will do nothing because it's good just the way it is 

I will do nothing but add security to make sure nothing really bad happens 

I will find the weakness of the school and try to solve one by one until there is not much weakness. 

I will get guards 

I will get more ufisor 

I will have added cameras. 

I will have alarms. 

I will have cameras and security guards. 

I will have cop with guns in the all the the school for shootouts. 

I will have more activities like dance class and have a dance battle or a singing battle. 

I will have more teachers outside while we are at break 

I will hire  police officers . 

I will hire some security guards to protect the students and put a alarm if someone is getting attack or someone is stealing by 
the camera's. 

I will install a metal detector. 

I will keep in touch with the students and have the police expectation 2 times a year. 

I will like to have more than one secertygard. 

I will make a change of  kids can to stop bullying other kids in school. 

I will make a police station in front of the school so when there is a shooting they can get her fast and have some teachers 
with guns. 

I will make a underground base. 

I will make bigger bathrooms. 

I will make it feel safer. 

I will make sure to have gates lock and they will have to put a code to get in or i will have police on campus. 

I will make the classes , more interesting  and get the kids more  eager about learning . I will also leave lop out . 

I will make the cop come to are school to be safe. 

 



 
 

I will make the place better and less fights 

I will make the school more safer. 

I will make the school safe that they have to be more adults so they could take care of students. 

I will make the student happy by making cool activities 

I will make this school safer by hiring some more security and make the students educate in the way they want and let them 
have a free period to have fun and after that they can study sincerely. 

I will more heavy on students about the swearing and kids being rude. And make teachers more strict and have clubs for 
church and math and robotics. And tell kids the truth about history and science. And let kids be on there phones on brake and 
lunch. 

I will not change anything in this school. 

I will not change anything. 

I will put better gates at this school  to make it safer. 

I will put cameras in the school. 

I will put electric fences outside the school. 

I will put fences around the school so nothing bad or dangerous could happen to the kids 

I will put fome under the playground so when kids fall they fall on nice fome and not hard wood chips. 

I will put more gates around our school and get three security guards. 

I will put police guys everywhere. 

I will put up rules and  new stuff that will make everyone comfortable. 

I will supervise all the time people walk out the classroom and com back in. 

I will tell students to not bully on students. When there done eating lunch gotta keep the cafeteria clean and the school clean. 

I will tell them to man up and figure it out I'm not a guardian or their protector if they paid me for it then ill help. 

I will try to get more securitys. 

I will bring 10 security guards to look at every place and make mean teachers fired and have free day every friday 

I won't allow students to bring anything to school unless it's something they need for learning. 

I wood make kids that bully others to stop and if they don't listen to have not recess that way people that were around bullies 
will feel safer at school. 

I would  change that students don't sit on the dots. 

I would  eat in class and during test test like sbac. 

I would  have a detector to  detect guns and knifes or dangerous things in the entrance of the school. 

I would  have metal detectors  and dogs by both enter ways so if anyone has any weapons  or drugs the dogs and metal 
detectors can pick it up and catch the people/kids with them and that will make the school safe. 

I would  have more security 

I would  have more security for student safety 

I would  have the security guards off their phones, while adding more securities to go around not only the inside of the 
campus, but the outside of the campus to check. 

I would  hire securities that were trained in the military or law enforcement and physically shaped. 

I would  make it the same. 

I would  make parents check in before entering the school campus. I also would make parent bring some evidence to show 
that it's there kid when they pick up their kids. 

I would  make rules about not fighting 

I would  make the windows bullet proof and make the door out of brass 

I would  probably put a bigger fence for the kids won't kick the soccer balls over the fence and try to go get them 

I would  stop the violence and be fair with the students 

I would  take off all the rules and there won't be any rules. 

I would Change all the rules in the school. 

I would I don't know have a police officer when all the grates are at, I don't know. 

I would ID every single student entering the premises 

 



 
 

I would Keep watch of the Children and Actually pay attention to the ones that need attention 

I would NOT give guns to teachers. 

I would actually care about the students and let them have a few different options(example games,free time, better lunches) , 
but if they misbehave i would take that away. also, i would try to be more fair. 

I would actually punish kids by giving more behavior checks instead of just saying it and not doing it at all. 

I would add 2 police officers that stay at school. 

I would add Wifi that is cheap and affordable on a yearly plan so that kids can be more focused on their phones and it cuts out 
time for bullying. 

I would add a better fence because the fence we have now is breaking. 

I would add a machine that detects violent weapons when walking through it. 

I would add a person who walks around capase to make sure there's nobody trying to come to are school. 

I would add a police officer at or school so they students can feel much safer and after the students are done doing big test 
they will take a week off of school because they were testing a lot. 

I would add a scanner. It would be helpful because to make sure no one is caring drugs and weapons. 

I would add better locks to the classroom door. 

I would add bullet proof windows 

I would add cameras and hire security guards. 

I would add cameras many places to see what is happening. 

I would add cameras to the school and cameras in the classes to. 

I would add cameras to the school. 

I would add electric fences to keep all the negative stuff outside the school 

I would add friendly dogs that get along with the students 

I would add guards so no bullying. 

I would add in more cameras to keep an eye on kids. 

I would add metal detectors 

I would add metal detectors on both sides of campus to prevent more gun shootings. 

I would add mini soccer,basketball, and flag football tournaments during recess that will catch kids attention. 

I would add more bonding activities like a school fair or carnival. We should have more fun at school. I understand that school 
is not supposed to be fun, they would like it to but they don't try to. 

I would add more cameras on campus. 

I would add more police officers instead of just securities. 

I would add more police officials on campus. 

I would add more police to our  school to make us safer. 

I would add more safety officers. 

I would add more securities at the gates so the students feel secure and safe in every situation. 

I would add more securities. 

I would add more security 

I would add more security and make the fences a bit more stronger than just weak fences and its really near the road so its 
dangerous, I would also add more cameras not just 2 I would also make a fence in the parking lot where the teachers park 
their cars for protection. 

I would add more security and maybe have some cop cars around once in a while to talk to us, on how they will keep us safe 
and do activities with us. 

I would add more security and solve problems with students in class to prevent fights. 

I would add more security around each gate and some buildings not only because of the dangers from outside but the 
dangers some low leveled kids may bring to this school. 

I would add more security cameras. 

I would add more security during school and after school to help prevent a fight from happening. 

I would add more security guard with a type of firearm or a taser and police officers to be driving around the school at times. 

 



 
 

I would add more security guards in the school so we can be and feel safer. And maybe some cops around the school grounds. 

I would add more security guards to monitor bullies all throughout the school and for some teachers to actually care when 
someone is getting bullied and have no tolerance for school interruptions 

I would add more security guards. 

I would add more security guards. 

I would add more security guards. 

I would add more security guards. 

I would add more security if I was a principal. 

I would add more security officers to ensure that all parts of the campus were safer. 

I would add more security since there is a lot of students more security could make sure nothing happens. 

I would add more security so they could patrol more areas of the school. 

I would add more security to make it feel safer 

I would add more security to stop violence. 

I would add more security. 

I would add more security. 

I would add more security. 

I would add more security. 

I would add more security. 

I would add more shade and areas to hang out at when it is raining. 

I would add more surveillance. 

I would add more time in school so parents can have time to work. 

I would add more toilet paper to the restrooms. 

I would add more yard duties and more activities. 

I would add new safety things to the classes. I would also make them take classes about safety and protecting themselves. 

I would add one more security guard 

I would add one more security officer and have one police surrounding the school. 

I would add safety officers to make it safer, And protect our school. 

I would add safety x-rays in the school entrances that would scan guns, or any unsafe material. Or be more strict in regards 
who enters the school. 

I would add security 

I would add security  cameras just in case someone try do do something bad 

I would add security all around campus 

I would add security because we don't have any at our school. 

I would add security cameras just in case someone tries to do something bad. 

I would add security cameras. 

I would add security guards to the school. 

I would add security in the school campus because schools usually only hire security after something bad happened but if you 
add security before anything happens at a school then there could be less damage done. 

I would add security's about 3 or 2 . Also cameras so that the kids feel safe and secure. 

I would add some officers and metal detectors in every entrance of the school too check for any weapons on 
students/teachers. 

I would add some security's to this school. 

I would add suder to make it safer. 

I would add the rule that is called buddy day were 8th grade find a seventh grade and help them out and give them advice. 

I would add wired gates 

I would admit less students 

I would allow kids to be inside the academic buildings. 

I would allow kids to go to the restroom anytime they want except during testing so they can relieve stress and clear their 

 



 
 

mind to focus better. 

I would allow more activites/sports into the school. 

I would allow phones to be used anytime. 

I would allow phones. I believe it is a great way to communicate if you are ever lost. Not in classes of course, but at recess or in 
breaks. 

I would allow security to have guns because if there is a school shooter then the security could help. 

I would allow students to be excused from a specific class if they felt threatened by someone. 

I would allow students to bring pepper spray to school and more security. 

I would allow students to do what they as long as it's safe 

I would allow students to have their phone on in case of emergencies that occur at school. 

I would allow students to wear a hood in class. 

I would allow the students to be on their devices, BUT only for emergency/safety purposes. 

I would allow the students to chew gum because I chew gum when I'm nervous or when I'm taking a test. It also helps me not 
talk during class because my mouth is busy chewing gum. 

I would allow the students to stay in the gym while waiting for a ride home. 

I would allow the students to use their phones when the teacher allows them to. 

I would allow the teacher to arm themselves. 

I would allowed students to use and leave on their phones 

I would always keep the school gates closed when it is not time for school to start or end and if people would want to get in, 
they would have to push a button to call our security. 

I would apply more security at the school 

I would arm at least 3-5 teachers and staff members per building with a standard home defense shot gun, I would also buy a 
safe that students don't have access  to the firearm, also I would remove all windows access able to intruders and add 
electronical locking doors that can be shut and locked with the press of a button. 

I would arm teachers with tasers. 

I would arm the security guards WITH ACTUAL DAMN WEAPONS INSTEAD OF PEPPER SPRAY! 

I would armed teachers. 

I would ask students to stop the violence or there will be serious concequences. 

I would ask teachers to pay better attention to their students 

I would ask to place more security to make it safer. 

I would ass more security to the premises. Also the public entrance to the camerana health center would be shut down. 

I would at least put like a camera or two because you never know what might happen. 

I would band. Is pointy Sharp sometimes the punishment for P.e if we can try probably take out those ones just to be safe 

I would be happy and make p.e more fun ,make classes more interesting, i would also leave src out because kids think its fun in 
there. 

I would be like a friend to a student so when something is wrong with them they fell safe when talking to me about whatever. 

I would be making sure that security are doing their job. 

I would be more connected with the students, so they can understand what I expect from them.  If I understand the things 
they want too, then they wouldn't have to resort to sneaking things and such. 

I would be more in charge of the student. And Close the gate to be more secure. 

I would be nice. 

I would be nicer so people can trust me. 

I would be safer with the rules. 

I would be stricter about the rules and would go around classes to check. 

I would be stricter on the bad students. 

I would better the black top and make sure there is no bullies. 

I would bring a safety police so that if students get into a fight the police officer can deal with it better than a staff and cold 
help out the security. 

 



 
 

I would bring in more guards 

I would bring more security guards to the school to stop the fighting and other illegal activities on campus. 

I would bring other businesses into the school. I would also label buildings by subjects. 

I would buff up security and bring drug dogs to come to school. 

I would build  sidewalks that goes to the school and the houses of the kids who live close by. Would have a not to judge mental 
dress code. Start looking at the teachers and the students view of an issue not just the teacher and say" the teacher is the 
most reliable so she/he is right". 

I would build a room in the field that is fire proof and gun proof for everyone to go for a fire are a lock down. 

I would build bigger fences so that no other people other than visitors get in 

I would but  more security. 

I would but a security on the cross road  when its time to go home. 

I would but a thicker fence were the play ground is because if there was a school shooter he/she would be able to shoot kids. 

I would buy better fences. 

I would buy bullet proof mats in every class room. 

I would calm down on the dress code. 

I would change 

I would change 

I would change a few things about this school. I would have more yard duty staff to prevent some fights or help settle 
arguments. 

I would change allowing kids that are not responsible to not be able to use P.E equipment like bats or rackets because they 
can hurt someone and our coach is not listened to when giving instruction on what to do and what not to do with equipment. 

I would change anything 

I would change bully's to SRC and get them suspended for three days. 

I would change by making it easier. 

I would change by making the school safer or trying activities to do once in a while. 

I would change everything at the school I would have kids wear white black gray and brown so there would not be anything 
wrong so every one could wear the same thing 

I would change how certain rules are. Because from what I know, the rules do affect the safety at the school. 

I would change how easy it is for someone to get off and on campus for sure. 

I would change how it looks open in the back if the school becaus someone can jupe the rens 

I would change how much homework students get because I believe that students should get less homework to be less 
stressed about their grades. 

I would change how strict the teachers are. 

I would change how the lunch lines work, they've become very chaotic and unsafe. 

I would change if the library is bigger. 

I would change is adding one more rule to the school. The rule that I would add is there are no guns or toys or any sharp 
weapons allowed in school property. 

I would change it to no phones allowed 

I would change letting anyone being our sub. 

I would change nothing because the school is already safe. 

I would change nothing. 

I would change nothing. 

I would change one of the rules that aren't fair. 

I would change our no gum at school rule, and I would change a lot of others. 

I would change probably the fact that teachers are unfair and to make them be fair 

I would change rules to make the school better instead of rules that are sometimes unfair . 

I would change school times. 

I would change some classes so that they would not be so difficult for the students and their classes would be more fun. 

 



 
 

I would change some of the rules like the dress code it's not really fair for the students to not be able to dress how they want. 

I would change some of the school dress codes. 

I would change some of the strict rules that are given. 

I would change some rules 

I would change some rules to help kids feel better and to feel safer. I would also change student activities to help them 
communicate with each other better. 

I would change that each grade gets their own recess. 

I would change that every day was a one lunch. 

I would change that if there was a small lock down far away from campus to still go under the desks or in a corner. 

I would change that if you get any lunch detention we would call your parents. 

I would change that teachers could have weapons to help them in case a intruder comes but they have to keep it in a safe 
place for kids wont get it. 

I would change that they should look out the windows once in a while so if they see some they could report them to the office. 

I would change that when it's rains that we don't have to dress out because people can get easily sick or when its windy. 

I would change the amout of min the kids have in the hallways 

I would change the bell schedules 

I would change the bullying if they do they get suspended for a 5 days 

I would change the cellphone policy. 

I would change the consequences 

I would change the dress code 

I would change the dress code a little bit 

I would change the dress code a little bit 

I would change the dress code a little. I will also mix up the grades. 

I would change the dress code because ei believe it is dumb and unfair and the drees codes they have are mostly dumb. 

I would change the dress code. 

I would change the dress code. 

I would change the end of the day. Its all crazy and a little kid can get hurt or miss the bus. 

I would change the fact that I haven't seen any security guard guarding the fence that goes around the school.There is no 
barbed wire and it isn't an electrical fence, so it is an easy access point into the school. 

I would change the fact that some 7th and 8th graders have P.E together. I think we should have it separate. 

I would change the fact that the lunch lines are always to big. If something happens during lunch then all the kids would be 
crowded and they wouldn't be able to get out. 

I would change the fact that you have to stay in class room when you have bad grades  or a relly . 

I would change the fact that your can have your teacher back for an example Ms.Suarez. 

I would change the fences around the school for kids not to leave or ditch and animals would not come. 

I would change the fire drill to lock down drill and increase the security. 

I would change the food because there is sometimes nasty stuff in there. 

I would change the food that they give the students. 

I would change the food. 

I would change the food. 

I would change the food. 

I would change the gates because they are pretty short at some times. 

I would change the gates so that they would be safer and taller. 

I would change the gum rule. Gum during tests focuses you brain and you can get better scores. 

I would change the hallways and provide more security. 

I would change the locks on the door 

I would change the lunch menu to healthy and some fair food 

I would change the lunches so there no fights as much . 

 



 
 

I would change the no phones at school. 

I would change the number of security guards. 

I would change the our procedure in case of a school shooter. 

I would change the place that the school is at. 

I would change the policies of some things. 

I would change the procedures of the emergencies. 

I would change the rule about phones on campus because some kids have health problems and like if they are somewhere on 
campus where the adults are not watching they could use the phone to call for help. 

I would change the rule where students have to wear uniforms so there wouldn't be violence. 

I would change the rules 

I would change the rules a little bit. 

I would change the rules about hair color to let students seem more different from others to be expressive. and i would 
change the graduation rules about how fireworks are not allowed cause without fireworks graduation would seem like our 
8th grade promotion it just makes not special at all. 

I would change the rules about not being able to wear certain things that you would want to wear. 

I would change the rules of phones for lunch and break. 

I would change the rules. 

I would change the school lunches. 

I would change the students that are misbehaving. 

I would change the teachers and maybe have them a little more stricter when it comes to discipline. 

I would change the the lop. 

I would change the threats and comments  to others 

I would change the way  kids are to teachers because the kids are disrespectful and teachers don't do anything about it like  if 
there scared of them 

I would change the way how students leave food on campus. 

I would change the way people get juged 

I would change the way some kids feel when they get hut by someone. 

I would change the way some outfits or shoes aren't loud to wear. Why ? because students should have the chance to be able 
to wear what ever they want and to express them self to the students. Unless is something way to inappropriate. 

I would change the way some security treats  students. 

I would change the way teachers teach and add more involvement activities 

I would change the way that there is little securities on whole campus.  There should be more securities around the school so 
that there is more people watching the students so that they can be safe. 

I would change the way the cellphone usage is used some teachers exaggerate by simply having an earbud out to take the 
phone away which is pointless and to not give referrals for unnecessary things. 

I would change the way the school is organized. 

I would change the whole wall of windows. I would keep the top row of windows and then the rest would turn into a wall and 
then keep the window door. 

I would change the windows. 

I would change to food. 

I would change to pay more attention to people that don't behavior well at school. If this happens frequently there should be 
a change. 

I would change where the cars move so everyone can walk safe . 

I would change where the place we go for emergence to the outfield because we should be in the classes or is not there then 
we should go cross from the school. 

I would changes rally and make it better music more games on it like more music and better ones. 

I would check on the kids once in awhile or at least make the counselors and I would have more securities around. 

I would check the students before entering school 

 



 
 

I would check their backpacks to see if they have anything harmful. 

I would close the gate at all times. 

I would communicate with my student's and find out what's happening throughout the school. 

I would consider making more drills. 

I would convince the staff board to extend lunch so that each student has a right to get lunch and eat. I would also want to 
make sure all teachers put in grades each week so that students can be notify each week about their grade. 

I would correct the curriculum to be more enjoyable to most people and make it so everyone enjoys themselves instead of 
worrying about their grades or just being bored. 

I would cover up all the holes in the grass so they don't fall 

I would crack down on all of the cyber-bullying going on between the students. 

I would create a meeting for all the teachers and give them a training, so they won't single out any kid and make every kid feel 
eager to participate. 

I would create a system where kids who feel like they are having problems can write a letter that describes what they're 
going through and can submit it to a box, where either I, a counselor, or someone at the office can read it and either bring the 
student in to talk to them, or write a letter back if they don't feel like talking. I feel like this would be effective because it's 
sometimes hard for people to talk about their feelings, and this can help before the students takes things out of hand. 

I would cut people some more slack. I would also get more involved in the students minds to help them out more if they need 
any kind of help. 

I would deal with tensions between people when teachers or staff hear about it so fights dont happen. 

I would decrease the alarm noise of drills because they are loud. Also since all the school shootings by nearby schools i would 
add security guards. 

I would definitely encourage teachers to seem more positive and eager to teach. This makes me as a student want to learn 
that much more. I feel it also encourages other students to show their true curiosity and intelligence. 

I would definitely incorporate a larger amount of counselors/security so that kids feel safe to be able to talk to adults or that 
certain kids see counselors once every 2-3 weeks. 

I would do a check to see if there were any kids who had sharp objects. 

I would do a search on students back packs every couple weeks. 

I would do a vote towards all the students to see what they would want and agree on rules that seem fair for them and to 
make sure that they are comfortable with the rules. 

I would do all 7 graders in 1 lunch and all 8 graders in another. 

I would do drills (fire drills and lockdowns etc.) while some kids are at recess or in a different class than their homeroom, so 
they can be prepared for if a real lockdown or fire evacuation happened when they were at recess or a different class. I also 
want to comment on BARK; I thinks it is very flawed and disingenuous, and makes me want to do the opposite of what it 
stands for. The great kindness challenge was also very flawed, because it turned acts of kindness into a statistic. 

I would do drug checks every once a month. 

I would do more drills for school shootings etc. and i would take out the windows in classrooms. 

I would do more drills or presentations to teach students. 

I would do more lock down drills a month. 

I would do my best to pay attention to the bulling that is going on in the school and when people look they are going to fight 
try to stop the fight before it even starts. 

I would do no changes it feels pretty safe . 

I would do nothing (maybe one thing). 

I would do nothing because if I were principle the ones making decisions wouldn't be me but the district. 

I would do nothing because nothing is really going on right now. 

I would do nothing because this school feel safe to me 

I would do nothing everything is fine as it is. 

I would do rally's and assemblies to bring light on bullying and sexual harassment . 

I would do something courages 

I would do something involving the amount of violence in the school. I would probably try to get more security guards or have 

 



 
 

them keep a tighter watch on suspicious students. 

I would eat wingstop to make myself feel safe 

I would employ more safety officers. 

I would enforce stricter rules so kids could have better behavior in classes. 

I would expel many of the children that don't want to learn and that are only causing trouble. 

I would expell all the bullies that I knew about. 

I would explain all of the rules in the beginning of the year so throughout the year i wont have to make new rules that 
students didn't know n then get them into trouble for rules that i didn't explain in the beginning of the year 

I would extend break and lunch just a little bit 

I would extended both lunch and break. Also to be more options in lunch and events so students can get involved in 
something. 

I would fair teachers that don't teach right 

I would fell safer if you added walk through meatel detectors and you have to walk through them when you go to school and 
leave. 

I would fire all bad teachers. Like Mr.fierros because he acts like a bitch and he will get you in trouble for no damn reason also 
mr.dunkin because he is very rude and us students don't like that. Also mrs.elliot is just like mr.dunkin. 

I would focus more on the kids that have problems at home and that need help with their learning. 

I would forbid the cussing words for good and for life in school and also forbid violent youtube videos and they should watch 
normal and funny and tv show like videos. 

I would gather more police to protect the school from possible treats. 

I would get a better/stronger security system for the school. 

I would get a couple more securities in order for everything to be safe , also to keep watch on what kids should and shouldn't 
do. 

I would get a little more security guards 

I would get a security in front of all of the entrances . 

I would get a vending machine for the school. 

I would get at least 3 more security's on campus. 

I would get better counselors to ensure the students have someone that they trust in to talk to. Also, I would make sure that 
security keeps an eye on mysterious people. I would also make sure there is a emergency protocall just incase something 
happens. 

I would get better food it is important to have a good breakfast 

I would get big fences and have security. 

I would get cops at the school,lock the gates all the time,and get teachers to have guns. 

I would get enough security to at least cover each opening to get into the school so nobody suspicious can get in. 

I would get fix the way some teachers teach and get rid of  mastery grading. 

I would get internet for the students 

I would get meddle fences and make it bigger. 

I would get more adult to watch the school. 

I would get more adults outside and talk more to their students to see if they have any problems at home. 

I would get more adults at school. 

I would get more connected with the students to get a better understanding of what's going on. 

I would get more guards. 

I would get more involved with social media and communicating with the students. 

I would get more people to help 

I would get more people to protect the school 

I would get more police guards here at school to keep us safe. 

I would get more secure locks on the door such as a dead bolt. I would also has minimum  two locks.  Also to make the school 
more fun have  more dress up days for example jersey day. Also have the rally all together and make them for interactive with 

 



 
 

the students. They should be at the stadium. 

I would get more securities. 

I would get more security around the school since there has been some shootings. 

I would get more security around the school, always watching a specific part of the school so no one gets in randomly. 

I would get more security for the school 

I would get more security guard on the campus , because there isn't too many security on this campus. 

I would get more security guards or make them more aware of actual threats or problems. 

I would get more security. 

I would get more teachers that students can talk to if something's happening or someone is bullying them so students have 
more people to talk to if something's happening 

I would get new chromebooks 

I would get other students to interact with each other so people won't feel alone and have to be involved in conflicts that will 
get them in trouble. 

I would get police guards. 

I would get rid of the bad lunches and also get rid of the dress code because students should be allowed to wear what they 
want. Also I would get more security guards who are young and in shape. Finally ask for more security guards 

I would get rid of the kids that make trouble. And the mastery grading, also to get rid of some teachers because some are just 
terrible. 

I would get security for the school. 

I would get secures at the back gate and front gate. 

I would get security dogs because some people bring drugs and stuff that normal security cant see or smell. 

I would get security guards and cameras to make sure every kid is safe. 

I would get security like the high schools do. 

I would get security so that they can be there to help out the teachers when they are having trouble with some kid in there 
class. 

I would get security to do better. 

I would get stronger security. 

I would get the district to hire an armed security guard on campus so that we can feel safer. 

I would get the students better food for lunch. 

I would get these staff do be better at their and to respect the kids more. 

I would get to know the kids more so they can trust the adults more to tell them when they know something is going to 
happen. 

I would give a group of students someone to talk to every week so there would be 20 kids per adult to talk to. 

I would give everyone Pop-Tarts everyday!!!!!! 

I would give everyone shock collars and if they get in fights they get shocked. 

I would give less tests and give more chances. 

I would give more options to raise grades and Change the grade book system 

I would give more rights and freedom for the students but not to much that they would start to take advantage. 

I would give more time for lunch. 

I would give security a gun on campus. 

I would give severe consequences to kids that try to do something that is harmful for the others in school 

I would give tasers to security 

I would give the a trampoline to the 6th and 5th playground and add a little trampoline to the little kids playground. 

I would give the students ID's to make sure they belong at this school. 

I would give them a lecture of what happens when you pick on others,what happens to their self-esteem.Show them an 
educational video that explains it and Short films about bulling. 

I would give two lunches 

I would give work to the children that they can comprehend so they don't get flusterated like i do when i get to much work on 

 



 
 

my plate 

I would have 2 cops around campus in case there was a shooting 

I would have a better nurse and more gates because many things can happen and people can just come in. 

I would have a box added where you can put a note (without your name , kind of like a tip) into a box at the office and on the 
note would be like the name of bullies at school or like when a fight is gonna happen and where or things like that. 

I would have a class for teachers to defend students in case of an emergency but they can volunteer. 

I would have a classroom where if you don't feel comfortable you could always go there. 

I would have a couple more drills so kids are really prepared if anything happens. 

I would have a couple of security guards with a firearm weapons to use it when needed 

I would have a few more security officers on campus. 

I would have a few police officers on campus at all times and make rewards for those who never get into trouble. 

I would have a little bit more security. 

I would have a little more security. 

I would have a medal dectector through entrices in the classrooms or any room 

I would have a metal detector at every entrance of the school and have people with metal accessories put them in a tray 
before entering the building then to head to the metal detector scan for any weapons/lethal items. 

I would have a police officer on campus. 

I would have a police on campus. 

I would have a security walking around the school . 

I would have a security where you put your backpack to see if any weapons and check backpacks and to walk through a door 
that would beep if you had metal like a weapon. 

I would have a talk with the teachers about the way certain teachers choose favorites and the way they treat other students 
very poorly. 

I would have a yard duty almost everywhere at recess including a yard duty in the basketball courts. 

I would have a zero tolerance for fight like if you fight on time you get expelled no matter what unless it was sell defense also 
get better food so the kids don't go hungry for a day 

I would have all classrooms have a body detector to see if any students have brought weapons just in case there could be a 
school shooting or a student could stab someone, etc. 

I would have background checks on every student. 

I would have banda at the school rallies, also they should have the rallies at the stadium so we can see the whole school not at 
the gym because it is small and it gets hot fast. 

I would have barbed wire on the fences 

I would have better safety officers in case of a school shooting or someone roaming the school without permission. It's my 
duty to keep kids and adults safe at all times. 

I would have better security and take away activities if being caught fighting or bullying. 

I would have better security. 

I would have cameras and securities.... 
 
and allow the school to have hot chips! 

I would have cameras in the school. 

I would have cameras around the school 

I would have cameras everywhere.I would make sure when everyone is inside of class that the hole school hates gates all 
around it.To also to have bulletproof windows on all teachers classroom windows. 

I would have cameras to make the school feel safer 

I would have days of fun to make kids feel welcome to the school. 

I would have dogs at every school gate in the mornings and after school. 

I would have each grade get their lunches at different times 

I would have either more or stricter security guards. 

 



 
 

I would have every parent have a card to know you do have a child in the school. 

I would have everyone go through metal detectors. 

I would have fences that  could not be easy  climbed because  the fences that we have are climbable. 

I would have fun days 2 times a week and allow phones. 

I would have groups conferences to help the students that need help with school or at home. i would allow certain things that 
can make students feel more free but safer and start programs that allow students to grow confidence about themselves and 
teach them how to be prepared for their future would ask counselors to frequently call up students and talk to them about 
school and ask how they are doing an help them more in career paths and show them the right way. I would also allow outside 
food on campus. I would have programs to talk about how a kid is doing  and help them in anyway  so that things like school 
shooting don't happen. 

I would have guards watch our school. 

I would have gun detectors and security and also put the teachers where its mostly likely to go bad and not in the safe part 
where nothing happens 

I would have had all the teachers that say they love us fired because we students know that they don't 
 
(So stop with the lies!!) 
 
And i know this is off topic!! 

I would have higher fences surrounding the school. 

I would have highly trained safety officers . 

I would have kids that bully other kids get expelled because I do not accept the fact that kids get bullied for no reason. 

I would have kids that bully students for no reason suspended for a week and if they do it again then expelled because people 
that bully hurt others and its hard for them to stay focused when they are getting bullied the bully is taking their education 
away and at school u shouldn't have people take other's education away. 

I would have kids to be safe indoor locked shut so no school shooters would try to get in. 

I would have law enforcement come and provide safety classes to staff or students who want to learn. For example, with the 
influx of school shootings lately, it would be very beneficial for law enforcement to demonstrate some "self defense" or 
"protection/ prevention of predators" so that students and staff know what to do if the attacker were to come to the class. 
We know to lock the doors and hide, but what do we do if we are found? 

I would have less unfair things that other teachers do. 

I would have like more cops and security with tasers 

I would have like real situations to see how students react and know how to do it. 

I would have maybe more security at school because with more staff, I believe kids will feel more protected. 

I would have metal detectors at the school's entry points. 

I would have metal detectors at very entrance to the school and have a person there to check if  everything is okay. 

I would have metal detectors to see if an kids have weapons in their backpacks. 

I would have monitors on the classroom doors to see who is outside. 

I would have more Security and locks all the gates and when classes start you should have the teacher lock their doors and 
keep them locked until class is over and have a thing once a month to help students be prepared in case there was an active 
School shooter 

I would have more adults outside to watch what's everyone is doing or going. 

I would have more adults out when students are switching from classes and when we are out on the yard. 

I would have more and better adults out at recess and lunch. 

I would have more choices of food to have at the school. 

I would have more councilors  for kids so they can talk to his or her 

I would have more drills at random times to let the kids know how to be ready when the time comes with something bad or 
even have more assemblies. 

I would have more drills dealing with school shootings. No One knows what to actually do if it were to happen. Even tho we 
have   talked about it, it still doesn't make a difference. 

 



 
 

I would have more drills to insurer the safety of the students. 

I would have more drills. 

I would have more food frenzies 

I would have more fun actives. 

I would have more fun activities students enjoy so they would enjoy school a little more. 

I would have more fun rallies 

I would have more lock down drills and make the gates a bit higher. 

I would have more parent meeting and talk to the students of how they feel about the school. 

I would have more people outside in and inside campus 

I would have more people to talk too. 

I would have more person or teacher watch out for their stun 
 
students. 

I would have more plans for certain things and unlock the bathroom...please. 

I would have more police officers and less security guards. 

I would have more protection and more security around. 

I would have more securaly 

I would have more secure around the surroundings of the school 

I would have more securities around. 

I would have more securities on campus. 

I would have more security 

I would have more security 

I would have more security and for them to check students bags for things not needed at school. 

I would have more security and have them a different parts of the school. 

I would have more security and treat the students equally so they do not feel left out or excluded from anything. 

I would have more security around the campus. 

I would have more security around the school to add more protection in case something happens. 

I would have more security around the school to protect the whole school from shootings. 

I would have more security around the school. 

I would have more security at school if there is a threat to the school. Or I would have the students take the day off 

I would have more security at school. 

I would have more security because with the Camarena now open, Others have an easy access to the school campus, I would 
include more supervision out during lunch. 

I would have more security during break and after school because that when they fight. 

I would have more security for the protection 

I would have more security guard. 

I would have more security guards and also cameras and would hire someone to watch what's going on during school hours. 

I would have more security guards and be more friendly. 

I would have more security guards and hire a psychologist. 

I would have more security guards around campus. 

I would have more security guards at our school. 

I would have more security guards rather than just one or two. 

I would have more security officers around so then if anything bad does happen they will be there to assist. 

I would have more security on the campus. I would also make sure that no one from the outside would enter in the school 
ground during school hours unless its a parent of a student. 

I would have more security outside when students are outside 

I would have more security to make sure kids will have a fun time at the school and to make bullying sop for good and I would 
only allow self-defense. 

 



 
 

I would have more security walking around. 

I would have more security's along with some guard dogs, to avoid a greater disaster in a school shooting. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security. 

I would have more security  and  drills 

I would have more staff watching students. 

I would have more security people at this school 

I would have more teachers on campus 

I would have more teachers watching students at recess that usually is when fights happen or arguments. 

I would have more trees for those who can't handle being in the heat for to long and maybe make some classes a little 
bigger because the desks are sometimes too close to each other and sometimes people would sit back to back and there 
will be to little space that neither can get out and some people have claustrophobic such as myself. 

I would have my school to have more securities for there won't  be any more fights. I would also change, if children need to 
go to the bathroom, I would have someone go with him/her.  Other than that I wouldn't change anything else because I like 
the way the rules are right now because of our principal. 

I would have no dress code. 

I would have on duty security for the school at all times. 

I would have one officer in the school. I would let us use our phones during lunch. 

I would have one security  in each building 

I would have one security guard 

I would have police officers as guards in the school i am working in . 

I would have police to check students. 

I would have put better fences. 

I would have random searches 

I would have random searches bringing in k-9 dogs. 

I would have safety drills. 

I would have safety meetings in case of an emergency like a fire, shooting a critical injury, and to try and teach them on what 
to do. 

I would have safety officers at the school. 

I would have security at school 

 



 
 

I would have security cameras to monitor the school 24-7. 

I would have securities at gates, allow students to eat hot chips, 

I would have securities monitor the hallways. 

I would have security all around the school. 

I would have security around the entrances. 

I would have security cameras,police,and metal detector's 

I would have security check the classes twice a week to make sure everything is okay. 

I would have security guard to the school. 

I would have security guards at the school before school started until all kids were off campus. 

I would have security guards check around the school more frequently. 

I would have security guards i guess... 

I would have security guards just in case of any emergency. 

I would have security guards on campus to protect children during school hours. 

I would have security guards walk around and not just stay in one spot.  I would also not have them follow a predictable 
walking around path and make it different everyday. 

I would have security guards. 

I would have security guards. 

I would have security in case people have weapons on them or anything else. 

I would have security in the front. I would also have cameras so if they come and bandalis or school they could see who they 
were . 

I would have security in the middle of campus and toward the ends of school campus. 

I would have security make students go through airport security because of all the shooting at schools. 

I would have security more spread out 

I would have security officer in every hall way that way if something were to happen, there would already be an officer 
there instead of all the way across campus. 

I would have security on campus at all times. 

I would have security sum like dat . 

I would have security's stand by the entrance and check students backpacks. 

I would have securitys at the school. 

I would have some cameras around the school so you know if something is wrong. 

 



 
 

I would have students aware if they fought or hurt another student will be suspended or given summer school. 

I would have students bond together more and connect so they will respect each other's lives. 

I would have students carry a lanyard with their ID pictures so we can see who belongs in the school and who doesn't. 

I would have students trust me first so when they need to talk they don't have to shy. 

I would have teacher go through an extra type of training to help us understand and feel more safe coming and going to 
school. 

I would have teachers be trained for bad situations. 

I would have teachers talk to students. 

I would have the children not leave the classes to SRC. 

I would have the gates lock at all time, more cops to around the school. 

I would have the gates locked at all times. 

I would have the playground to be less pain full when you fall down or have the ground be soft instead of wood chips. 

I would have the security officers listen to the kids who got in trouble because the police officers don't give us a long time to 
give us why we did it they just accuse us. 

I would have the staff take safety more serious. 

I would have the students get to know the security because no one knows who they are and if they will protect them. 

I would have the teachers act tougher on the kids who tend to mess around. 

I would have the teachers have a survival kit in the cabinets. 

I would have the teachers help other students with work and make the teachers watch them at lunch so they don't get 
bullied. 

I would have the teachers perform an activity with all of their classes once a week so everyone can get to know each other 
better and trust one and other. 

I would have them make sure the teacher is treating us fairly and give us high speed internet and have cell towers around 
madera and let us eat takis. 

I would have two cops on campus at all times. 

I would have two nurses to help the children in the school. Also have some safe rules. 

I would have two seperate lunch periods so that students would not get into fights and the lunch area would be less 
crowded and all students are able to get lunch. 

I would have unbreakable classroom windows. 

I would hear what everybody says when it comes to a student to making them feel safe. 

I would help people that are having problems with other students to make them feel safer and not get in physical activities. 

 



 
 

I would help people. 

I would help the kids if they were not being treated right or being bullied. 

I would help the school be more secure around classes. 

I would help the school feel safe by providing doors from classroom to classroom, and checking students backpacks when 
they arrive on campus. 

I would higher security guards. 

I would higher some guard's. So if a shooter comes the guards can protect the school from a shooter. Or I would tell every 
teacher to carry a gun somewhere to protect the students. 

I would hire a full time security guard. 

I would hire a guard for the school so they can protect the kids  at school 

I would hire a lot of people to be a security at school. 

I would hire a police officer. 

I would hire a school security guard. 

I would hire more counselors so more students could see and talk to them before they do anything extreme. 

I would hire more guards 

I would hire more people to do crosswalk. 

I would hire more security 

I would hire more security and close all gates. 

I would hire more security and have dogs. 

I would hire more security guards and I would ask the students what makes them feel unsafe and change that. 

I would hire more security guards. 

I would hire more security guard and put them around the campus gate to look out for dangerous people. 

I would hire more security guard to make the school safer. 

I would hire more security guards and have small handguns to trained teachers in case of an emergency. 

I would hire more security guards to protect the teacher and students.  They would be watching out for intruders and could 
stop any fights that might occur. 

I would hire more security guards to put some out front some driving around the school some next to classes rooms and 
some behind the school.  also, I would make sure every door/ gate was locked especially the main door by the office. also, I 
would put a metal detector by the front of the office 

I would hire more security guards to survey the area and I would make a strict enforced rule you must wear a vest or have a 
note if you are traveling out of class. 

 



 
 

I would hire more security guards. 

I would hire more security guards. 

I would hire more security guards. 

I would hire more security guards. 

I would hire more security officers around campus, 

I would hire more security to make everyone feel safe.I would put in detectors to see if everyone has something on them. 

I would hire more security to monitor around the school. 

I would hire more security. 

I would hire more staff that knows how to solve dangerous problems. 

I would hire older/more experienced security guards. 

I would hire security guards that had experience  in military or an ex cop . 

I would hire security . 

I would hire security guards. 

I would hire security guards to be by all the gates of the school. 

I would hire suicide 

I would host an event for those who are afraid and talk to them and let those with a question respond. 

I would improve on the gates around campus. I would make them more secure and I would not have them be wired fences. 

I would improve security, cameras, and adding safety signs. 

I would imput metal detectors so students will be caught if they have weapons. 

I would increase security and give rotations 

I would increase security personnel. 

I would increase security. 

I would increase the amount of regulation on campus. 

I would increase the number of security or some type of law enforcement at schools 

I would install ID card readers, so the doors only unlock if a student's ID card has been scanned. 

I would install a security system of cameras in every area. I will also allow free wifi. 

I would install a security system that would activate at 8:00 am and the only you could get inside was if you knew the code, 
like how some neighborhoods have. And maybe some surveillance cameras. 

I would install laser scanners so that when students walk in to school, the laser would detect a violent object or item. 

 



 
 

I would install metal detectors just to make sure that nothing bad would happen. I would also try to make sure the things 
that are used are sanitary and make sure that the soap box is always full and that toilet paper never runs out. 

I would install security cameras and I'll put guns that come out. 

I would instead of using the money to keep the play structure I would use the money as to so the kids will always be 
surrounded. 

I would interact with the students and let them know that I care about their safety through casual conversation. 

I would just let people take out their phones during all free time. 

I would keep an eye on the students more and I would make them feel safe and say that they can trust me with anything. 

I would keep it how it is the school seems safe enough in my opinion 

I would keep it pretty much the same i feel safe now and don't feel like anything will happen. 

I would keep the gates closed during school all the time. 

I would kick out all the gang members 

I would kick out the kids that got into fights and never let them come back because they are gonna do the same stuff . i 
would have the kids judge if they like the securities or not if they don't like them then i would fire them . 

I would kick out the people who fight. 

I would leave my school the way it is. And is very safe. 

I would leave the doors open so whatever happens the students can run out so they will be safe and  change the food 

I would leave the school the same. 

I would leave the things the way it is. 

I would let a school safety officer carry a gun for protection. 

I would let a security walk around the blacktop and the grass. 

I would let all students to use their phone and walk off campus during Lunch Time. 

I would let all the kids that come to this school be allowed on their phones 

I would let break be 15 min long because everyone needs a longer break for the students and teachers to get them ready 
for the next class. 

I would let kids bring pepper spray. 

I would let kids get cupcakes at lunch & have no rules on the last day of school. 

I would let kids have any haircut they chose and give them more time  to play and would  let them walk from home to 
school, I would also let them use their phones for emergencies and I would add security guards and in order to come to 
school you would need a Student ID card. 

I would let kids have phones so they feel like they are more free and safe because if there is an emergency, they can't just 
keep running to the office. 

 



 
 

I would let kids have their phones on campus , so if something happens they can call someone to help. 

I would let kids let bring something to protect themselves and others but not like knives 

I would let kids play on there phone. 

I would let kids sit where ever they want and let them talk for a couple of minutes. 

I would let kids use their phones only if its an emergency and they would have to ask for their teachers permission  to use 
their phones 

I would let my students know whats going on and let them know about stuff so there not afraid. 

I would let my students use their phone before school during break and after school. 

I would let people chew gum and phones, but they need to be respectful. 

I would let student carry their phone just in case there is an emergency and you need it 

I would let students be in a group with any amount of kids in the group. 

I would let students have fun so they don't feel like there unsafe in the school 

I would let students have longer breaks. 

I would let students make their own decisions 

I would let students on the phones before and or after school on school grounds and in the middle of for music or 
emergency. 

I would let students sell around school because if there selling things around school like chips or drinks or foodm i feel like 
there would be less violence at school 

I would let students use their phone in case of an emergency they can have it on them to call their parents . 

I would let the boys and girls use their phone, not go to the bathroom before 5 minutes and after 5 minutes, I would also let 
the parents come to see their children as they study. 

I would let the kids go on there phone. 

I would let the kids have nap time. I learned you work better when your brain is rested. 

I would let the kids have phones on 

I would let the kids have some fun so they don't get to stressed out 

I would let the kids have their phones on their desk ,but only to use it for emergencies. 

I would let the kids take home the chromebooks and bring them back everyday and if they didn't bring them back or if they 
broke one they would be in detention. At the end of the school year they would bring the chromebooks back. I thought of 
this idea because one day someone broke into the school and stole chromebooks. 

I would let the kids use their cell phones only during break and lunch time. 

I would let the kids use their phones during break and lunch. 

 



 
 

I would let the student vote what they want to improve the school. 

I would let the students have a 20 minute recess so they can have some time outside of class. 

I would let the students have one free period. 

I would let the students use phones.I would let the students have time to talk during class. 

I would let the students use their phones if the teacher is using their phone when they said no phones allowed because 
most of the time they start arguing 

I would let the teacher carry a firearm on them in case of a serious event like a school shooting 

I would let the teachers carry weapons in case of a bad person getting on school grounds. 

I would let them do whatever they want. 

I would let them have their phones for emergency.T 

I would let them just get out of their classes if they wanted to but only two times. 

I would let them stay in class if they wanted to and I would Put more teachers out in the open to keep an eye on the kids so 
no fights happen because there's a lot of Fights at Jefferson and hardly any teachers are in the open. 

I would let them use their phones because what if they are hungry they can also call dominos or if they are being raped or 
abused in the bathroom where there are not any cameras or call 911. 

I would let them use their phone at recess and lunch recess but not in class. 

I would let there be a half day at school and the older  let older kids get more time at recess. 

I would let us have phones out because if we have an emergency we might have to call home. For example with if you threw 
up in the restroom but felt to sick to go to class you could call your parents to pick you up. 

I would like to change someone teachers. 

I would like to change the lunch line because of the new system that is right now it is no good because of how everyone is in 
a long line and not everyone gets time to est during lunch time so that is  why they have to take it to class but some teachers 
do not allow food in their class so they make it throw away the lunch. And more tables outside would be better 

I would like to do more drills. 

I would like to eat mexican food like tacos,enchilada,quesadilla,burrito,hamburger from burger king ,kfc,Takis 

I would like to have security outside the school campus. 

I would like to take away  sharp objects for people in our school wouldnÂ´t get hurt. 

I would like to talk more about safety and show us better examples about what to do. 

I would listen to all my student ideas to make our school better and I will also listen to them to understand them and to 
have a communication so that we can have control and be cool with everyone and not trying to start wars students vs 
teachers. 

I would listen to the students if they needed help and not just take one students side because that is not fair to the other 
student who might be the one who's telling the truth. 

 



 
 

I would lock the doors even though school is not over. 

I would lock the gates or doors to the school until it is time to leave. Or put up cameras after school to see if anything bad 
happened 

I would make 2 seperate lunches 

I would make a basement in each class just in case of an emergency. 

I would make a big hole in the center of the school. 

I would make a bigger gym so our school would have better rallies and dances for our school. I would also have fun activities 
at the games for our student section and have exciting themes that students would be into. 

I would make a change in the teacher's beside Mrs.Wiens and all my teachers but most of them are all bad at teaching can't 
do anything. 

I would make a change the rule like checking backpacks so there's no deadly weapon or drugs 

I would make a class to make bullies learn more and stop bullying 

I would make a class where students are able to practice self defense. 

I would make a drug policy/test. 

I would make a friendly and larger environment and make more securable safe areas and make it more fun and respectful. 

I would make a group of students that can take down other students that are deemed dangerous to other students and the 
school. 

I would make a huge safe room for all the students so if there was ever a hugs problem like a shooting they can go in there 
and no one would know. 

I would make a lock down if there anything going around because some people  are going to trick some people sometime. 

I would make a new soccer or football field. 

I would make a new way to do or school drills. 

I would make a place on campus for when students see something, hear something, or are in something and need help or 
want to help someone they can report it and tell someone and it should be anonymous. 

I would make a rule that would prohibit dating and relationships, because teens in middle school aren't mature enough and 
don't have the adequate age to get into dating. 

I would make a rule to put security mostly everywhere or in class to patrol the school. 

I would make a secret tunnel leading to the outside of the school so if a shooter was here 

I would make a security system to type in your ID and have a eye print system. 

I would make a slip of paper that when you are seen by a teacher doing a good thing, they would give you 1 and they can be 
spent on food or books. 

I would make a vote from each class to see if there teacher was nice fun and good. 

 



 
 

I would make a wall around the school. 

I would make all the teachers to lock all the doors and install security cameras. 

I would make an indoor school to keep the kids and staffs safer. 

I would make another area to get lunch due to the long long lunch lines now. 

I would make baseball not allow. 

I would make better rally's and have them out in the stadium so that everyone could see it at the same time and not 
separate us by grade just let us sit anywhere we want. For the rallys I wouldn't over think it too much us being freshmen we 
expect way more and we see south having these fun actives it makes us want to more over there since we do the same 
things over here. 

I would make better rules and more security. 

I would make better security because of what has been going on, and we will have drills more often. 

I would make bigger fences 

I would make bullying more of a problem because I got bullied 
 
a lot before I got Instagram and started listening to rap and hip-hop music also improve the staff because most 5th grade 
teachers are very rude and curse and are impolite. 

I would make certain rules stricter. 

I would make changes like always having the gate locked at all times. 

I would make changes to lunch making the line shorter since some lines are too long and takes half the lunch to get lunch 
and  usually by then the food will be cold are start to get cold. 

I would make class funner so the kids ccan enjoy their classes and I would make securtiy watch the kids more often. 

I would make classes fun 

I would make different school rules and better rallies. 

I would make every thing bullet proof like windows and the doors 

I would make everyone go threw a metal detecter so they can find knifes or something more dangerous and also check 
them . 

I would make fair rules and hire techers that actually want to teach not only for the money.And have more protection. 

I would make freedom of speech as in all words. 

I would make it easier for people to report bullying. 

I would make it easier for students to get help if needed. 

I would make it easier for the kids to speak to adults about there problems and if they were getting bullied. 

I would make it easier to contact someone when you need help. 

 



 
 

I would make it harder to get inside the schools because someone could easily climb the fence and cause harm or do graffiti. 

I would make it harder to leave and come into the school during school hours. 

I would make it if you fight one time you could not go to the school for 1 week also if you fight two times you could not go to 
school for two weeks also if you get in trouble 3 times it will be you could not go to that school anymore. 

I would make it more diverse so that the very few white students don't feel so insecure about being ridiculed for being 
white. 

I would make it more fun 

I would make it safe by locking all the doors and locking the gates. 

I would make it safer by getting more secrety things that would keep out the people who want to do something bad to the 
students or the teachers. 

I would make it safer by hiring security. 

I would make it safer by making a better gate or moving the school somewhere else 

I would make it so that if people are getting bullied, there is always someone to talk to because I don't feel like people 
including me get enough help for being bullied. 

I would make it so that if you are caught bullying you get suspended for a day. 

I would make it so that some of the security guards will come in classes once in a while and stay a little more time to see if 
kids leave school or need assistance. 

I would make it so that the teachers and staff in whole would be more strict about rules, as I see that children almost never 
follow them. 

I would make it so the kids are happy. Making the school a happier place would make the kids gravitate more to the 
teachers instead of giving attitude or fighting. 

I would make it to where everybody felt equal and not different. 

I would make it use better technology like windows 10 not chrome os, and real cameras not ipads. 

I would make kids have lots of fun and so they forget about negatives like violence and bullying. 

I would make kids wear see through backpacks. 

I would make late start begin at 9:15. 

I would make lucch in side the gym. 

I would make more bathrooms, that way students would be able to go more times and they would not be afraid of leaving 
the classroom. 

I would make more clubs for different kinds of kids people don't understand, change the food back because a big crowd can 
cause chaos. i'd be more secure on who the students hang out with. 

I would make more drills about lockdowns or earthquakes. Something similar to that. I understand that you can only have 
so many drills but i would rather prevent before it happens. 

 



 
 

I would make more fun thing at school 

I would make more realistic emergency drills. 

I would make more things for us to do. 

I would make multiple rules so my students stay safe and no bad things will happen on campus. 

I would make no changes because I feel like the school is safe as it is. 

I would make one change by having the trouble kids be next to a teacher at all times so the other kids wont get bullied.. 

I would make or halls indoor halls so when you walk out nothing bad can happen cause you are still indoors. 

I would make our school have some type of metal systems. 

I would make passing period longer because the hallways get really packed. 

I would make people not go to recess outside and have recess inside. 

I would make people try to stop fighting and rather be friends then enemies 

I would make police come once a while or have camera in class and outside. 

I would make school activities like breaking down the walls more often. 

I would make school better 

I would make school optional. 

I would make school start at 8:00. 

I would make secure classrooms. 

I would make security's be at the gate when you walk in just in case so people wont bring nothing armed on them. Other 
security guards can be on campus to look around and they should punt cameras also. 

I would make some major classroom changes 

I would make stricter rules and i would take out all the bad people. 

I would make stricter rules. 

I would make students get along more to avoid bulling . 

I would make students that are having a tough time able to take  break from school. Mental and physical health is important 
to the human body. 

I would make students wear a vest . 

I would make students where there ID's to show that they belong on campus. 

I would make sue there are no fights. 

I would make sure  that the that the kids causing probles would be put in diffrent classrooms. 

 



 
 

I would make sure every threat and joke made on campus be taken into a serious matter just to learn from previous 
shooting in our nation. 

I would make sure everyone follows the rules, so that everyone is more safer. 

I would make sure everyone is getting along 

I would make sure no would bring drugs 

I would make sure people know the rules so they won't say I was unfair when I get them in trouble. 

I would make sure security's watch students. 

I would make sure students aren't bullying and see if they want to talk if they have a sad face on. 

I would make sure students feel safe coming to school. 

I would make sure students have a voice. I would want my staff to get closer to students so they have somebody to go to 
when they need it. 

I would make sure students who don't get along not have any classes together or lunch so there isn't any violence. 

I would make sure students would not leave school campus whenever they felt like it. 

I would make sure teachers are attentive. 

I would make sure that  we have more securities around campus. 

I would make sure that all kids are protected, and by doing so, I would put more security around the school. 

I would make sure that anyone can talk to me if they are being bullied and make an end to the bullying. 

I would make sure that bad students get in trouble more. 

I would make sure that everyone gets treated good. 

I would make sure that most things in the school are locked up like the gates except for the front gate so parents or staff 
people can come in and out. 

I would make sure that not any bad things come in on campus. 

I would make sure that safety officers were alert and doing their job at all times. 

I would make sure that the coaches here at school treat everyone fairly and sit down for a practice and watch the coaches 
act so fake while I am their so they don't get fired 

I would make sure that the kids aren't fighting and that they are playing safe. 

I would make sure that the people who always fight are being watched 

I would make sure that the students understood the rules and have more security. Maybe have more opportunities for us to 
come forward with problems. 

I would make sure that there are security guards who not only scope around the campus, but also check up on classrooms. 

 



 
 

I would make sure that there was no more fights going on or talking back to the staff because in some of my classes i can tell 
that the students get mad when they are trying to learn but one person is interrupting the class.  Fights in TJ have gone up a 
lot and I would made sure that they wouldn't happen neither bullying because some of the staff doesn't know but there is a 
lot of bullying and they should fix it more. 

I would make sure that there will be a certain amount of students in the school. 

I would make sure the COUNSELORS are more involved with their students because I honestly feel completely shitty when 
I go visit my counselor, she makes me feel stupid because I don't know what I want to become, but then again I'm only a 
sophomore and she never tells me about any college opportunities like on campus workshops knowing well I'm more than 
interested about going into college. I just need a bit of guidance. So I would make college workshops for everyone 
interested and not just those that counselors decide to choose. Mostly all the kids from 9-11 grade are lost when it comes 
to college decisions and exposing them to colleges would be a really good way to motivate them. 

I would make sure the kids are able to be watched a lot more. A slightly more amount of security and more than just one 
officer 

I would make sure the kids are not doing anythng bad. 

I would make sure the yard duty can see students at all times to ensure their safety. 

I would make sure there is a lot of security all  around the school watching who passes by just in case. 

I would make sure there is enough security. 

I would make sure there is more security. 

I would make sure there is no suspicious activity around the school. 

I would make sure there wouldn't be the same food over and over again. 

I would make sure we would have the best quality cooked food for my fellow school. 

I would make teacher more focus on students. 

I would make the black gates a little taller just in case of intruders. 

I would make the cafeteria  a little bit bigger. 

I would make the cafeteria bigger. 

I would make the campus cleaner. 

I would make the change to have more guards. 

I would make the class smaller and less time 

I would make the classes bigger and  have technology. 

I would make the classrooms bigger to fit more students in case of a lock down. 

I would make the classrooms bigger. 

I would make the classrooms bigger. 

 



 
 

I would make the consequences way less strict.  We make one mistake and you take away our lunch for a week.  Most of the 
time it isn't even our fault.  It causes us to build up anger and become restless. Without a lunchtime to let it out we often 
end up letting it effect the way we act in class, potentially causing disruptions as well as disrespect. 

I would make the fence higher. 

I would make the fence way higher, like 50 feet. We should also close up most of the windows because there is too much. 

I would make the fences around the school higher. 

I would make the fences higher and tougher and hire tough security. 

I would make the fences taller. 

I would make the field bigger and put 3 or 4 trees in the field for more shade 

I would make the field were we play a little smaller. 

I would make the food better 

I would make the gates a little bit bigger and i will add a alarm if someone is breaking in. 

I would make the gates bigger/taller 

I would make the gates higher. 

I would make the kides to get along with ther teacher. 

I would make the kids expelled that go in a fight so they wont cause anymore conflicts at our school. 

I would make the kids happy. 

I would make the kids only do 1 page of homework each day. 

I would make the locks on the doors stronger. 

I would make the lunch lines shorter and have more grub downs. 

I would make the lunch lines shorter. 

I would make the nurse be working somewhat of the day. 

I would make the playground stronger and better. 

I would make the school a bit more secure by adding detectors of weapons and camera around the outide of the area 

I would make the school always have their phones on but always on vibrate just in  case of emergencies. 

I would make the school an in side school. 

I would make the school check students at least once a month for drugs or weapons or other harmful things. 

I would make the school day shorter than what it already is. 

I would make the school feel happy. 

 



 
 

I would make the school feel more like home and have days were we can have fun and forget about whats going on out 
those gate. 

I would make the school feel much safer by making sure everything is secure really good and ask to see if the kids feel 
uncomfortable about anything. 

I would make the school feel safer by having more security guards on campus. 

I would make the school feel safer by increasing secerity at the entrances and exits starting the school till the end of school 

I would make the school have more security. 

I would make the school lunches better. 

I would make the school more safe by giving the secerivtiy somewhat of a weapon like a tazer or something 

I would make the school open minded and fair to everyone and everything. 

I would make the school safe by getting securities. 

I would make the school safer by having more protection and higher fences 

I would make the school safer by making it less ghetto and giving weapons to teachers so kids could feel more protected. 
Have more security and cameras. I would also not allow bulling of any kind and if there is then they will be expelld. 

I would make the school safer by making sure their is no fights or violence. 

I would make the school safer by putting more saftey officers and have acess to cameras everywhere at school and make 
sure that people aren't in gangs som that nothing bad happens to the school, like a schooting. 

I would make the school safer by putting out better rules. 

I would make the school safer i would have security checking up on the students so they know they have adult super vision. 

I would make the school safer. 

I would make the security office better like renovate it . 

I would make the students go through this detector so that we know what things they have in their backpack to make 
things safe. 

I would make the teachers around the school to be  more aware of what's  going on in school. 

I would make the teachers be more helpful to children. 

I would make the teachers get engaged with the studants. 

I would make the teachers get engaged with these students 

I would make the teachers smile every day. 

I would make the teachers take a defense class and add better security around campus. 

I would make the teachers talk more often to students like by therselves and not as groups and make them help or explain 
hard work in a slow and understanding way. 

 



 
 

I would make the the lunch and yard duty people not get us in trouble for no reason like they always do. 

I would make the wall was bigger so it is not crowded. 

I would make the window classes dark black so no one can see 
 
the classroom if there was a lock down or something. 

I would make the windows bullet proof. 

I would make the windows bulletproof, and have the teachers take classes on school shootings. We should build an 
underground basement where students can go to during an evacuation. 

I would make the wood chips into sand and security 

I would make two lunches instead of only one. 

I would make visits to your counselor a monthly thing so that students can have someone to talk to in case any issues are 
happening. 

I would make where you can where hats and hoodies 

I would make windows smaller and give BREAK. 

I would maybe see how students are in class and their behavior. 

I would mke sure that people aren't getting bullied and make them feel comfortable enough to were they can tell me 
anything and feel comfortable talking to me bout things that their worried to talk about. 

I would modernize our campus because its been around since the 1800's and it doesn't look like much changed. South has 
stairs and elevators & the new high school being built on road 26 looks like a college. Madera High can pass as a bigger 
Thomas Jefferson Middle School. 

I would modernize the school because this school layout right now makes it harder to escape in desperate situations. 

I would more securities in the front of the school. 

I would more security and more clubs for students so that kids can get along and have fun instead of being bored. 

I would more than likely call in students and ask them questions about if they feel safe,if they are getting bullied.if teachers 
are doing there job.or if they feel unsafe,etc. 

I would move all the disruptive kids into another school for them. 

I would not allow  kids to carry any type of drug 

I would not be one cause that in not my job . 

I would not be so uptight about the students touching eacother unless they do not want to be touched by someone then I 
would feel like they should tell the school so we can expell  or suspend the kid for harassment. I would also not be so uptight 
about the no cellphones rule. I would let kids use it for research or for fun time but not take the childrens cellphones just 
because I see one with them. I would also not get kids in trouble for either the littlest reason or something they didn't do 
because if you suspend them for a stupid reason they can't come to school and will not like school anymore. Also they wont 
be able to learn since they aren't at school. I believe if you suspend a child for a stupid reason all it will do is want them to 
cause more problems at school. 

 



 
 

I would not change a thing 

I would not change a thing at this school 

I would not change a thing because I feel like the school is safe already. 

I would not change anything 

I would not change anything I think the school already feels safe. 

I would not change anything at the moment. 

I would not change anything because I already feel safe at this school. 

I would not change anything because I feel safe enough about this school. 

I would not change anything because the principal has already made it safe. 

I would not change anything, everything seems fine to me. 

I would not change anything. 

I would not change anything. 

I would not change anything. 

I would not change anything. 

I would not change nothing 

I would not change the rules. 

I would not change the school. 

I would not change to make it safer because it is pretty safe but Ms.Martinez isn't that great of a teacher so I would fire her. 
She doesn't explain her lessons that well. 

I would not do anything. 

I would not give detention to students who are late to 1st period. At least they came to school... It seems like missing school 
is a better choice then having detention at school all though I would at least came. 

I would not give milk I would give Water bottles. 

I would not have so much outside at school. 

I would not leave the gates open and check every classroom every 2 days. 

I would not let any students leave their classroom unless it's an emergency or they are told to leave the classroom,as well as 
having some sort of agenda,planner,note,etc...,so they are known what they are doing outside of class. 

I would not let anyone one on campus unless employed , and related to a student at the school. 

I would not let the teacher make the student go outside when they get in trouble.If they did we would have a separate room 
near the classrooms. 

 



 
 

I would not make a change because it is pretty safe to me. 

I would not make a change this is a great school to focus on your studies. 

I would not make any change. I feel very safe at school and don't think it needs any change. 

I would not make any changes. 

I would not make any changes. 

I would not make any changes. 

I would not make any changes. 

I would not make climbable fences and security guards. 

I would not make no new changes to make this school feel safe because it is already feel safe enough. 

I would not make students feel like its their fault when it comes to a school shooting and maybe provide self defense classes 
as a course in PE. Also, just overall show my efforts in making this place a safe place to be. 

I would not put anything else because I feel safe. 

I would not take in the people who will just come to school and warm up the seat instead of learning. Let's be honest... 
There are people that are in gangs and smoke who knows what. My Name Is Raymond Armando Jacobo, you can't argue 
with my statements. 

I would observe teachers closely because some of them are unfair. 

I would of add more security and more drills . 

I would of hire more security because we don't have that much right now 

I would of put more security outside because in case of a fight and the security would faster stop them. 

I would offer more psychologist so kids can get their emotions out in a positive way. 

I would only like one person at a time in the bathroom during class time. 

I would out more security guards. 

I would pass rules against public displays of affection. That stuff is gross man we're trying to eat lunch here. 

I would pay more attention 

I would pay more attention to the kids to make sure that there isn't any fights because there had been some fights 
frequently.  I would also make sure that the teachers wouldn't be unfair to students and not have favorites like how some 
teachers do. 

I would pay more attention to whats going on around campus and get closer to the students attending. 

I would personally have more security guards. 

I would please to have people hug eachother and have more recces and that boys and girls may play or hug each other and 
they can will save to tell others about feels and heart breaks . 

 



 
 

I would practice drills at least 3 times a month so students know what to do if any of these happen. Also because there is no 
problems because the students already know what to do. 

I would practice drills more often. 

I would probaably arm security guards because they have no weapon but pepper spray. What is pepper spray going to do 
against a gun? 

I would probably  make sure all doors were locked at all times and have the gate locked and give parents a combination to a 
lock. 

I would probably change how there are no trees in this entire school and its dumb, oh also you should probably watch 
students a little more. 

I would probably change some rules. 

I would probably change the glass windows to a less to break window when you throw or kick a ball at it because last year 
someone I  guess in the ASP kicked a ball at one of the teachers windows and there was glass on the floor and table and the 
kids could have cut themselves with the glass that they didn't pick up. 

I would probably get better food for all of the students and make better playing equipment.New play grounds and maybe a 
sank bar. 

I would probably get much better gates to secure the school. 

I would probably have less security because underclassmen feel they are in a prison. 

I would probably have more security on campus 

I would probably have more security or more backpack checks. 

I would probably have people come in once in a while to check kids backpacks. I would talk to every student that gets 
bullied i would make sure that they hadn't got hurt here before. 

I would probably have security guards everywhere, especially in the spots that no one goes, just to see if anyone would be 
there getting hurt. 

I would probably just up security more 

I would probably make sure that the teachers that are working here are excited and willing to teach all the students that 
attend the school. 

I would probably make teachers do more fun things :) 

I would probably put a couple more security guards around the campus 

I would probably put a security guard at the gate. 

I would probably put better locks on the door that don't mess up with one gunshot. 

I would probably put gates all around the school 

I would probably put up metal detectors. 

I would probably tell the kids to not bring any thing that would cause danger to school. 

 



 
 

I would probably tell the students be be more nicer to each other 

I would probably try to make food more available and fix up the stadium in quality along with the clubs and make them 
more known along with the sports. 

I would prove the crowd that is seeing the fight. 

I would put  a  gate. 

I would put  cameras in the entrance of the school. 

I would put  the students who don't  like each other in other classes and lunch so they wont be seeing each other and have 
to worry about them i would know when someone don't like a certain person because I would get a student to tell me when 
a person don't like another person so they wont get into any beef with each other. 

I would put More fences around the campus 

I would put a better fence around the school like metal bars instead of a chain link that is easily climable. 

I would put a big fence so no intruder would hurt the students. 

I would put a concrete wall instead of the fences so no intruder can sneak in 

I would put a gate near the recess area, like where the red line is so that when someone wants to hurt us it will be harder to 
hurt the students. So the staff will only be able to open it. 

I would put a guard for every kid in this school :). 

I would put a gym on one of the fields, another thing I'd do is good sports like TJ. 

I would put a jail like gate so no one can try to jump the fence to harm our school and so students wont try to escape school. 

I would put a large fence around the school. 

I would put a metal detector and better security guards. 

I would put a pond at the grass area with ducks and gesse. 

I would put a rule stating anyone who is caught bulling will a referal and if caught bulling again will be suspended 

I would put a rule that every stranger that enters the school has to identify themselves and say what they are doing there. 

I would put a scanner at the door incase someone has something they are not suppose to have. 

I would put a taller fence with the door locked when students at school. 

I would put a wall in the middle of the field so we could get our own yard. 

I would put a wall instead of fences because if you have a  fence  people  could climb the fence and break in. 

I would put a wall where the fence is for they cant clime up. 

I would put actual locks on our doors. 

I would put all the good/well behaving kids in classes together and all the misbehaving kids in a different class. Also, having 
a dress code that seems unfair makes me feel unsafe. If I have a problem I don't want to talk to a safety officer for fear that 

 



 
 

they will think the holes in my jeans are "distractng". 

I would put all the shirts for free if you have good grades to have more school spirit and would let any teacher take out 
anyone who acts chidish out of the room and i will change the teachers. 

I would put an extra gate or something 

I would put at least 1 officer on the blacktop to make sure that nobody would get into a phisical fight. 

I would put back doors on all the classrooms and I would padding on a lot of floors and places in the school. 

I would put better doors in case of a lockdown 

I would put better gates 

I would put bigger fence around the field. 

I would put bullet proof windows for safety. 

I would put bullet proof windows, and longer fences. 

I would put camaras around the school not in classes but out in the cafateria or around the playgrounds 

I would put cameras all around the school. 

I would put cameras if someone was fighting and i would stop it. 

I would put cameras in the classroom. 

I would put cameras in the school because kids could do bad things and a teacher wouldn be able to see if they are not 
around. 

I would put cameras on campus. 

I would put cameras that actually work. 

I would put cameras to see if someone is trespassing. 

I would put cameras to see if the kids are bullying 

I would put cameras. 

I would put curtain for the windows so if there is a real lock down the person wont be able too look inside. 

I would put either a fire alarm or a medical kit in basically every class in the school. 

I would put electrical fences, cameras, and bullet proof windows. 

I would put fences up so our school would have more protection. 

I would put guard dogs 

I would put guard dogs and security. 

I would put guard dogs and security. 

 



 
 

I would put in bullet proof windows. 

I would put in metal detectors. 

I would put in security cameras to see what is happening at all times. 

I would put in the entrance on of those things that i think are called metal detector and higher fences. 

I would put like everyone at every place people come in from school and like have them check people. 

I would put lots of more security's and lock all gates at a certain time. 

I would put meadel deatecters. 

I would put medal detectors in every entrance to school campus and also have more security and more police personal. 

I would put medal detectors in front of our school 

I would put medal detectors. 

I would put metal detecters 

I would put metal detectors at all entrances/exits. 

I would put metal detectors at the fronts of school. 

I would put metal detectors by the gates to get into school so students can walk through them 

I would put metal detectors for weapons and dogs to smell drugs. 

I would put more Security guards. 

I would put more areas to hang out at. 

I would put more cameras. 

I would put more people on duty. 

I would put more police officers 

I would put more secruty gards 

I would put more securities all around the school. 

I would put more securities in the school. 

I would put more security and you would have to put locks on every door there is. 

I would put more security cameras. 

I would put more security gaurds. 

I would put more security guards around campus. 

I would put more security guards around the campus. 

 



 
 

I would put more security guards on campus. 

I would put more security officers in the school so that everyone could have a safe environment 

I would put more security officers. 

I would put more security. 

I would put more security. 

I would put more security. 

I would put more stricter rules on what you can do and say at school. I would also make classroom safer. I would improve 
the gates and locks we have because they are not that safe because they can easily be broken. 

I would put more yard duties outside so if a fight happens they can stop it. 

I would put officers. 

I would put on cameras on the school 

I would put or newnaids out and about. 

I would put positive signs 

I would put robots as security's and everybody would wear robotic clothes that have trackers. 

I would put rules for going to the restroom because some people don't get along in school and there might be arguing or 
even worse.So I would say that only like 2-3 people should go to the restroom in every class. 

I would put security cameras around the school. 

I would put security guards so nothing bad happens. 

I would put security guards so they can be everywhere. 

I would put security to make it safer. 

I would put signs that say ''NO BULLYING'' or "Help Others" , things that are telling people what to do and what not to do. 

I would put some gruad dogs. 

I would put some security. 

I would put some soft  rug so when they fall they won't get hurt. 

I would put some staff members around the yard as to help prevent bulling 

I would put something where you are allowed to leave class and just go to a adult that is there for you and talk about how 
you feel without having to worry about anyone knowing what you are doing. 

I would put tall gates so people cant jump them and hurt the students. 

I would put taller fences around the school so nobody can come in. 

I would put taller fences. 

 



 
 

I would put the fence higher and let just anyone in without a pass and keep all  the gate lock. 

I would put the known bad kids in separate classrooms so they don't bother the innocent kids who come here to learn. 

I would put the students that wished to learn in classes that want to teach the students. 

I would put up a few cameras and up the security. 

I would put up cameras and have security guards to prevent shootings and other things that could happen. 

I would put up higher fences so other people won't come on campus. 

I would put up security cameras outside the school and use pass codes to get into classes instead of using keys. Also to 
make more fire drill practices, lock down, earth quake etc. 

I would put up signs that say NO BULLY! and put better gates and police officers to protect. 

I would put walls 

I would put walls over the school and around the school so know one can get in,but we would open the door gate for the 
children. 

I would quit my job!!! 

I would reassure that the students know that they are protected from any harm and if they are hurt I would take it to 
serious matters like calling the parents and their teachers and any other students that are harming them. 

I would recommend more security's to watch over the kids at the school. 

I would remove dress code for girls. 

I would remove the gates and build brick walls,so no one could ditch  and no intruder would get to get in the school. 

I would renovate the restrooms to something private, comfortable, and clean! 

I would replace some of the classroom windows because the ones by the english hallway are bigger than some any where 
else and that could make the students more noticable and the specific classroom in danger by the criminal. 

I would request for more frequent fire drills and lock down drills so that way the students would know exactly what to do in 
that situation 

I would require every security to always check students backpack very time they entered the school. 

I would save money so the school can have more fun activities 

I would say get more security and more police at the school. 

I would say no matter what just make new friends even though your shy. 

I would say not to run on the sidewalk when it is raining or if it is wet. 

I would say not to run on the sidewalk. 

I would say nothing, I feel safe here. 

I would say that if a fight occurs, then whomever was in the fight shall be expelled or kicked out of the school and move to a 

 



 
 

new school because it would be safer for the students here. 

I would say to make sure to lock the gates when the students are in school and out of school. 

I would say to not start any fights over arguments. 

I would say, stop arguing or confronting each other, and if they disobey the rule, they would get suspended for 4-6 days. 

I would send letters home saying if you kid acts up 3 or more times in class or even on the field I don't want them back 
unless there attitude has changed and there absent's are not excused. 

I would separate the distracting kids, from the ones who actually want to learn. 

I would separate the good kids from the bad kids. 

I would separate the lunches because it would be less crowded. 

I would seperate students that have history/problems from the same classes. 

I would set more program for kids to catch up on there work. 

I would set up a metal detecter thing in the front of the school so no school shootings happen. 

I would set up more teachers in the hot spots such as a large group of people getting in huddles for no reason. 

I would set up those things that scan you while you walk in school so they wont have any weapons. 

I would shorten classes by a reasonable amount. 

I would shorten the school day. 

I would show them around the school so they now it is secured. 

I would simply change the way classes are set up. i would try to make the classrooms a bit bigger. The rooms are rather 
small. Also I would add other classes after students would take a survey on what they would prefer as an extracurricular 
activity. 

I would start new projects so that kids can be always doing things they like and so that kids stay busy instead of just 
misbehaving. 

I would start school at 8:50 every morning it's safer and healthier for a teenager. I would also add a metal detector to the 
school. 

I would start school more later in the day so students can sleep well. 

I would stop bulling. 

I would stop bulling. 

I would stop focusing so much on the bad kids that are constantly getting into trouble. 

I would stop kids fighting. 

I would stop trying to secure the area so it would feel less like a prison and I would try to get a good security guard. 

I would surround the wires with plastic or something 

 



 
 

I would take an threat and/or accusation against this school seriously. 

I would take care of bullies and make the bullies be nice. 

I would take more caution in everything. 

I would take off the orange vest. 

I would take out homework 

I would take things like drugs and presentations of violance very siriously. 

I would talk to kids that are being bullied, or kids that are really shy. I would ask if there is a problem at school that does not 
help their learning or if it hurts their emotional feelings. Emotional feelings are very important. 

I would talk to more kids and see what makes them feel safe and go from there 

I would talk to students about how they feel and also put medal detectors for extra safety. 

I would talk to the kids and ask them how they feel about everything that is going on in the world. 

I would talk to the kids and make them kind ans helpful. 

I would talk to the lunch lady at desmond becuse she always is unfair/mean to us and she always gets us in trouble for the 
smallest things.I would take talking to her in mind. 

I would talk to their parents. 

I would talk to them about how to be safe and how to take care of then selfs. I would have people come to them school and 
talk to them about how to be safe and not to be unsafe. 

I would talk to them about the dangers that there are and how we can prevent them. 

I would tell people that they need to hang out with the people who you like to hang out with. And I would tell them not to 
talk about other people  that go to the school because it is rude  and it doesn't make you friends. 

I would tell staff to talk more to the students & have more trained security on campus. 

I would tell the security's to check the students backpack every morning 

I would tell the staff  to not be assholes just because there are in a bad mood. and i would add music for lunch everyday 

I would tell the students to not play on the monkey bars 
 
and if they wanted to fight then dont even come to school 
 
because the parnets will get mad at and i dont like that 

I would tell the teacher to be more alert and protective for students around. 

I would tell them that there is no weapons , drugs , or alcohal aloud in school and your not able to get into any fights or your 
suspended for 3 days or more . 

I would the restroom policy. 

I would think that you can lock the doors in your classroom.having guards at this school so we can be extra safe. 

 



 
 

I would tracker down all the bullies to make the school better and safe. 

I would treat the school just like other middle schools. Just because it's elementary the middle school students shouldn't be 
treated like that. I would also make sure every teacher comes prepared and in a good mood. 

I would try probably get more security so people won't fight. 

I would try raise money and get more things for the athlete and clubs to go to more  races or for clubs to experience most 
things about what there clubs about. 

I would try the my hardest in making sure that no one is being treated incorrectly. 

I would try to add more security. 

I would try to arm teachers or more police officers in school. 

I would try to become a person that students would confide in. Not a principal that will be viewed as scary. Using a period 
where a qualified person would teach students about what to do in case of an emergency, whether it be natural disaster or 
a  physical threat from a person or student themselves. 

I would try to bring the school a little bit closer together as friends so everybody knows each other and is comfortable 
around the campus, and talk or have lessons talking abut the land that surrounds our campus. 

I would try to do bag checks more often. 

I would try to eliminate bulling 

I would try to get a stronger connection with all of the students and try to understand or help them in the time of needs. 
With the stronger connection they will be able to trust staff or anyone in campus. Maybe this can help you and staff as well. 

I would try to get the holes in the fields covered up because many people can fall and get hurt if they trip over one. 

I would try to have personal time with the kids to get to know them have a time during each day to relax, less homework, 
shorter school days. 

I would try to hire more safety officers 

I would try to make as many rules as possible but at the same time very little of them because too many rules are annoying 
sometimes and they are sometimes unfair.I would make a survey online like this for new rules and make students vote on 
the new rules if they would accept any changes. 

I would try to make everyone get along, but that would be difficult because teens are teens they rarely listen and they're 
going through a stage in life where they hardly get themselves. 

I would try to make fun event happen during lunch so that everyone will focus on the events rather than any negativity at 
school. 

I would try to make it bigger and make the teachers help the kids more with problems their having 

I would try to make sure all my students felt safe by having rallies to reward them for their behavior and I wouldn't always 
focus on the negative student ALL the time I would make sure the positive students got the same attention. 

I would try to make sure that people don't bully 

I would try to make sure that the teachers weren't making the students feel attacked in any way. 

 



 
 

I would try to put a camera room that overlooks the whole school. 

I would try to put more staff outside so they can watch if anyone is being bullied or if they are all being treated fairly. 

I would try to stop bullying so kids can feel safer at school. 

I would try to stop fights before they could even happen. 

I would try to talk mor to the students. 

I would trying for kids in the school to be more involve in clubs and  for kids to know each other more for it be a much 
friendlier place. I think there should be more club fairs. 

I would unlock the bathrooms during break that way middle school students dont have to use the little kid bathrooms 

I would upgrade the food and have there be better rallies. 

I would visit classes and see how student are doing,put bad kids in a separate  room  and put a teacher that can control the 
students. 

I would walk around and see what are kids up to 

I would want A safe lock gate and have like a card in order to pass in. 

I would want bullet-proof windows and walls 

I would want for the the school to have more securities like maybe one in each area like one in the 100 building and in the 
800 building ect. 

I would want more surcity. 

I would want the understanding of students change because we stress a lot and i feel like are teachers don't care at times. 
For instance i try to get some help or give a suggestion and teacher either get offended and tells me to sit down or don't 
care at all. 

I would want to be a principal. 

I would want to change the mood teachers have towards their students. Also I would want to talk to the students one on 
one and not in a group so that they can have more trust on me (principal). 

I would want to get surveillance cameras to watch over the school to make sure that nothing bad will happen. 

I would want to have security and better fences. 

I would want to have special events at sports games for example blackout games, certain fun dress ups, and making 
halftimes more fun by having games that include the crowd. 

I would want to let more people work in the school because they could be fighting and there this people fighting over there 
so they will need more people to work, 

I would want to make sure that no kids are being bullied and make things a little bit safer, like making one of the structures 
safer. 

I would want to more security. 

I would what him to talk to my mom to send me to homeschool since im terrifed of school lol. 

 



 
 

I would'nt change anything but keep the same rules. 

I would, seeing as we are now required to lock all classroom doors while school is in session, get better doors with stronger 
locks and more secure gates. As, just last week the lock to my science class broke and the door was secured with a padlock, 
and, last year, some strange man walked onto the school grounds during 7th grade lunch and started screaming, he was 
detained, but he should not have been able to get so close to the students (or on school grounds) at all. 

I woulden't change anything I think our school is already safe. 

I wouldn't allow dangerous things into my school . 

I wouldn't be a principal in the first place. 

I wouldn't be able to do anything as far as bullying or physical violence goes; Mainly because i know that the teenagers here 
will do it anyways no matter what punishment they get. Whether it be a warning or a scolding or a lunch detention; nothing 
is going to stop teenagers from being teenagers. 

I wouldn't be so soft on the kids who constantly give trouble, I'd  rather focus on those who really care about their 
education. 

I wouldn't be so strict about people being late to classes. 

I wouldn't change any rules there all good how they are 

I wouldn't change any thing for me. 

I wouldn't change anything 

I wouldn't change anything 

I wouldn't change anything 

I wouldn't change anything 

I wouldn't change anything about the school. 

I wouldn't change anything because on my experience the school is safe as it is. 

I wouldn't change anything because the school is already safe. 

I wouldn't change anything because the students should be respectful to each other 

I wouldn't change anything cause it feels safe I guess. 

I wouldn't change anything honestly. 

I wouldn't change anything if I was the principle because what the principle is doing now is amazing for the students and 
the teachers. The environment at this school. I love this school because it makes me feel safe that there is always an 
security in sight. At south i got into a fight and out of the minute of him beating me no security showed up ,I was the one 
that had to go to them for help and at Furman I feel that that situation will never happen. At Furman Highschool I feel safe 
and amazing. Like I said, whatever the principle is doing keep it up! 

I wouldn't change anything the school is safe enough. 

I wouldn't change anything, Howard School is a lot better than Dixieland is. ( Dixieland was my old school that I used to 
attend.) 

 



 
 

I wouldn't change anything, because my school is perfect, and I don't think it has to change. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change anything. 

I wouldn't change much, we're pretty safe here at my school. 

I wouldn't change nothing. 

I wouldn't do anything as i feel safe at school. 

I wouldn't do anything because I already feel pretty safe. 

I wouldn't do anything because i feel safe all the time 

I wouldn't do anything different. 

I wouldn't do anything. 

I wouldn't do anything. Our principal is doing pretty well right now. 

I wouldn't do no changes. 

I wouldn't hire a lot of  security because kids can be scared that they will coming after them 

I wouldn't make a change at all. 

I wouldn't make a change. 

I wouldn't make any change 

I wouldn't make any changes . I feel pretty safe. 

I wouldn't make any changes because I feel like school is already safe. 

I wouldn't really change any thing. 

 



 
 

I wouldn't want any of the classes to be outside except for the Ag classes. 

I wouldnt change anything 

I wouldnt change anything 

I wouldnt change anything 

I wouldnt do any thing i would leave it how it is. 

I wouldnt make a change because my principal has made sure our school is as safe as possible 

I wouldnt make no changes because no matter what anyone does things wont change as much so all the staff just need to 
realize the truth 

I woulds make sure to always be on check of the school and to make sure no threats or even the sign of a threat happens. 

I wound put security cameras and people to guard the school 

I wound use police so it cound keep the school safer 

I wouold change that stundent don't get homwork. 

I'd enforce stricter rules that would make students think twice before they cause trouble. 

I'd fire Farkas 

I'd get more security to come on campus and have them look out for any troublemakers. 

I'd have resolutions  for every situation and have the students practice in case of evacuation from the buildings in an 
occasion. 

I'd have the adults make the kids feel excited and welcomed to go to school everyday. 

I'd let people complete missing work with help. 

I'd let students listen to music 

I'd make an anonymous chat online free for any student having problems with peers. 

I'd make any students who were excessively in trouble or was overall making the school experience for other people bad 
either repeat the school year or miss out on recess everyday until they go a week or 2 without getting into any fights or any 
trouble. 

I'd make kids stop throwing stuff all the time before they kill somebody. 

I'd make stricter rules so students would actually follow them. 

I'd make the quarter treats better. 

I'd probably put more security around the campus. 

I'd put a stop to all bullying at the school to make kids feel comfortable at school and welcome. 

I'd put more security around because it's stupid if you have a kid getting bullied and beat so how are they supposed to "run 
to a adult if they are like buildings away and an enormous group of people surrounding to watch? I'd put more security. 

 



 
 

I'd start PROPERLY locking the gates. 

I'd try to make the kids feel more at home 

I'll have a suggestion box so when a student feels unsafe they can talk to me in private about how they feel. Students can 
add suggestions of how to make the school safer for them. 

I'll leave the school the way is it right now. 

I'll make the classroom more safer, give kids more break time like at least 45 minutes for lunch time. And make the school 
more fun and safer. 

I'll put an eight foot fence all over the school. 

I'll put cameras and help students who are having trouble with another student. 

I'll put security cameras hidden in the building or on the fences 

I'm not sure what would i do as a principal i well maybe change some rules that they don't lesson. 

I'm not sure, I don't necessarily feel unsafe, and having a lot of security guards doesn't make me feel safe, but more like 
uncomfortable 

I,d have more lock down and fire drill practices , so if there was a fire or a lock down students would know what to do in that 
case. 

IF I was the principal , I would let only a little kids go across a street because someone was speeding yesterday. 

IF I was the principal I will change it will be that to more fence. 

IF i were principal I would fire some teachers and I wan teach some respect. 

IN my opinion i would have more securtiy guards. 

Id change mr. lanford 

Id make a dog day care. 

Id make sure students dealing with anxiety, depression, and other unhealthy mental states are treated like human beans 
and not isolated or treated like there a creep. Its just no help at all. In fact treating someone differently because of how they 
feel make it worse. Also teachers, other staff members, and even students should be more educated on depression. We 
should learn about how to help someone with depression without triggering and hurtful words. We should also learn that 
anxiety isn't just worrying. Its so much more. We should learn how to help those with anxiety and methods to calm them 
down. Another thing that seems to be focused but really isn't is that bullies are making people even more anxious and 
depressed. This problem needs to stop so we need to find better ways to stop it. Simply calling home or giving someone 
S.R.C. dosent always stop the bully. Also those who are bullies need to be helped because its clear that they've got some 
problems as well. People need to be helped for there needs and treated like actual people. Human kindness needs to be 
rewarded. For example someone who stands up for someone being bullied should not be punished by suspension for 
fighting. Sometimes you do the bad things to make them right. A helpless little girl is getting bullied and you decide to help 
her by telling them to leave her alone and the bully decides to try and hit you. Its self defense to hit back. 

If  I was a principal I would change the rules a little bit. 

If  I was a principal I would get guards or make teachers carry guns 

 



 
 

If  I was a principal I would make sure the gate are closed and much higher for people not jump over the gate and murder 
some kids. 

If  I were the principal, I would let the student know they are welcome at the school. 

If  i was a principal i would  change that would be no fights or any dama 

If  i was a principal i would  have lots of gates so we can be safe. 

If  i was a principal i would put cameras outside the school and inside the school. 

If  were a principle i well get more security for the school 

If I  was a principle I would find my self some seceritys for the school. 

If I  were a principal I would have more security around campus. 

If I  were the principal I'd change the rules quite a bit. For example have strict rules on how people act. 

If I Was Principal And One Change To Make The School Feel Safer Is No Littering. 

If I am a principal I would try to make kids  to believed in their teachers and help them if they think something is wrong. 

If I am the principal i will send a police to each room and each part of the school to make it safer. 

If I can be a principal I think that I would change the food and I would change that the students can go in the academics and 
I would change that on Wednesday the students can bring some food to school. 

If I myself were principal of Madera South High School, I would inform the students more frequently and give students the 
ability to have poles or debate over school decisions. 

If I was Principal one thing I would change is to block out all bullying. 

If I was Principle I would let out school early. 

If I was a Principal I will change that to  not have a lot of people fight/hurt people in the school. 

If I was a Principal at my school or any other school Id make a some changes to the school campus and classes, like making 
the school fences taller so that no kid thinks of ditching. Another change Id make is to have More security for the school 
because It won't feel safe only having like 4 security in our school. 

If I was a Principal i would secraety and have camare. 

If I was a Principal one thing that I would change is letting students pick their class with who they want. 

If I was a pricipal I would make school safer by putting security in front of school so no one would ever get hurt and if they 
see something bad the bad person will get into trouble. 

If I was a principal  I will change something else 

If I was a principal  I would allow students to use there phones in the case of an emergency. 

If I was a principal I think I would have a talk to the kids that look like if they have trouble or talk to the ones that look like if 
there scared or quite all the time. 

If I was a principal I will get guards and cameras. 

 



 
 

If I was a principal I will get security's to be at gates and around campus. 

If I was a principal I will have at least one police officer in campus. 

If I was a principal I will said eat hot chips. 

If I was a principal I would add some security guards around the fence and near each hallway. 

If I was a principal I would always be aware and take action when something unfair happens on campus such as teachers 
who do not like a student personally so they get them in trouble more often then other kids. Another thing I would do is 
improve school spirit, the rallies and events are so dead. 

If I was a principal I would bring body gards. 

If I was a principal I would change about the school to make it safer is keep on having polices and people to take care of the 
kids out side so there would be no fights even if the school is really big. 

If I was a principal I would change by having more security at the school 

If I was a principal I would change how much security there is to prevent fights from happening. 

If I was a principal I would change how the gates are always open, once school starts I would lock the gates and only certain 
ones could be open for parents coming onto the campus. 

If I was a principal I would change that the classrooms can have stronger roofs so they can tie things to it, because our 
school only allows to tie things on the roof for open house. 

If I was a principal I would change the rules and make it more safer. 

If I was a principal I would change.. 

If I was a principal I would do fences on one isle and when the student need to go to the restroom they can't go and wonder 
around. 

If I was a principal I would get a security in case something happens. 

If I was a principal I would get more security guards for the school. 

If I was a principal I would get more security to make the school safer. 

If I was a principal I would have a lots of meeting. 

If I was a principal I would have punishments for every problem that occurs with the student like for example I will take 
away lunch, break, no restroom breaks, stop selling, etc this will help because the kids will get tired from it and as they do 
better they will see that the punishments will go away and they will stop the bad behavior and have good behavior 

If I was a principal I would have very good gates. 

If I was a principal I would let them have gum and I would do every thing I to stop people from getting bulled because it is 
really bad here and there is a lot of cussing here and i wouldn't get the kids in trouble for not having their P.E clothes I 
would do every thing I can to make the lunch lines shorter and I would not let the teacher's hold the kids in at lunch because 
it makes them late and then all there is are sub samwich. 

If I was a principal I would make higher gates 

If I was a principal I would make on change that the school would be safe is have some helper in class that could help the 

 



 
 

students be safe and out on recess too. 

If I was a principal I would make the fences more taller so the ball doesn't have to go to the street when the ball goes over 
the fence. 

If I was a principal I would make the school feel safer to the students is to let them know they are in good hands and to not 
let negative energy around them. 

If I was a principal I would make the windows bullet proof. 

If I was a principal I would meck students  passe by a meddle detector in case a student brings something he/she shod not 
have. 

If I was a principal I would not change any rules I would just keep the same old rules. 

If I was a principal I would not change none of the  rules because the rules do work. 

If I was a principal I would put boolit  perof windos. 

If I was a principal I would put more cameras. 

If I was a principal I would separate certain people if they don't get along. 

If I was a principal I would try to make the people who bully other stop. 

If I was a principal I would want to talk to people that seem alone and talk to someone that looks like they need help or 
want to talk. I would also do more about when people get in trouble and notice more things that always happens. 

If I was a principal If someone was bulling someone I would need cameras to be my witness. 

If I was a principal a will get more cops. 

If I was a principal and I had a change to change something about our school it would be having more new thing st school. 

If I was a principal and I had to change one thing to make the school safer I would encourage not bullying 

If I was a principal and I have one thing that can make the school safer is that I would take care of the people.One thing is 
because sometimes people talk about people and they don't feel safe around then.  Then is that I would also talk to kids 
that will need help or if they just need to talk to me about people. 

If I was a principal and had to make a change to make the school safer I would lock the cafeteria door outside where the 
office is after all the kids are inside. 

If I was a principal at Sierra Vista Elementary School I would treat the kids fairly and nice to know they can be safe at this 
school. 

If I was a principal at Thomas Jefferson I would hire more security guards to watch outside. 

If I was a principal at my school I would hire guards to protect the gate. 

If I was a principal at school I would try to make more activities,  make sure the school is secured, put cameras almost 
everywhere so I can catch a bully or who started a fight. 

If I was a principal at this school I would change nothing. 

If I was a principal here in T.J. I would let people use phones before school in the morning and on Campas after school and 

 



 
 

that is all I would change in this School. 

If I was a principal here, I would change the lunch setup. 

If I was a principal i would change the dress code because, the way we dress is the way we express how we fell or look. 

If I was a principal i would have big concret fenses that are very tall so people could'nt harm the children that are out side 
ore inside classes 

If I was a principal i would let students watch youtube that are censored. 

If I was a principal i would put in metal detectors and have drug dogs on campus at all times. 

If I was a principal i would tell the staff to respect the students. 

If I was a principal one change I will make is be nice to other. 

If I was a principal one change I would add to make the school safer is  to make the anthology books weigh less because, 
some   kids back might be sore because,of the weight. 

If I was a principal one change I would do to make this school safer is to that we should have security guards . 

If I was a principal one change I would make is that the window would be bulletproof. 

If I was a principal one change I would make is to make a rule that says no bullying. 

If I was a principal one change I would make to make it feel safer is to send kids to the office if they are bullying someone. 

If I was a principal one change I would make would be to have security guards. 

If I was a principal one change I would probably make in order for the students to feel safer I would have guns hidden just in 
case of a shooting. 

If I was a principal one change that I would do to make the school safer is talk to students about how important is to treat 
others with respect and kindness. 

If I was a principal some changes I would make to make the school feel safer is adding cameras. 

If I was a principal that I would change to make it safer  is that there will be security around the school. 

If I was a principal the one change is I will get security guard. 

If I was a principal the one change that I would change the rules is don't let people pi k on you/ bully you. 

If I was a principal the one rule that I would change is you can have gum at school. 

If I was a principal the one thing I will change is I will make the fence more stronger and taller so nothing bad happens. 

If I was a principal to make the school safer I would have more  security to make sure nothing can go wrong. 

If I was a principal to this school I will lock all doors school hours and have securities. 

If I was a principal what I would change is to  have uniforms so very one can be equal because some kids make fun of the 
shirt what the pictures it is and I am just look why will they make fun of a pictures. 

If I was a principal will had security guards at the gates to protect us from people that are bad. 

 



 
 

If I was a principal, I would add more security cameras so that I can see whats going on in school. 

If I was a principal, one change that I would make to make the school feel safer is to lock all doors and gates. 

If I was a principal, one thing I would change would be to have more contact with my students. 

If I was a principal, the one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is have some of the security stay in class. 

If I was a principal, what I would do to make the school a safer environment would be making rules very specificied to 
students, making them very clear.  Confusion can be dangerous as ingnorace can lead to unnecessary conflict. 

If I was a principle I would do a lot of counsiling for students. 

If I was a principle I would give students more of a say. Especially when they get in trouble or get accused of something. I 
would give them more of a chance to say what they need too. Also not only that, I would be way more open minded to what 
the students have to say. Not just listen because I'm obligated too. 

If I was a principle I would make sure all the rooms were locked and that there is a certain nock to get in and all doors were 
shut all the time. 

If I was a principle I would make sure that ids new what to do in emergencies. 

If I was a principle I would put secruity. I would put secruity out side so there is not that much fights after school or even in 
school. 

If I was a principle I would put security camera on every building so if someone intrudes the school we know when to do a 
lock down. 

If I was a principle I would put security guards to make the school safer. 

If I was a principle one change I would make is to put locks on all of the doors. 

If I was a principle one rule i would change is to not bring toys from home because if someone brang a BB gun to school they 
could have shot someone. 

If I was a principle, I would hire workers to change the gates to the safest gates that have a remote control. 

If I was a principle, the change I would make to the school would be having one lunch all the time. I would want one lunch 
only because some students aren't able to hang out with other students who have a different lunch than them. 

If I was principal I rather change the fact how there are many cars passing by so I would add a stronger or taller fence so no 
cars could burst into the fence. 

If I was principal I will have security to look around the campus for no one can fight or get bullied. 

If I was principal I will have security. 

If I was principal I will tell kids to stop because I will have a metal detector to make the school safer.We should also have 
bodyguards. 

If I was principal I would 2 counselor that they would help the kids with their problems and they would call kids fast and not 
get bothered. 

If I was principal I would add more fun stuff to show that were confident about our defenses and to comfort or entertain 
them. 

 



 
 

If I was principal I would add more security to make it safer. 

If I was principal I would change how the students dress. 

If I was principal I would change no more playing games while you are working on a assignment and also no more bullying to 
people, teacher, and sub's. 

If I was principal I would change that students can use their phones on breaks. 

If I was principal I would get more security. 

If I was principal I would get more staff. 

If I was principal I would get rid of the bad kids. 

If I was principal I would get security guards. 

If I was principal I would have more security. 

If I was principal I would leave the school the same. 

If I was principal I would let kids talk to adults. 

If I was principal I would let more safety officers to come in so that it would be safe at school. 

If I was principal I would make it a point to make everyone has someone to play with. 

If I was principal I would make it were people cant get in and I would stop all fights before happening. 

If I was principal I would make many changes in this school, for example better lunch food 

If I was principal I would make sure all doors are closed at all times. 

If I was principal I would make sure that we have people out side of the school so people with guns and other weapens don't 
come in the school. 

If I was principal I would not let kids get bullied how kids get bullied here and go into the restrooms and fight. 

If I was principal I would put cameras around the campus when we have a lock down. 

If I was principal I would stop playing harmful games. 

If I was principal I would try and find better and more efficient ways at trying to prevent or prepare for an active school 
shooting, rather than just pretending like hiding under a desk and telling us to keep quiet would keep us safe. 

If I was principal I would try to make the school feel safer by  having more drills so everyone is prepared in case of an 
emergency.  I would also discuss more of the problems our school might be facing and addressing the bad behavior more 
formally and efficient.  I would do this by looking at other schools and seeing what they have problems with and at our 
school I would address them and see how we can improve. 

If I was principal I would will hire security guards with tasers and batons 

If I was principal a change I would  make is to put security. 

If I was principal and I want to have the school more safer I will make sure that all kids are in there class and not do 
something bad. 

 



 
 

If I was principal and the one thing I would make a change to the school is if people are bullying other students they should 
get in more trouble than usual. 

If I was principal at my school, the one thing I would change about the school is have some officers at every gate.  It would 
make me feel safe as long as we still get to have fun and not get in trouble by them. 

If I was principal of a school  I would hire more security guards. 

If I was principal one change I would make is nothing. 

If I was principal one change I would make to the school so it could feel safer is have the gates closed. 

If I was principal one thing I would change is the security, I would add more security and make sure that their are at least 
two security's around at all times. 

If I was principal one thing I would change to make it feel safer is going over active shooter drills because when the shooting 
in flordia happened the school didnt do any drills which made me feel a little unsafe. 

If I was principal the first thing I would change is nothing. 

If I was principal the one change that I would make to make the school feel safer is, I would put camera's all around the 
school in case something happened then we would be able to catch the bad person. 

If I was principal to make the school safe is to be less class time. 

If I was principal we would have secrecy out side were we play, in the front gate, and in the office. 

If I was principal, I would change no rule because I our school feels really safe. 

If I was principal, I would have a lot more of guards on the school. 

If I was principal, I would have metal detectors installed 

If I was principal, I would hire people to stay outside of the school and see if anything happens. 

If I was principal, I would make rules that everyone has to agree and pledge, since we would all agree we must follow them 
too. 

If I was principal, I would make sure that everyone is doing okay. 

If I was principal, I would make sure there was a program for people to have a friend. For example, 5th and 6th graders 
could choose to have a buddy from another grade. The grade would be chosen at random, and get to go one a week. This is 
not forced, so they could choose. It would be like having a brother or sister. 

If I was principal, I would put bullet proof walls, doors, and windows. 

If I was principal, one thing that I would change would be to have security guards in the school. 

If I was principle I would change the school by having security guards. 

If I was principle I would encourage students to slove problems the right way and not to make it worse with fighting. 

If I was principle I would make a safe environment based off what students suggest, and what they are comfortable with. 
 
(To an extent.) 

 



 
 

If I was principle I would make the fence of the back of the school bigger because people can get in very easily. 

If I was principle, I would increase the security around the school since it is so easy to get on and off campus. 

If I was the Principal I would  change that their more people looking  around school. 

If I was the Principal I would add security gards. 

If I was the Principal I would have teaches have a bat or a wooden object in case of emergy. 

If I was the Principal of this school I will more Drills that seem real and people yelling and see how the children react but 
we'll call their parents that is is a drill but the children won't know that 

If I was the pricipal I would make more rules that will help students 

If I was the pricipal i will change the food from the cafeteria  and give them better food. 

If I was the principal  I would have the cafeteria inside of the gates and not outside because then someone could easly come 
in 

If I was the principal  I would make it fair for all the student like be able to eat gum and allow phones and have more security 

If I was the principal  I would treat every one the same. 

If I was the principal I will have more security. 

If I was the principal I would  hire more teachers to watch and talk to the kids. 

If I was the principal I would actually listen to the kids at the school and try to some what understand them. I would make 
this school a bit more disciplined.  I don't think there any cameras at this school because if there were all lot of kids would 
not get bullied, so i would put cameras. I would wants there to be a class for " troubled children." I would want that class 
because some kids want to learn and go to school, but if a misbehaving child disrupts his,hers, or anything in between's 
education then that would most likely be a problem, and if you were in that class you can get out of it. 

If I was the principal I would add a little more security. 

If I was the principal I would add in more security. 

If I was the principal I would add more security on campus. 

If I was the principal I would add more security. 

If I was the principal I would allow certain teaches who would willingly undergo training and tests to carry a firearm. 

If I was the principal I would change how the teachers feel about the students. If the teachers were more excited about 
teaching our class then they would get our attention to learn. The teachers I have sometimes bore us to death and they lose 
our attention and some kids act bad because they are bored. 

If I was the principal I would change that we don't have those metal detector things for students to bring anything to harm 
anyone. 

If I was the principal I would change the amount of security guards. 

If I was the principal I would change the rule on the fitness days for P.E. Fitness should only be one day which could be 
Tuesday or Thursday. 

 



 
 

If I was the principal I would change the school by hiring more people to be security and putting them everywhere. 

If I was the principal I would change the school to be more interactive and make the kids more involved in activities and 
getting close to one another in the most safest way. I would also focus on our teachers , we need better adults to act like 
they love their job rather then feel like they do not want to be here it is just for the money , It would make the kids feel a lot 
more comfortable and wanting to try. 

If I was the principal I would change the track because it seems a little to far close to the houses. 

If I was the principal I would change when we go home like at 1:30. 

If I was the principal I would get more security to make the school safer. 

If I was the principal I would get security guards. 

If I was the principal I would give better food to the students so Because i don't like there food and also i get sick. 

If I was the principal I would have more  teachers so they can watch the kids so they won't do anything bad like get in fights. 

If I was the principal I would have more security. 

If I was the principal I would help arm the security guards and teachers so if something happens theyre ready. 

If I was the principal I would help to stop students from bully each other because that just isn't fair for both students at all. 

If I was the principal I would hire more guardians in school. 

If I was the principal I would host self defense classes. 

If I was the principal I would let all grades play on the playground. 

If I was the principal I would let anyone wear what the please as dress code because some people get made fun of if they get 
dress coded for unwanted clothing. Make sure the school is a safe and happy place by making sure if there are threats for 
the administration to know imediatly. 

If I was the principal I would let students have fun and eat but not fight or push or bully anyone.I got bullied many times 
before and i don't want anybody else to go through that.I was scared because I did not know who to go to but now I know 
so I would prefer that the teachers should be helpful and nice to kids so the kids are not afraid of the teachers. 

If I was the principal I would let students not get bullied get treated bad by teachers. 

If I was the principal I would make security or teachers check students backpack for dangerous objects or make a list of 
what they can and can't bring to school. 

If I was the principal I would make sure people have just in me for if some thing goes wrong i could help them. 

If I was the principal I would make the fences stronger and taller. 

If I was the principal I would make the fences taller so that it is harder to get in the school by jumping the fence . 

If I was the principal I would make the school safer by having the school an indoor school. 

If I was the principal I would put cameras all around the school. 

If I was the principal I would put like bigger fences for people can't like jump in the school at night to do something wrong. 

 



 
 

If I was the principal I would stop arguing a lot with parents, so the parents don't become mad. 

If I was the principal I would want to have more fire drills or Lockdowns so that we would have a better understanding of 
what will happen if soething bad happens. 

If I was the principal I wouldn't change anything regarding being safe at this school. 

If I was the principal a change I would make for the school to make students feel safer is have security guards around the 
school just to keep intruders out. 

If I was the principal a change I would make it safer is have more teachers look out for students 

If I was the principal at Alpha my school I would change all of the fighting. when a student fights I wouldn't tale-rate it and 
sepend them 

If I was the principal at TJ I would've hired more security and more cameras to make the school safer. 

If I was the principal at my school I would add a sort of device that in case of a lock down would activate and any student or 
adult could press that button and it would alert the authorities to help. 

If I was the principal at my school I would help any student right away with problems they are having because no students 
wants to feel like no one is going to help them with problems, I would not wait a few days to help the student I would not 
care how busy I would be I would help right when someone told me about what's going on. I would show that I care about 
them because that is something my principal does not do when you talk to her about certain things. 

If I was the principal at my school I wouldnt have to change anything because my school is save ready. 

If I was the principal at my school, I would change the way that the fire alarms are positioned on the wall, to make it safer to 
other students since some students tend to pull it. 

If I was the principal at our school one thing I would make it feel safer is pay more attention to the kids. 

If I was the principal at this school  I would try to get everyone to get along so there is less fights or less violent. 

If I was the principal for Desmond Middle School I would get an alarm so if someone tries to do any harm to our students 
the alarm will go off. 

If I was the principal for the school I would make people not fight in the school. 

If I was the principal here at Madera South High School, I would keep doing the same thing and adding rules like the new if 
you run towards a fight your in trouble as well. Also a random backpack weapon check in random classes might add a bit of 
safety. 

If I was the principal i would change the food here they are making us more and more fat. 

If I was the principal i would have people learn how to use the class fir instinquisher just in case if there is a fire or do more 
lockdowns and have security guards in the front and the back guarding and i would have the front locked all the time so you 
will feel even more safe and you can have your door open most of the time. 

If I was the principal i would have those metal or steel detector and a machine that they use to confiscate  drugs and have a 
guard dog that sniffs the backpack of someone who is suspicious of any weapons or drugs. 

If I was the principal of Madera High School, I would change to make this school safer that would be to put in metal dector's 
and check students for any weapons or anything that's not suppose to be on school property. 

If I was the principal of this school I would be more involved with social media because that is what causes most of the 

 



 
 

drama. 

If I was the principal of this school I would interact more with the kids to make them feel safer than they already are. 

If I was the principal of this school the thing i'll change is we need more security guards around the school 

If I was the principal of this school, I would suspend the kids who are naughty like being bullied or violent and suspend 
them. 

If I was the principal one  change I would make is every Friday I would create fun and learning activities of all the class 
subjects. Also have a bulling class students can take to prevent bulling. 

If I was the principal one thing I would change to the school to make it safer is band the violence and make the time that you 
get out to like 2:45 or 3:05. 

If I was the principal one thing that I would change to make the school feel safer is to get more securities and cameras. 

If I was the principal the one change I would make is to get rid of the swings. I would get rid of the swings because a lot of 
kids get hurt from those. For Ex. Some kids jump off the swing and might not land correctly. 2. Kids might run on the wood 
chips while other kids are swinging and might get hurt/kicked from the people swinging. 

If I was the principal the one change is to have more scerife 

If I was the principal the one thing I would chang to make the school safer is that there will be police officers surrounding 
the school. 

If I was the principal the one thing that I would do to make the school feel safer is to have the camera on at all times. 

If I was the principal what I would do is to put some camera in the locker room, restroom, and in some classes where most 
of the kids behave bad or if they try to hide something. 

If I was the principal would add polices. 

If I was the principal, I would change on how big the playground was. 

If I was the principal, I would engage with the school more and see the problems, if any at sight instead if internet. Also I 
would get more security. 

If I was the principal, I would have more police men on campus. 

If I was the principal, I would have teachers do something about it when a kid is disrupting a class because some of the 
teachers here seem to not care and ignore it. 

If I was the principal, I would make the school feel safer by making sure that people are not mad and do something with 
bullies. 

If I was the principal, I would one thing to make the school safer by alarms around the school. 

If I was the principal, I would put a sensor around the campus and school grounds that senses if a gun or weapon has been 
brought to the school, an alarm would go off and doors would automatically lock. 

If I was the principal, I would say to all of the student to stay away from a stranger's  that you don't now. 

If I was the principal, I would try to have more security guards surveying the area, because if 1 security guard is on one side 
of the campus, then there could most likely be fights across the campus or somewhere where they can not see. 

 



 
 

If I was the principal, I would try to help and talk to people that don't feel safe in their school to make them feel safer. 

If I was the principal, I'd get rid of the lock down drill. It didn't give that classroom in Florida safety. Instead, they were 
sitting ducks expecting nothing bad to happen. The lock down drill doesn't keep us safe. Sitting down in a class room with 
doors(probably) and windows that can be broken down so easily doesn't sound or feel safe or secure. The fact that there's 
nothing that the teachers can do except lock a door and a window to make us feel "safe" makes us feel 100% vulnerable and 
scared. If there is another way besides sit down on the floor and wait for the shooter to kill me and the school, I'd use it in a 
heartbeat. 

If I was the principal, one chage I would make to feel safer is have 1 or 2 securaties at the school just in case a lockdown or 
fights. 

If I was the principal, one change that to take out all bad or trouble makers out of the school. 

If I was the principal, one thing I would do to make the school feel like a safer place is nothing because the campus is already 
a safe place to me. 

If I was the principal, one thing I would do to make the school feel safer is not sure what I'd do actually, I mean I already feel 
safe so I don't know. 

If I was the principal, the change that I will do is to bring more thing that could save kids life. 

If I was the principal, the one change I would do to the school to make it feel safer is that I would put a brick wall and then 
put the fence in front of the brick wall. 

If I was the principal, the one change I would make was seating in the cafeteria (lunch time). We sit in alphabetical order 
which causes losing your appetite because you have to sit by a impolite / gross eater. Maybe you have to sit by a bully or 
somebody that does not like you, you cold tell an adult but that might cause the person not to like you even more so they 
keep on bullying that person. Lastly, you might be seated next to a physical bully that will never stop and ends up 
threatening if that person tells.  That is what I would do to make this school feel safer if I was the principal. 

If I was the principal, the one thing I would change is the fact that we can't have our phones on campus. I understand why 
and that we can't have our phones out in class, but the fact that we can't have phones on campus bugs me. We can't even 
use our phones afterschool. What if we were waiting for our parent on school campus and can't walk home. We would need 
to use our phones and call our parents. Some people say that's what the office is for but some parents don't answer 
unknown ID. I would really like to change that rule at school. 

If I was the principal,one thing i change is the gates to make them like blocks to it could be safer from gun shooting. 

If I was the principal,what is one change that I would make to make the school a better place? Well I would change the bully 
program and make it stronger. 

If I was the principle I would change the way people enter the school area. 

If I was the principle I would have more security officers that are looking out. 

If I was the principle I would have the k-9 unit more often at school to sniff out the drugs 

If I was the principle I would inform and have more drills for the students because most of the time students are not 
informed of anything. 

If I was the principle I would make teachers come out during break or lunch and make them supervise everyone. 

If I was the principle I would only have the kids that want to learn to have the good classes. Thats why the teachers here are 
less existed to teach because of all the bad kids they have  deal with there soposed to teach us not yell at the bad kids that 

 



 
 

dont want to learn. I feel like they need to make huge room and just put all the bad kids in them every day until they finally 
learn there lesson. 

If I was the principle I would probably get 1 or 2 security guards to make the school feel safer. 

If I was the principle I would probably not know what to do because the problem and environment change constantly and 
we cannot always prepare for whats going to happen. We can try to prevent bullying and suicide etc but we can only do so 
much.  It is truly up to the individuals who are going through it and they are the ones who have to truly want to change we 
cant want it for them. 

If I was the principle is to start a talk about your feelings program. When kids come in they could sit down and talk to the 
principal about your feelings. 

If I was the principle of the school and I could make one to the school I would put cameras around the school property so 
the security and principle or principles can see what is going on at all times. 

If I was the principle of this, the rule I would change to make the school feel safer is to have tremendous amounts of 
security officers all over the school. 

If I was the principle one change that I will make is if someone looks their having a rough time I would go to them and talk to 
them and make them feel that i'm their friend because that's something I never see any adult do at this school. 

If I was the principle one way I change I would make to make the school feel safe is by the fences turning into gates for 
people not to break in. 

If I was the principle something that I would change that would make the whole school a bit safer is that I would make all 
the students talk to their counselor once in a while to make them talk to their feelings or talk about their problems to help 
to seek help. 

If I was the principle, I would get more security guards. 

If I was the principle, i would make the school feel safe is to bring more cops.. 

If I was the princlpal, I would stop the bullys from bully people and spread rumoar. 

If I was to be principal I would have security to protect our school and keep us safe from danger. 

If I wear the principal I would add security cameras to feel more safer. 

If I were  principal one change I would do to make the school feel safer is keep an eye on disrespectful students that are 
harassing other kids instead of just leaving it alone. 

If I were Pricipal I would have an officer to protect the school. 

If I were Principle of the school I would want a safety officer in every hall way like  English , math , science , history  and 
elective .  I would want the P.E teachers to know what to do when someone is there when their not suppose to be , instead 
of hiding from it . 

If I were a  principal I think that i would have a better fences so that the kids could feel safe. 

If I were a principal I would  have securities incase of a lockdown, fighting, or people ditching school. 

If I were a principal I would actually give my students the ability to learn more. For example, provide them with the 
necessary technology IN CLASS. 

If I were a principal I would but I would be more strict with the students. 

 



 
 

If I were a principal I would but bullet proof windows. 

If I were a principal I would care more about the problems that happen at the school. For example, if a student is not getting 
along with another I would handle his/her problems a little better. 

If I were a principal I would change that the gates be closed when students are out for lunch or break and students pass 
through security inspections to make sure there are less chances of any shooting to occur. 

If I were a principal I would change the doors and have more security 

If I were a principal I would get security to watch out in the field and in the front so kid won't ditch school. I mean no one 
has done it but just in case. 

If I were a principal I would have 1-2 lock down dills every month. I would have better rally's like south such as banda, have 
people out of the stands and have fun and only have one rally of all grades together instead of two rally's 

If I were a principal I would have a one month check on the students to see how they are doing. 

If I were a principal I would have everyone be safe nd more positive at the school. 

If I were a principal I would have make the windows and doors bullet proof. 

If I were a principal I would have more adults on school grounds. 

If I were a principal I would have more security guards . 

If I were a principal I would have more sercurity guards that are not strict cause then they would probably feel 
uncomfortable. More security guards like jason 

If I were a principal I would have security guards. 

If I were a principal I would hire more security guards. 

If I were a principal I would hire security guards for the school. 

If I were a principal I would interact with the students a lot more so that they would feel like the were in a safe enviroment. 

If I were a principal I would make a button for lock downs that lock all doors on campus. 

If I were a principal I would make new rules for the students such as having security guards around the school making sure 
no one is fighting. 

If I were a principal I would make sure there are more securities so there wont be to much danger happening. 

If I were a principal I would make the classes shorter because no one likes to sit down for a long time. 

If I were a principal I would make the school safer by solving their problems. 

If I were a principal I would make there be more security guards or more principals so there wont be anymore fights. 

If I were a principal I would not give the homework and let them use their phones to play fortnite. 

If I were a principal I would put more gates around the school. 

If I were a principal I would show off more the clubs for everyone could at least be in one club 

 



 
 

If I were a principal I would stop the insults that bullies say to other kids. 

If I were a principal I would take immediate action and often do drills for any circumstances that can be caused by an armed 
person or a threat. Depending on the situation I would go over the drills often for the students to understand which one is 
important an the right time. 

If I were a principal I would, sometimes go to there class room to check if the kids are safe and I would check if there is 
anyone outside so i could leave the kids to play. 

If I were a principal and wanted to do something safer for the school it would be having some kind of underground 
basement for every class in the school in case of a lock down we can hide underground but it has to be camouflage so they 
won't notice it. 

If I were a principal and wanted to make my school feel safer I would not make it seem like our school is not safe but to 
make it a happy place to forget all that negativity. Like having a break before a period. Selling different kinds of snacks and 
foods during lunch everyone would enjoy. 

If I were a principal at a school I would try to plan fun activities at school so they know school can be a safe and good place 
to be. 

If I were a principal at school I would be more stricter on the kids that are constantly getting in trouble and give them no 
more chances. 

If I were a principal at school I would change the bullying to stop and to stop the students to being disrespectful to the 
teachers and other students.   :) 

If I were a principal at school I would change the bullying to stop and to stop the students to being disrespectful to the 
teachers and other students.   :) 

If I were a principal at this school I would change all these people in gangs like people that are in big groups and talk a lot of 
smack. 

If I were a principal here at Madera High, I would better the food and increase less cell phone activity unless listening to 
music because there are kids at school that can only focus with music as a distraction. 

If I were a principal i would have students carry a lanyard with their ID to see who they are. 

If I were a principal i would makes changes to the doors, so that all doors on campus would be bulletproof and automatic 
lock when a situation occurred. 

If I were a principal i would not tolerate bulling,unfairness,and i would suspend or ex spell the students the 2nd time i tell 
them 
 
 to stop bulling. 

If I were a principal one change I would make is making sure there are security at every gate and building. 

If I were a principal one change I would make to have a school feel safer is to add securities that really protect my school. 

If I were a principal one change I would make to make the school feel safer is to interact with the students and try to see 
from the students perspective. 

If I were a principal one change I would make would be to  find the classes with the worst grades and survey the students on 
their grade and see what is happening and hire more security guards do more drug checks, have student spies. 

 



 
 

If I were a principal one thing I would change to make the school feel safer is have security guards all around the school and 
have cameras place to place. 

If I were a principal one thing I would make safer is not having any people getting bullied. 

If I were a principal one thing that I would change is how others treat others. 

If I were a principal one thing that I would change to make the school fell safer is by making sure who enters the school and 
have pictures if they are on the picture list. 

If I were a principal than I would put security cameras on every building that has a police caller when ever it sees a scary 
man with a gun or knife. 

If I were a principal the changes that I would make would be to make more dances for 7th and 8th grade and for the 8th 
grade promotion I would make a dance. 

If I were a principal the one change I would make is to add guards. 

If I were a principal the thing that I would do is to have more security in all the entrances of the school , it can help that no 
one can get inside the school . or they can make sure that the people who come don't bring weapons or things that can hurt 
others 

If I were a principal,  I would make separate elective classes for 7th and 8th graders because I believe students would feel 
more comfortable with students their same grade level. 

If I were a principal, I would definitely provide more power-points about bullying and harassment to show to 4th periods 
classes or provide more posters around the school about anti-bullying so it makes more awareness that students get help. 
We do not have enough of that. 

If I were a principal, I would establish a rule about having security guards inspect the campus for anything suspicious or if 
anything violent is occuring. 

If I were a principal, I would have a school nurse on site more often because we almost never see a school nurse on our 
campus. 

If I were a principal, I would have metal detectors before they enter and more security on campus. 

If I were a principal, I would have more security guards just in case anything would happen because there is almost always a 
lot of negativity going around. 

If I were a principal, I would hire more staff tho watch over the students at recess. 

If I were a principal, I would make a rule that indicates that all the security have to be their at lunch and that their has to be 
more security. 

If I were a principal, I'd stop worrying so much about kids having their phones out during the morning, because were not 
even in class yet, meaning it isn't bothering or hurting anyone in anyway and what if we need it for an emergency. 

If I were a principal, one change I would make to approach a safer school would be to make sure that EVERYONE has 
someone to talk to. Too many times I see people by themselves and I know what that feels like... it hella sucks. 

If I were a principal, one change I would make to the school is that I would add more security guards. 

If I were a principal, one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer would be to check everyone before going 
into school. 

 



 
 

If I were a principal, one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer, is nothing. 

If I were a principal, one change that I would do to make the school feel safer is to have more security for the students. ex. 
security guards. 

If I were a principal, one change that I would make for the school to make it safer would be to have more eyes out around 
the school. 

If I were a principal, one change that I would make is make everyone walk through metal detectors. 

If I were a principal, one thing I would change to make the school a better place and make it feel safer is having a indoor P.E. 
class if it starts to rain. 

If I were a principal, one thing I would change would be to ask your parents if a certain person can take you out of school. 

If I were a principal, one thing that I would change to make it more safer would be nothing, because it is already safe as it is. 

If I were a principal, one thing that I would change would be to make students that are talking or laughing at some practice 
drill stay in. 

If I were a principal, to make my school safer I would have silent alarms be installed in case any thing bad is happening like a 
school shooter, and the teachers would press the silent alarm and contact the police. 

If I were a principle I would have many security people and a police officer hired to stay at school and protect. 

If I were a principle I would have police units around the campus. 

If I were a principle I would have securities . 

If I were a principle at my school I would add barbed wire fences so no one can hop the fence to do anything bad. 

If I were a principle the change that I would make in schools wold be to have more teachers be outside watching students 
so students don't have problems. 

If I were a principle the think I would change to make the school safer is, improving security when there's large amounts of 
students. 

If I were a principle, one change I will make to the school is, I would let children be on their phones, at a specific time in each 
class.  I would let kids be on their phones because, in case of an emergency they can contact someone, if they don't want to 
speak to any of the staff. 

If I were a principle, one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is, nothing. 

If I were a principle, to make the school feel safer I would once in a while do backpack checks just in case of anything. 

If I were a teacher I would make sure there is higher security and always have drills making sure that this school knows 
what to do in case of an emergency. 

If I were princable I would change the wood chips because if  someone was thrownig them it could cut or injure someone. 

If I were principal I don't think I would change anything like there already is enough security so it makes it feel safer , well 
for me. The safety at our school is going well. 

If I were principal I would add a couple of cameras around the school 

If I were principal I would add more security around the school perimeters. To prevent any casualties from happening. 

 



 
 

If I were principal I would at least have 1 security guard watching the entrance gate to make sure that intruders don't get in 
and hurt the students. 

If I were principal I would cameras in the pick up area and all over the school so if something happens I would get it on 
camera. 

If I were principal I would change it so that drills would be easier to do, to make it feel safer at the school. 

If I were principal I would change nothing. 

If I were principal I would change some of the food because most of the food here at the food here is not cooked somewhat 
raw and should sell some of the food they have at breakfast if kids do not like the food for lunch they can have a snack from 
breakfast. I would also change the dress code because I don't really know why girls can not wear Jesus sandals which is not 
that bad. 

If I were principal I would change students having to staying in for no reason. 

If I were principal I would change the amount of security on the campus grounds. 

If I were principal I would change the food. 

If I were principal I would change the security. 

If I were principal I would do more security. 

If I were principal I would get  security guards to stand at the gates. 

If I were principal I would get more security for the school. 

If I were principal I would have ALL counselors in their office allowing people to be able to talk to them about what is going 
on so that way the student having problems will not do something that they would regret. Ex: school shooting, suicide, or 
harm to themselves and/or anyone else. 

If I were principal I would have everyone that goes out of class to the bathroom or to do a task for the teacher, take a friend 
in case something happens and one cant make it back. 

If I were principal I would have got two secured gates on each part where the gates were at to make it safer. 

If I were principal I would have more clubs, and fun activities to let people know each other more. 

If I were principal I would have more security at the school. 

If I were principal I would have more security on a daily basis making sure our school is safe how it needs to be . 

If I were principal I would have tech time because if something happens and we go on lock down we need to call someone 

If I were principal I would have vending machines. 

If I were principal I would leave the school how it is because it is already safe 

If I were principal I would let more students use the restroom more freely. 

If I were principal I would lock all gates at 8:15 and only open to students who are late or parents if they talk to me or the 
secratery. 

If I were principal I would make better rules. 

 



 
 

If I were principal I would make one lunch and tell most of the teachers to go on yard duty so they could watch all of the 
students carefully. 

If I were principal I would make the school safer by making the fences more secure and only letting parents or teachers in 
but scanning them first. 

If I were principal I would not let anyone just walk in on school campus or more security. There are hardly any and they are 
usually having to go to classes to settle things down. 

If I were principal I would protect I school really good because I woulden't want anyone to get hurt. 

If I were principal I would put a mark to where the door opens so nobody could get hurt when a teacher or student opens 
the door. 

If I were principal I would put body guards to only let teachers, parents, and students come in. 

If I were principal I would put cops. 

If I were principal I would put more secerity. 

If I were principal I would try giving students a little more freedom as in a little less gates because it males students feel 
more in a captive environment. 

If I were principal I would try to get better food for the studence. I would have more sicerity. I would have more help for 
siberbulling and i would have drouns that tazed the studens when they are being bad and the teeachers could have a 
remoter that can taze them when they are being bad. 

If I were principal I would want to have more trainging for the security and more safety procations. 

If I were principal I would, try be connected to all students so that they don't feel left out. 

If I were principal I wouldn't change anything 

If I were principal a change that I would make to the school to make it feel safer is to have more security guards. 

If I were principal a thing I would change to make the school feel safer is to put high voltage fences around the WHOLE 
school. And inspiring quotes in the hallways to make people feel better or help them to do the right choice. 

If I were principal and I could make a change that change would be to have more security around campus because when 
there is security there are only a few in one spot. So it would be better to have more all around campus so the students 
could feel safe. And don't have to be scared to come to school because something can happen. 

If I were principal and I wanted to make the school feel safer, I would hire more security guards. 

If I were principal at this school one change I would make to make the school feel safer is to put security around the school. 

If I were principal for a day, I would change where they students get to play. 

If I were principal for my school, I would change teachers attention to students and try to get them more aware and 
involved in the ones who are hurting. 

If I were principal i would put more security gards. 

If I were principal of this high school, I would form and fund an anti-bullying campaign as it is extremely prevalent 
throughout the campus, and it happens on a daily basis. But nothing has been done about it and it has to change. 

 



 
 

If I were principal of this school I'm not sure what I'd do to make it "safer" due to how the students of this school can be. 

If I were principal one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer would be to have better yard duties. 

If I were principal one safe change that I would do would be to have security gurads 

If I were principal one thing I woujld change to make feel safer is if we had a fire drill on the sement instead of on the grass. 

If I were principal one thing I would do to make the school feel safer is take out all gang related activity. 

If I were principal the change I would make to my school to feel more safe is to have a room where students discuss their 
problems with someone 

If I were principal the one change that I would make to the school to make it feel safer would be by having more Second 
Step lessons because they help raise awareness, and I would also let the students have a say, it would be a nice change. 

If I were principal the one thing  I would do to change the school to make it feel safer is make  panic rooms so when there's 
an emergency we can  just go in there. 

If I were principal then I wouldn't really change anything. It might only be me, but this school in general makes me feel safe 
even if I am in the front of the school or the back i feel safe. 

If I were principal, I don't think I would change anything from the school because I somewhat already feel safe. 

If I were principal, I would add more security and metal detectors at every school entrance. There would have to be 
multiple metal detectors and securities in order for the process to go by faster, but what matters is our safety more than 
anything. 

If I were principal, I would add more security officers and on campus police to roam the grounds. This would give students a 
feeling of security. 

If I were principal, I would at least add more security to the job. 

If I were principal, I would buy a lie detector so I know If someone is lying. 

If I were principal, I would change the punishments for fights harsher. 

If I were principal, I would have a police dog on campus to help keep people safe. 

If I were principal, I would increase the the number of times for random backpack checks to ensure the safety of our school. 

If I were principal, I would interact more with kids and just let them know that they are welcome. Having a busy schedule 
could make it difficult and I understand that it can be difficult at times, but by interacting with all students I would hope that 
they start to feel some sense of comfort. 

If I were principal, I would make school start a little late. 

If I were principal, I would make sure everyone got along and that there was no conflict between anybody in order to 
prevent fights which would make the school feel safer. 

If I were principal, I would make sure that helpers around the school would walk around the campus for anything that might 
hurt the kids or do something to them. 

If I were principal, I would put is metal detectors at the entrance of the school to look out for any weapons.  I would also put 
bodygaurds. 

 



 
 

If I were principal, I would put more students in every class. 

If I were principal, I would say no drama. 

If I were principal, The one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is check every students backpack to 
make sure they don't have anything bad or dangerous that could effect them or others. 

If I were principal, one change I would make would be to give students job. 

If I were principal, one change I would make would be to have to have new food in the cafeteria. 

If I were principal, one thing I would change to make the school feel safer is to have responsible students help out.  These 
students could tell officers daily about some of the things that they see.  They can also help students who are having a 
rough time. 

If I were principal, the one change I would make to make the school to make it safer is to get more connected to the 
students. This is so they feel like they can trust you and so they know they're in good hands. 

If I were principal, then the one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is have another lunch line so that 
there are enough time for students to get their food. 

If I were principle I would hire more possitive teachers like Mr. Hernandez who would make the kids more comfortable 
being here. 

If I were principle I would tell the students to tell the teacher that I don't like to be brought down when I get a bad grade or 
do something wrong. 

If I were principle I would try and interact with students at lunch more not just supervise making it feel like a hostile 
environment,for instance I would try and get to know different group everyday but not just that, try and remember the 
names and who they are.Not only that I would open up the gym and weight room for those who want to play off or work off 
any problems.To keep equipment from going missing I would recommend a sign in sheet for all equipment. 

If I were principle the changes I'd make for safety would be to change the locks on all the doors of classroom and buildings 
to where you can lock them from the inside and not the outside. 

If I were the  principal,  I  would tell the gardener people  outside to tell them to lock the gates so nothing bad comes in, and 
also check their backpacks  so they have no weapons in them. 

If I were the Principal I would make sure to hear both sides of the story because not often but sometimes they get you in 
trouble before hearing the other side of the story because some people lie to get people in trouble. 

If I were the director, the only thing that aria is to put more security cameras and have three or more police. 

If I were the principal I would add more security gaurds to make students feel safer. 

If I were the principal I would change longer breacks because some kids aren't allowed to eat once the bell rings. 

If I were the principal I would do practice test more often that are more serious than usual.  The students know when the 
practice is going to take place, so they don't take it to seriously. 

If I were the principal I would ensure that kids who cause fights could be in their own classes with others that cause 
problems as well. They would have security in those classes just in case someone got out of hand. To me, I would feel safer 
without the troublesome kids acting out in my classes. That is what I would do make the school safer. 

If I were the principal I would get like 4 security guard and barbed wires for people can get in the school and cameras. 

 



 
 

If I were the principal I would get metal detectors at all entrances of the school which would prevent weapons like knives or 
guns to enter the school zone. Yes this seems more of a "jail-like" scenario but it is what will make the students safer, and 
plus it is what the society today is basically forcing us to do. The students' safety if valuable and no student should ever be 
afraid to enter what is known to be a "safe place." 

If I were the principal I would get more securitys and send them to check our class 2 times a week. 

If I were the principal I would have body guards around the school to keep things safe and if any of the kids get out of 
control they can deal with them. 

If I were the principal I would have more security guards at the gates. 

If I were the principal I would have more security guards. 

If I were the principal I would have security guards 

If I were the principal I would have stricter discipline rules because most kids that don't always behave still behave badly 
because they think that they can get away with it when the teacher isn't looking. Also, there's a lot of drama with my peers 
and I feel like that's the reason there's been so many fights. 

If I were the principal I would hire a lot more safety officers. also I would make students wear a uniform so no one wears 
inappropriate clothing or gang color clothing. Lastly I would for sure have metal detectors to enter the school in the 
mornings mostly for students but teachers too. I would do this so it could show if any one has a weapon or anything that 
can hurt others. This would really make me feel a lot safer. 

If I were the principal I would hire more security guards to patrol the hallways and the perimeter. That could make the 
school safer for students. 

If I were the principal I would include a day of the week to be a "No Bully Day" or a kind of activity that would make us all 
feel equal. 

If I were the principal I would let kids have their phones only for Emergency use. 

If I were the principal I would let students sit where they like, be with who they like, dress how they like, and be open to the 
students if they have any problems or concerns. 

If I were the principal I would make people look at the dates of the food before the student gets it. I have recently drink 3 
day overdue milk and it was nasty. it made me feel sick. 

If I were the principal I would probably make sure that the district allows more securities in the school to insure the safety 
of others. 

If I were the principal I would put a security cameras around the outside of the school and i would hire one more security 
guard. 

If I were the principal I would put securities around the school gates to make it safer. 

If I were the principal I would rebuild our school to give us more physical space along with play music everyday for lunch 
instead of only on certain occasions. 

If I were the principal I would say that there can not be eye contact games.Such as: tag and dogdeball. 

If I were the principal I would take off the LOP list make this school lit. 

If I were the principal I would talk to every student just to make sure there okay . 

 



 
 

If I were the principal I would wouldn't really change anything. 

If I were the principal I'd wouldn't let kids be bullied. 

If I were the principal and change one thing to make the school safe is will be having the person friends to be there. 

If I were the principal and if I wanted to make my students feel safer I would do a number of things. First, I would make it 
clear that I care about everyone's safety and well-being. Then, would take actions to make them feel at home. In other 
words, I would get involved and introduce myself to everyone. Lastly, I would make sure it is my personal mission to see 
every single student has a successful school life even if that takes a lot of effort. 

If I were the principal at Madera high the first thing that I would do to make it feel safer is the dogs that some other schools 
already bring out, the ones that can sniff out drugs and such, although that would probably send many students here to jail 
probably. 

If I were the principal at our school I wouldn't change anything. 

If I were the principal at this school to make the school safer I would go make sure that everyone is feeling safe about their 
learning place. 

If I were the principal i would may rules more aggressive.Meaning only one opportunity , because in all of the experience 
the i have most of the people i almost fight , have already fight with other and learn nothing from what the school does . 

If I were the principal i would talk to the students 

If I were the principal of the school I wouldn't let  all the people enter to the school 

If I were the principal of this school I would change how kids are being treated. 

If I were the principal of this school, I would have the securtity guards at every gate during school hours, so that intruders 
can not get in. 

If I were the principal of this school, I'd like to add a few more security guards to make the students feel safer in case of a 
school shooting, etc. 

If I were the principal one change I will make is have more teachers to take care of the kids on recess time. 

If I were the principal one change I would make is that we can sometimes have our phones out during some school hours 
because for example we can be in a lock down and our parents would like to know what's going or are we safe and some 
students take out their phone are the teachers going to take them away during an emergency because it's still school 
hours? 

If I were the principal one change I would make to make the environment safer is to spend two days for the whole school to 
learn how to protect themselves and how to handle certain situations. 

If I were the principal one thing I would change about the school to make it feel safer is that I would be checking in in 
classes when I would have time so I could check if the classes are okay. 

If I were the principal one thing I'd change is the classrooms. We need more classroom. 

If I were the principal the one thing I would do to make the school more safer would be I would add more security to keep 
students safe at all times. 

If I were the principal then I would want more Security 

 



 
 

If I were the principal what I would change is that I would make sure no one brings sharp things to school and watch the 
computers all the time to see if they are doing anything they are not supposed to be doing. 

If I were the principal, I would add a place where students can go if they have any questions but don't exactly want to talk to 
an adult. 

If I were the principal, I would create a kind of calm environment.  My school has a lovely environment, but it could use 
some fixing so the children don't have such strong violent tendencies. 

If I were the principal, I would have counselors with personal experience so they can understand what some students have 
to go through at home, because some kids only hurt others or bully because they had a hard life. 

If I were the principal, I would have security in front of every hall so then when the teachers need them they just call them. 

If I were the principal, I would have the student's practice drills of any kind ALL YEAR ROUND. The students may forget 
what to do during a drill and provide drills all year round will help them be more prepared in case of an emergency. 

If I were the principal, I would invest in metal detectors in the front and back gate because someone could be dangerous. 
Also I would invest in higher fences and maybe barbed wire if necessary. 

If I were the principal, I would make less people get into fights. 

If I were the principal, I would make sure everything is okay with the students, like check on them once in a while. 

If I were the principal, I would maybe have security gaurds like they do at other schools. 

If I were the principal, I would not make any changes. It is fine the way it is. 

If I were the principal, I would put security cameras in the classroom or check in on classes occasionally to see the behavior 
of students and teachers. I would also have the counselors check grade trends of classes to see if certain classes have an 
issue developing. 

If I were the principal, I would try to add more security to make school feel safer. It would also be to stop any fights that 
would happen. 

If I were the principal, I wouldn't change anything.  It's the students of the school that make it unsafe, not the staff. 

If I were the principal, a change I would make would be for all teachers to keep their doors closed and locked during class 
time. 

If I were the principal, one change I would make is to get rid of the windows in the hallways and have a metal detector at 
least in the front of the school. 

If I were the principal, one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is probably to add more security. 

If I were the principal, one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is that I would make sure bullies and 
mean kids are nicer and more respectful to others. 

If I were the principal, one change that I would make for the school to feel safer would be for every student has to be at 
school at a certain time so those students can be checked for weapons being brought into the school. 

If I were the principal, one change that I would make to the school to make it safer is let students have their phones with 
them at all times so in case of an emergency, students can contact their parents. 

If I were the principal, the one change I would make is I would change the door lock. Instead of it being a key you would have 
to use a pin. 

 



 
 

If I were the principal, the one change I would make to make the school feel safer is to get more adults around the school. 

If I were the principal, what I would do was I would make  better time schedule in the morning, so kids won't just be waiting 
early in the morning for the cafeteria doors open. 

If I were the principle I would let people be able to access a phone from the school for any problems or emergencys. 

If I were the principle I would let the students leave there phone on in case of an emergency. 

If I were the principle I would make the school safer by adding more drills to the school calender 

If I were the principle at Madera High School, I would let the students here have a WIFI connection to their device. 

If I were the principle one thing I would change would be is to have security out all the time. 

If I were the prinicpal I would actually do my job and take care of situations better. 

If I were the school principal , one rule I would change is pretty much everything. 

If I were the the principal I would add more playground. 

If I were the the principal I would close the front gates and be outside with the kids to keep watch. 

If I were to be a principal I  would try to make the school safer by putting more securities 

If I were to be a principal I would tell the students to respect. 

If I were to be a principal, to make the school better I would put alarms if something was to happen. 

If I were to be principal at my school I would have more than 
 
3 friendly secruity. 

If I were to be principal at my school I would make a small little break after 4th period if anyone wants to talk about 
something then they have the chance of going to the office or to their counselers to talk about what is going on. 

If I were to be principal to make the school feel safer is to do drills often to have my students prepare. 

If I were to be principal, one thing that I would change to make this school feel safer is have more security on campus rather 
than two or three. 

If I were to be principal, the one chance I would change is the bully have safe benches at school. 

If I were to be principle at my school I would have a passcode for every room like a security system. 

If I were to be the principal I would add safety rooms so that if something is going on the kids could be safe. 

If I where the principal of my school I would let kid make a phone call to their parents if something very bad happened to 
them or to everyone in this school. 

If I will be a principal, one change that I would make to the school it would be, the dress code and have more safety for this 
school and also have our own counselors. 

If I would be a principal i would get 3 or more counselor for they could talk more often with the student. 

If I would be a principal i wouldn't allow bulling. 

 



 
 

If I would be the Principal of the school I will put new activities, I'll put all the kinds of  instruments for the students that 
they might want to learn how to play them. 

If I would be the principal I would install security cameras all over the schools and class rooms. 

If I would be the principal I would put more security in the school. 

If I would make one change that would be, all student would respect teachers or they would go to the principals office. With 
out any warnings. 

If I would the principal I would put the fences more up and close he front gate because there is always kids coming in and 
out. 

If I would the principal of Madera High, I would enforce security. I would have several security guards at each entrance of 
school. I would also prepare/arm the security better. According to how school is, if an event where a person would enter an 
start shooting, I personally think that we would all die, honestly. Our security guards are not prepared. I have noticed that 
some security guards just talk, and sometimes I see them on there form. They need to be more alert. 

If a kid has a safe space like a club room,drama room, or a band room let teachers release them to go there. If a kid is being 
bullied and on the verge of a breakdown and the class adds more stress letting them go to their safe space allows the 
student to release the stress in a non violent matter. 

If any student bullies one another they should be suspended for 2 days with a apology  letter to the person. 

If anything it feels safe. 

If certain students have a contract against someone, then that contract should be respected unlike here at our school. 
(Speaking from experience) -Brian Ortiz 

If i see anything that is not supposed to happen I will try to stop it. 

If i was a Pricipal i would have at least 2 police officers guard the front of the school and back. 

If i was a principal  i would have much better food and more break 

If i was a principal I would make a big change and my change would be make a in side school. 

If i was a principal I would make our rallys wayyyy better   
 
(Like South) 

If i was a principal I would make the gates taller so every wont jump the fence after school. 

If i was a principal I would probably get more secerity. 

If i was a principal at a school i would add sacerity out side of the gates 

If i was a principal at a school i would want the school to hire security that have access to weapons to protect the school 
and to have at least 5 police officers along with dogs and one more thing that i would do is to make sure that the students 
will at least homework maybe twice a week so that they won't be stressed out 

If i was a principal at the school i think i would probably get securities to look out for the kids that usually get in big trouble. 

If i was a principal i will hire a lot of security. 

If i was a principal i will make the school more bigger because there's a lot of people and have a lot of breakfast food. 

 



 
 

If i was a principal i will put big fences and and more stronger windows. 

If i was a principal i will put camers. 

If i was a principal i will say do not bulled people and don't being guy. 

If i was a principal i woud git biter food in the cafatera. 

If i was a principal i would allow guns to the teachers for the students safety. 

If i was a principal i would change some rules or and more rules to make the school safe.I would 

If i was a principal i would change that no one should run where you can really get hurt. 

If i was a principal i would do something about the streets when we get out of school because it takes forever to get out of 
the student parking lot and a lot of people who bring there car are very inpatient and something bad can happen if they do 
nothing about it. 

If i was a principal i would get more security to make it more safer. 

If i was a principal i would have high saceridy. 

If i was a principal i would have more security watching around. 

If i was a principal i would hire a lot of security that is best recommended and also two polices that will come in the middle 
of the day 

If i was a principal i would in my office and be watching the students from outside 

If i was a principal i would make rule not to bully people. 

If i was a principal i would make the school more safer by checking every people's backpack and see if they don't have any 
knifes or anything 

If i was a principal i would put  across walking  because sum times kid across by there sulfs. 

If i was a principal i would put a basement under each classroom so when ever there is a lock down  they could be safe. 
Another thing i would do would to put higher fences and but pointed things at the top so it would be harder and it would 
hurt so nobody would be able to jump the fence . 

If i was a principal i would put metal detectors on the entrance of the school and the exit of the school.  The detector would 
attract guns, drugs, or knives. That way we can stop the drugs and the violence at school. 

If i was a principal i would put security at all gates during all school hours 

If i was a principal i'd would change the lunch line so you could sit were ever you want.Next i would let the kids have no 
home work only one mouth. 

If i was a principal i'll put paulicemens and body gards. 

If i was a principal l i would add some security's at school 

If i was a principal one thing i will change to make the school  make it feel safer is to have recess inside the classroom to be 
safe than being outside if we were in danger. 

If i was a principal the change i will do is make sure the security would go to each  class to make its safe and doing what they 

 



 
 

are suppose to be doing. 

If i was a principal the change ill do is stop the bulling and make sure people who wanna hurt others talk to an adul 

If i was a principal the one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is not allow violence or gangbangers in 
my school. 

If i was a principal the one change i would do to make school safer is not going out side very much 

If i was a principal the one change i would make to make the school feel safer is make the fences more taller and wide. 

If i was a principal the one thing I will change the make the school safer is talk to the kids more about what is going on in 
school. 

If i was a principal the one thing i would change to make the school feel safer is to let the security check the students 
backpack and also always having them check the classes. 

If i was a principal the one thing that I will do to make the school feel safer is I would get security guards to make sure the 
perimeter of the school will be safe. 

If i was a principal will make sure students will get to there classrooms safely and in the morning have a security stay 
outside so they can make sure students do not go somewhere where they are not suppose too and make sure there not 
doing anything bad . 

If i was a principal, I would keep a look out on evrey thing and on evrey one. 

If i was a principal, I would make sure all gates are close and to have bullet proof windows. 

If i was a principal, the school to make it feel safer is to check on people relationship with other and friends. 

If i was a principle I would try to help every student with problems that they have. 

If i was a princple i  will get secruty at the school. 

If i was able to have the classes that i was interested in rather an the ones that needed their classes to be fuller. 

If i was princibal i would make a rule to the school that if any body bullys they would be suspended for 1 week 

If i was principal  i would do everything the same but close the gate all the time. 

If i was principal I would add securty. 

If i was principal I would change the windows to bulletproof, changes the walls to where it cant be destroyed, I would have a 
machine under all doors that barricades the door with a metal door. 

If i was principal I would have more security. 

If i was principal at the school i would have more security. 

If i was principal i will change have a teachers preag peper spray 

If i was principal i would get more teachers. 

If i was principal i would have a police on school ground. 

 



 
 

If i was principal i would have backpack checks to make sure no one has drugs or weapons. I would do this because there 
had been a lot of violence and shootings at other schools and I wouldn't want anything to happen to our school. 

If i was principal i would stop bulling, and show people what drugs do to you so they don't do drugs. 

If i was principal one thing i would make for the school to feel safer is cops to say around the school to make sure nothing 
bad would happen. 

If i was principal the one change i would do to make the school feel safer is by putting restrooms in every class 

If i was principal the one thing i would change is that i would put sucerty cameras and soowings and a space for 6 garders 
that what to play football. 

If i was principal the thing that i would change is let kids mess around a little bit. 

If i was prinicipal I would place bullet proof windows and door. I will also hire military people to whatched. 

If i was the  principal I  would have more people keep an eye on the kids so no one will get hurt at recess or lunch. 

If i was the principal  i would change the school better. 

If i was the principal , i would change the rules 

If i was the principal I would have more fire drills and other important drills. 

If i was the principal I would have teachers carry guns but only  teachers that don't have any kind of crimanl record. 

If i was the principal and to make us feel safer I would put an electric fence and bullet proof windows. 

If i was the principal at a school  i would tell the kids that to be respectful to others , and help if they need help. 

If i was the principal at my school i would have Dogs that can dectecte things that arent appropriate at school almost every 
two months 

If i was the principal i will  make the rules  stricter 

If i was the principal i will make it safer by 

If i was the principal i would add more for place to drink what  have to sports then the ones that we have art class with 
every student in school and have music class so that every student can be able to show their talents. 

If i was the principal i would change how the students respect others. 

If i was the principal i would change more secure doors so if someone tries to break in one of our classes its going to be a 
struggle for them. 

If i was the principal i would change the area of the school. 

If i was the principal i would change the fact that there was at least 5 security guards around campus. 

If i was the principal i would change the fences to make the students safer. 

If i was the principal i would get Secuirtys Camera's 

If i was the principal i would have more security on duty to make this campus feel safer. 

 



 
 

If i was the principal i would make a room that is a place to talk to each others and cooperate and make new friends there. 

If i was the principal i would make sure there is safety every where. 

If i was the principal i would make the fences higher and add security. 

If i was the principal i would make the school a funner place to be. 

If i was the principal i would officers at the school. 

If i was the principal i would probably put mabye 1 or 2 secertys in the school to feel more safe just so they know whats 
going on. 

If i was the principal i would try to get more policies / security guards  so they can try to prevent the bad things that happen. 

If i was the principal of Desmond Middle school, to make the school safer i would change the way the school now gives 
certain students special care so when they do something bad they get expelled instead of suspended when they do 
something bad like threatening students or harming other student. Me myself have been told to go kill myself i've been 
called every disrespectuful name in the book for females so it would feel nice if we had a principal that made situations like 
this more of a big deal then just pushing it away. 

If i was the principal of my school MSHS i would change things like talk to the teachers to be more positive teach good the 
students give them examples how they would do it and then they can do their work i would give them like 15 more minutes 
of lunch because they don't get to much time to eat because there are a lot of students that are in the line to get their lunch. 

If i was the principal one change i would make if to make the school safe for the kids. 

If i was the principal one rule i would make for kids to be safer is stay in line for the bus and for entering class. 

If i was the principal one thing i would change to make the school feel safer would be if we locked the gates. 

If i was the principal the change i would make to make my school safer is put security guards at my school and stone gates 
with and pad system just in case if someone trys to come inside of our school they can because of the hard gates and a pad 
system to that even if someone does come we can always get to a safer spot. 

If i was the principal the one thing i will change is no bulling because then kids will bulling in school. 

If i was the principal what I would do to make school feel safer is that I will make sure that we have lock down often. 

If i was the principla i would make new rules and dresscodes 

If i was the principle I would put more security . 

If i was the principle for a day i'll  go check how the students are doing in class. 

If i was to be the principal one thing that i would change to make the school to make it feel safer is to keep everyone out of 
trouble 

If i were a Principal and i could change anything to make the school a better and safer place I would not allow kids who 
come to school and joke around everyday. It's affecting me and not only me its affecting this school. Teachers spend there 
days and time to help us learn and to get a good scholarship and this is what we give in return we should give the teachers 
respect and a positive mode to make them happy and to let them no we appreciate the things there doing to help us learn. 
So if i were a principal i would change...... 

If i were a principal I would get more securities to make the school feel safer. 

 



 
 

If i were a principal I would, get security dogs so if someone comes by with a gun or drugs the dogs would sense it right 
away and the children would't have to worry as much. 

If i were a principal at Madera South, i change the control of the lunch line. 

If i were a principal i will have security in the front of the school so kids will feel safer. 

If i were a principal i would Have some security to keep kids safe. 

If i were a principal i would bring police officers in the school so it could make it safer 

If i were a principal i would have more high fencing 

If i were a principal i'd get more security's around campus. 

If i were a principal in the entrance i would put enscaners for the entrance so they could check there backpags so they dont 
bring bad or unpropite stuff in school . 

If i were a principal in the school i will change the bus rides only us there phones when kid are getting on the bus and then 
butting it away when they are driving. 

If i were a principal one thing i would change to make kids feel better is maybe put two more security. 

If i were a principal the one change I would make to make the school feel safer is that I would get security guards at the 
entrances of the gates of the school. 

If i were a principal the rule that you can't wear a hood  outside i'll change it to letting everyone wear their hoods outside 
because some days it is very cold in the morning. 

If i were a principle I would change bully so that everyone would be save and happy. 

If i were a principle im not sure I would change anything to this school, it functions well and fluently, I do not believe any 
changes would be necessary. 

If i were i principal i would make things more organized at this school. 

If i were principal 1 change I will make is to change  are seets at lunch. 

If i were principal I would care about the students in the school and and make the school safer. 

If i were principal I would change some of the rules. 

If i were principal I would let any student that have a licence have the freedom to get off campus. 

If i were principal a change i would make is no big groups of people in one area 

If i were principal i will get a machine that could check if kids have any weapons in there backpack. 

If i were principal i would build a bigger fence so people with guns or people try not to ditch 

If i were principal i would check students backpacks frequently for illegal substances or other things that could endanger 
the life of other students. 

If i were principal i would first get to know the security's 

If i were principal i would get more security. 

 



 
 

If i were principal i would hire security guards. 

If i were principal i would install more sitting spaces, with shade 

If i were principal i would make sure that our school is constantly being checked everyday all day and make our learning 
environment more exciting and beneficial to the student's at Madera High. 

If i were principal i would push to put lockers here at King Middle so students can put there belongings. 

If i were principal i would put security guards to be safer and i would put something like a button that if there is a shootout i 
would press it and it would alert the cops right away. 

If i were principal i would speak to the students make them feelsafe and all. Also make the rules not that strict. 

If i were principal one change I would make is hire more security guards. 

If i were principal one change is that safer classroom. 

If i were principal one thing i would change to make the school feel safer is add more security around the enterance gates. 

If i were principal the one change that i will make is to put cameras. 

If i were principal the one thing I would change in this school to make it safer is I would want students to be able to stand up 
at lunch and be able to talk to their friends while standing. 

If i were principal would change the amount of times we have drills. We should be practicing lock down drills once a month 
so that the students already know what to do when in this situation. More often kids don't know what to do and sometimes 
forget because they haven't practiced in a long time. 

If i were principal, I would make things more exciting so people could loose the thought of not being safe. 

If i were principle one change i would make to the school to make it feel safer would have to be to have security in all 
entrances. 

If i were the director,would give them the same rule as obeying  the teachers and that,do not say bab words and put more 
reles in the school also  be good or good with other children, new grils or already have in the same school 

If i were the principal i will care about the students and stop bulling. 

If i were the principal i would 

If i were the principal i would crack down on drugs. 

If i were the principal i would get more security gaurds. 

If i were the principal i would have security check bag every month for anything bad. 

If i were the principal i would have weapon detectors so that no weapons would be allowed on campus for sure. 

If i were the principal of a school one change I would make is to put better observance systems outside and inside school 
grounds to limit the blind spots for violent acts on other students. 

If i were the principal one change i would do is that i would  make kids do community service for doing something bad. 

If i were the principal one thing i would change in school is 

 



 
 

If i were the principal one thing i would change to make the school safer is more on duty police officers. 

If i were the principal one thing i'd change to make the school feel safer is get the holes in the grass filled in so no one  ca 
hurt their leg if they fall in one. 

If i were the principle I would make sure everyone feels comfortable at school so students can feel safer. 

If i were the principle of this school I would give the students more opportunity. 

If i were to be a principal i will put more security's in the school so that the students will feel safe in class or while being in 
campus. 

If i were to be a principal i would hire more security, to make sure there no fights at least not in school, and to make sure 
there is no ditching to stay focus in school. 

If i were to be a principal i would tell every to respect each other & i would wanna do fun activites that would get people 
active. 

If i were to be a principal, i would have more security. Also, pay attention to the students more often and what they are 
doing.There are many changes that i would do as a principal, the last thing would be to end bullying once and for all on 
campus. 

If i were to be principal i would have better protocols in case of an emergency 

If i were to be the principal in this school, one thing I would change is if having really bad behaved students, then they 
should be removed, This students can cause very much trouble that can affect every in someway. 

If i were to be the teacher at a school I would let kids be use their phones. Because would've their parent ask them a 
question and they get no reply back. They will get mad because would've it very important. 

If i where a principal at this school give more drills like what would happen in this situation and for the school shooting not 
keeping them in one spot and being able to run of campise if really nessary. 

If i where a principal then i would have guards and big fences all around the school. 

If i where the principal I would change the kids see thing all these things like school shootings and all other stuff,is because 
the kids feel that they are outcast and don't belong.if we change that thing like that would happen less. 

If i will be a principal the change that I would  do is get more security 

If i would be the principal i would probably not add anything just because we already have the stuff we need. 

If i would be the principal i would put a security so i can know that the kids will a lot more safer. 

If kids have fights they need to have sepret things. 

If l was a principal at the school, l would get to know every student which is hard to do with so many. Getting to know the 
students gives them a safe place to go to when they are bullied or know of someone that is getting bullied or anything else 
that can be harmful so you can target that area of need quickly. 

If o was principal i would make metal screen doors over the windows like blinds so if someone is a school shooter they cant 
shoot the the metal screen doors over the glass 

If someone got into a fight they should get suspended for about two weeks if they hit first and the person that didn't hit first 
shouldn't be suspended because it is self defense. 

 



 
 

If the principal could change one thing is that they need to tear this whole entire school and build a new and more advanced 
and technological high school. 

If there was a change, the change i would make is sepreate school lunches. 

If was principal one that more safer would put watch tower. 

If was the principal i would have police on the campues and have adults to talk to. 

If were a principal I would make it a rule where all classrooms should have their door locked during class time. 

If were principal, I would have more scurities. 

If were the principal I would put more security watching at all times so kids don't get into fights. 

If where to be a school principal one change that i would make is the security.I would add more security because when 
there are fight her at tj school  the security  don't come quick. Like  n one fight the security came to late on she went to the 
hospital.so i would add more security. 

If you are a bully at school you would have to go to military school 

If you fight you expelled 

If you get in a fight to be suspened for more than 5 days 

If you get in a fight you get kicked out the school without warnings or suspension. 

If you get into a fight you should be kicked out. 

If you were principal and had to make the school a safer place I would add lots of cameras. 

Ifi was principal and i make a change to make the school safer is to make the fence have like circle wires all around the 
school so no one can break in and try to hurt the students. 

Ill bring more security guards. 

Ill change have more security around the school 

Ill kick kids out of school if they be raicst and ill make the school with more proection. 

In all honesty, I would push for more school pride.  As of now, I firmly believe MUSD is trying very hard to keep students 
safe at our school, in extreme situations, but if our staff would try to pursue finding new ways for students to take more 
pride in their school.  I believe it would increase a safer atmosphere on campus, because people don't want to harm/disrupt 
something they take pride in.  In short, if we were to get a majority of our students involved and excited about being apart 
of the Madera Unified School District, in would increase safety amongst our schools. 

In my opinion it would be nice to make the classes bigger also it would be better if the school would not be that close to 
houces because there are some problems in P.E. class because of it. 

In my opinion, I think more security. 

In my opinion, I would want to change is to have safe/ emergency spots to go to in case of an emergency or natural disaster. 

In order to make the school a safer place I would check kids for weapons. 

 



 
 

In terms of recent events, more security, preferably armed, as that seems to be my main worry. This, and also our procedure 
for emergency situations should be modified: instead of throwing everyone into a corner, we should be on the ready to 
vacate the classroom from any exit, or if necessary fight back or counter whatever emergency is present. 

In very class have a knife. 

Increase security 

Increase security 

Install bulletproof doors and windows. 

Install cameras in the entrances of the school and inside and have a full time security guard watching the cameras to make 
sure the school is safe from any threats. 

Install cameras or get security guards or whatever. 

Instead of emailing the students parents about there child's behavior maybe they should actually do something about it 
instead of just letting them know. They should at least call their parents to the school and discuss what needs to be done! 
AT LEAST. 

Instead of punishment, I would introduce conciliation as a friendlier way to solve problems. It wouldn't make students feel 
bad at all if they did something not good, and it probably build good morals. 

Interact with kids more and make them feel connected 

Involve the students in more ideas and pay attention to the outcome of new ideas. 

Is I were the principal I would have put out cameras so that if something happens we will know who did it. 

It I were a principal i would get securities on campus only for 7 and 8 grade because that is when bullying,fights start 
happening. 

It already feels safe enough. 

It already feels safe. 

It is alright. 

It is good the way it is. 

It is to go check all the classes and ask the students questions. 

It would be safer if there were more security or adults on school fields. 

It would be to add a soccer area. 

It would be to have more security. 

It's already safe. 

It's safe enough already 

It's safer how it is 

JUST CHANGE IT TO NO SCHOOOOOL. 

 



 
 

Just a little bit more security. 

Just keep it the same. 

Keep all doors locked 

Keep an eye on people outside who are bullying. 

Keep guns at school 

Keep the cafitera open all the time because what if someone with a gun comes and we have no where to hide because you 
guys keep the cafitera close!!!! 

Kick out students who dont try and are in gangs. 

Kick out the bullies and also no waking up in the morning because i don't want to wake up every morning. 

Kick out the kids that are trash and that don't care and the people who don't follow the rules. 

Kick out the people who don't want education and give a chance to the people who want to be educated in life. 

Kid will have to not play a lot of ruining game in the blacktop 

Kids can sit with who they want at lunch. 

La Vina school is already very safe. 

Leave it like it is 

Leave the gates closed during the day. 

Leaving the teacher every where one campus? 

Less class hour 

Less fences because it feels like we are imprisoned. 

Less hours 

Let ever one leave during lunch doesnt matter what grade you are 

Let every one be equal not unequal 

Let everyone go out for lunch. 

Let everyone have one lunch. 

Let everyone play fortnite 

Let everyone use their phones at lunch 

Let everyone use there phone and have cops walk around the school for it can be safe igz. 

Let kids bring munchies. Munchies = junk food. 

Let kids have their headphones  and phones out and make the gates have barbed wire. 

 



 
 

Let kids have there phone in there desks because if something happened to someone then they have there phone ready so 
they can call someone also if something happen to the teacher and there is a lock down and then all they do is get there 
phone from there desks and call they police or ambulance also there parents. 

Let kids sell food.Have better lunches. 

Let kids socialize more often. By making 1 lunch. 

Let kids use phones before school starts 

Let kids use their phones before, after, and during lunch. 

Let kids use their phones. 

Let me stay home and not attend school. 

Let my students be on their phone more not just at lunch ill let them be on their phones morning, break, and lunch but if 
they have their phone out they wouldn't be able to be on their phones for 2 hole days and next one more day 

Let phones be out in the morning. 

Let phones on campus, just not in classrooms, unless you are given the permission too. 

Let security be security and not worry about escorting kids out. 

Let students sell 

Let students were their hood. 

Let the students have a little bit more freedom. Maybe no assigned seats. 

Let the students play video game  if they have a 3.0 or higher GPA. Also help them with there problems. 

Let the students use their phones. So they can contact people in emergency e.g. a school shooting. 

Let them be . 

Let them be more free and let them use there phones for emergency. 

Let them play on there phones at break and lunch. Let them have Starbucks. Also let them have gum and sandals without 
straps. 

Let them use phones 

Let them use phones and let them have hair lines 

Let them use their phone in class if there is an emergency call or text from there family. 

Let them use there phone 

Let there be less strict rules. 

Let us bring our own food from home. 

Let us dress as we want but properly. 

 



 
 

Let us go on our phones 

Let us have our phones out to help us 

Let us have phones outside when we have recess or lunch recess so if there is shootings boom we have our phones right 
away but in classes no phones so we can learn. 

Let us know if at any and all times we are in the little or most danger 

Let us use our phones. 

Let us use our phones.................pls 

Let us use phones at school . 

Limit the lunchtime to decrease the fights because they usually at the time. 

Listen more to the students because the principle and vice principal don't really listen to us, and also instead of wasting 
money on useless things make the school way safer than it is. 

Listen to the students more often. 

Listen to what the students have to say like regarding P.E 

Lock it down at night 

Lock the doors. 

Lock the doors. 

Locking the school gates when the bell rings. 

Longer breaks for students because 10 min is not enough for students to get breakfast because we have a lot of students 
and the places to get breakfast are small. 

Longer lunch 

Look for people that like their job 

Lower the periods time and make lunch and break longer. 

MORE cecrty gardes. 

Maby cook some of there food on there own cause the pizza from the moring dont look so good and kids can get stomach 
ache. And maby let the girl show there bra strap cause like i mean its just somthing girls need for support and what is so bad 
about bra straps and boys sag and people dont seem to mind so why cant girls show there bra strap. 

Make a lot of activities like rallys and assemblies and make all the students come together so some can get to know each 
other so they can come out of their shells to make it feel like a better school. 

Make a safe area for kids to go to be able to talk to someone with out worrying about something bad happening, like being 
tormented by being bullied by their peers for "snitching" if a student feels they do not want to pull another in to the office 
and just vent, they should be allowed to do so. 

Make all students show their ID's as they walk into a school gate. 

 



 
 

Make all the doors locked in case of emergency and make sure we do drills for emergencies. 

Make arlydays every day. 

Make bigger fences and more security. 

Make bigger fences around the school 

Make buildings more availble 

Make bulling less at school. 

Make everyone feel equal 

Make fences harder to climb. 

Make it an indoor school 

Make it feel positive. 

Make it so that they have more time to get to class like a minute 

Make it so you cant say anything or do anything to harm anyone. 

Make less rules. 

Make lunch and break longer . 

Make lunch longer and lunch lines smaller 

Make more activitys 

Make more clubs and let us use our phone. 

Make more fences. 

Make more fun activities 

Make more lunch lines 

Make more poster of student to join club and explain to them how a club could change a person and convince them to join 
more activities around school 

Make more room for lines so no one gets trampled on. 

Make no running signs in the halls 

Make people feel equil. 

Make people not fight. 

Make rules that kids enjoy and make them feel excited to come to school 

Make school somewhat enjoyable 

Make school start a little later. 

 



 
 

Make sections on where certain students can play. 

Make security check every students backpack to make sure they don't have anything bad that could harm others 

Make some  new rules 

Make some sort of announcement overthe comms at lunch saying something like "treat others with respect and 
compliment one another." 

Make sure all gates are always closed 

Make sure all gates are locked at all times and have security posted at each exit and entrance during passing, break, and 
lunch time. 

Make sure every one is careful and no littering. 

Make sure everyone gets along and make positive remarks and facial expressions and be fun to make students think your 
trustable , cool and funny. 

Make sure everyone has positive thoughts. 

Make sure everyone is in their class. 

Make sure everything is locked. 

Make sure it wasn't as crowded. 
 
Make sure the security guards weren't two-faced. 

Make sure people pay attention to other people 

Make sure students DON'T get yelled at for small errors. I've been yelled at just for wearing headphones once. Also make 
sure that teachers don't touch the students without consent. 

Make sure that all the students feel safe 

Make sure that guards are by gates at all times 

Make sure the floors in the cafeteria are not sticky. 

Make sure the staff doesn't have a  bad background and is good and will show the kids a good role model. 

Make sure to let students know that they can come to me with anything and they shouldn't be scared to speak up. 

Make sure to make it more seure 

Make the classes shorter lol 

Make the door window in the back smaller and do not have the entire wall windows. 

Make the fence's a little taller. 

Make the fences a bit more bigger. 

Make the fences better 

 



 
 

Make the fences higher 

Make the fences more safe so we have a low chance of having someone on school grounds. 

Make the food a lot better to eat. 

Make the food better and add another lunch line. 

Make the gates thicker so noone can get in. 

Make the general rules fair and apply to everyone fairly.Make sure that the security is not letting stuff pass for certain kids 
their "friends" with. 

Make the internet available for students. 

Make the lunch line faster and hire teachers that will actually do their jons, but instead you guys hire teachers that dont do 
the right job. 

Make the lunch lines faster 

Make the lunch lines go faster 

Make the lunch lines more organized, 

Make the outside of the school put more fencing around it. 

Make the punishments for cursing and doing drugs on campus harsher. 

Make the rally's better like south like have banda, have everyone go at the same time 

Make the rules more specific for people can follow them. 

Make the rules of harassment less harsh and make people do some volunteer work for the school. 

Make the school bigger 

Make the school less out on the open and more harder for a stranger to get in the school.Have a cop in the school. 

Make the school lunch better 

Make the school more bigger and make fun ativites. 

Make the school more connected. 

Make the school not as large so that we don't have to look at them from a long distance 

Make the sewers more effective when it rains. 

Make the students feel more comfortable. 

Make the yard duty people observe more outside. 

Make there be more security. 

Make there be no school and get a new job. 

 



 
 

Making less security. 

Making sure everyone knows what to do at a life threatening situation.Like so a lock down you would have to know what to 
do at that situation. 

Making sure that all bulling are unaccepted in school because most of the student were bullied and that is affecting all 
school so what to make it safer is anyone who bullied a student well be expelled from school so that way student will not 
worried about getting bullied. 

Making sure the gates are locked. 

Martin Luther King is a very safe school and I don't think I would change anything. 

Maybe  put more attention in the students that are slakcing . 

Maybe get some security's or officers every each corner of the school. 

Maybe more security guards. 

Maybe, oh I don't know, locks on the INSIDE of the doors! 

Me not being principle would make the school safer. 

Medal detectors 

Metal Detectors 

Metal Detectors 

Metal detectors 

Metal detectors at each entrance of the school. 

Metal detectors at every entrance like a prison. 

Metal detectors to walk through. 

Mettle  detectors 

More  security officers. 

More Disipline 

More Guards 

More Security 

More Security 

More Security and More Break 

More activities that involve the students and their teachers. 

More adults at lunch time. 

More adults to talk to 

 



 
 

More communication towards the students 

More cops because the people from other school 

More cops. 

More drills on if something bad happened. 

More drills so they students know that we are prepared for everything 

More drills,maybe more security and bullet-proof  windows 

More fences. 

More free time 

More fun actives 

More guard and built more fence. 

More guards??? 

More lockdown practices 

More observance. 

More officers 

More people on the lookout because some don't see what happens when not looking. 

More people with guns. (teachers) 

More physicial sports  and a  police  on campus 

More police officers, pat downs, more searches with the dogs. 

More protective staff?? 

More punishments and security cameras 

More rules 

More rules. 

More school safety that are physically fit. 

More securities 

More securities. 

More security 

More security 

More security 

 



 
 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security 

More security and Cameras 

More security around school 

More security at the school. 

More security because their has been so many schools that have been shot at. For example, in Florida there was a shooting 
in a school and many students died. 

More security gaudrs 

More security gaurds 

More security guards 

More security guards 

More security guards . 

More security guards and camera. 

More security guards and cameras 

More security guards and make people feel more safe because i dont feel safe here all  the time. 

 



 
 

More security guards. 

More security guards. 

More security guards. 

More security guards. 

More security guards. 

More security guards. 

More security officers 

More security or safety officers 

More security with weapons 

More security's on Campus so there is less chances of a fight to happen. 

More security, more punishments for getting into physical fights. 

More security. 

More security. 

More security. 

More security. 

More security. 

More security. With all the shootings that have been going on i would really recommend that, and bullying is a big part of it 
as well. I would take it really seriously if i really was a principal 

More sicurity guards 

More staff and Security 

More staff members around 

More supervision of certain areas 

More teachers 

More well-equipped security guards. 

More23 phone allowed 

Mores security around gates blocking the end of compass grounds. 

Most likely nothing because a lot of things are good here. 

My School Would Make Me Safer 

My one change will be to make me principal forever. 

 



 
 

My principal should fix the doors that lock on the OUTSIDE 

My school is already safe. 

NO Bully 

NO DRESSCODE. and get rid of the overly dramtic vice principal here, everyone hates her here. 

NO DRESSCODEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

NO SCHOOL ON WEEK DAYS 

NO dress code 

NO! gang 

New fences and gates, new doors, and new railings. 

No DressCODe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

No Glass on tables 

No Legacy project 
 
Better lunch lines 
 
Bigger kitchen with more helpers. 
 
Tarps that are made for rain 
 
Bigger library 

No Ms calhoun 

No Teachers 

No after-school activities for the rest of the year with detention for the rest of the year for the kids that get into phyisical 
fights. 

No big crowds or huddles at break 

No bulllying 

No bullying 

No bullying or the will be in a room for  20 days  that will be there class. 

No change 

No drama. 

No drugs. 

No fighting 

 



 
 

No fighting. 

No fights 

No fights and everyone be nice to each other 

No fights and more security guards 

No gang policy 

No gang relates to this school at all, not even gang contracts. If you are gang related or you're just a want to be then you 
should get kicked out too. 

No homework 

No homework 

No homework 

No hot cheetos or any hot food for students health. 

No kids "that think are all that" can be at my school. 

No lunch detention after 1 late. 

No lunch or break for those kids who bully & dont want be friends with people. 

No mean teachers 

No more bad kids that bully 

No more bullies 

No more fighting and the fighting will not happen anymore. 

No more hoodies. 

No more school. 

No physical action 

No running in the hall ways. 

No running on the grass when it is really wet. 

No securityyyyy 

No to feel safer but to feel free I would change the dress code like with sandals that we can where Jesus sandals and we can 
have some rips above our knees . 

No violence 

No writing in the bathrooms. 

None, in my opinion everything is fine with the school 

 



 
 

Not Hurt the Kids at our school. 

Not including a security number for ap testing 

Not let bulling and dont bring guns. 

Not make students seem like we're criminals. 

Not make students wonder around 

Not put the school by a bad neighborhood,or check backpacks everyday. 

Not really anything but help get some better teachers. 

Not to be so strict and let the student be more free. 

Not to have refocus just  lunch detention. 

Not to have rude kids! 

Not worry about so much of kids and their cell phones and worry about big thing like dangerous things could bring to 
school. 

Nothing The school is already safe. 

Nothing because it already feels safe. 

Nothing because the school already feels safe. 

Nothing because the school is already fine and security is good, it all depends on the actual students. 

Nothing because this school is perfectly safe and nothing unsafe has happened ever since the school opened. 

Nothing because when it comes down to it, its the student not the teacher and no matter what you do there will always be 
that sense of being unsecured. 

Nothing it is already great 

Nothing it is good as is. 

Nothing it is good the way it is. 

Nothing its just the teachers fault 

Nothing its safe enough. 

Nothing its safe enough. 

Nothing just have no rule. 

Nothing really 

Nothing really because everything is set to make us feel safer. 

Nothing really cause my schools fine the way it is right now. 

 



 
 

Nothing really i like it how it is. 

Nothing really it is pretty safe in the school. 

Nothing really the schools already strict enough 

Nothing really this school in my opinion is fine just how it is. 

Nothing really, school cant be safer no matter how many security guards or strict rules, people will get into fights and 
people will talk bad about someone. 

Nothing really. 

Nothing that i can think of at the moment. 

Nothing the school  is already safe and nothing has to be done to make it safer. 

Nothing the school is safe as is. 

Nothing this school is as safe as its going to get. 

Nothing, all the rules are pretty good and keep us safe to a great extent 

Nothing, due to the fact the more we attempt to make the school a safer place the more students will make you feel like 
there prison. 

Nothing, it is okay as it is. 

Nothing, the rules here seem pretty safe and there is nothing really to add. 

Nothing, their is nothing to change it already feels like prison. 

Ok do you get me i really think that spirit week sould be alot more out there then theses weak little things like jersey day i 
know that alot of people look and wait for that day but i think it should be sport day so its a lot more than just jersey 
because some people don't have that but they do the sport gear which is a lot more diverse. And to make the school a lot 
more safer is to not have mrs. moreno as a english teacher because i feel  like she really doesnt teach us and it bothers me 
because i want to reach my full potential and this human stops me. I would love for you men and women at the bourd to fire 
her thank you, sincerly Rogelio Ramirez 

On the days that we have lunch with the 8th graders i will seperate the 7th from the 8th. 

Once a month monday -wensday let all teachers and studends have a day off. 

Once in a while go to each class pick random students and do a pat down 

One Thing I Would Change Would Be Getting 2 More Security Officers At This School. 

One change  I would make is that to not get the kids in trouble for some thing they never done. 

One change I  would make to the school to make it feel safer is to reduce fights and drama at school. 

One change I will change about this school is having special periods for those who have have trouble learning or have a line 
of disrespectful behind them. Because kids think if you get into trouble , you get attention and they love attenttion. I 
believe a talk with their parents and if they don't care to report them and have them away from from any internet and send 
them to a boot camp school instead of suspention. 

 



 
 

One change I will do to make the school feel safer is to close the back gates. 

One change I will make is put higher fences so the balls cant go out . 

One change I will make was online textbooks because the text books are heavy and the cant be lost or damaged 

One change I would change is put cameras and build the bigger fences. 

One change I would change is to be positive to your teacher so they can help you. 

One change I would change to make my school safer is have secuirty all around the school. 

One change I would do is put security gars around the schools. 

One change I would do is to get another security because the security we have in our school does not really do much. 

One change I would do to make the kids feel safer is to add a talking about feelings program. So they can talk to the 
principle about their feelings at school. 

One change I would do to make the school a safer place than it  already is would be to have the building more safer from 
strangers. 

One change I would do to make the school safer is make the fence from around the school taller so no one could come in if 
they don't come to school here. 

One change I would do to make the school safer is make the students feel more welcome at school. 

One change I would have Monday,Wendnsday,and Friday be early out 

One change I would make at my school if I was a principal is I would have all the teachers treat the students fairly and hear 
both sides of the story before assuming something. 

One change I would make at school would be to make the playground safer. 

One change I would make for kids to be safe is that kids should just stay with the kids the same grade as them. 

One change I would make if I was the principal I would put camera's outside of the classrooms. 

One change I would make if I were the principal is to talk to the staff and help them be more happy and more progressive. 

One change I would make is for lunch to go first and then recess. 

One change I would make is get more securty 

One change I would make is have more security persons. 

One change I would make is have more yard duty and more security. 

One change I would make is have security guards around the school. 

One change I would make is having our phones out to make it safer. 

One change I would make is make more clubs. 

One change I would make is make sure other kids aren't getting bullied. The why I would do that is talk to the kids once a 
week and see how they are doing. 

 



 
 

One change I would make is put a security. 

One change I would make is that I would empower them to make their own decisions 

One change I would make is that I would more clubs and activities so lots of people can participate in them. 

One change I would make is that i'll put cameras so we can now when something is about to happen. 

One change I would make is that students should not have an eight minute run and instead make the run a little shorter. 
This is for kids that have asthma.  Sometimes they get too tired and they are barely able to walk.  Also getting water is hard 
because there is always a long line. 

One change I would make is to actually have counselors to have a personal connection with the students, not just grades. 

One change I would make is to have securities. 

One change I would make is to have the doors locked at all times. 

One change I would make is to have the lunches be split up, this gives a chance for conflict that may be brewing to settle 
down a bit. 

One change I would make is to make sure kids don't get bullied. To make them know they can talk to me about anything that 
makes them upset. To help them figure out themselves and figure out their lives. 

One change I would make is to make sure there were activities that the whole school could participate in. 

One change I would make to have students or the school safer would be to have students check their bags and make sure 
that they don't have any dangerous items or anything harmful to themselves or others. 

One change I would make to keep the school feel safer is to have teachers see what kids are doing in class and recess 

One change I would make to make the school feel safer is probably making a lounging area for students during break or 
lunch including shade and little benches out of the sun because most of the time the cool shaded areas are being used by 
other people and there ends up not being enough space for everyone else cooking in the sun. It's been hot this spring and I 
don't like being burnt to a crisp in the sun. 

One change I would make to make the school feel safer is to have a little bit more higher security at the school so there 
won't be fights or more violence. 

One change I would make to make the school most safe I would make safe classrooms maybe in every building so when an 
emergency kids could run into. 

One change I would make to make the school safer I would make the kids that are bad to get punished. 

One change I would make to make the school safer is to put locks in all the doors on campus so that when there is a 
shooting we lock it. 

One change I would make to my school is put metal detectors at the entrances of the school. 

One change I would make to school to make it safer is not bulling students. 

One change I would make to the school if I was a principal is to have rules when you drop off your kid because there have 
been accidents when a car hits another. 

One change I would make to the school if I were a principal would be to have longer time to switch between periods. 

 



 
 

One change I would make to the school is allow the use of videos that display what to do or what options a person has in 
certain situations. 

One change I would make to the school is have more safty officers. 

One change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is to have a little more security on the premises. 

One change I would make to the school to make it fell safer is to have more police and security on campus. 

One change I would make to the school to make it fell safer is to make big fence. 

One change I would make would be to hire a security and get cameras that keep watch 24/7. 

One change I would make would be training teachers on what to so when there is a shooting happening. 

One change I would make would be, to have doctors at school just in case people get very sick or have a mini hospital just in 
case someone breaks something from they're body. 

One change I would try to make is not watching the children and what they say to others because if other adult say don't 
talk that way adults should watch what children say. 

One change i will do in school is to have better restroom and better stuff for the kids. 

One change i would change to make our school is big bigger thicker walls. 

One change i would do is let students have phones. 

One change i would do is to have all door shut at all times . 

One change i would do is to make sure kids don't come with drugs. 

One change i would make is CLOSING THE GATE DURING THE MIDDLE OF SCHOOL!!! 

One change i would make is bumping the campus security and around it's periemter. Maybe making them more trained in 
certain siautions. 

One change i would make is that to stop bulling other. 

One change i would make is to have everyone in a place that can be seen or where adult can somewhat monitior  kid in the 
high school. 

One change i would make is to try and reach out to the kids that go to my school and try to make them feel more involved or 
more confortable here. 

One change i would make to make the school a little bit safer is to have like seperate lunch. 

One change i would make to school, that would make kids feel safer is address everything seriously and increase the police 
on campus. Check everyone's id before entering campus. 

One change i would make was to have security cameras 

One change i would make would be is for students and teachers to be a bit closer and talk more so they could be 
comfortable enough to when it comes to dangerous situations. 

One change i'll would make to this school if i was a principal. Is kids that get bullied  can go to another class room and when 
they are bullied that can learn there in instead of a normal classroom that people get bullied. 

 



 
 

One change ill make is put cameras 

One change is  to have security guards. 

One change is in case someone is shooting up the school we could put a safe room that looks like a cabinet 

One change is that for PE girls and boys shouldn't be trying to touch each other. 

One change is to add like about 4 more securities. 

One change that I can make the school feel safer is have  security guards. 

One change that I will make is more teachers to watch us and resses and lunch. 

One change that I will make is that kids work hared. 

One change that I will make is to security in the school so they can protect the school 

One change that I will make to the school,so it can be safer is to get rid of bullies.If we get rid of bullies there will be no more 
fights and the students will be safe. 

One change that I would do is to not let students close to the gate because there could be someone watching them. 

One change that I would do to help make the school feel safer is to make sure that everyone feels wanted, protected, and in 
a  tranquil learning environment. 

One change that I would do to help the school be more safer is have more teachers on duty. 

One change that I would like to change is when you want to enter school wether it be bus,walking,or your parental 
guidence has to stop at a gate and type in a code that is assined to your student,the code that we type in for lunch,and once 
they enter the code the computers will send it to the office and the people have to pull up the child's records and see who is 
picking it up and confurm with the records,or the names on the emergency card,.Then the person could come pick the 
student up.And to get back out the gate go through the same prosses.I feel like this idea would make kids feel safer from 
school shooters because they could put camras to see the vihicle.And NOT the camras that banks have because there vidio 
if blurry and hard to see what is what.Get a good camra like the ones on roller costers because on a roller coster you zip by 
it at probly +60MPH and it gets a VERY clear photo of you.I would also not like to be afraid of who i am and not be afraid 
that I am going to get hurt or bullied and not be able to defend myself because of my size so I feel that the school should 
start a self defense class to sertant people and to make shure that they wont abuse it to check there background records. 

One change that I would make and it would be to make all the fences higher and get security officers . 

One change that I would make if I was a principal is to put more police officers to secure the saftey of the students inside 
the school. 

One change that I would make if I was principle would be that the students would also be able to have an opinion in what 
will be happening or what will happen. 

One change that I would make in order to make the school safer would be more interaction between the peers and the 
students and create more clubs in order for the campus to be inclusive. With more clubs and inclusion, students will feel 
comfortable at school. 

One change that I would make is have more security on campus, the reason being that with everything that is happening 
around us, I wouldn't want that to happen to us. 

One change that I would make to make the school safer is to have officers. 

 



 
 

One change that I would make to the school to make it feel safer would be to increase security inside and outside of 
classrooms. 

One change that I would make, is I would have more security guards in case of an emergency to help  get more students to a 
safe spot if there were someone on campus that is a threat. 

One change that i would do if i was the principal to make the school feel safer is 5 min break. 

One change that i would do would be to probably have more police officers on campus to make sure its safe enough. 

One change that i would make would be have more protection at the school 

One change that i would make would be to help students. 

One change that would make the school feel safer is to not have easy access inside the school 

One change the I would do if I was a principal would be that kids could play anythings at recess with supervision. 

One change to make the school feel safer is to make sure there are no birds flying around to poop on you. 

One change would be have alarms to notified the police department if there is something dangerous happening. 

One change would be how easy it is to access the school grounds. 

One change would be security cameras (more than 2). This would be important since we would know what bad things 
students are doing. 

One change would be to watch the children get picked up by a parent safely. 

One charge I would make if I were principal would be that we should have more school spirit and whomever is bad, they 
should be send a phone call home and SRC (this includes yelling across the room to your friend). 

One i would do to make the school safer is to have a day named "fun day" and everyone gets to go and have fun and meet 
some new people. 

One is ill invest money to get cameras for the outside. 

One of the changes that I would make is getting more security. 

One of the thing that will make them feel safe is to get them everything  they need. 

One rule that i would change is for students should be able to use their phones during break and lunch time. 

One rule that i would have is no phones in class. 

One thing I would add is adding more security and making sure that no one gets in fights and that no one crowds through 
the lunch lines. Another thing is to add cameras around the school to let students know that they shouldnt do bad things. 

One thing I would change as principle of the school is either how clean the bathrooms are, or the amount of homework that 
is given to the students, who are already stressed from other things. The stress level is very high, to the point that i never 
want to come to school, but I have t anyways. 

One thing I would change if i were a principal to make the school feel safer would be nothing since  I think that the rules are 
already safe as they are. 

One thing I would change if our a principal is to have Security guards. 

 



 
 

One thing I would change is how the grade levels go together I would put 6th graders with first so they wouldn't be next to 
or near their enemy. 

One thing I would change is that there would be more security around the school. 

One thing I would change is the fencing around the school. 

One thing I would change is to have more security 

One thing I would change is to have more security. 

One thing I would change is to put more staffs outside . 

One thing I would change to make it safer is make the fences actually high and not so little. 

One thing I would change to make my school feel safer is having security actually care about the good kids and not prefer 
the bad kids because they know them. 

One thing I would change to make the school feel safer is to not allow kids to bully other kids. 

One thing I would change to make the school safer to get secrity guards. 

One thing I would change to the school is make the fence toller 

One thing I would change would be to have longer breaks so students have a time to relax. 

One thing I would do is add guards to our school. 

One thing I would do is let the kids do what they want and to be able to trust them. 

One thing I would do is make the students feel happier by making fun events at school to get their minds off of feeling not 
safe. 

One thing I would do is to always lock the gates. 

One thing I would do to make my school safer is have passcodes to get into classrooms. 

One thing I would do to make our school safer if I were the principal would be to have more communication with the 
students and help them solve and comprehend their own social,physical and emotional problems.Like have someone the 
students can talk to with more freedom. 

One thing I would do to make the School safer would be to have more security guards and teacher keeping an eye on 
students. 

One thing I would do to make the school better is to have more security gaurds . 

One thing I would do to make the school feel alot safer is to have teachers be aware about what is happing in your class. 

One thing I would do to make the school feel safer is have more security outside and teachers watching the hallways so 
nothing bad would happen. 

One thing I would do to make the school safer is to stop fights. 

One thing I would do to make the school safer would be to more security. 

One thing I would include to make our school safer would be to make a plan of evacuation in case something major 

 



 
 

happened in our school. 

One thing I would make a change to the school to make it feel safer is more sercuity. 

One thing i would change is helping kids not get bullied. 

One thing i would change to make this school safer is to have security guards 

One thing i would do for students to feel safer is to keep security guards walking around often and actually being on the 
look out and not just standing around. 

One thing i'll do is stop the bulling at school. 

One thing is to have more secerity . 

One thing that I could change would be to allow better school lunches that is more filling. 

One thing that I will change is better staff 

One thing that I will change is change how the teachers point of view because they make the student feel better and will 
not fight. 

One thing that I would change if I was principal is to get a better secuirty that is more on top f things. 

One thing that I would change is to make some of the rules better like having earphones allowed. 

One thing that I would change, is that I would make the students do drills and make sure they know what to do incase of an 
emergency. 

One thing that I would do is take all the bully and mean kids to one class and teach them that bully and being mean is not a 
good thing to do. 

One thing that can be altered, in order to make the school safer, would be... 

One thing that i would add to the rules is that whenever a person enters the school they must be checked for any 
dangerous items. 

One thing that i would change from the school is that make more activities that is more into the students, and that is more 
into current topic. 

One thing that i would change to make the school feel safer is to have more security. 

One thing to make it safer would maybe to have a backpack check so that there's no drugs or guns or anything voilent 
they're thinking about. 

One thing to make the school safe would be to make the fence a bit taller. 

One thing to make the school safer would be for teachers to monitor students behavior and report if someone is behaving 
strangely. 

One think I would to make people safer put police to protect are school. 

One think if i was a principal i would make it safer by getting officer's. 

One way is to get better security. 

 



 
 

Opening the gates during lunch. 

Opening up the 6-8 bathrooms so the 6-8 kids mess with the little ones (Also the little kids bathroom has no trashcans) 

Outreach program for troubled youth 

Parents should pick up important letter  because students won't give it to them. 

Parents that come to pick up or deliver something they get check if they have any weapons on them . 

Pay more attention to who walks on and off campus. 

People would just talk to everyone . 

Phones allowed in class and a safety officer in every classroom. 

Phones allowed or dress how they want to 

Place more security guards or police officers on campus to stop fights 

Police 

Possibly have one or two security guards.  Sometimes their are arguments on the black top that can lead to physical 
pushing and we need someone more legal to do that. 

Possibly more security watching the campus. 

Practice drills more often and also check on the students to make sure they are doing alright in and out of school. 

Practice lock downs 

Practice lock downs and fire drills once a week 

Practice more drills of everything. 

Practice more lock down drill during lunch or break 

Prevent Bullying from ever happening again. 

Preventing fights 

Probably by locking the parking lot gates for the student parking. 

Probably to have securities be around more often instead staying in the office 

Probably would change how the teachers are.Most of them are asked for a pencil and they don't give it and respond 
with"You should come prepared to school". 

Provide more sercurity around the campus for those who can't speak up. 

Ps si yo fuera el director lo unico que haria para sentirme seguro es poner cmaras en todas las esquinas 

Push the rules so no one can get hurt. 

Put  bars in the front of each window. 

 



 
 

Put More security around 

Put a electric fence around the whole school 

Put a higher fiance around the school 

Put a security guard in each classroom. 

Put barbed wires. 

Put bigger fences. 

Put bullet proof windows and doors. 

Put dogs in each corners. 

Put medal detectors at every entrance of this school. 

Put metal detectors and cameras 

Put metal detectors at the entrance 

Put metal detectors in every entrance of the school. 

Put more boys teacher 

Put more cameras. 

Put more fences at school. 

Put more order and security to protect students 

Put more police on campus. 

Put more safety cameras. 

Put more saftey rules and start teaching little ones of the saftey rules. 

Put more secrurity. 

Put more security . 

Put more security guards 

Put more security guards. 

Put more security on campus. 

Put more yard duty. 

Put recycling bins outside during lunch to make the campus safer and cleaner. We will also be helping our community. 

Put security cameras. 

Put security guards in front of our school 

 



 
 

Put security guards. 

Put stricter rules on drugs and bullying. 

Put the Security more spread out 

Put working cameras around. 

Putting cops at every open space of the school . 

Quit 

Random backpack checks every week or month 

Random backpack searches every couple weeks 

Real police guards. 

Regular backpack checks and I would also have either more staff or security guards outside while we have free play. 

Remove the bright orange vest because I feel as if those make us easy targets when we are out on campus. If there was an 
active shooter on my trip to the restroom I think I'd much rather blend in than stand out by wearing a super bright colored 
vest. 

Replace windows for bullet prove windows and doors. 

Reward students for their positive behavior. It could possibly make them less aggressive, which will result in a safer school. 

SI FUERA YO SERIA LA SEGURIDAD DE LOS ESTUDIANTES . 

STOP BULLYING! And have everyone else stop judging each other  and  communicate with everyone in our school campus 

STOP PUTTING THE IDEA INTO GUYS HEAD THAT , the clothes girls wear are a distraction . women should wear what 
they want without feeling like theyre doing anything wrong 

STOP SCHOOL SHOOTINGS 

SWATS 

School does great job when it comes to safety. 

Scruity guards checking students backpacks every morning. 

Secured fencing...? i guess .. 

Security 

Security 

Security 

Security gaurds 

Security guards 

Security guards 

 



 
 

Security guards patroling in AND out campus. 

Security guards that actually look like they can defend you . Make security actually walk around the school and not the 
lunch line 

Security guards. 

Securtiy 

Seperate grils from boys so then we can actually tell when there is ganna bea fight or something bad is ganna happen. 

Sercuitys to stop standing around when they see a fight. 
 
And when theres a fight and nobody gets caught to leave it alone because its been solve noboody has to get susspended. 

Shorter classes 

Shorter classes. 

Shorter days,more technological advance robotic security droids (Securatrons)also hover craft transportation. 

Shorter school time. 

Slightly more security. 

So I would probably have more adults on campus, even just to be walking around during school hours.  I believe that just 
having more adults on campus would just make students feel more secure. 

So far, I would not make a change. 

Some changes I would make is that teachers should be more helpful and they should make activities more fun and that we 
should change some rules because some rules are unfair. 

Some changes that i will make for this school, is to get more table because it looks like we have a lot but we don't they get 
fill so fast so some people have to eat somewhere else and its not the best time because its every annoying. The other thing 
is to give more shade it sunny outside and we get hot and all the spots are taken. 

Some thing i would get more teachers to guard us ? 

Something I would do to make it safer it would be to not let the kids close to the fence. 

Something hat they could do to to make it feel safer  is for them to do there job corrtecly. 

Something i would change is if we don't get any referrals for a week we get an extra hour for recces. 

Something i would change is that i would try and tell the students that threats are not funny and show them how real they 
can be and what would happen if there was actually one 

Something i would change to make school safer is put more security 

Something that I would change to make the school safer is having people know what to do in any type of emergency like us 
practicing how to and by having cameras in every room. 

Split lunches so 8th graders have their own lunch and 7th graders have their own also. 

Split the lunches with 8th graders one lunch and the 7th graders another lunch. 

 



 
 

Spread out the secruity so theres less fights 

Start a forum where students can discretely share information to authorities over warning signs that certain students have 
displayed. However, this would not be an officially documented complaint until the student warned of doing wrong action 
has commited a wrong action as to lessen the threat of trolls or misunderstandings. The warning signs alerted by other 
students can help teachers keep an eye on certain children's behaviors. 

Start having security checks for any metal weapons or any weapons at all. 

Start school late and get out early 

Start school late so we can get more sleep for our education 

Stop all of the fights at our school  . 

Stop assuming that only the troubled kids need help, and start looking at the bigger picture. I understand that not everyone 
shows just how troubled they are. I would focus on all students equally not just on the gangsters or cliques like that. 

Stop favoritism from overall staff, let people bring food in. 

Stop making up dumb rules 

Stop more fights and if something bad happens do more about it. 

Straight up have more security than what this school has because if something is about to go down we can have someone 
there that can stop it before it even starts. They can have bullet proof windows. They can also have nicer teacher here 
because some of them are very disrespectful. 

Stricter rules on campus fighting. 

Stronger glass in case of school shootings. 

Students can wear hats and hoodies. 

Students could go to school at 9:00 people will be refreshed in the morning everyone has there mind straight and ready to 
learn. 

Students not getting dresscode. 

Students that are bad multiple times get sent to a different class for the rest of the year to stop the constant interrupting 
and talking out loud distractions and can only see their friends at lunch . 

Students that are bad will get sent to a other classroom and they will get a phone call home. 

Students would be allowed to have access to their phones at a certain period of time. 

Suspend bullies 

THE FOOD 

To have more officers and piolce 

Take Stupid  safety vest that appropriately wont get you shot 

Take away the gangs 

 



 
 

Take more action. 

Take out all the kids with 3.0 GPA or lower. 

Take out the bad kids and never put them back to this school. 

Take out the disruptive kids out of class to help those kids who want to learn and take out the stress off of teachers. 

Take out the fences so at lunch kids can go to their homes nd eat what they want 

Talk to students and see if they feel safe and if they don't , to give me advise. 

Talk to students individually 

Talk to the students. 

Teach kids to first learn to handle a problem on their own, if they cannot, adults are aloud to step in and help. It depends 
how long it would've been going on for and what it was about. 

Teach the students about respect and discipline. More than a power point, show the kids manners and politeness. 

Teaching students some safe knowledge. 

Tell parents to check their kids backpack before they come to school. 

Tell the teaches to interact more with the kids, most teachers lag when inputting grades and dont talk much. 

That Have your phone on u so you can call 911 if something is happening. 

That I will have at are school to make it safer is to have to put lockers so no one can still are stuff. 

That everybody would pay close attention to other people. 

That i will add more securty 

That kids should be able to use there phones to call parents in a emergency. 

That line weren't a mob o people and that it was one person at a time waiting for food. 

That students could have there phone out on campus only during lunch or break. 

That they make better rallies like  make more fun and more music 

That to have bullet proof widow or armed secerity  something to make the school safer 

That we can chew gum because it helps handle our stress and it can be accepted until someone sticks it under something. 

That we could use our phones during school 

That we have less fights and less people gets hurt. Check on classes 

That we would have more security's all around campus and cameras. 

That when thiers subs I would really want them to be respectful with the students at every day at all time. 

That when we come in to the gate that the person should cheak our backpacks so that they dont have anything in there 

 



 
 

backpacks that there not sopost to have 

That work more sicurity 

That you could wear hats or hoodies in class. 

The Playground structure 

The School lunches 

The bad kids would be separated from good kids. They would git the attention, if they wan't. 

The basketball court needs to be smooth. 

The bus stop to not let the kids go at the same time. 

The change I will do will be to make the school fun. 

The change I would do is that I would fix the water pipes 

The change I would make is that I would have security guards in the back in the front in the middle and by the restrooms. 

The change i would make is that having police men on duties along with more security guards along the school and out of 
the school. 

The change that i would make is to handle the bullying situations more better by actually disciplining the kids who are 
bullying others instead of giving the kids both harassment contracts when the kid who isnt even doing anything except 
sticking up for themselves is getting punished 

The entrances of the school would have metal dectectors 

The fact that the rallies are separated into two groups doesn't make the school feel unified. If they were hosted in the 
stadium as a whole the school would feel more together. 

The fence i guess 

The food 

The food,we always have the same thing every day and kids get tired of eating the same thing everyday the same thats why 
people been throwing food because their bord of eating the same food and the want to be abal to have fun in owr juner high 
because the teachers did to so why can 't we have fun to because we won't have fun in the futer because we will have bill 
and maybe kids so we have to have fun before it's to late. 

The food. 

The food. 

The grading problems.Or people that you have problems with not to be put in your class. 

The grading system is all messed up. School is hard some students need help. 

The high school needs respect, especially with teenagers. That is one important thing that effects learning, students, and 
teachers. But it's also hard to keep respect at this school when lots of students do not care about it. It will also decrease 
physical fights and create more positive atmosphere here, that students will like. 

The lunch line is unsafe make lunch longer 

 



 
 

The lunch lines its all of a sudden crowded 

The one change I will change to make the school feel safer is none of the students will say bad words and them names. 

The one change I will do to make the school safer is to make sure that at every one is treated equally. 

The one change I would change is have breaks once in a while to use our phones or just relax. 

The one change I would change to make it feel safer is just making sure to have security scattered around the campus for 
safety reason other than that it is nothing. 

The one change I would make at our school is that you could wear some things the school doesn't allow us to wear now 

The one change I would make at the school is to make sure no one plans a fight after school on campus. It's common for 
students to do that and no adults taking action because they don't know what's happening. 

The one change I would make is ID to use to come in out of the school like to come in and we show them our ID to come in. 

The one change I would make is a very rude  child. 

The one change I would make is better security . 

The one change I would make is do not bully . 

The one change I would make is practice the drills more often. 

The one change I would make is security 

The one change I would make is that I would have securities. 

The one change I would make is that we need more resdtroom. 

The one change I would make is they can make security  all over the school. 

The one change I would make is we need more security to protect it. 

The one change I would make to the school to make it feel safer is add more security. 

The one change I would make to the school to make it safer is I would have encouraging security in all areas at all times and 
some back up to help with injured students so they do not need to leave their position because what I have seen here is that 
when there are no security gaurds around bad things start to happen and I start to wish they were there because I dont 
really like the things that happen. 

The one change I'll make if I was principal is to make the school more like a slave camp for all of the pesky "students". 

The one change i will make to the school to make it safer is more teachers around the camps. 

The one change i would change is to have Police Officers  around the school to watch the students. 

The one change i would make is that we need laner to keep are id for saftey. 

The one change i would make is to get cameras for the gates 

The one change i would make is to have security all around the school. 

The one change that I would make is more security officers in the school grounds. 

 



 
 

The one change that I would make is to stop the selling of candy on school grounds. 

The one change that I would make would be to tell teachers they be more active and get closer to their students so the 
students know the teacher to trust. 

The one change that i would make in school to make it safer is having no fights. 

The one change would be getting more security guards around campus. 

The one major change I would make is I would interact with students to make them feel they can always come to me and 
that they wont go through anything alone. 

The one thing I will change if I were the principal will be the rule I think is a rule is were you can play ball tag. 

The one thing I will change is that teachers will be armed. 

The one thing I will do is to have security guarded 

The one thing I will do is try to stop bulling. 

The one thing I would change if I were principal would be to maybe add more security. 

The one thing I would change is that make classrooms bigger because it gets small in the classrooms. 

The one thing I would change is to have more security because we need them to protect the students. 

The one thing I would change to make Parkwood safer is get security by the gates and back gates. 

The one thing I would change to make the school safer is by being more connected to the student so they feel comfortable 
taking about what is in their life. 

The one thing I would do is get security to make it more safer. 

The one thing i will change to keep the school feel safer is to make the gate bigger. 

The one thing i would change about this school to make it safer would be more security 

The one thing i would change that would make me feel safer is to stop the bulling sometimes. 

The one think i will do to make my school feel safer is to not bring bad stuff to school and to get well with one other. 

The rallies are kind of boring there isn't really any energy invested. There is nothing that is interesting. I would like 
something that would just surprise me and that is hype . And also we are separated from most of our friends since the 
classes are split according to teachers. 

The rallies here suck because they use the same four students every time to play the games. They use them some much I 
remember their names. They should have more student open games and not always pick the senors to win... like seriously 
it's rigged. Also no more rally A or B why can't we all be together like in the stadium. Also can we get a bigger cafeteria and 
make lacrosse a sport because I would 100% join that. PLEASE. Lacrosse is fun and a lot of students agree. PLEASE. And 
again please make the rallies better. LACROOOOOOOSSE!!! 

The rule i would change if i was the principal is on ruing on the wood chips. 

The rules 

The school feels pretty safe as is. I can't really think of any change I would make. 

 



 
 

The school feels safe enough, so nothing. 

The school is already safe all I would do is make staff changes. 

The school is already safe with all the security's 

The school is already safe. 

The school is pretty safe as it is 

The school to not moewt you woes it some choess 

The student should have a yarduty watching them wherever they go until they go home until they lean there lesson. 

The teachers are so annoying and strict like omg like fr no one likes them 

The teachers having  pepper spray. 

The teachers will be nicer. Also that if a student don't want a teacher to change her or to not be with her. 

The thing I would change to make the school safer is that I would change kids to be nicer 

The thing that I could change if I was principal would be lock the gates so no stranger can come in. 

The thing that I will have to make the school feel safer is have more security. 

The thing that I would change would be changing some of the rules. 

The thing that i would do too make school safer is to give students more fun activity 

The truth is I don't really know. 

The way that I would make the school safer is to have secerty gruades. 

Their should be at least 5 police men here on campus 

Their would be dogs comming to classes once in a week 

There is a lot of people hiding in this school that feel unsafe to be themselves.  Either do due other students or even 
teachers.  If I was principal, I would try to make everyone feel comfortable and try and calm all the drama and fighting.  That 
is only making the school's reputation become worst than in already is.  Pus, students might leave if they feel unsafe. 

There is no way to make a place safe and  more when a school has around 3000 students. 

There is not anything that would help. 

There is not much I would do. 

There is not much a principal could do except help people get to college and ensure they are having the best education they 
could receive and that everyone is treated in most positive way possible without forcing anyone to act a certain way. 

There is not to change. 

There is nothing I think I could do with what I know to make this school safer. I do feel unsafe that we need around 6 
securty officrs and one real police officer on campus at all times. 

 



 
 

There is nothing I would change. 

There is nothing that i would change 

There is nothing that we need to change . 

There is nothing to change 

There is nothing to change because it is already safe. 

There is really nothing to do because no matter what someone is going to fight or get jumped. 

There isn't really anything else our principal always makes sure we are safe in all ways. 

There isn't something i could do to make school feel safer. 

There no such thing as being safe. Its just life 

There will a week of fun day so everybody can take stress out. 

There will be no violence and no fights in the school. 

There will be zero tolerance for bullying 

There would be a metal detector before the students go to class. 

There would be at least 5 securities at every building armed. 

There would be more safety drills. 

There would not be one change because there is a lot of things that need to be changed like how there a kids that interrupt 
the lesson which distracts other kids and the teacher doesn't do much. 

There's not really anything else I would do to make the school even more safer. 

There's nothing I would change because I feel pretty safe at this school. 

There's nothing i can do to make anything safe because people will always do whatever they want. 

There's nothing you can do... 

Theres nothing to change 

Theres nothing you can really do 

These not much we can do I already feel like the principal(s) do enough already. 

They can help the students by helping them with there problems and spend more time with them. 

They should have a teacher come and talk to them so they could have to talk to them how they are feeling and if they need 
anything so they could help them. 

Think it would be to have more secruity 

This school is already safe. 

 



 
 

To  have a lot of cop 

To actually abide to a harassment contract  between to student they don't even help, nothing changes. 

To allow any type of games so that there wont be arguments between students and adults 

To apply rules that keep them safe. 

To at lest have more people outside so no bad people come to the school and have more gates. 

To be aleart when a student is getting bullied 

To be honest I would'nt know cause we have allot of safety. 

To be honest the change I would make to make the school feel safer is I would have scuirity and make sure everthing is okay 

To be more fair 

To be more resposible 

To be safer i would put l a little bit of widow  because if there a lock down drill  we will be safer so they won't see the 
student.Or security that will make the student safer. 

To bring more staff to breaks or lunch 

To check classes twice a week to make sure nothing bad happens. 

To check grown people when the enter the school to see if they carrying any sort of weapon. 

To check people back pack and have body guards. 

To check the food if they're not hairs or bugs in the school lunch. 

To do what ever i what 

To encourage kids to report anything bad that's happening. 

To enforce the safety of those who might be targeted by others to get in a fight. 

To feel express them self i would not in force the hair code . The on that say They cant dye anymore 10%  to me it stupied 
because you guys thing they are doing something bad really . Having your hair dye pink purple because that isnt really 
serous . That the school teacher should get a 5% percent raise because they are dealing with differnet kind of kids and 
there job are really acttion hard. Although the new grading sytem because there are kids that do great  on classwork but 
you have kid that are horrible on test . You can have an A in the class but if you fell the test it drops you down to D and F . 

To feel safer I would probably be a little bit loose with the rules. 

To gat more secerity gards. 

To get more cameras and for the secriuty to be more aware. 

To get rid of the people who were fighting 

To get spaghetti at lunch and fries. 

To hav guns in case of a intruder that has a gun with them. 

 



 
 

To have  more security and make the students more safer. 

To have a little more of people to take care of us 

To have a lot of teachers out looking around than normal amount of teachers would be because they're usually like 5 or 6 
and then one on grass 

To have access to phones when or if a real danger or threat occurs. 

To have bigger gates. 

To have cameras in rooms to know who is acting up or being mistreated 

To have desserts every ones a week. 

To have early outs on 3 times a day and have better foods and have more school party's. 

To have guard and a great wall. 

To have more adults at school to help students 

To have more cameras in class 

To have more cross walk teacher and to have a stop sign so when cars are coming. 

To have more police at our school 

To have more protection. 

To have more security  to make it safer. 

To have more security at my school. 

To have more security on campus. 

To have more sturdy security guards around the school property. 

To have more teachers walking around classes 

To have security around campous to have an eye on the students. 

To have security's with guns  . 

To have some programs for students to catch up on work 

To have some security around the school to keep the school safe and protected. 

To have the gates closed during school hours 

To leave home more early and to have less time in class .Also to have less class. 

To let kids use their phones 

To let students have phones during school time. 

To let us use our phone for emergencies which is like always. 

 



 
 

To let you use your phones after school because its after school not during school. 

To lock all the the doors of all the classrooms and  have security cameras all over thee school. 

To lock the gates of the schools and not leave it open 

To make bigger gates and make bigger rooms and bullet proved windows. 

To make cameras everywhere around the school so we know where if kids go to class or if there is a person on campus we 
will know what section  of the school he/she is at. 

To make change some of the food. 

To make it feel safer I might put cameras at school. 

To make it more safer I would put more police. 

To make it safer I would say more security. 

To make it safer is by having the gates locked up 

To make it safer you could enforce more policies. 

To make kids actually feel safe. 

To make me fell safer I would put a security guard to patrol the school just in case if someone try to get in. 

To make more space and more fun so people don't have any have to it. 

To make my school feel safer I would have not as many security guards roaming around at once. I always feel sort of scared 
like there's always something bad about to happen that, so many officers are out and about. 

To make my school feel safer, one thing that I would do is to increase the safety programs at our school. 

To make our surroundings in the class room more accurate to being undistructable 

To make sure all the talkative kids sit and learn in different schools. 

To make sure everyone of the students follows the rules and safety rules on the campus 

To make sure none of the kids are being bullied or getting into fights at school or online. 

To make sure that there are plenty of security guards to protect everyone, just in case. 

To make sure there is no bullying here. 

To make the school feel safer I be connected more with the students. 

To make the school feel safer I will add guards to protect and stop fighting in the school. 

To make the school feel safer I would get more safer officer. 

To make the school feel safer I would get more security because students tend to get close with security as friends and feel 
like they can talk to security if they are cool with the students. If their was more security students will have someone to talk 
to when they are in trouble and need help or even just needing someone to talk to in general. 

 



 
 

To make the school feel safer I would have to have less kids at the school and only let the people who want to learn in a 
quite class. 

To make the school feel safer i would have there be a nurse at the school all the time. 

To make the school feel safer we can have more sacerat. 

To make the school feel safer, I would have more security guards around so that less fights would happen. 

To make the school feel safer, I would make sure everything is locked and provide company. 

To make the school feel safer, I would possibly split the lunches like lunch 1 freshman and sophomore then lunch 2 juniors 
seniors or something so they could not get trampled if something were to happen 

To make the school feel safer, i would do practice lock downs daily so students are prepared for danger. 

To make the school feel safer, security should take aggressive children out of class when they are overstepping their rights. 
 
A suggestion for the school would be allowing sophmores to eat outside of school if they have good grades and not have 
behavior problems, and teachers understanding that students have sports and extra activities that we participate in. 
Shorter lunch lines will be efficient for students who are in clubs and making lunch periods longer and tutoring offered 
more. 

To make the school fell safe, I would help students out with anything they need to feel like their in a safe and secure place. 

To make the school more safer is to tell all the kids in this school to turn off their phone so in case no bully is texting them 
and also to lock all there doors. 

To make the school safer I would hire about 4 to 5 body guards. 

To make the school safer I would implement some metal detectors. 

To make the school safer I would put add more security. 

To make the school safer i would add more securtys 

To make the school safer i would put securities to protect the kids. 

To make the school safer i'd add security. 

To make the school safer is that I will put more security  and some cameras just in case. 

To make the school safer is to have more adults. 

To make the school safer they should search the students often when they assume they're up to something. Also, one 
change I would like to make in this school is to probably let students use phones during lunch because they have no teacher 
talking to them at that time and it'll be just like breakfast. What does the school have to hide?? That they treat us wrong or 
something??... 

To make the school seem safer I would make the actual campus feel less like we are trapped and more open. 

To make the students safe I would lock all gates, not let students out without a safety officer. 

To make the sudent fell safer is treating them nice 

To make this better and safer i would get better teachers 

 



 
 

To make this school safer I would have the teachers tell me the  problems they're having, so I could fix them. 

To me things feel very safe in this school. 

To not be a bully 

To not be bad in school. 

To not bring backpacks 

To not bully other people. 

To not get into a lot of fights. 

To not have pot holes on the ground. 

To not ignore the students at their worst moments. Have counselors ask students if they feel comfortable in the classes 
they're in. Help out new students more and make them feel COMFORTABLE!!!! 

To not let kids interupet when the teachers are talking because it can make you lose focus on the work. 

To not let people in class while we are learning. 

To not make other people feel bad because they made a mistake when its their first try. 

To not run on the grass with it is wet. 

To pay attention how a teacher really is around students. If they have seniority it shouldn't make it almost impossible to 
discipline them. 

To please check everyones bag when they come in to school. 

To put better foods, and putting card pass activater in this school so only students, teachers, principals, custodians, and 
other people at this school will enter and not other people. 

To put bulletproof windows 

To put cameras on each corner. 

To put locks at the gates so no one can enter to hurt us or put someone at the door. 

To put stronger fences and to at least make more types of food because the fences are weak and you can easily jump over 
them also the food sometimes gets boring and sometimes it isn't even cooked right.Also to make some desserts. 

To put tougher security guards and cameras . 

To sell food at are school like hot dogs, burgers, and chips stuff like that 

To stop bulling and discrimination 

To stop bulling because some students make fun of people in class and the students get upset wanting to not be here at all. 

To stop fighting and  for animals. 

To stop kids from "Bullying" other kids or to make kids stop talking smack about others. 

 



 
 

To stop treating us like if were are really small and to stop treating other people differently. 

To take student in the class 

To teachers have a firearm on there body at all times. 

Too make the school safer I would change some of the staff because most of them are very rude, and if I don't think that I 
can talk to you in an emergency how can I feel safe their. 

Trained teachers 

Treat everybody the same 

Try getting close to the students to get to know what is going in their life that makes them act a certain way. And the lunch 
lines :) 

Try to get better food the the students. 

Try to get more safety measures and security in places where they are lacking. 

Try to understand the student 

Try too speak to the students how they feel about their teachers. 

Um honestly , there's nothing really happens so.. I wouldn't know more security doing there job. 

Um, i would make a rule that kids can come after school to talk about how they felt and how their day went and any 
concerns they have 

Underground room where it is safe from shooters. 

Unlock the wifi password 

Use one of those tracker like from the airport. 

Watch the kids 24 7 

Watch what kids do more than the principal frequently does so there is nothing bad happening 

We NEED more ADULTS! 

We can get security guards. 

We can use are phones 

We need at least 3 policemen. 

We need more security 

We should have a police officer on campus that should have a gun so the school can be protected. 

We should have cops in our school . 

We should have cops. 

We should have securities. 

 



 
 

We wold let the security cheek parents or older pepoles bagsfor wepons or bombs. 

Well I think that is to not allow bad words so then it could be more better and even safer. 

Well I'll will put sectureiy police and leave early at 1:10 on mondays wednesdays 

Well i would let anyone where what they wont but gang realated 

Well if were a principle I would probably have polices or secerity guards to check your backpacks before you get in school 
just in case there is something bad in there backpack. 

Well not to be so hard on students like yes I would give students consequences for their bad actions but also let the 
students want to enjoy school but still get the education they need. 

Well there is often police on campus and sometimes I feel like something is going to happen 

Well what I would do to make the school a safer place is that I would let kids expresses their feelings in a class so they don't 
go doing something that they might regret. 

Well, for one I would put better grammar like, "If you were a principal", not, "If you were principal". 

Well, to feel safer... that just depends. I guess the school can use more security because when there is a fight it takes them a 
while to get there because they are somewhere else. Although the school can be safer by the food! I mean it is gross... most 
of the fruits have gone bad and the salads have also gone bad. The pizza is burnt most of the time, and the hamburgers taste 
like ash. So, I am too afraid to try the rest of the food. 

What I would change from school is to have more protection at school so that students do not know more and do not know 
so that they have good protection and safety at school. 

What I would change is 

What I would change is not to put everyone in trouble just the one to starts everything also I want to put a little cops to 
make us feel safe. 

What I would change is the way to get lunch because people start pushing each other when the line get's pack. 

What I would change to make the school feel safe was get security for the school. 

What I would do is get security in every corner of the school and let them use their phones for 10 minutes. 

What I would do is have more camera's. 

What I would do is put more security men to take care of the school and the students . 

What I would do is to have the gates to the school closed not locked, and I would keep all the bus's inside the school gate, 
and if teachers need to leave it would be open for them and so when they leave they would close after but for the gates I 
would get a code locker and know the code and the teachers would know also. 

What I would do to make this school safer is to divide the good and the bad kids 

What i sill change is have more securys 

What i would change if i was a principal is to lock all the gates for no one can enter unless there teachers or parents. 

What i would change is to have the students/staff to show there ID card when entering school in the mornings or whenever 
they enter school campus. 

 



 
 

What i would do if I was a principal, is that I would have the boys in one class and the girls in other classes 

What i would do is but cops at the school. 

What i would do is close the gates when kids are out side in case adults come.Also if there is a fight i will separate them or 
have different time of recess. 

What i would do is make the students not wear the vest and have a little sticker that has the period and what subject your 
in . Then i will bring back the rule were you could use your phone after school 

What i would do is that i would is that i would make the windows of the classes higher or less visible to see through. If not 
that then make the doors and windows stronger. like bullet-proof windows. 

What i would do to make the school safer is that tell all the kids that if they get in to a physical fight that it will affected 
there whole education. 

What we have is fine. 

When it is a lock down drill, they must be quiet because last time they were laughing and that was not right. 

With all the school shootings, I would suggest putting metal detectors at every entrance. 

Wouldnt put wood chips on the floor on the playground 

YOU can use phones anytime during the day because its the students grade that is going down when they dont pay 
attention not the teachers grade. 

Yard dudes. 

Yes I would 

Yes, I would i would have more security. 

Yo no cambiaria nada. 

You are allowed to sell chips 

You cannot really change thing in school to make it safer place. 

You could make the trouble makers have a different time of lunch and break.You could also put them in a class were all the 
trouble makers are. 

You would be able to bring phones to school and take them out in case a problem happens. 

You'll be able to use phone only during breaks 

Young security guards. 

a barb wire electric fence. 

a do better the scool  i can put rulues 

a female security guard 

a gate poeple cant just jump over 

 



 
 

a little bit more security guards 

a little bit more security. 

a little more security officers 

a longer lunch time  please 

a on campus police station 

a second door in the class room 

a security thing when u walk threw you could see if they wrong something bad at the school then someone will call the 
police 

activities, so that kids can interact with each other ; so kids aren't lonely or left out. 

add  more security 

add a gaming room for people could play fortnite or gta5 

add a lot more security 

add a security guard at the entrance of school. 

add another lunch line 

add bullet prove glace 

add cameras outside the school 

add electronic door locks and improve the class windows so they cant be shot. 

add fortnite 

add fortnite and security. 

add live cameras 

add metal dectectors and get rid of the piercing policy because no student is going to pierce there hole face, just there nose 
which isn't a distraction. 

add metal detectors 

add more adults to the school 

add more benches as well as more security 

add more fun activities 

add more safety officers 

add more secautey gaued 

add more secerity 

 



 
 

add more secerty camras 

add more security 

add more security 

add more security 

add more security guards. 

add more security make sure people stay safe in any area 

add more security's around the perimeter of the school 

add more sercuritys 

add more shade. vending machine and allow hoods 

add officers 

add one more security 

add police officers 

add security 

add security 

add security cameras and a few defense weapons if the school goes in lockdown like if there is a armed person walking 
around the school campus with a deadly weapon 

add security cameras because it would help prevent bullying and help keep kids safer. 

add security to protect the students. 

add some cameras at the entrances and have people monitor them. 

all lunch a and lunch b have the same lunch. 

all security carry AR15 or a gun 

allow certain staff members to be legally armed 

allow earphones to be out at lunch and break 

allow headphones to be used in school. 

allow kids to have guns siiikkkeeee you thought nah but i would have more security gaurds an let the security carry guns an 
i would just have no one bring back packs to school and have all the suplies they need at school so they cant hide drugs and 
tequela 

allow phones 

allow phones on campus 

allow phones to be used and make school funner because its boring 

 



 
 

allow phones to be used because what if they need to call 911 because what if they got kidnapped. Let them go to 
McDonalds for break and lunch because if they get kidnapped the kidnappers will not feed us so we will die of hunger. 

allow students to connect to internet at all times during school 

allowing phones at school. 

allowing to use your phones in class relating to class 

almost  never 

always have one lunch 

always keep the door locked 

anyone who is mean you get expelled. 

anytype of clothes and shoes, no gangbanging or get kicked out,and any kind if colors and dress like u dress at home 

are you good bro 

arm teachers with tazers or guns 

arm the teachers 

army veterans guards 

as a principle i would make sure there is constant watch on anything suspicious or any rumors around the school campus. 

ask kids why there mad not just because its my job but because i want to help. 

ayudar mas a los alumnos que no saben ingles o que no aiga violencia 

bags that look unsaul check it 

be able to drink water in class 
 
let them  use there  phones at break and lunch 

be able to use phones 

be more assosiated with the students 

be more on the lookout 

be more protective of students 

be more supprotive 

be nice 

be nice 

be nice to gay people 

be on your best behavior and treat people like you want to be treated 

 



 
 

be out of my office more 

be respectful 

be salf in school  beccsae to you be. 

be very stickt 

become a little stricter and to not treat drugs the same way they handle a fight 

being able to use phones at lunch and break 

better and more fun 

better cameras and more officers ect 

better doors 

better fit guards and guard dogs 

better food 

better food 

better food 

better food 

better food ,a larger snack bar with more variety to them,more  shade to the students in the lunch area . 

better food. 

better lunch 

better respect student 

better rules secuety, cameras, conserlers 

better safety tools 

better secruity 

better security 

better security, 

better teachers 

better teachers 

better teachers so they are fun 

bigger consequences. 

bigger finises 

 



 
 

bodygard 

boiiiiiii i would make all students wear id cards 

boodwair fance and sicrtiy in the front 

bring a pocket knife to school 

bring back the snack bars 

bring more security to the school. 

bring officers 

bringing my babe teddy bear to school i love my teddy bear <3 lol 

buckets full of rock 

buckets of rocks 

build a bigger gate. 

build a stronger wall. 

build a wall 

build a wall around the perimeter 

build a wall sqercity  alram on and build soda falltin. 

bullet proof 

bullet proof glass 

bullet proof window 

bullet proof windows 

bullet proof windows 

bullet proof windows 

bullet proof windows 

bullet prove windows 

bullet pruf windows 

bulletproof glass replacing the windows. 

bulletproof windows 

bullys get excpelled 

bullys will get a two day supension. 

 



 
 

but a force field on the whole school 

but more people. 

buy every teacher a gun to keep the class safe. 

buy everyone a gun 

by add secity if someone break in secifty will protect the kids 

by being more safe 

by piking up the trash for some one dose not trip 

bye helping kids fill beter 

cameras 

cameras 

cameras 

cameras all around the school 

cameras and more security 

cameras in all classes 

cameras so we can see what people are doing 

cameras, bob wire 

camras 

camras 

can't think of anything besides more secerity that interact with kids but stick to their job. 

caneras that actually work 

caps 

cellphone use 

cellphone use 

celos maestros tengan pistolas 

change  hour lunch to 2 hours 

change dress code and use phones for emergency 

change the bell schedule 

change the cafeteria staff becauce they make us worry to eat 

 



 
 

change the classes of students that dont get along 

change the fence to an electric fence 

check everyone's packback 

check for more of the snakes. 

check people 

check pepole packback 

checking all students 

cheek the student every once in a while. 

class in 1 second long 

close all gates throughout school hours 

close gates at recess time 

close the gates so dogs will not get in and hurt the kids 

closed gates after school start 

cloths the  gate. 

come to 2 classes each day for 2 hours 

connect more with the students. 

cops 

cops guards like high school 

copse on school. 

could go on your phone 

decrease violence 

do lockdowns 

do more fun activites 

do more fun activities with our school and classes 

do not run on the blacktop. 

do nothing about nothing 

do what ever the kids wnt 

do whatever 

 



 
 

don't have one 

don't like to see fight. 

don't wear gang colors 

dont be rough 

dont get in troble if you get in a fight 

dont know 

dont know but i would get some teachers that actually know how to teach and help the students 

double gates 

dress code 

dress code 

dress code 

dress code 

dress code 

dress code because you should be able to wear what you want. 

dress code,  cops , 

drink water in mr.berry class 

drug scanners 

eat food in class 

edb vdhyewbfcjebdfuebwndi 

electric fence 

enforce the entrance 

enforce the rules more i guess 

even if you change something it will never be safe because they will always find away in but have id cared and you have to 
skan them to get in. 

every student will have a heavily secured metal wrist band watch and it will obtain your identity and #, and it will determine 
whether a student or a intruder is on campus, and wrist bands are not allowed to be tooken off on campus 

everyone has better food 

everyone must be checked before entering school grounds 

everything 

 



 
 

everything 

everything 

expand the school and put a bigger wall around with better and armed security guards. 

extra adults 

extra recesses 

extra security 

f i was the  principal i would let the kids in my school have a little more fun in there classes more activates 

fighiting 

fines for bullies,fight 

fire 1 teacher . 

fire Mrs Lopez 

fire all the mean teachers 

firs of all i would let kids drink what they want except adult drinks and just give them hall passes 

first 15 minute of class can go to the restroom and last 15 can't 
 
and make lunch longer and break 

fix the holes in grass. 

fix the school 

food 

food is allowed 

for  someone to check if they have thing they are not to bring at school. 

for no more bulling 

for no student to go out side when lock down drill 

for security to be nicer 

for students to talk to adults about school problems so they can feel safer. 

for teachers to be aware of a student being disturbed and have them separate them 

for there to be more sixth grade classes 

francisco 

francisco espejo 

 



 
 

friendlier staff 

friendlier teachers and security that like to interact more and are fun to be around instead of be scared of i'm not scared 
but others are. 

gates 

gather the students and talk to them more. 

gave them money and be cool 

gave them more attention or help them 

get a better and safer playground for kindergardeners 

get a better fence for the school 

get a guard and a gun. 

get a lot of security. 

get a police 

get a seceraty gard 

get a secerty gaurd. 

get a security 

get an under ground basement 

get applications for people can be body guards 

get beter food 

get better chair 
 
tired of sitting 
 
freedom to stand 

get cops and securtiy gaurds to check kids backpacks for weopons 

get good kids that behave. 

get more buses so we dont have to be that packed when we go homw or go in the morning 

get more camras around the school. 

get more comfty chairs for outside and inside the classrooms instead of the uncompfty chairs that are stuck to the desk. 

get more connected with the students so they feel alone and try to do something dumb 

get more lunch line 

get more of the 

 



 
 

get more people talk to you and add brick wall fences arounf the school so we dont get attacked. 

get more securitiy 

get more security 

get more security 

get more security 

get more security 

get more security 

get more security and cameras. 

get on top of kids 

get out early 

get rid of all the bad students 

get rid of dumb kids 

get rid of it 

get rid of the students who are disruptive and  disrepectful 

get security 

get security dogs 

get security guards armed with weapons. 

get securtiy guards. 

get some security on every coner of the school 

get sum security guards :) 

get the nice poice 

get the school cameras 

getting more pepole to save use 

give a survey like this to see if any one says their being bullied 

give access to fire arms 

give better lunch 

give everyone a id card and have a id check at the front so now one the school dose not know can go on premeses 

give everyone boxing gloves so that when they fight no one gets hurt. 

 



 
 

give security blundergot weapons 

give some more recess time to play and go back in class 

give teacher guns 

give teachers guns 

give the security a weapon like a tazer 

give the students more attention. 

give the teachers with guns 

give them health food 

give them internet also to help a kid out that getting bullied 

give them lobger break to make them feel comfortable 

give them more freedoms by making it able for sophmores to leave campus during lunch. 

give weapons to security 

guardes 

guards at the front of the school. 
 
probably about 12. 

guns 

half of the class go to other class 

have 2 lunch 

have 3 police at the school 

have 4 to 6 officers around the school 

have a P.O 

have a better safe school than it is now 

have a bomb shelter to hide from north korea. 

have a class like sports class, 

have a class of students that want to learn and a class of student who dont 

have a cop here every day 

have a fance 

have a gard 

 



 
 

have a little bit more ughhhh fooood 

have a little comfort @ the school. 

have a lot more security 

have a lot of security walking the halls instead of every corner 

have a lot of security, and security that are really nice so you know you can trust them 

have a more personal but apropriate relationship with most or all of my students 

have a police department closer to the schools anywhere. 

have a red code alarm every month 

have a rule to lock all classroom doors 

have a security guard 

have alarms 

have all windows bullet proof windows or less school time 

have an open class decated to solving problems 

have at least one anomyous teacher with a gun. 

have better class rooms 

have better school gates 

have better sequrity officers. 

have better teachers 

have better teachers that care about there students!:() 

have better wall 

have buddy with you at all times 

have cameras steel doors in case of a shooter comes in and shoots and tall fences . 

have chips 

have ckerde 

have cop  on the frnt and back 

have cops around. 

have each grade level go outside for recces 

have fun 

 



 
 

have fun activities on fridays were all the students can participate and have cameras around the school and have two 
people control the cameras. 

have gard in the frint of the school 

have gards 

have guards out just in case of a students get bullied or in help 

have less kids 

have less tie in clases 

have like drills for like an active shooter 

have maybe a security or try to make kids act more friendly 

have meddale deatecters 

have metal dectors 

have more Secretary. 

have more activities 

have more conversations with students learn more about them 

have more cops on campus 

have more events so students could feel more comfortable around each other 

have more free time 

have more fun 

have more fun actives 

have more guards 

have more hidden places 

have more lock downs 

have more more locks . 

have more nice teachers for students can open up  to teachers if somthing going on. 

have more people around 

have more police 

have more police here and securitys 

have more protection 

have more protection with security guards 

 



 
 

have more rules 

have more safety officers 

have more safety officers around campuse 

have more safety searches and have locker checks 

have more scerity . 

have more school dances / parties or hang out time 

have more securites 

have more securitiues 

have more security 

have more security and close all the gates 

have more security and have the teacher be nice 

have more security and with a better physical appearence 

have more security around. 

have more security at the school. 

have more security gardes 

have more security gaurds 

have more security gaurds. 

have more security guards. 

have more security on school to keep people from doing stupid stuff like crowding in the lunch line all the time back it up to 
the point where you spend your entire time during lunch just waiting for food and as a plus get rid of the burrito bowel they 
take way to long to get out id just have them pre-ready and not a get severed what you want it takes way to long. 

have more stafety 

have more staff walking around the campus to be more comfortable and cleaner restrooms and better English teachers 

have more than one security guards out at lunch. 

have more time to have for PE. 

have more udots outside 

have new techer 

have no more fights 

have officers in the front gate at all time. 

 



 
 

have one more surcuity to stop people from fighting 

have people on campus selling actual food. 

have people watching every spot all day so nobody can get in fights. 

have phone in school 

have phones 

have phonesvout 

have police offers around the permeter 

have police officer in the office. 

have recess 

have sectetiy officers all over the school and a thing that check you if you have a wepons 

have security 

have security  and put bob wires at the top of the fence 

have security  guards to defend us if a criminal comes to the school . 

have security always be in the entrances from school 

have security and unlock the bathroom pls 

have security check kids backpacks to make sure there is not anything that they are not supposed to have. 

have security gards at this school. 

have security guards 

have security's around campus armed. 

have security. 

have some security at the school 

have someone check the restrooms to see if there's a fight 

have sucrity 

have survailence system's and more officers 

have tasez 

have teacher's or staff talk to students who look down and check on them every once in a while and make sure things get 
stopped when there suppose to. 

have teachers around 

have teachers have bricks so they can cover the door in case of an imergenency. 

 



 
 

have the teachers have over protection over us 

have them participate in more activities to more active in what they are doing. 

have there phones out in the  morning, afternoon, and after school. 

have to participate in cool stuff 

having a  security 

having a teacher that does not get mad at you for something that you did not actually do. 

having better food ;) and we dont have to be fighting just eat 

having high sercuity 

having more teachers outside and inside with kids. 

having my phone in my desk 

having security or like teachers walk around more often 

having the dogs smell our backpacks one a month 

he yard duties actulley being security and not people just walking around in a vest 

hear muice and chew gum 

help kids 

help the kids that are getting bullied 

hidden bunkers around the school 

hier  security to feel safer 

hier more security. 

hier security to feel safer 

hier yonger people 

high secretary 

high security cameras ground the school. 

higher more sekirity in the school 

hire a armed security guard 

hire cool security like ronda. 

hire more security guards 

hire more teachers 

 



 
 

hire one officer 

hire security and make fences higher 

hiring highly trained security 

hmmm.... i'd say .... MORE FRIES 

home school 

honestly i don't know the world we live in is so fucked up there's not much we can really do to make the school safer we 
can't change the school its the people that have to change 

how teacher teach student 

how to make the school safer is to have more sec to protect the school. 

i  would have more security so if someone is getting bullied they have someone to go to 

i  would put cameras 

i already feel safe 

i already feel safe 

i cant do nothing because the people are the ones in control of there own minds so it doesnt matter you always be unsafe. 
for example prison are suppose to be secured and people still die in there. 

i could make a ruler that they have to be respecful with the kinds and other people 

i do not feel safer at school 

i do not want to change anything 

i don't know because i don't want to be a  principal but if that was the last thing i could choose is to have fun activites and h 

i don't know but i guess i will let the student have there phones on there self on time and charge for in case in enmergye 

i don't know there are a lot of thing to to that you think could make a school safer but you don't know if it would work 

i don't like to make a chance at school because i think the we are safe 

i don't want to  be the principal 

i dont have no response because i need to students ideas 

i dont really know how to make someone feel safe because i dont know how they are feeling and why they feel unsafe but i 
would try to talk to the students and see how they are feeling and depending on that they are all feeling make changes but 
as far as that i would just keep the people that are unsafe try to keep there mind off of it. 

i dont really know what i would change 

i feel safe 

i feel safe already 

 



 
 

i feel safe here! 

i feel school is safe as it is 

i honestly don't know 

i honestly don't really know? 

i honestly dont know 

i honestly have no ideas. 

i honestly think that people should help each other out 

i love my school the way it is. 

i make it safer by have alot of people working there. i woud also have alot of secrity. 

i probably change up the rules a little different,make them fair for everybody. 

i really don't know 

i really don't know to be honest 

i really don't know what  to change. 

i really don't see a need to change anything. 

i really dont know 

i think i would add some additional classes for students who have a hard time being around others, it could be because they 
feel unsafe or they see unfairness 

i think i would change change the security, because i feel students will feel more safe with security 

i think is good 

i think that the school is safe for everybody. 

i think the one change i would do is that kids can wear what they want  and listen to music during break and lunch 

i think the school feel safe already, there really nothing i could change to make it feel more safer 

i think the school feels safe 

i well make people not fight 

i well say no fight,dont talk back to the techer becuase they use a lot of time not teacheing and the people who were playing 
around they well said in clas longer. 

i will  put hall monitors for no cud run at the halls and and buy more save thinings for the school. 

i will chang nhothing 

i will change to be butter and the each of the lamertan. 

 



 
 

i will change to no fights 

i will change to stop the bullying. 

i will do no bulloing 

i will extremly fence the fence and lock it with chain 

i will get like 6 or 7 yard duties to watch the school. 

i will get more security 

i will get more security for the school. 

i will have more yard doote 

i will have polices around campus 

i will have secrutiy in each class room and protect the kids. 

i will have security 

i will let kids stay more in rices 

i will make a better soccer field and put  gym inside the school and lockers. 

i will make new rules  an be safe 

i will make one lunch for 7th graders and another one for 8 grader. 

i will make securtiy scan their id cards  before they enter campus to know it is one of the students. 

i will make sure every student is treated with respect 

i will make teacher ask every student they have if they are ok 

i will put a lot of security guard everywhere in the school. 

i will put security with taser. 

i will tell the cops to pass by the school 

i will tke all the bullies out of the school so it can be nicer 

i wold put more cops on camps and i wold pot more tethers. 

i wolud put more cops at school 

i wood make the fences biger 

i woould proble have a beter medical sistum and have more class out side 

i would 

i would  have  cameras every where and get people to work for to watch everything so kids dont get bullied or fight 

 



 
 

i would actually talk to my student and make them feel comfortable to talk about what going on 

i would add guns to the school and medal detetor. 

i would add more better stuff to protect the school 

i would add more securities 

i would add more security 

i would add more security. 

i would add police officers and seciruty check before entering. 

i would add securitys in front of the school so we could be safer. 

i would allow kids to take class to fight and protect   them self  if there is every a really  danger  situation 

i would allow no backpacks at school 

i would allow phones to be on but on silent or something  because what if its an emergence that only your parent or gargian 
will understand. 

i would be more interactive with them and participate and talk to mostly everyone 

i would bring back water day and have fun but still enforce school rules. 

i would bring in a jungle gym and a play ground and more tacos 

i would bring more security guards 

i would bring someone to take care of the kids 

i would change 

i would change  gang members 

i would change behavior problems 

i would change dress code cuz it is stupid 

i would change everything 

i would change lunch 

i would change nothing 

i would change nothing 

i would change nothing 

i would change nothing the principals are doing a great job 

i would change our rallys. 

i would change safer gates aand doors. 

 



 
 

i would change school time and have the school give better food. and i would make sure that bullying wouldn't be in our 
school. 

i would change that you can listen to music on friday at lunchen 

i would change the disrespect in the school 

i would change the dress code . 

i would change the dress code for girls. 

i would change the dress code to change somethings, mostly for girls because they aren't being treated close to the men, 
men could wear a shirt that has something inappropriate and nothing would be told to them, but girls can wear a sleeveless 
shirts and all of a sudden its exposing and inappropriate some may say that its distracting for men but they should mind 
their business and no look there then 

i would change the rule of not being able to go to bath with the yest because that nasty and what if someone dropped the 
vest now it dirty and no one every cleans it 

i would change the rules 

i would change the school's food 

i would change the teachers 

i would change the teachers aditutde 

i would change the way that security and the principal do things like for example how they choose one persons side and 
dont believe the other person. also the dress code , i dont like that the girls can not wear sandals 

i would change the windows and the door because if theres a tournado or break in. 

i would change to have taller fances and i would also change that fact that people would stop bullying other people by all 
the teachers out side durying recsse 

i would change to make learning fun and have many teachers . 

i would change wen school start to like 8 

i would change? 

i would close all gates and not allow anyone in unless they have permission 

i would do more drills 

i would do more fun activities to make the students forget about the danger that is everywhere 

i would do more things to bring the students together to make everyone feel welcomed 

i would do something good 

i would do something so students know how to solve real life problems so they dont get into fights 

i would equip teachers with guns 

i would expell students if they fought to much 

 



 
 

i would extend break time so that the school gets a break from all the work and test they have to do 

i would fire everybody and leave 

i would fix the dress-code so girls can wear whatever they want. Educate boys more on not sexualizing females because our 
body isn't their for their distraction. 

i would get metal detecters 

i would get more basket balls and better technology 

i would get more security 

i would get more security for more saftey 

i would get more security guards and install cameras to the school. 

i would get police at the school everyday so if anything happens there will be right there. 

i would get rid of the middle skoolers 

i would get security 

i would get the kid to respect one in other when they are in lunch. 

i would give all the students 1000 dollars aand say dont worry 

i would give better lunch and longer lunch. also make it a longer time to get to class. 

i would give them good food so that they wouldnt  have to eat discusting food because the food is not safe, 

i would go out and check more on students. 

i would have ,ore security and keep every single door locked. 

i would have 9th grade teachers 2 assignments from each teacher every week and for 10th 3 assignments each week from 
each teacher and 4 assignments for 11th and 12th not that much. 

i would have all the doors locked. 

i would have check ups with all students and counselors every month to see how there doing. 

i would have everyone get there stuff checked to make sure theres no drugs or weapons on then 

i would have gotten more security guard to keep and eye out outside, some stay out and some stay in, make sure all doors 
are locked correctly. 

i would have more activities that way the students don't hurt each other and would be more focused 

i would have more advisors walk around campus while students are out to watch over them. 

i would have more police around also i would cheak the students when they entered the school site. 

i would have more seccurity and have counslers call students like every 2 weeks to check on them 

i would have more security 

 



 
 

i would have more security 

i would have more security 

i would have more security 

i would have more security and more drills to be ready and prepared. Also i would make sure there are more areas to get 
lunch because i can't get my lunch any more. 

i would have more security guard and police offcier so people wont get into fights or other things. 

i would have more securtity. 

i would have more space for children to be at 

i would have music and fun activities at school more rally's more time for kids to have fun 

i would have officers or the swat 

i would have one cop here at school or undercover cop 

i would have people meet each other. 

i would have police on campus 

i would have police outside the school just incase something goes wrong 

i would have resources for students to be able to talk openly about problems 

i would have security 

i would have security 

i would have security check the bathrooms for students that smoke or fight. 

i would have security guards 

i would have security guards on campus during and after school hours . 

i would have security or someone at each opening and for them to be waking around not just standing around 

i would have some polices with there k9s but not to much of them beczause the students wolud feel like they have no 
personal space 

i would have the older kids separated from the smaller kids 

i would have the same rules. 

i would have toys at the school. 

i would have us come early out every day 

i would heck backpacks for weapons every morning. 

i would help students with behavior issues so they aren't as rude and are calm. 

 



 
 

i would hier security guards 

i would higer some police or securitys to make it safer for kids and also give teacher to defend with something 

i would hire more security 

i would hire more security for the campus 

i would hire more security officers 

i would hire more security staff and make sure their backgrounds are throughly checked, i'd make sure present and new 
security staff are armed and are properly trained with their weapon and hand-to-hand fight for the safety of themselves 
and others 

i would hired guards to be outside the school and make sure no intruders walk in or sneak in. 

i would implement more activity before class so kids can interact and get focused . 

i would improve lunch line & have more activitvies 

i would just try to talk and help the people that seem mad or depressed because they are usually the ones that wanna hurt 
other people. 

i would keep some students separated 

i would keep the gate locked and make the doors lock with good locks. 

i would keep the school system the same 

i would let kids have there phones out because they may need to keep in touch with there guardian or for something that 
may have happened at home and cant say what happened. also would let the kids sit where ever they want in there class. 

i would let kids use headphones and listen to music to help them relax if there hsving a bad day 

i would let the students be themselves. 

i would let the students do whatever. 

i would let them all have one lunch so they can communiate with each other. 

i would let them eat in class so they wouldnt be distracting the students and teachers that way they could pay attention. 

i would let them use there phone at break and lunch and before class but when they are in class they must have there 
phones off. 

i would like to be a principal 

i would like to change the windows and the doors to bullet proof becouse someone with a gun can come on the property 
and they can start shooting at classrooms. 

i would list the buildings. 

i would lock every door in the school. 

i would make a boxing rink so the kids who have beff they can just fight it out 

 



 
 

i would make a gym so if any thing happens you can go inside when you are in recess 

i would make a half hour recess so we have more play time. a new part of the jungle gym its to small and it gets to crowed so 
a bigger part of the jungle gym.  more tether ball polls. there are to many kids and the take long playing. sometimes on 
purpose. 

i would make a indoor school. 

i would make a self defence class for teacher to no how to take care of an emergancy. 

i would make a separate lunch for all grades if it means no club meeting, no lunch carnivals,and/or even no raffles. 

i would make activities for kids to get to know eachother 

i would make it feel safer is i would bring a secretary guard so he can watch out for a shooter. 

i would make it fell safer by letting them have more time to play   outside 

i would make it fun with food frenzyz every day 

i would make it safer by putting security guards that have dogs but they don't bite little kids or bigger kids only if big kids 
are being bully's and bullying like kids but the dogs not to bite them just scare them 

i would make lunch and break more longer. 

i would make lunch break longer than how it is because if students are more active they will feel more comfortable doing 
work when done running,walking,or running from lunch break. 

i would make more lunch lines 

i would make should that everyone learns in a fun way and stop bullying 

i would make some students make wear the vest. 

i would make some type of program to help the kids the are bullied. 

i would make students feel confurtable around teacher 

i would make students wear the id card everyday to school and if they don't have it they cant get in 

i would make sure kids wont bring things that could hurt childrens 

i would make sure students have access to work at home. 

i would make sure that all student are safe..We would have practice of a shooting  drill... 

i would make sure that there is a lot of security 

i would make sure the food is good so they don't get food poisoning 

i would make sure the students know that its okay to talk about their problems and if they don't want to talk to a teacher 
they can talk to a student or make groups so that they know there not alone. 

i would make sure they are ok every 5 minutes 

i would make taller fences so people don't get in the school. 

 



 
 

i would make the change to be in a group bigger that three. 

i would make the gates higher 

i would make the kids have fun in school 

i would make the rules more strict. 

i would make the school a better school and not make students fight and if they did then i would have to make them say 
after school 

i would make the school better by giving free candy to all the kids who behave. 

i would make the security talk to kids more and make them seem more friendly. 

i would make the staffs mostly around the area where kids hangout 

i would make the subjects more fun and be intresting 

i would make them get security 

i would make us keep the gates locked at all times, and if a parent wants to come in i would make a doorbell so they can 
know. 

i would maybe ask the students to know what they want 

i would not buy dumb signs and have security's in each corner of the school. 

i would not change a thing because the school already feels safe. 

i would not change a thing the school is really safe as is. 

i would not change anything 

i would not change anything 

i would not chnage anything 

i would of make the school have security and have fresh food that they make in front of you.  I would also do more stuff. 

i would probably kick all of the mean kids out. 

i would probably make sure all gates are locked during school hours. 

i would provide more security in the front doors at all school hours and and to who everyone who comes into campus will 
be checked before entering 

i would put  a brick wall. 

i would put  cameras 

i would put a cop on school grounds just to make sure the students feel safe. 

i would put a gym in the back of the field. and have tackel football. 

i would put a lock down button in the saftey office, that will automatically shut all doors even the doors to the academic 

 



 
 

buildings. With just a push of a button. I would also put bullet proof windows for all bulidings. 

i would put a other playground with swings. 

i would put better locks on the door so in case of an emergancy some does not come in 

i would put bigger fences and have more securty guards outside. 

i would put cameras 

i would put cameras all over the school so no one with a gun can come in 

i would put cameras around the whole school. 

i would put cameras every hallway and more security 

i would put cameras so i can watch whats going on and add more security guards. 

i would put drug or we pone dogs 

i would put in meadl deteders at school 

i would put metal detectors,and dogs that smell drugs. 

i would put more cameras 

i would put more security around the school 

i would put officers walking around the school. 

i would put security and make bigger fences. 

i would put security at every intrence and they will have a hidden gun and taser and i will put bullet proof windows 

i would put security cameras 

i would put security cameras all most everywhere 

i would put security guards in each gate 

i would really change nothing there doing a good job right now 

i would recruit more security guards around the school 

i would say don't play so hard if u do u only get 2 warning then u write up. 

i would serve better food, i would serve pizza and stuff like that 

i would start school late everyday and end school early and have better food 

i would stop the social media problems and rumors. 

i would stop the violence at the school. 

i would suspend the people that get into to fight all the time. 

 



 
 

i would take out extened learning so we have shorter classes 

i would tell teachers if they can ask students how was there day going. 

i would tell them to wear head gear and to carry a water bottle at all times 

i would try to make everyone feel connected so everyone is familliar with eachother 

i would try to spread a lot of positivity in school 

i would try to teach them more about what to do and have the cops know about a plan we can a range  something in case of 
an emergency 

i would upgrade it 

i would walk around the school to keep my aye out for things. 

i wouldent make no change to this school 

i wouldn't be principle even if i was offered i wouldn't take the job 

i wouldn't change a thing because our principal does everything he can do to make it safe for everyone. 

i wouldn't change anything 

i wouldn't change anything 

i wouldn't change nothing i already feel safe. 

i wouldn't do anything 

i wouldn't make any changes 

i wouldn't make any changes our school is safe right now. 

i wouldn't really change anything i would just make sure that the kids are being respectful to each other and to adults 

i wouldnt change 

i wouldnt change anything because students dont seem to respect it anyways 

i wouldt change anything 

i wpuld give student benifits exchange for good behavior 

id either try hiring more security at school or make the days of school times much shorter. 

id have one day two week where everyone could just have fun. 

id make the campus more beautiful 

id quit the job 

idk i dont want to be a principle 

idk, i just dont want to be here 

 



 
 

if I was a principal the one change I would make to the school to make it safer is to have extra recess. 

if I was the principal and the one thing I would change about my school is having tall gates and having security to protect 
the school. 

if I were principal I would just leave park wood the same it is since I don't know what to do on stuffs. 

if I were the principal ,I would change is ...if kids are done doing there work they can take out there phones and play games 
and stuff if they're to loud take the phone 

if anything bad would happen send security to check each classes. 

if i  was the principal , i would get people to stand in front of the gate. 

if i am the principal was that i will have  more police at my school. 

if i as principal i would put barb wire on the top of the fences so bad guy don't hop the fence 

if i was a principal and i could change one thing to be staff i would pick more teachers out in the field 

if i was a principal at a school i would let students wear any thing they want for p.e because it doesn't matter you could still 
run in your own clothes.i would also let students eat chips like takis,and hot cheetos or other snacks. 

if i was a principal i will let teachers look at the students backpacks 

if i was a principal i willed have cops aroude the school 

if i was a principal i would change a rule to putting some severity like on the schools to keep it more save for other students 
and parents would not worry about their kids. 

if i was a principal i would let he students here at rose elementary have break for at lest 5 or more minutes. 

if i was a principal i would let the students use there phones at break and lunch,and when they have free time. 

if i was a principal i would put more cameras around the school. 

if i was a principal one change i would make to the school to make it feel safer i would make sure we have a lot of security 

if i was a principal one change that i would make for the school to feel safer  is to make the school more respectful. 

if i was a principal one thing i would change is putting the locks inside of class. 

if i was a principal one thing i would change o make the school feel more safer is try to have more activity to make everyone 
feel like they belong 

if i was a principal the one chance that i would had made to the school would be to put metal detector so that we can detect 
any danger weapons. 

if i was a principal would talk to all stundents from all class to be good students and not to fight in resrooms and good kids 
and treat teacher right like their sopposed to because they do every thing for us. 

if i was a principle i would  add walls around the halls 

if i was a principle i would higher more security and place them all over because what if there was a shooter, i will call them 
and they will all run and point a gun or attack or suround him. 

 



 
 

if i was princible then to make the school safer would be having on duty security guards around the school 

if i was principal i will make school a wonderful place to to learn and to have fun with other student .how by having 
presentation about impotent. 

if i was principal i would get police officer in ever corner of the school. 

if i was principal i would put sercurty 

if i was principal one thing i would change is that the restrooms would be open in the morning, lunch. 

if i was principal then i will change that is you get mad and start cutting your self and if you start cutting your self then i 
would suspend you. 

if i was principal,eat chips, play in the playground for all grades 

if i was principle and could make one change it would be to do nothing becuase sudents dont follow rules 

if i was principle at school i would put more  security guards 

if i was principle i wold keep all gates locked 

if i was the pricipal i would change two rules and only two rules the first one would be phones allowed in class but not 
durring teaching time or a test second rule would be that your allowed to defend yourself in a fight like pushing him of 
without being suspended because if u dont and no ones around which is most of the time you could legit blead to death if u 
dont defend yourself 

if i was the priciple i one thing that i will change to make it safer is to 

if i was the principal and i was trying to make the school more safer i would install stuff to make the school as safe as 
possible so if there was ever a lock down the kids would be safe and didn't have to worry about nothing. 

if i was the principal at this school i would put bulletproof windows 

if i was the principal i will close the gate. 

if i was the principal i will lock on of the doors. 

if i was the principal i would change   i would get more principal. 

if i was the principal i would change from the school the back fence i would make it bigger so no intruder comes. 

if i was the principal i would change the lunch detattion 

if i was the principal i would make a change like on every Friday there will be a rally almost at the end of the year and at 
break time there will be face painting and there will be game like football or basketball 

if i was the principal i would put bullet prove windows just in case something happen and i would also keep the doors lock 
from the rooms. 

if i was the principal the one change i would make to make the school feel safer would be nothing because the school is safe 

if i was the principal to make my self safer it will make the fence 

if i was the principal what i would change to make the school safer is bully 

 



 
 

if i was the principle i would change is add more rules. 

if i were a principal I would give each parent a sign in card to they could get to the gate. Also something I would really 
change is to treat everyone fair. I Think that if someone is being bad they just don't blame that person they make everyone 
get in trouble when it was just one person. I would treat everyone fair. 

if i were a principal i will make the gates taller and not see threw 

if i were a principal i would be in the office and watch the kids outside 

if i were a principal the one thing i would change  to make the school safer is having our own gender classes. 

if i were a principal, i would change the windows. i would like them to be see through on the inside and the outside not see 
through. 

if i were principal i would hire security gaurds and get security cameras. 

if i were the principal i would build a relationship with the kids. 

if i were the principal i would do a backpack check every once in a while. 

if i were the principal i would have more securities. 

if i were the principal i would make the school safer by listening to kids who get treated badly and find a way to solve it 

if i were the principal i would put metal detectors in the entrance of the school. 

if i were the principal of the school i go to then i would add security guards. 

if i were to be a principle i would change the amount of drugs there is in school because the securities only get some people 
with drugs in trouble not knowing who else has drugs 

if i where principal of a school i would order uniforms so that we wont have some much trouble with dress code . 

if i will be principal i will 

if i will be the principal i will make too much changes in this school but one thing i would change is that all the school need 
more safety and teachers that really want to teach. 

if i would be the principal i would advocate fro metal detectors and have them at the entrance that way every student could 
pass through them and have a safer environment for the youth so we can make sure that no weapons are on campus also. 

if i'm a principal i should change  the policy like the teacher is more rule than students because the some student dont have 
respect to teacher they are only eacy to say b words to teacher 

if they could use there phones 

if u have goals or coping skills it would be a safe invriormebt to use them 

if you get in a fight you get tazed 

if you get into any physical fights you dont promote 

if your caught being disrespectful at all in any way you will be given detention 

if your late you don't have to go to lose your lunch 

 



 
 

ill make the school more smaller. 

im not  sure. 

im not sure 

im not sure 

im not sure 

im not sure 

im not sure 

im not sure yet 

im not to sure what i would do to make it feel safer 

immediately stop the kids that are kind of bullying so the other person pop off and also when we tell you to stop them stop 
them. 

in my opinion, I can't really say because I don't see anything wrong with the school now. maybe a slightly longer lunch 

increase security 

install metal detectors around the entrances to detect possible weapons. 

intact more with the students 

interact with some kid that have trouble for they won't do something dumb 

ion knoww 

is that the school should have security camera . 

is to make students watch a video in every class in 1 st period every month an inspiration of learning to help them focus 
more in there education. 

is to tell be the kids that to verey nice or try to be nice and if your class is more nice get a pizza partty. 

it already feels nice and safe in my opinion 

it already feels safe 

it feel safer to me 

it feels safe, the staff controled the one situation we had. 

it is good 

it nothing u can do to be safer 

it would probably be more scrutiny gourds or a blood hound or some kind of hound 

it would ti have more gates 

 



 
 

its a good school. nice people 

its already safe 

its not really  safer i think but something i would change is to not have to be in groups of three 

its perfect #stallion pride 

its safe enough. 

just kick back and chill. 

just let the kids go on there phone at break and if were too walk in a class room and kids being on there phones i would let 
them if only its okay with there teachers 

just put and electirc fence with door that can only be opend by a controll panel ( like prisons) 

just to upgrade the school a lot. 

keeeep theeee girllllllssss bathhhhhh roooooom clllleeeeeaaaannnnnn!!!!!!! 

keep an eye on the students 

keep doors close 

keep gates lock at all time in school hour 

keep gats clowsed 

keep the school how it is. 

kick almost all the dumb kids out so the lunchline is shorter 

kick out all the teachers and kids out 

kids should stop taking so long to get lunch and breakfast and we should be able to listen to music in class 

l wlii change  time for scloo . 

l would not let them do anything bad. 

lat people do homework in class and change a faw rules in class and and to answer there phone in classes but be outside to 
answer the phone . 

later start of classes 

leave  no room for bullies ,get rid the people to see a peace  full school campus 

less fights by being ore involved with the students 

less fights in school 

less gang members. 

less gates / bettyer rally's 

 



 
 

less people 

less security 

less security 

less stricted 

less students 

less students at school it over crowding 

less windows 

less yard duty because the students because the students will fell more trusted 

let 10th grades out to eat 

let all freshmen sophomores off campus like the higher class man. 

let every one chew gum 

let kids have phones 

let kids have their phones on campus. 

let kids out earlier and more food 

let people bring food in its not hurting anyone 

let people do anything they want 

let people have more freedom 

let people have phones 

let people play fortnite 

let people use there phones 

let phones be out 

let some teacher have something to take care of student. 

let students use phone in class. 

let students use phones at break or lunch 

let students use there phones 

let teachers carry a weapon for our saftey 

let teachers have guns 

let the student out when the bell rings. 

 



 
 

let the teachers carry guns 

let them be on there phones in the morning 

let them use there phones 

let them use there phones in class. when the teacher is not teaching. 

let us go on our phones at break. 

let us use our phones 

letting the students use there phones at lunch in case of there parents or someone is trying to text them 

letting us take our phones out during free time so we know things are ok............ 

listen to music 

listen to the students 

lock all doors 

lock all gates during school hours 

lock all the door  and make sure the the school have  have thing for student 

lock all the doors for no one can come in. 

lock all the doors no matter what 

lock every gate in the school when its 8 am . when school starts   lock every way to get into this school 

lock gates and security guards 

locked doors bullet prof windows 

locked gates and security 

locks 

longer break 

longer break and longer lunch time. 

longer lunch 

longer lunch period 

longer lunch! 

longer lunch. 

lop list 

lot of fun at car show 

 



 
 

make 10 rules 

make a basketball court so people can play . 

make a biger fins around the school campis for we cood be safe 

make a conection with the students, become like a friend to them insted of not seeing them at all 

make a new playground 

make a refocus center 

make a shocking fence 

make barb wires on the fence 

make better food 

make bus route #33 come alot faster because almost EVERYDAY EVERY HOUR IT COMES SO LATE THAT EVEN MY 
GRANDMA CAN DRIVE FASTER THAN IT(and make the locker rooms slightly larger). 

make changes to the dress code. 
 
Change how you get on lop. 

make everthing chill 

make everyone get along 

make everyone respect each other 

make everything repair, the restrooms will be clean always, and add more fun. 

make friends everyday 

make it a white kid school like tj 

make it bigger 

make it have more suritry guards 

make it indoors 

make it less hours in school 

make it more fun and more protection 

make kid feel that they are going to be safe at school. 

make kids turn in there phones to there teachers. 

make lines go fsster and get more food 

make mor space the school years. 

make more ares for kids who dont like to be outside 

 



 
 

make more fun activites for students 

make more new rules to protect students at school 

make people throw trash 

make people wear a vest when going to the restroom 

make safer fences and gates 

make school more fun 

make school more fun because you dont worry when youre having fun 

make security talk more, not just look at us like we are not up to no good. 

make students do whatever they need to do to help themselves. 

make sure a security guard checks you ID during every day in school so that they know that your paying attention in the 
classes or  the assembly were they were told what to hold on you at all times. 

make sure every student has a phone or calling device just in case 

make sure kids run on the grass so if they fall they won't get hurt. 

make sure students come to school feeling safe. 

make sure teens are more mature 

make sure that every kid that is on campus part of the school not have a random kid that could cause problems 

make sure that the students coming in or the teachers that are  applying to not have a bad record. 

make sure there are no bullies at school and no fights 

make teachers and students talk to each other 

make the class time shoter 

make the classes bigger with bullet prof windows. 

make the consequences more severe 

make the fence bigger and give more space so they can have more space to play and give more activity so they can do 
something besides learning . 

make the fence more higher than now. 

make the fences  bigger so on people will get inside of the school 

make the fences bigger 

make the punishment worse for the kids that fight. 

make the saftey officer stop going into the restrooms 

 



 
 

make the school a littel big.  Just one or 2 chances for every studence. 

make the school bigger 

make the school comunicate better 

make the school feel more welcoming 

make the school have security 

make the school have security locks 

make the school more modern 

make the school safety. 

make the space bigger and rooms were kids could hide encase of emergency 

make the students have two lunches 8th/7th 

make the teachers feel trustworthy 

make the teachers nicer 

make the windows bullet frufe 

make them wear their Id cards round their neck to know they actually a students 

makes bigger gate 

making the lunch lines faster because everyone is pushing eachother and some fall 

maybe better walls like stronger walls 

maybe have more security 

maybe higher gates and more gates 

maybe like 1-2 more security guards. I see students opening up to the security guards and expressing their feelings which 
always helps. and plus there is only like 3 for the whole campus 

maybe more security 

maybe more ta's in classes kids complain about. 

maybe put stop bulling sines every where 

maybe putting  stronger gates and fencing  would be better and maybe a password that you email to all the parents so that 
no other people come in. 

maybe to get real security and to train them. 

medal dectecters 

metal dectors 

 



 
 

metal detecte in moning of office 

metal detector 

metal detector doors. 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors 

metal detectors and dogs that sniff out drugs 

mm i dont know 

monitor the teachers more to make sure the kids are learning what they need to and not just letting them do whatever they 
want because that is when the ideas to do things take place. 

more  teachers 

more activites / field trips 

more activites during lunch 

more activities 

more activities and stuff. 

more activties so everyone  can get along and get to know eachother 

more alarms 

more better food 

more camera 

more cameras and teacher with guns 

more clubs kids will like 

more cops 

more cops 

more cops then security 

more crossing guards 

 



 
 

more don't put wood chips 

more drills 

more fence 

more food 

more free time 

more freedom 

more fries 

more fun activities keep the students excited to come to class 

more fun things. 

more gards 

more gards 

more gates around the school. 

more gates. 

more guard at a school 

more hidden places 

more high technology. 

more individuality and responsibility for the middle school students. 

more learning 

more lock down drills 

more lunch lines 

more lunch time 

more officers 

more outdoor activities 

more parking spots to prevent collisions 

more people on the lookout because some don"t see every thing 

more people to watch students in reces 

more places were you could get lunch because the lines are bigger now 

more police 

 



 
 

more police officers 

more police officers and some ID cards 

more policeman or security on campus 

more rallies 

more recess. 

more safer 

more safety officers 

more safety officers 

more safety officers 

more saftey oficeirs 

more safty 

more safty drills 

more school practices, such as lock down drills, earthquakes drills, and fie drills. 

more secerty gards 

more secrity safety and need some metal detectors so when we enter school they could know what dangerous things they 
bring into the school. and make the rallys way better like south there rallys look more fun to participate and also add tap 
water fountains to fill ur water bottle 

more sectary gards at the school 

more secure perimeter 

more secure. 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

 



 
 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

 



 
 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security 

more security  , 

more security and they would guard the gates for any inrtruder. 

more security gaurds 

more security guards 

more security guards 

more security guards 

more security guards 

more security guards 

more security guards lol cx 

more security i guess 

more security officer 

more security officers 

more security officers on the campass. 

more security or metal detectors 

more security so if someone is going to do something bad then the security could stop them from doing it. 

more security to help with fights or kids bad behavior at school 

more security to watch over kids so no one gets in a fight 

more security who know what they are doing since we have a huge campus 

more security. 

more security. 

more security. Being up their business, that needs to change. 

more security. more spaces 

more securitys 

 



 
 

more securitys 

more securtiy 

more sercruity 

more sercurity 

more sicurity that is more strict about ditching classes 

more space 

more space to play in during lunch or in the morning 

more sports and having secruity at the school 

more staff 

more staff members 

more staff out during break and lunch 

more staff watching the students. 

more sucrity 

more surcuity 

more surveillance 

more tables spread out on campus and more security 

more taller fence 

more taller fensa 

more teachers to watch over the school 

more time no the chrome 

more trees 

more trips sell the books like math, history, others, and sell the yearbook at the last month one thing selling better things 
chips and sell ice cream in the hotter day give u break 15 minets wining inset every thing think of the children ass. 

more understandable locks 

more yard duties 

most of the rules 

mover class room 

music 

need more cameras 

 



 
 

nice 

no back packs 

no backpacks 

no bad schools 

no bad words 

no bullies can come in my school more sucurty 

no bulling 

no bulling in school 

no bulling, no fights. 

no bullying 

no bullying 

no bullying allowed catch u sepened 

no bullying and if there is they are going to be expelled 

no bullys at my school and be careful 

no changes 

no climbing on the poles for the teatherball 

no cursing 

no drugs or violence to natural life. 

no favoritism 

no fight 

no fight and talk to ppl 

no fighting 

no fighting CUZ!!! 

no fights. 

no frighting at all 

no fun 

no group projects 

no gun 

 



 
 

no homework 

no homwork 

no ill keep it the same 

no lunch to leave early . 

no microwaves 

no more bulling 

no more fights 

no more fights 

no more home work 

no more phones 

no phone 

no pushing  no crowding 

no rules 

no school 

no school 

no school is feel safer. 

no school on Friday. 

no security , leave campus when ever just sign out. 

no sharp stuff 

no shooting and with teachers not screaming in your face and no secirty also 

no snakes 

no snitches 

no thanks. 

no think tank 

no to run the eight minut or the mile 

no weapons allowed. 

no windows 

none 

 



 
 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

not bring our bags 

not conclude stuff if you don't know what happened 

not eating chips or candy 

not enforce gang related things as much like no plain blue or red but not like shoe laces or cali stuff because there in no 
connection with shoe ,laces and gangs or cali stuff and gangs 

not get in trouble for dumb reasons 

not give the kids that always get in trouble opportunity to stay in these school cause they always give the teacher a hard 
time and affect other student learning time . 

not going to the field 

not have fights. 

not have guns 

not have school 

not have school 

not have security at school 

not let people bully each other. 

not let security have bikes because i have been ran over by a bike and get rid of the idiotic teachers at this school. 

not much i  feel safe enough beside putting bulletproof windows 

not so strict on dress code 

not sure 

not sure 

not sure 

not sure 

not sure yet 

 



 
 

not sure. 

not to be throwing basketballs from half court 

not to bring dangerus stuff that is not alowed in the district 

not to change for p.e 

not to conclude stuff if you don't know what happened 

not use a lot computer and use paper work 

not use leathal force towards students such as tackling them or holding them down 

notheing 

nothin 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

 



 
 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

 



 
 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

nothing 

 



 
 

nothing 

nothing , if i were to say more security guards than this school would look like a prison. 

nothing I feel safe 

nothing I like how things are right now. 

nothing at all 

nothing at all i feel safe already but the location of the school 

nothing because everything it fine at the school 

nothing because it feels safe. 

nothing can make a student feel safer unless they were put into a room with things they enjoy to make them comfortable, 
not safe. 

nothing every thing is good here 

nothing everything cool but the math teacher suck 

nothing everything is good 

nothing i already feel safe 

nothing i feel safe 

nothing i never wanna be a princeable 

nothing it already safe. 

nothing it always feels safe 

nothing it is fine how it is 

nothing it's already perfect 

nothing its all good 

nothing its already safe 

nothing its perfectly fine . 

nothing just behave kids 

nothing much. 

nothing or get bitter food 

nothing really 

nothing really 

nothing that could be change 

 



 
 

nothing the principals are chill 

nothing the school is good how it is 

nothing this is a good school for the most part 

nothing, because the school already has rules that seem safe. 

nothing, i feel this school is pretty safe. 

nothing, the rules are fine, it's just that no one follows them. 

nothing. 

nothing. 

nothing. 

nothing 

nothing because it is safe the way it is. 

nun 

one change I will make to make the school safer is to more security around campus 

one change I would change is helping more with bullying. I would change this because there are a lot of people that get 
bullied end up hurting them self or worse. 

one change I would do to make this school more safer is metal detectors. 

one change I would make if I were principal is to make a little more safe playground rules 

one change I would make is less minutes in the classes and have at least one break between second period and third period. 

one change i would do is get a security guard. 

one change i would do is no more bullied 

one change i would do is no running on the blacktop 

one change i would make is for kids at this school to start class a little late. 

one change i would make is provide more security 

one change i would make is put cameras 

one change i would want more safety officers around our campus 

one change is there would no homework and we can always be on are phones. 

one change is when it is really cold let people go inside to keep warm. 

one change that we could be safer is that to close all the grates and we all have to be treated the same 

one change you would make to the school to make it feel safer will be take our phone out. 

 



 
 

one day u can do anything u want 

one of the changes i would do if i were a principal was i would tell them to make sure the dors are loked 

one of the changes i would make to this school is probably make one more gym. 

one of the changes is a card to come in and out 

one thing I would change to make my school safer is to security in each class to make sure no students have their phones 
out during class. and before the students enter a classroom the security has to check their backpacks. 

one thing i would change to make it safer is have more guards 

one thing i would change would be that to check back packs more often 

one thing i would do to feel safer is to do more school activities or rallys. 

one thing i would do would be for to more fights. 

one thing i would so as princeple is to get more security an a metal detector so no harm woud com into the school 

one thing that i will change is have kids not bringing gang colors. 

one way i would Change my school if i was the principal is i would walk all the kids to the car so if there mom or Dad did 
not pick them up and they were waiting in the office and they said that's  my car i would have a teacher walk them out safe . 

one way to feel safer is to have more security around the school. 

only one boy teacher per grade 

open the gates. 

opening the restrooms so kids don't argue about going to the restroom one at a time 

our school is already safe enough 

potato chip 

pay attention to everything 

pay attention to students. 

pay attention to the students more try making conversation with them 

pay more attention to the lunch lines because of how squished people get and the amount of crowding makes people feel 
like they have to crowd too. 

pay more attention to the students and not let them do bad things and thus they feel protected 

people  ot to litter so the segals don't come back 

people getting mature 

people that get in fights with others ill go into a different classroom 

people to get along 

 



 
 

phone could be used in class. 

phone privileges 

phones alowde at school. 

phones and better food 

phones are allow on campes but not during class periods. also at lunch. 

phones so when there is a lock down kids can call there parents. 

place metal detectors 

play five vs five in basketball 

play games 

play music 

play safe 

police 

police guards 

police officers 

police officers   security SWAT 

police on campus 

police on campus 

police units on campus 

polices 

police in every corner of the school to make it safer. 

practice lock down more 

practice school shooting drills more often 

probably have more activities an involve everybody 

probably use your phone during school to text 

probably have a high punishment for fights 

programs 

provide internet for students 

put a metal detectors 

 



 
 

put all the kids that go to src in a different school . or a different class and tell the teachers to kick out the kids that dont 
want to learn. also the kids that are always disrupting the class. 

put better gates 

put big wall for no one could climb on them 

put bodyguards 

put brick walls instead of gates 

put cameras 

put cameras 

put cameras 

put cameras all over the school 

put cameras everywhere 

put dogs on guard. 

put fences 

put guards in the school so nothing get i her and we can stay safe 

put gold around as the fence so it blocks everyone 

put guards at the front gate. 

put in blinds so that way if we are on lockdown we can hide safer. 

put in security cameras 

put locks on the 6th grade bathroom stalls 

put mirrors in restrooms, 

put more boy teachers 

put more cameras in the halls to see grownups or bullying 

put more gates 

put more gates 

put more security 

put more security 

put more security 

put more security 
 
have people more nice to each other 

 



 
 

put more security but with no uniform so students won't feel in prison 

put more shade 

put more than one officer 

put police officers outside the school so it can make us feel safe. 

put polices outside the school. 

put safer gates around the school 

put securities 

put security camera in front of gate and back and sidewalk outsie 

put security guards all around the school. 

put some guards at the entrance nice teachers and cement walls all over the school so we be so protected 

put strong frences 

put the bee  trees away from the playground 

put thing in the door so that the students or teachers could see who it is before opening the door. 

put up cameras 

put up posters and paint the hallway. 

put watchtowers to check for dangers 

putting cameras 

que todos se trataran por igual , que se agan respetar unos a otros . 

reach all the students before going in school at the doors 

really nothing it's already feels safe 

remove robley as a pe teacher quick and from musd 

remove the kids that bully. 

rope for the climbing wall so you don't  fall 

safe places 

safer no more fight 

safer tools 

scan your ID before entering late or coming back onto campus for of campus lunch 

scheduled secret locked gates doors etc. that only the staff knows about. 

 



 
 

schedules 

school could have mariners . 

seactry gurds 

security 

security 

security 

security 

secure the school with high fences. 

securities and officers. 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security 

security cam 

security guard 

security guard 

security guards 

security guards 

security guards 

security guards at doors with weapon scanners. 

 



 
 

security guards. 

security people 

security should have ar-15's 

security with guns 

securtiy gauds 

self defense classes 

separate freshman and sophomores  from seniors and juniors during break or lunch like different times 

separate the bad kids from the good kids. 

separate the bad kids from their classes 

separate the grades just like middles school 

seperate all the kids 

seperate kids 

short lunch line 

shorter class time and more outside time 

shorter classes. longer breaks. another cafeteria. 

si yo fuera directora tendria mas seguridad. 

slightly more gaurds by the lunch line so they can catch the many people that cut the lines that shoove them selves into the 
line and gets to close to others and they begin shoving and causing a small conflict between students which may lead into 
cusing which to an argument and so on 

some larger fences 

some people don't like closed spaces or bring in a crowd, so if i were a principal i'd make more lunch line 

some people in front of the school 

something that  would better is  more security 

something with bathrooms 

sophomores can go out for lunch 

speed up the lunch lines! 

start coming to school at 12:00 PM. 

start school later 

stop bulling 

 



 
 

stop bully's 

stop bullying 

stop bullying 

stop giving warnings 

stop kids form curseing 

stop kms 

strap security guards with pepper sprey and a gun. 

stronger discipline 

students are able to use cellphones 

students should be givin the right to say something freely with out knowing they would get in trouble 

students should have extra recess. 

students would be able to go on their phones before the bell rings. 

sucerity get guns 

sucurety 

suspend the bullies, make much bigger punishments. 

take all bad people out and the ones that think there all  that 

take off the rubber lock on the door. 

take off the safety vest off that apparently wont get you shot 

take out all the annoying kids that think they are all cool out of the school so that people who actually care can have better 
benefits at school without being dragged down by dumb people. 

talk to many student to see how there doing or if there okay 

talk to more students often 

talk to students 

talk to students more 

talk to the students a little more 

taller fences 

taller gates 

tbh idek 

teach the kids how to respond to bulling how to avoid it and prevent it. 

 



 
 

teach the student how to be more organized so they could be better students and have better grades. To always have 
security to check everyone who enters the school. 

teacher have  guns for the  teache 

teacher shod have gun 

teachers can have something to protect their students and themselves. 

teachers to be more a-where to kids during lunch time. fix class room to look more clean nice. On rainy days there should 
treat it like any other day and let kids out so they could be with there friends but open the gym more. 

teachers to be more involved with student so they can be able to go to them if there getting bullied. 

tell  the  techer 

tell people to be kind. 

tell the security to actually do something . 

that all the student will all be nice to each other 

that every time you get a 3.0 or higher GPA you could play video games for a little bit of time. Also try to be fare with the 
students at the school. 

that people won't fight and then they mite call down 

that phones are allowed when you have free time because what if something majior happend and you need to call or notify 
someone. 

that the kids dont fighth 

that there is more security so that they are safe in school so that nothing happens to them 

that there is more security. 

that there should be no fights. 

that we should take all windows out  and put metles so no bulites will  be able to go in . that is one way that they will be ale 
that students will be safe and no one will die. 

that will not fight anymore 

that you can were your hood in class 

the break 

the change I would do is put more security to protect our students. 

the change to allow students to go hit the meth pen 

the change to make it feel safer would be more security 

the change would to get more 

the class room 

 



 
 

the dress code 

the dress code 

the dress code and no chewing gum and  i would have one lunch that 1 hour and they play music  and students should be 
able to date anyone without getting in trouble 

the dress code and the rule of a boy and a girl can walk together. 

the fence so no one can clime up and like u know and make fence biger 

the food 

the kids that bullied will get in trouble. 

the lunch line 

the lunch lines and let us get high and drink lean and pop pills 

the lunch lines need a faster way to do the line 

the lunch times because we get little time to ate 

the new lunches cause the lanes to be chaotic, and hard to get 
lunch!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

the one change I would is cameras to the school. 

the one change i would make is a security system after six o'clock 

the one change i would make is practice the safety drills more often 

the one change i would make is to have hundred security with  dog s 

the one change i would put two security people during the day. 

the one change l would make is  to make a bullet proof windows. 

the one thing i will change the dress code so that everyone could pick something to take to school. 

the one thing that i would let people go on the track 

the playground 

the principal can change anything he wants but stil wont make it safer . 

the principal is charge to take care of the school.And to put cameras around the school .and in class room put all cameras 

the privilege to eat in any class 

the rules 

the rules that we have 

the school has everything to make it safe it don't need nothing else 

 



 
 

the school is already safe 

the school is already safe 

the security should have better training. 

the staff 

the student don't fight don't play game the can be dangerous 

the thing that i would do is to put all the bad kids with a strick teacher. 

the time of class to be shorter 

the was is  change to school to make is if feel safer 

the way I will make the school feel safer is by keeping an eye to watch for fights 

the would have to metal ditecters. 

there are no fighting and have security in are school 

there can be more camers 

there is nothing i would change 

there isn't a lot wrong with the school, but there is one thing that i would change and that's the LOP list. If a student is one 
the LOP and wants to go to a football game or dance, they could get fed up and bring an armed weapon to school. 

there should be recess for 30 minutes because I don't think kids get enough recess i see people playing around in class 
instead. 

there should not be a dress code and everyone can wear what ever they want. 

there's really nothing i would do because we have all the adult help we need and if their no help then i'll do something about 
it. 

they can fight during lunch but dont kill anyone and you can use your phone and be on any website 

they can get more sucartey 

they need to change the lunch line they did not think it through. 

to allways be good and nice. 

to be able to have their phone on in case of an emergency. 

to be carefull 

to be nice 

to be nice to other people 

to bord all the way out 

to build sometime that students can help from slether 

 



 
 

to check if a kid has a wepon 

to check once in a while if kids would have weapons or stuff that is not suppose to be at school. 

to check your backpacks to may sure you have weapons or something to harm someone. 

to everyone be happy in school  and no one left out to everyone have fun to teacher be playing with kids 

to get big fens 

to get bodey garders. 
 
get cameras. 

to get more security 

to get more security. 

to get more staff member to help the school 

to have a better control over gates 

to have a better way to make your self safer if  their is a shooter 

to have a lot of yard duty/ security gaurds 

to have an evacuation room like an underground bunker that's big enough to fit food gas masks and all the essentials and it 
could also fit the entire school 

to have better locks on the doors 

to have better teachers and not to be mean... 

to have cameras around the school and have  guards. 

to have cops around 

to have every classroom door lock 

to have fast food available every mondays 

to have guns 

to have less time in class 

to have more gates to product us 

to have more people look at the kids 

to have more safety stuff like more security guards, this is my opinion if u had 4 guards in the hallway and 3 guards in lunch 
time and when the gates open the 2 of the guards go outside and one stays inside just in case something happens. 

to have more security at school 

to have more security or have each security on each edge because that is when the unpleasant things happen 

 



 
 

to have more work in class 

to have no vilonce 

to have people to gaurd the school 

to have security around the school. 

to have sercrity 

to have teacher take training class to protects their students in case of an emergency. 

to help the kids that are getting bullied so that they wouldnt get bullied anymore i dont like when i see bullying. 

to let people be what they who they really are =( ichanged and dont feel good i used to be happy but now im just negitive 
for the nunaides and for getting suspended last year for something i didnt do and still no one belived me no one does.!!! 

to let students be freely, weather it be the way they dress, their hair color, or however they feel their most comfortable 

to let the students have more fun at school like for example extra curricular actives and more projects to work on during 
class. 

to let the students use there phone at break 

to listen to the students first and then judge what they are say not because what they do affect about they are about to tell 
you. you know what mean 

to lock all of the gates because sometime there are not open 

to make Safer rules. 

to make it seem more safer i would make the fields closed off so no one can get in i would make fences more higher. 

to make kid safer in the campus 

to make kids wear what they want to wear if they like those clothes so be it its their style you cant take that from a kid let 
them be whatever they want to be let them wear whatever they want to wear 

to make may school fill saver is to fire all the staff and higher ones that i would like so the kid wont haft to worry about a staff 
taking every little to far and having fun. 

to make people be respactfull. 

to make recess longer and put police in the gate 

to make safer the school i would do the same things. 

to make the area more bigger in school 

to make the kids do more sports 

to make the school better. 

to make the school safer i think we should have our cellphone with us and have it on just in case something happens they cant 
use it but have on. 

to me the school is already safe and i feel like nothing  needs to be changed at all 

to much active security shows us that something might be wrong. 

to new fins 

to not allowed drugs or any weapons around campus or in campus. 

to not always follow people. 

to not be bored in there classes 

to not be cheap in buying things 

to not break us up because they think were in a gang because we have 5 people hanging out. 

to not bring anything to hurt other people in the school 

to not bully and try making students make new friends 

 



 
 

to not go on other apps with out the teacher knowing and to not get in fights at school. 

to not through any balls at the people if they are right in front of you. 

to put security cameras everywhere, and in every room. 

to stop bully 

to stop bully at school 

to stop bullying for real like i do not know mabye send the person to another school if that person bully's.or like a school for 
people who bully people 

to talk to them 

to the teacher to listen to use 

to use youtube on the computers and have better lunch 

to watch movies every day 

treat peploe bhow you want to be tretwed 

uhhhhh..................................idk 

um camers 

umm maybe PUT THE FRONT GATE BACK!?!! I honestly don't understand why they put it down now any one can enter the 
school. 

umm more scereity fetuers 

ummm better teachers and not have dumb rules and get evidence befor acousing a studint for somthing 

ummm make sure that the bathroom doors can lock 

understand the students and there situations. 

update the buildings architecture, the school looks very negative. 

upgrading the safety of the school. 

use are phones 

use phones at school without getting taken away 

use your phones and bring ps4 only. 

vending machines which won't take money and everyone won't argue and the students can get seconds of food 

visit classes more often 

waduheck 

walls 

warm the food because its almost cold every day 

watch out for the snitches, snitches get stitches 

watch towers 

we can avoy fight by just beating them in a game of rock papaer siccor . 

we can have are phones to help us 

 



 
 

we can have more police. 

we can hire more yard duties to the blacktop 

we could have gum at school 

we should be able to keep our phones in our pockets for emergency purposes. 

we should get dogs for students that would bring drugs 

we should have bulletproof windows 

we will get  securtity guard and cameras. 

we will have  security's . 

we wont be as strict on the kids we will treat them like there highschoolers 

we would be able to eat in class and eat during test 

we would be allowed to talk back to teachers (only if needed) it would feel safer becuase sometimes when teachers yell it 
puts some kids in a bad mood. 

weapon and drug detecters 

weapons 

well I don't wanna be a principal but if I was then I guess I would change that if a student gets in trouble then it don't matter. 

well i will change the we have in lunch and walking around to see if every one doing. 

well i would close the gates in the afternoon the one in the back and cameras around the school except for the bathrooms. 

well i would have cops at the school 

well i would probably next to a police or sheriff office make higher fences.Add alarms to opening doors or gate  during school 
hours why would a kid leave why a adult would walk in.And hire sercuity so its a bit more safe. 

well if i was a principal i would not have no fight or bully and make it better and safe 

well if i was the prinicpal their no be no fight and lrean more 

well maybe put camera to see if their an bully or an violence. 

what I would change is I would have more securities. 

what i think is really much nothing and i do feel safe in my school. 

what i would do is change the dress code , because this prevents me from expressing who i am . like do you know how many 
clothes i have at home that i cant wear because of the dumb dresscode rules . it honestly irritates me and like how are cold 
shoulder shirts distracting . i just dont get it and for picture day at the beginning of the year i got dresscoded , so now in the 
yearbook im wearing an ugly shirt and thats going to haunt me for the rest of my life and im going to look back at that 
dresscode policy . many girls talk about this everyday , complaining about the dress code , and the clothes they cannot wear . 
so come on now and please do something about this . 

what i would do is get better gates because they are easy to jump. 

what i would do is serpate kids 

what i would do is to try something new that i never had a chance to do in my life time 

what i would is nothing because it all depends whether or not decide it to be safer. 

when do are doing a worksheet we can let the students listen to music and be on the phones at lunch. 

who cares about school. -__- 

wired fences 

worse consequence 

would have more activities 

would make the lunch lines bigger and cafiteria bigger. 

y pusi era nopelear noser pulin alos estudiantes 

yes we should have bullet proof windows 

you be able to eat when ever you want to but only chew gum sometimes. 

you can bring chips 

you can do anything 

you can have your phone out and you can txt or call ppl 

 



 
 

you can not go out by the gate in case of someone comes or your doing something bad over there 

you can use your phones in recess. 

you can were what ever you want. 

you could play on your phone 

you could sell closed sealed items. 

you could use your phone whe needed 

you could wear red and blue. and you can wear cali. 

you have to qualify to go to this school 

you may have your phone at all time so in case something happens 

you will get supended from school if you get into a fight for 2 weeks of supended. 

you would make to the school. 
 

 


